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BRAND-REX CABLES YOU OBBN’T ©OY

Brand-Rex keys its busi
ness approach on the ability
to give you advice. Objective,
professional advice. It’s an
important difference. One
we earned the hard way.
It stems from having a
broad product line. With
the range of materials we
process and our broad
manufacturing skills, we can
offer completely objective
solutions to your problems.
No preconceived answers
restricted by limited capa
bility. The product we
recommend results from
the conscious elimination of
those we don’t.
Over the years we have
learned to work with 14 dif
ferent plastics, 7 different cir
cuit identification methods.
Ten varieties of metallic
shields. Our products meet

applicable UL and CSA
standards, and government
and industry specifications.
We have more UL listings for
thermoplastic insulated wire
and cable than any other
manufacturer.

Our products include
everything from simple hook
up and back panel wires, to
the more sophisticated rib
bon cables and TapeCable®,
to highly sophisticated signal,
interconnecting, control,
data collection and point of
sale cables.
What’s more, we have
an experienced engineering
staff with a reassuring record
for solving those difficult
problems.
So don’t think of your
Brand-Rex representative as
a salesman. Think of him as
a problem solving partner
with a lot more to offer than
just a product. Call him.
You’ll see.
Brand-Rex Ltd., P.O. Box
26, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland.
Tel. (059-275) 772124.

BRAND-REX LTD.
A PART OF Azona INCORPORATED
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Two for your budget
Affordable spectrum analyzers
that typically will make over 90% of
your everyday frequency domain
measurements. Easily. Accurately.

I'wo models to choose from;
j re plug-ins for HP's versatile 160 Senes Scopes
urriance
'e 4 jency Range

HP 3557A
10 kHz —350 MH’.
Amplitude Range_______ -117 dBm------ 120 dBm
Fi e quencv Response
±0 75 dB
Distortion-free
= 70 dB
Dynamic Range

Frequenc, Span Range
Resolution Bandwidths
Price (Plug-in)

50 kHz — 350 MHz
1 kHz — 3 MHz
$3450

(HP 182T Large Screen Display Unit, $ 1400 )

Ease of use is another important feature of these
HP Spectrum Analyzers For most measurements
you use just three controls
1. Tune to the signal. Frequency is displayed
on a digital readout.
2 Set the Frequency Span. View amide spectrum
then zoom in on your signal — resolution,
sweep time, video filtering are all set auto
matically for optimum signal presentation.
3. Measure Amplitude Level. Read it directly
from Reference Level control and CRT.

HP 8558B

100 kHz —1500 MHz
—115 dBm—+30dBrn
±1 0 dB
>70 dB

50 kHz —10'10 MHz
1 kHz —3 MH:
$4300
Domestic USA p.ic.&s

To help minimize chances for erroneous measure
ments, panel markings show optimum signal levels,
and there’s out-of-range blanking or limiting
Economical for use on every bench, these analyzers
provide the performance for over 90% of your
evervday applications This means they can relieve
the need to use the more expensive high-resolution
analyzer for routine measurement, with equivalent
amplitude and frequency accuracy.
Want more information? Just call your nearest
HP held office, or write

HEWLETT JiO; PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries
1501 Page Mm Road Palo Alto California 94304

45506b
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The counter system
that stays on top of your needs
and under your budget.

time interval averaging tol nsec.
The heart of HP’s versatile
5300 Measurement System is a a high resolution counter
a sophisticated mainframe
that reads 60.0000 Hz in 1 sec.
» digital multimeter/counter for
which contains counting
ac-dc volts, ohms and frequency
circuitry and display. Snap it
• snap-between capability can
onto the bottom module you
be added at any time, including:
need and it instantly becomes
one of eight feature-loaded
—battery pack for portable
instruments. The 5300 basic
operation
— D to A converter for analog
modules include:
outputs
• six and eight digit mainframes
• frequency counters to 1100 MHz — HP-IB interface for flexible
data acquisition systems.
• universal counter/timers with

Once you have the main
frame, it’s the low cost way to
build a complete workshop of
first-line instruments,the one
system that really does stay
on top of your needs — and
under your budget. Prices start
at $410* for a mainframe;
$175* for a module.
Send for a free detailed
brochure on HP’s 5300 Series
Counters.
’Domestic USA prices only.

HEWLETTÿ PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
1501 Page Mill Road. Palo Alto. California 94304

02504
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Publisher’s letter
“I"he recent chapters in the
° story of large-scale integration.
using the bipolar approach to circuit
fabrication make fascinating read
ing. The trouble is, technological de
velopments often come in ones and
twos. Then, it’s hard to put together
news stories that both detail those
developments and give the big pic
ture of how they interact with other
recent developments.
And so much has been happening
lately in bipolar devices that we de
cided the time was ripe to sit back
and take a long, hard look at just
where the technology stands. On
page 81, you’ll find our 12-page re
port, which was written by Solid
State Editor Larry Altman.
“Wielding a variety of new weap
ons,” he says, “from circuit forms
like integrated injection logic to pro
cessing enhancements like ion im
plantation, semiconductor manufac
turers have fought their way to
high-volume production of highly
complex bipolar chips. Not only do
these chips each contain thousands
of logic gates or tens of thousands of
memory bits—they also far out
perform their predecessors. And this
formidable array of bipolar LSI cir
cuitry is arming today’s designer of
high-performance computers, com
puter controls, and other digital sys
tems with the revolutionary power
of buying the hardware he needs at
a price he can easily afford.”
|ndeed, the new vitality in
Dipolar technology is going to
change the shape of the entire semi
conductor market. As we point out
on our editorial page (see p. 10), the
potential of the circuit form called
integrated injection logic is great. It
July 10, 1975 Volume 48, Number 14
94,679 copies of this issue printed

Published every other Thursday by McGraw-Hill, inc. Founder:
James H. McGraw 1860-1948. Publication office 1221 Avenue of the
Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10020; second class postage paid at New York,
N.Y. and additional mailing offices.
Executive, editorial, circulation and advertising addresses: Electron
ics, McGraw-Hill Building, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
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holds the promise of combining the
performance of bipolar designs with
the low costs of MOS approaches.
Its potential is there, but the ways
in which semiconductor houses may
harness it are still up in the air.
Some observers predict that MOS
will hold its ground, with price cuts
and technological advances of its
own. In fact, there’s a round of complementary-MOS price cutting going
on right now (see p. 65).
^peaking of semiconductor tech
nology, you’ll be interested in an
other article in this issue—Poland’s
recent strides in industrialization.
Recognizing the importance of elec
tronics in any attempts to raise the
level of a country’s industrial so
phistication, Poland is pushing for
ward in several electronics areas,
from consumer wares to compo
nents. But no sector shows as im
pressive a set of growth statistics as
do semiconductors.
John Gosch, our man in Frank
furt, just finished a swing through
Poland and toured its Silicon Val
ley, near Warsaw. “Production of
semiconductors will jump 60% this
year and reach the $90 million
level,” he says. “For 1976, the esti
mate is for a 50% rise above this
year’s figure. Discrete semicon
ductor components predominate,
but ICs are shooting up much
higher: from last year’s 1 million de
vices to this year’s 13 million, about
equally divided between linears and
digital TTL types.”
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don’t settle for half
a power supply
at+60°C
or perhaps give up two thirds of
the rating you bought as its
^temperature edges towards +7O°C
We build power supplies with sufficient built-in heat exhaust
capacity, that they require no external sinking whatever. They'll
maintain their full rating right up to +71°C and, thanks to
internal radiators, run their exterior cool. This conforms with
IEC recommendations that discourage—for safety reasons—
external fins that run hot to the touch.

The Kepco Group CPS Linear Power Supply Modules range
from 100 watts to 1000 watts offering 0—6V and 0—15V fully
adjustable, programmable outputs with rectangular (not foldback) adjustable current limiting. A fast-acting overvoltage
crowbar is built-in, linked to a double-pole on-off circuit
breaker. The Kepco CPS is a precision stabilizer. A 100% load
change produces less than 0.005% effect in the stabilized d-c
voltage. Noise is suppressed well under 0.2 mV rms (2 mV p-p
measured to 10 MHz) and recovery from a step-load or impulse
load is complete in less than 50 microseconds.

KEPCO|CPS | IS
a no-compromise

computer power supply!

For complete specifications and Applications Notes — contact your nearest Kepco Representative:
ARGENTINA: Coasin, S.A., Virrey del Pino 4071, Buenos Aires, Tel.: 52-5130/52-3185 • AUSTRALIA: Elmeasco Instruments Pty. Ltd., 7 Chard Rd., Brookvale N.S.W. 2100, Tel: 939 7944 • AUSTRIA:
Kontron GmbH & Co., KG, 1140 Wien, Ameisgasse 49, Tel.: 94 56 46 • BELGIUM: C.N. Rood, S.A.N.V., Place de Jamblinne de Meux Plein 37, Brussel 1040 Bruxelles, Tel.: 02/735.21.35 • BRAZIL:
Ambriex, S.A., Rua Ceara, 104, 2 e 3° Andares, Rio de Janeiro, Tel.: 264-0461 • BRITISH ISLES: Techmation, Limited, 58 Edgware Way, Edgware Middx. HA8 8JP, Tel.: 01-958-5636 • CANADA:
Radionics Limited, 195 Graveline Street, Montreal H4T 1R6, Quebec, Tel.: (514) 735-4565 • CHILE: Intermetra Corp. (Coasin Chile Lida.), Mac-Iver 22, Ofic. 904, Santiago, Tel.: 396713 • CHINA
REPUBLIC: Uniworld, Inc., 116 Hsin-Yi Road - Sec. 2, Taipei, Taiwan, Tel.: 320247/320248 • COLOMBIA: Manuel Trujillo Venegas e Hijo, Ltda., Carrera 20, No. 37-33, Apartado Aereo 20702,
Bogota 2, Tel.: 45 23 04 • DENMARK: Sophus Berendsen A.S., 10 Amaliegade DK 1256, Copenhagen, Tel.: (01) 148500 • FRANCE: Radio Equipements-Antares S.A., 9, Rue Ernest Cognacq 92301
Levallois-Perret, Tel.: 758.11.11 • Federal Republic of GERMANY: Kontron Elektronik GmbH, Industriegebiet 1, 8051 Eching bei Muenchen, Tel.: (08165) 77-1 • INDIA: M/s Industrial Agencies,
111, Mahatma Gandhi Rd., Bombay 1, Tel.: 250741 • ISRAEL: Easlronics Ltd., 11 Rozanis Street, Tel Aviv, Tel.: 475151 • ITALY: Kontron S.p.A, Via Mestre #1, 20132 Milano, Tel.: 2152741/
2/3/4 • JAPAN: Toyo Trading Company Ltd., P.O. Box 5014, International-Tokyo, Tel.: 279-0711 • NETHERLANDS: C.N. Rood B.V. Electronics, 11-13 Cort van der Lindenstraat, Rijswijk (Z.H.)
2100, Tel.: 070-996360 • NEW ZEALAND: W. & K. McLean Ltd., 103-4 Felton Mathew Avenue, Glen Innes, Auckland 6, Tel.: 587-037 • NORWAY: Gustav A. Ring, Ringhuset, Volvat, Oslo 3, Tel.:
0472 23 22 80 • SO. AFRICA: Protea Physical & Nuclear Instrumentation Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 39127, Bramley 2018, Transvaal, Tel.: (2711) 786-1020 • SPAIN: Ataio Ingenieros, S.A., Enrique Larrela
12, Madrid 16, Tel.: 733 05 62/215 35 43 • SWEDEN: Teleinstrument AB, Box 490, S-162 Vallingby 4, Tel.: 08/38 03 70 • SWITZERLAND: Kontron Electronic AG, Bernerstrasse 169 (Sud) 8048
Zurich, Tel.: 01-62 82 82 • VENEZUELA: Coasin, C.A., Edificio Eguski, Av. Habana con Valparaiso, Los Caobos, Caracas 105, Tel.: 72.86.62/82.23.11

KEPCO, INC. • 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352 U.S.A. • (212) 461-7000 • TWX #710-582-2631 • Cable: KEPCOPOWER NEWY0RK
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Readers comment
The quest for status

How to Design Your
ower Supply for $72
You get the

complete schematic diagram,

with operating and installa
tion instructions when you spend $72 for
an Abbott Model “RN” power supply.
Two years in development, this model
represents the latest state of the art in
power module design. It features close
regulation (0.1%), low ripple (0.02%),
automatic short circuit and complimentary
overvoltage protection and continuous
operation in a 160°F ambient.
and parts list

Abbott Engineers followed specific design
criteria in engineering these modules.
First, the electrical design was carefully
engineered to insure that all components
operate well within their limits, under
“worst case” operating conditions. Second,
the thermal design, including case con
struction, was carefully made to insure
that the maximum temperature limits of
all components are never exceeded. Then
the size and weight of these modules
were controlled to a minimum, without
sacrificing reliability. Finally these units
were thoroughly tested to make certain
that all design and performance specifica
tions were met.

reliably and for less cost, simply because
we have been doing it for ten years. Put
our power supply in your system first
and try it. Examine its performance. We
think you will be pleasantly surprised at
the quality, adherence to specifications,
and the reliability you find in the Abbott
Model “RN”.
Any output voltage from 5 to 100 volts
DC with current from 0.15 to 20 amperes
is available. Many of the popular voltages
are carried in stock for immediate delivery.

Please call us for attractive O.E.M. dis
count prices.
Abbott also manufactures 3,000 other
models of power supplies with output
voltages from 5.0 to 740 volts DC and
with output currents from 2 milliamperes
to 20 amperes. They are all listed with
prices in the new Abbott catalog with
various inputs:
60 ¿Vto DC

400

DC

28 VDC to DC

So, you can build your own power supply
using our schematic diagram if you want
to—but we think we can build it more

28 VDC to 400

12-38 VDC to 60

Please see pages 307-317 Volume 1 of your 1974-75 EEM (ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog)
or pages 853-860 Volume 3 of your 1974-75 GOLD BOOK for complete information on Abbott Modules.

Send for our new 60 page FREE catalog.

a b bo t t
LABORATORIES,

INCORPORATED

general offices
5200 W. Jefferson Blvd./Los Angeles 90016
(213) 936-8185
Telex: 69-1398

eastern office
1224 Anderson Ave./Fort Lee, NJ. 07024
(201) 224-6900
Telex: 13-5332
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To the Editor: Irwin Feerst’s letter
in Electronics [May 1, p. 6] refers to
“loud cries from IEEE members that
the organization should limit entry
into the profession . . . done suc
cessfully by other organizations.”
Engineers often talk longingly of
wanting the status, respect, compen
sation, etc., accorded doctors and
lawyers. I think this desire is pre
sumptuous. Let me just note that—
in general—doctors and lawyers: (1)
have passed an examination and
obtained a license to practice, with
out which they cannot even use
their titles; (2) subscribe to a “Code
of Ethics”; (3) pay significant
amounts in annual dues to their as
sociations; (4) have gone into busi
ness for themselves, dealing with the
public on problems considered
serious enough to justify payment
for services rendered; (5) subject
themselves to possible malpractice
suits or loss of their licenses for in
competence, negligence, etc.
When engineers are willing to do
likewise, they will deserve and re
ceive comparable respect and com
pensation. I would like to see our
status as engineers enhanced, but I
think it will come from greater em
phasis on post-BS training, more
widespread registration for engi
neers, and more individual responsi
bility. In short, it will be the result of
exertion, not pleading.
T. M. Stout
Northridge, Calif.

Fluxmeter doubted
To the Editor: Readers who try to
use a direct-reading fluxmeter such
as that described in your Engineer’s
notebook section of May 15 [p. 112],
might end up with serious measure
ment errors. The problem is that
any amplifier that precedes the in
tegrator has to cope with a voltage
that is a function of both the mag
netic field and the speed with which
a search coil is inserted into or re
moved from that field. Using [Law
rence F.] Marinaccio’s own example
(after figuring out that he must have
used a 60-turn search coil), it follows
that his gain-of-320 amplifier will
saturate whenever the coil is ex-
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Now
freedom from
compromise
is no big thing.

Introducing the metallized polypropylene
X363UW capacitor.
Now, circuit designers have a new freedom in appli
cations where trade-offs were always necessary.

And, our new capacitor is no big thing. It’s small
where it should be, in physical size. But large in
capabilities.

Capabilities such as low dielectric absorption [even
better than polystyrene). Outstanding stability. High
insulation resistance equal to polystyrene. And a low
dissipation factor (High Q).

The result: the X363UW is an excellent all-purpose
capacitor ideal for many applications including time
base generators, integrators, filte'rs and low level
RF circuitry.
Tired of compromising? Tired of trade-offs? Write for
complete specs. TRW Capacitors, an Electronic Com
ponents Division of TRW Inc., Box 1000, Ogallala,
Neb. 69153.

TRIMCAPACITORS
Electronlcs/July 10,1975
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In and Out.
Analog I/O.

Readers comment

Analog signal processing with minis or microcomputers is now easily done... no more fussy
analog circuit surprises. At the input our second generation DATAXII data acquisition modules
are complete with multiplexer, differential amplifier, sample/hold, 12-bit A/D converter, and all
control and programming logic... plus TRI-STATE outputs for direct connection to computer
busses. Interfacing is now fast and low cost with DATAX II at only $375 in 100’s.
For computer outputs to CRTs or pen plotters... our DT212 Dual D/A Point Plotter does it all.
It displays digital information from any computer directly to any Tektronix, H-P, or DEC scope as
well as to any analog instrument or control device. This complete point plotting system is only
$245 in 100’s and ... displays graphics and alphanumerics... yields more flicker-free data
with high speed X, Y, and Z drive ... provides accurate position placement with dual 12-bit D/A
converters... and interfaces directly to computer I/O.

DATA TRANSLATION
INC

.. the analog I/O company
109 CONCORD STREET, FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701
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Your Circuit. Our Hybrid.
* T »

tracted from a 1,000-gauss field in a
time faster than 1/6 second.
What this means is that signal in
formation will be lost, very probably
without the user being aware of it.
The integrator can do nothing about
this state of affairs at its location in
the circuit, which is one good reason
why integrators are so seldom pre
ceded by amplifiers. Another good
reason is that there are many mod
ern operational amplifiers with suf
ficiently good offset and drift specs
that they make excellent integrators
without the need for voltage boost.
Lawrence G. Rubin
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

The author replies-. The circuit con
stants given in my article were cho
sen for a magnetic flowmeter appli
cation where the flux density is 800
gauss and coil-extraction times to a
field-free region cannot be as short
as 1/6 second. For other applica
tions, an overload indicator may
be required and this was an over
sight on my part. However, as you
say, a better solution is to use an
amplifier with specs that make a
preamplifier unnecessary. I was not
able to do this with the 536 op amp
which I used.
On productivity

If you’re thinking of having your circuit made in hybrid packaging,
HyComp’s experience in thin-film circuitry is your competitive edge.
HyComp hybrids are used today in many of the leading industrial
and military systems.
D/A and A/D converters, signal conditioners, instrumentation
amplifiers, multiple amplifier configurations, S/D and D/S converters,
function generators, as well as thou
sands of custom precision resistor
HyComp
networks . . . are part of HyComp’s
production each week.
HyComp, Inc.
Call us at (617) 897-4578 for
146 Main Street
applications assistance and literaBox 250
ture on our standard products.
Maynard, MA 01754
Perhaps we’ve already made
(617) 897-4578
your circuit... in our hybrid.

8
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To the Editor: I was interested in
the editorial in your April 17th is
sue, which criticized the govern
ment’s efforts to deal with the prob
lems of productivity. I agree with
your assessment, and I would point
out that Senator Charles H. Percy
and I have introduced legislation
that would reorganize and
strengthen the National Commis
sion on Productivity and Quality of
Work. This legislation should be
considered by the Senate Com
mittee on Government Operations
in the very near future.
(U.S. Sen.) Sam Nunn
Washington, D.C.
a Sen. Nunn is chairman of the Sub

committee on Oversight Procedures
of the Committee on Government
Operations.
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Another
technicol
knockout
the first 2-part, 30 W VHF chain
Complexity simplified: two VHF stages instead
of three or four!
Eosier-to-build, lower cost, more reliable radio
using a two stage amplifier chain is now possible
with rhe MRF237 driving rhe MRF238... ideal for
cost conscious marine radio OEMs.
... from multiplier to antenna, 150 mW to 30 W,
in just two stages!
The MRF237 in common emitter TO-39 is real

BUFFER
OUTPUT

150200
MW

packaging innovation... emitter is case grounded
permitting direct connection of rhe can to RF and
negative de ground in many class B and C circuits.
No external hear sink is needed -just solder ro the
PC board ground plane.

The '237 offers 14 dB typical gain with 4 W our,
replacing expensive studs.
The rugged '238 stud provides 30 W P our with a
10 dB typical gain. Simple ro march for narrow band
operation, it needs no elaborate marching networks
or expensive peripheral components. That's manu
facturing economy and simplicity.
Together, rhey form a chain runable ar any point
in rhe land-mobile VHF band with typical bondwidths more than enough to cover normal FCC
channel pairing.
Together, they're $10.00* 100-up!
Put one and one together in your low cost
marine/amareur land-mobile radio and ger
simplicity, economy and reliability. Send
/for data sheets, Engineering Bulletins EB-29
. ' \ and EB-53. Box 20912, Phoenix, 85036.
\ Be first with rhe first...
‘MRF23Ô - $7. 45 MRF237- $2.55
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Editorial______
Resurgence in bipolar technology
From the scope of activity cited by Solid State
Editor Larry Altman in his special report this
issue, one might conclude that the recently
developed bipolar circuit form called
integrated injection logic will make significant
dents in the flourishing MOS market. There’s
certainly no question that I2L is an
inexpensive bipolar alternative to MOS that
can meet high-performance requirements with
only a slight premium in fabrication cost. So
versatile is this circuit form that it is attractive
for cheap, modest-performance applications
like watches and calculators, yet it also spans
the performance spectrum to meet the more
stringent requirements for microprocessors,
memories, and high-speed counters.
Will I2L take over the world? It depends on

how semiconductor manufacturers respond to
this new technology.
For those firms that are already heavily
committed to MOS, it’s not too late to start
developing an I2L capability—and some are
already doing this. Others might choose to
fight back by continuing to refine and improve
n-channel and complementary-MOS
capability. After all, as Intel’s Gordon Moore
says (see p. 116), there’s still plenty of
untapped performance left in MOS.
In any case, this new upsurge in bipolar
technology after a lull of five years is a very
healthy state of affairs in the semiconductor
industry. The equipment designer can only
benefit from the new vigor that this
competition brings to the IC business.

Can technology live with regulation?
After several fatal airplane crashes, many in
the Congress stepped up their criticism that
the Federal Aviation Administration has
delegated too much of its responsibility for
safety to industry. The Department of
Transportation’s response was to set up a
special task force to study the FAA’s structure
and operations.
In the event, not too surprisingly, the task
force, which was made up largely of industry
veterans, gave the FAA high marks in
overseeing an industry that is based on
increasingly complex technology.
Significantly, however, the study served to
shine a spotlight on that “increasingly
complex” aspect of aircraft equipment—just
look at the sharply rising electronics content in
the world’s commercial and private aircraft.
Thus, one of the task force’s proposals is that
the FAA beef up its inspection procedures,
while allowing industry to continue to enjoy its
present high degree of self-regulation.
The FAA, says the task force, “must
continue to place increasing reliance on the
10

role of industry in the safety compliance
inspection process” if it is to keep up with
increasing aircraft certification demands and
the inspection of air carriers and
manufacturers of aircraft and avionics. At the
same time, the FAA “must strengthen its
technical staff and its ability to monitor the
effectiveness of delegated functions, and must
assure strict monitoring.”
The FAA’s approach to delegated respon
sibility has worked in the past to give the
United States the world’s best safety record in
commercial aviation. However, the FAA has
often been slow to open the way to new
technological developments that can improve
even on that record. If the system of inspection
and product-sampling techniques can be
expanded and improved by industry under the
direction of the FAA, then a technology-rich
industry can avoid the stifling of creativity and
enterprise that so often accompanies
Government regulation. Yet the system must
move faster in utilizing the technology
spawned by that creativity.
Electronlcs/July 10,1975

Andno%
the counter revolution.
Advanced Micro Devices’
new four-bit, low-power
Schottky Am25LS160 counter
series: All the features of your
favorite standard TTL counters.
All the advantages of lowpower Schottky. Revolutionary!
Guaranteed frequency of
35MHz versus Tl’s 25MHz.
Plus twice the fan-out over
the full military range and 50
millivolts better noise immunity.
Plus a whole family of lowpower Schottky parts with the
same super specs as our
counters. (If you don’t like the
superior features of our
AM25LS family, we make a
flawless imitation of the
54/74LS.)
The prices? The same or
less than the old stuff.
Commercial or military. All
standard packages. And, as
always, MIL-STD-883 for free.
Now, when someone asks
you where you were during the
counter revolution, tell them:
Advanced Micro Devices!

Now.
Am25LS07

Six-Bit Register With Common
Clock Enable
Am25LS08
Four-Bit Register With Common
Clock Enable
Am25LS09
Four-Bit Register With Two-Input
Multiplexer on Inputs
Am25LS14
Eight by One Serial/
Parallel Two’s Complement Multiplier
Am25LS138 One-of-Eight Decoder/Demultiplexer
Am25LS139 Dual One-of-Four Decoder/Demultiplexer
Am25LS151
Eight-Input Multiplexer
Am25LS153 Dual Four-Input Multiplexer
Am25LS157 Quad Two-Input Multiplexer; Non-Inverting
Am25LS158 Quad Two-Input Multiplexer; Inverting
Am25LS160 Synchronous BCD Decade Counter,
Asynchronous Clear
Am25LS161 Synchronous Four-Bit Binary Counter,
Asynchronous Clear
Am25LS162 Synchronous BCD Decade Counter,
Synchronous Clear
Am25LS163 Synchronous Four-Bit Binary Counter,
Synchronous Clear
Am25LS174 Six-Bit Register With Common Clear
Am25LS175 Quad Register With Common Clear
Am25LS194A Four-Bit Register, Shift Right,
Left or Parallel Load
Am25LS195A Four-Bit Register, Shift Right
or Parallel Load
Am25LS251 Three-State Eight-Input Multiplexer
Am25LS253 Three-State Dual Four-Input Multiplexer
Am25LS257 Three-State Quad Two-Input Multiplexer;
Non-Inverting
Am25LS258 Three-State Quad Two-Input Multiplexer;
Inverting

Soon.
Am25LS15
Am25LS22
Am25LS299
Am25LS164
Am25LS181
Am25LS190

Am25LS191
Am25LS192
Am25LS193

Four-Bit Serial/Parallel Adder/Subtractor
Eight-Bit Serial/Parallel Register
Eight-Bit Universal Shift Storage Register
Eight-Bit Serial in/Parallel Out Shift Register
Four-Bit ALU/Function Generator
Synchronous BCD Decade Up-Down
Counter, Single Clock
Synchronous Four-Bit Binary Up-Down
Counter, Single Clock
Synchronous BCD Decade
Up-Down Counter
Synchronous Four-Bit Binary
Up-Down Counter

Write now for your very own copy of our
soon-to-be-printed Low-Power Schottky Data Book.

Advanced LP/Schottky

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. • 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086 • Telephone (408) 732-2400 •
Distributed nationally by Hamilton/Avnet, Cramer and Schweber Electronics.
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A large part of a small miracle,
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Our HP-65’s magnetic cards
put full programmability in your pocket.
They let you record programs you write for future
use, anywhere. Switch the HP-65 to W/PRGM, key
in your program, insert a blank magnetic card, and
you’ve recorded it. Next time you want to use it, just
pass the card through the machine again.

They let you record programs written by HP-65
owners in your field. Our HP-65 Users’ Library*
presently consists of 3,000+ programs. Just order the
ones you want from our catalog (updated continually
and circulated to subscribing owners) and transfer
them to blank magnetic cards.
They come prerecorded by HP. We currently offer
11 Application Pacs of programs already recorded on
magnetic cards. Each contains up to 40 programs
applicable to a specific disciplineA.

¿.jc" For example, the 35 programs
A
in our EE Pac I cover such
calculations as impedance
matching, filter and power
supply design, circuit
design and analysis,
transmission
line calcula
tions, parameter
conversion, transistor
biasing, control system
and waveform analysis.

Few programs are too complex for the HP-65.
You can program it to perform branches and condi
tional tests based on logical comparisons. Five User
Definable keys and 10 numeric labels let you program
up to 15 routines. 51 preprogrammed functions and
operations effectively increase User program memory
capacity (100 steps). You can also write and record
programs of more than 100 steps by using additional
magnetic cards.

You can program without prior programming
experience. Just switch to W/PRGM and key in
your steps in the same sequence you’d use to solve
the problem manually.
You can modify your program at will. Just use the
SST (Single STep) key to review your program and
to locate the steps you want to change. Then key in
your changes.
‘Available Application Pacs: Math (2); Stat (2); EE (2); Surveying; Medical; Aviation; Navigation;
Finance; Chemical Engineering; Stress Analysis; Machine Design.
♦Users' Library, suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxes—Continental U.S.,
Alaska & Hawaii.

The HP-65 is also a powerful preprogrammed
calculator. It performs 51 arithmetic, logarithmic and
trigonometric calculations and data manipulations
automatically, has nine Addressable Storage Registers,
a “Last X" Register for error correction and, of course,
our efficient RPN logic system with 4-register stack.

Imagine what the HP-65 can do for your produc
tivity.The HP-65 frees you from the tedium of manual
problem-solving; it frees you from costly time-sharing;
it frees you from your desk. Once your program is
recorded, you can run it anywhere, or your assistant
can run it while you think your way through other
problems.
The HP-65 can adapt to your changing needs.
This may be its essential value. As your needs change,
as new programs come along, the HP-65 can accom
modate them easily, thanks to its program recording
capability. One HP-65 now will serve you well for
years to come.

At $795.00*, the HP-65 is a valuable investment.
What you gain in time, precision and flexibility may
well save you that amount the first month, and every
month thereafter, for decades. Incidentally, the price
includes a Standard Pac that contains 17 frequently
used programs (e.g., Reconcile Checking Account),
20 blank cards and two diagnostic programs.
The software is also sensibly priced. An Application
Pac gives you instant solutions for $45.00*. A sub
scription to the Users’Library* catalog—free the first
year, gives you access to thousands of owner-authored
programs for a nominal handling fee (approx. $3.00*
per program).
The HP-65 is uncompromising. From positive action,
double injection molded keys to rugged plastic case,
every detail reflects HP's no short cuts approach to
the design and assembly of its products.

800-538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862). The numbers
to call for more information and the dealer nearest
you. We’ll send you detailed specs, including descrip
tions of Application Pacs and available accessories
(like a security cradle to protect your investment) and
our dealers can provide a “hands-on” demonstration.

HEWLETTPACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 214V, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
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MIX.
MATCH
"Vise Grip”
Collet Knobs
& Accessories

The largest selection of knobs and
accessories for your panel compo
nents. Color coded, color pointed
dial plates eliminate high cost of
panel marking.

People
Motorola marketing gets
‘two-heads-are-better’ look
In a bid to solve its long-standing
problems of declining sales and de
lays in bringing high-technology
products to market, Motorola Semi
conductor Products Inc. has ap
pointed a two-man team to direct its
marketing organization.
Charles E. Thompson, 45, until
recently an inside operations man,
will head day-to-day world sales op
erations as director of marketing.
Assistant director Colin Crook, the
33-year-old marketing whiz who got
Motorola into the metal-oxide-semiconductor memory and micro
processor business, will handle the
strategic market planning for prod
ucts that might be as much as five
years in the future. Both will report
to general manager John Welty
[Electronics, May 15, p. 38].
Imposing. Thompson sees no con
flict in this setup. “Add up our cre
dentials, and we’re a pretty impos
ing person,” he quips. “We have
noncompetitive experience and, be
sides, there is enough to keep us
both busy without stumbling over
each other.”
Thompson, a mathematicianturned-computer expert from Gen
eral Electric, joined Motorola in
1969 and has been involved with in
ternal data processing, productivity
improvement, cost analysis, and
customer service.

Crook has a solid background in
semiconductor technology. Al
though he’s been with the com
pany’s semiconductor operation in
Phoenix for just two years, he’s a
veteran at Motorola.
Remembering his days in the
computer business at General Elec
tric when GE was fruitlessly chasing
IBM, Thompson vows that Motorola
will not be a hanger-on in the mi
croprocessor business but will be go
ing after an “important” share. He
will strengthen its sales operation,
for microprocessors as well as its
other products, which has tradition
ally aimed at geographic pene
tration. Thompson plans to add a
greater industry orientation by sup
plementing the geographic sales
force with specialists who will focus
on specific areas such as consumer,
automotive and computer markets.
The new marketing director
brings a strong belief in customer
service to the job, a conviction ac
quired during his years of compet
ing with IBM.
The longevity of Motorola’s tech
nology is where Colin Crook enters
the picture. His big concern is to
harness Motorola’s diverse tech
nologies behind a coordinated stan
dard-product development that is
responsive to the market.
Indeed, he sees the planning as
pect of his job as the most crucial if
long-lasting products having wide
marketing impact are to result. He
can certainly call on his MOS experi-

Choose the set-up you require. Color
coded for safety ... for convenience.

No set screw, yet provides firmer
grip than conventional type knobs.

Call our hotline for prompt
service and delivery.

(201) 374-3311

RCL Electronics
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General Sales Office:

Tandem. Charles E. Thompson, left, takes over as director of marketing, handling day-to-day

700 So. 21st Street
Irvington, N. J. 07111

operations for Motorola Semiconductor, while Colin Crook looks at future planning.
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RIGHT ON TARGET AGAIN

We’ve got rhythm!

M252-M253 monolithic rhythm generators
Take one of these new MOS ICs, a few simple instrument
oscillators and a variable clock and you’ve got a complete
rhythms section to add to your electronic organ or other
instruments.
Each IC contains more than three thousand bits of ROM
storage, programmed with ourstandard oryour custom content,
to produce the 12 (M253) or 15 (M252) rhythm patterns.
With the M253 the rhythms can be selected in

Electronlcs/July 10,1975

combination, letting you swing to the samba or march to
the bossa nova just as you like.
Both devices feature:
0 Drive for 8 instruments
• Down beat output
• Modulo-32 counter (24 for % rhythms)
• Simple supply (+ 5 and - 12V or 17V and GND)
• External reset

Circle 164 on reader service card
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People

100 pF and up

WIMA MKS 3
Up to 0.47 pF

Cast-moulded
capacitors

WIMA FKS 2 min
P.C.M. 5 mm

1000 pF to 0.047 pF

are an excellent aid in designing your
IC-equipped printed boards. Use the new
plug-in WIMA® capacitors which are
smaller and have regular
dimensions.
Write for our new catalogue.

WESTERMANN
Spezialfabrik
für Kondensatoren
D-68 Mannheim 1
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Augusta-Anlage 56
P. O. Box 2345
Tel.: (0621)40 8012
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ence to serve him here. It was Crook
who at age 31 put Motorola’s MOS
technology right on the money, get
ting the company’s floundering MOS
program into solid standard-product
areas, such as memory and micro
processors. And it was he who took
Motorola out of marginal watch and
calculator chip activities.
“It was already too late for that
stuff,” notes Crook, who, when join
ing Motorola Semiconductor divi
sion in 1972, felt that market condi
tions had bypassed these custom
areas in favor of high-run standard
data-processing products. He also
realized that Motorola had the highperformance MOS process required
to build these products. The result
was high-run factory output in all
the glamorous MOS product high
rollers—the M6800 microprocessor
family, and the 1- and 4-kilobit ran
dom-access memories.
Review. Now Crook will review
Motorola’s expertise in bipolar tech
nology with an eye to finding the
best approach to develop largescale-integrated products. He’ll ex
amine the full range of bipolar LSI
process technology at Motorola’s
central research laboratory to see
which technique fits into which
product. “In this activity our market
inputs will be strong and formal,
coupling market research and cus
tomer contacts with technology ca
pability. If the market demands
more powerful microprocessors and
memories—and we are convinced
that it does—then we’ll put our tech
nology to work right there.”
Such market guidance had been
lacking in past Motorola programs,
which were often changed mid
stream or, just as abruptly, dropped
in favor of others. “This zig-zag ap
proach to market development is a
thing of the past,” says Crook.
Crook’s background qualifies him
to run this type of marketing pro
gram-sort of the manager of a
group strategic planning effort.
Schooled in MOS and bipolar IC
technology, Crook spent his early
years heading Motorola’s technical
marketing efforts in England, where
he was responsible for defining CMOS efforts in Europe.
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The Scot
Surprise.

¿d^^i-performance

ecision pot.

That's no surprise.
But that low, low price. Now that's a surprise.
Performance second to none.

Scot Pot's total performance is better than or equal to any
other 10-turn wire-wound miniature precision pot you can
buy. One look at the Scot Pot spec sheet tells the story.
(Be sure to ask for a copy.) Scot Pot has improved electrical,
mechanical, and environmental characteristics. Its per
formance meets even the most demanding design require
ments. All at that surprisingly low price.
Save up to 25%.

And the Scot Pot price-tag is a surprise. A very pleasant one.
Because Scot Pot can replace what you're using now —in

form, fit, and function —and save you as much as one fourth
the cost.
Scot Pots are available —now.

You can get immediate, off-the-shelf delivery on Scot Pots
from your Amphenol Industrial Distributor. He's located
close to you-so call him. Or for more information (and a
copy of the Scot Pot spec sheet) contact: George Boyd,
Amphenol Connector Division, Controls Operation, 2801
South 25th Avenue, Broadview, III. 60153. Phone
(312)261-2000.

¡When you can connect it
Jand forget it...that’s quality.

^AMPHENOL
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DIG

IONS FOR DIGITAL PROBLEMS —

With two new ways to get inside your

V

HP invites you to step inside your 16-bit parallel
circuits for an overall view —and a detailed view —of
logic-circuit operation. How? Just connect our new
1600A Logic State Analyzer to an operating circuit,
and view actual logic states on the CRT —at clock
rates to 20 MHz. Select the data you want to observe
with pinpoint accuracy. And choose from two display
methods for viewing the data words.
What does this mean to you? It means a better way
to see hardware and software in action ... a faster way
to spot problems and find solutions. For example:
In the mapping mode, the 1600A can display all
possible combinations of its 16 data-channel inputs —
over 65,000 in all. Each input combination or “word”
appears as a discrete point whose location on screen
identifies its address. Spot intensity shows relative
frequency of occurrence, and the vectors show the
sequential state locations.
This mode converts parallel data into a pattern that
your eye can easily scan to quickly spot changing
conditions or unusual events. You can even expand
the view to zoom in on data of interest. And, with a

curser, locate the address of any spot. You can then
use the address as a trigger point for a detailed look
with the tabular display, or to trigger your scope for
electrical analysis.
In store and compare mode, the 1600A triggers
on any preset word up to 16 bits wide. The analyzer
then displays the trigger word and 15 sequential
words before, after, or surrounding the trigger word,
so you can easily analyze logic states in detail. You
can store one table of data and compare it with an
active data display... have the analyzer compare
the two tables and give you a display of logic
differences on a bit-by-bit basis for easy comparison
.. .or you can set the instrument to automatically halt
when all the data in one table isn’t identical to data
in the second —freeing you from the tedious task of
waiting and watching for infrequent sequences.
And that’s just the beginning. The 1600A gives you
qualifier inputs to help locate the specific data you
want on a busy bus. It gives you a sequential trigger
by providing a trigger arm that inhibits the word
trigger until an arming signal is received. You can

delay the display up to 99,999 clock pulses from the
trigger point, which lets you look virtually anywhere
in your program flow.
The 1600A, priced at $4,000*, gives you new
insight to operating logic circuits. With 16-bit word
size, parallel operation, and 20 MHz speed, it’s the
ideal instrument for designers of minicomputers,
peripherals, microcomputers, and microprocessorbased systems.
If 16-bit words aren’t enough, our new 1600S,
priced at $6,800-, displays words up to 32 bits wide.
This powerful system includes both the 1600A and
our new 1607A Logic State Analyzers. Hook it up to
your 16-bit machine, and in single clock you can look
at both the data and address simultaneously. In dual
clock, you can view two independent active tables
of 16 bits each —synchronized together through the
bus triggering capabilities.
When you have all the details, you’ll see how these
new logic-state analyzers put you inside your logic
programs for a better overall picture ... and for a clear
detailed look. And you’ll see how they can save you

'hours in design,
debugging and troubleshooting. For
the complete story, just contact your local HP field
engineer. Or, write for our new 8-page data sheet on
Logic State Analyzers.
For low-cost logic state analysis and electrical
measurements too, add HP’s new 1607A to your
present scope and have a complete digital system
... see the next page for details.
Domestic USA price only.

HEWLETT

PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries
1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304
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Introducing a powerful new team to speed logic
analysis - HP’s 1607A and your present scope.
You already have half of a complete digital-analysis system
... the scope you’ve been using for level and timing measure
ments. The other half is HP’s new 1607A Logic State
Analyzer. Simply make four BNC connections, and you
have a combination logic analyzer and oscilloscope —a
complete analysis system for the digital designer.
Data domain or time domain. In the data domain, the
system shows you a display of logic states in operational
circuits so you can pinpoint a program problem. Then, in
the time domain, the 1607A triggers your scope at the point
where the problem occurs so you can analyze the electrical
characteristics of the waveform using the conventional
scope input. Now you can really pin down those hardware/
software compatibility problems.
Parallel words to 16 bits. The 1607A triggers on any pre
set word up to 16 bits wide... and at clock speeds to 20 M Hz.
In the data domain, it displays —on your scope’s CRT—15
sequential words before, after, or surrounding the trigger
word. You see the bits as O’s or l’s for easy analysis of your
circuits or programs —while they’re operating full speed.
Qualifier inputs help locate data. If you’re looking for
specific data on a busy bus. the 1607A’s qualifier inputs let
you selectively extract data of interest. In addition, a trigger
arm gives you a sequential trigger by inhibiting the word
trigger until an arming signal is received. You can delay the
display up to 99,999 clock pulses from the trigger point,
which lets you look virtually anywhere in your program flow.

With the 1607A, and your scope, you can select the data
you want to observe with pinpoint accuracy .. .then observe
either logic states or electrical parameters.
Drives a scope or display. The 1607A, priced at just
$2,750 , drives nearly all modern scopes. You can even
combine the logic state analyzer with a large-screen CRT
display for easy viewing at a distance, such as a classroom
situation.
Put this team to work in program analysis of micro
processor based systems... for microprogram analysis in
minicomputers... or in situations where flow diagrams are
the best way to describe your design. You’ll find that its
detailed view will result in faster design and debugging.
And easier troubleshooting.
There’s more to learn about this new logic-state analyzer
... and how it gives you a better way to see hardware and
software in action for faster solutions to your digital-design
problems. Get all the details by contacting your local HP
field sales engineer. Or by writing for the 8-page data sheet
on HP’s new Logic State Analyzers.
*Domestic U.S.A, price only.
---------
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Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries
1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto. California 94304
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Meetings
Nuclear and Space Radiation Ef
fects Conference, ieee, Humboldt
State, Arcata, Calif., July 14-17.
Summer Computer Simulation Con
ference, ISA et al, St. Francis Hotel,
San Francisco, Calif., July 21-23.
Dielectric Materials, Measure
ments, and Applications, IEEE,
Churchill College, Cambridge, Eng
land, July 21-25.

1975 Gordon Research Conference
on Solid State Studies in Ceramics,
Brewster Academy, Wolfeboro,
N.H., Aug. 4-8.
Associated Public-Safety Communi
cations Officers National Confer
ence, APCO, Washington Hilton Ho
tel, Washington, D.C., Aug. 11-14.

Symposium on the Simulation of
Computer Systems, NBS and ACM,
Boulder, Colo., Aug. 12-14.

10th Intersociety Energy Conversion
Engineering Conference, ieee, Uni
versity of Delaware, Newark, Del.,
Aug. 17-22.
19th Annual SPIE Technical Sym
posium: Developments in Optical
and Electro-Optical Engineering,
Past and Future, Society of PhotoOptical Instrumentation Engineers,
Town & Country Hotel, San Diego,
Calif., Aug. 18-22.

Active Semiconductor Devices for
Microwave and Integrated Optics,
IEEE and Cornell University, Ithaca,
N.Y., Aug. 19-21.
International Federation of
Automatic Control’s Sixth Triennial
World Congress, IFAC, Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, Cam
bridge, Mass., Aug. 24-30.
ifac/75:

17th Conference on Electronic Ma
terials: Preparation and Properties
of Electronic Materials, AIME,
Princeton University, Princeton,
N.J., Aug. 25-27.
NBS Seminar on Frequency Stan

dards and Clocks: Characterization,
Usage, and Problem Areas, nbs,
Boulder, Colo., Aug. 25-27.
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180° air variabte capacitors.
On time.

And since we re nice people we don t even charge much
for them So if you have an application that calls for a
sub-miniature capacitor that you can ' tweak to a specific
frequency these Johnson trimmers are ideal
You can choose from either PC or sti iphne mount either
vertical or horizontal tuning These Type T ' capacitors are
aboutone-thirdthesizeofthetamiliaitype U capacitors,
so you can save space cut costs and insure improved
performance in the most compact electronic equipment
Rotors and stators are precision-machined from solid brass
extrusions, resulting in exceptional stability and uniformity
High Q—typically 2000 at 150 MHz Temperature coefficient
is a low plus 30 ± 15 ppm/°C High torque (1% to 8 oz/
inches) holds rotor securely under vibration They redesigned
to meet or exceed EIA-RS 204 and MIL Standard 202C
Methods 204Aand 201A
In short these capacitors may be just what you’ve been
looking for It II only cost you a stamp to get more information
And if you give us your phone number, we II cal! you and
send free samples after we have clar ified your application
E F JOHNSON COMPANY
3005Tenth Ave SW / Waseca MN 56093
□
Please send me technical information on the type T
□ Also include information on yourentire line of variable
capacitors.
□ I want test samples Please call me at_______________
NAME___________________________________________
TITLE____________________________________________
FIRM____________________________________________
ADDRESS
CITY_____
STATE______ ZIP.

E, F. JOHNSON COMPANY
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©w@n®[ping this new pushbutton was
a little like coming mp with a
that gets 32 mpgf
holds 12 ¡p@©;pH® and costs less than a Pmtoo

Until now, there have been some
good-looking lighted pushbuttons and
indicators.
And there have been others with
varied electrical capabilities. But there's
never been a line that gave you
harmonious panel design, electrical
flexibility, and low cost. AJ1 at the same
time. Until now.
Introducing the MICRO SWITCH
Advanced Manual Line—AML.
The most sophisticated line of
pushbuttons
and indicators
SOLID
ELECTRONIC
ever designed.
STATE
CONTROL
And you can
see a few of
the reasons why right here. The AML
button height, bezel size and visual compatability of the square and rectangular
sizes "harmonizes" your panel. To give
you a panel with a clean, good-looking
geometric face. And a panel with
increased efficiency, because it doesn't
distract. The low-profile square and
rectangular buttons are
available in five colors:
POWER
white, red, yellow, green,
and blue. Display
capabilities include split
screen, hidden color, and a unique three
segment lens cap indi_
cator. Illumination can
be transmitted or pro
jected. But what you
can't see here is what
helps to make these the most advanced
line of lighted pushbuttons and indica
tors available: their extreme electrical
flexibility.
Solid state operates at 5V or 6-16 V
with a built-in regulator, sink (TTL) and
source (CMOS).
Electronic control is capable of
handling low energy circuits and has a
maximum rating of 3 amps, 120 VAC,

with single or double pole double
throw.
And power control, DPST, with a
rating of 10 amps at 120 VAC.
The AML has snap-in mounting
from the front of panel and can also
be subpanel mounted. There's a choice
of individual or strip mounting.
All devices are the same
shallow depth behind the panel to
provide a unique single level
termination system. The result is ease of
wiring and neat appearance.
There are 5 types
- k
_ of terminals
available: solder,
— quick-connect,
— wire-wrap, push.
on or p.c. board
F W* - M
mount.
Relamping is
accomplished from the
__
front of the panel. And it's
done without a tool. With
a choice of lamps including
a T-1% wedge base lamp,
neon and LED. To provide international
acceptance, every AML device has been
designed to comply with essential
IEC, CEE24, UL and CSA standards.
For more information on the
AML, call your nearest MICRO
SWITCH Branch Office. Or write for
our literature.
What you'll see is a line of lighted
pushbuttons and indicators that give
you a completely harmonious panel
design in the front.
And the utmost in electrical
flexibility behind the panel.
All products shown on this page
are actual size.

MICRO SWITCH
FREEPORT. ILLINOIS 61032

A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL

MICRO SWITCH products are available worldwide through Honeywell International.
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1,100 to 1,200 wires per hour

SEE WHAT
GARDNER-DENVER
IS DOING NOW.

Now!
Aut©rwofc wiring
at twice the speed
©k© half the cost.

That’s the cycle-time performance
built into this new Vertical
Gardner-Denver Automatic
Wire-Wrap* Machine. The wrapping
area is 56 cm x 56 cm. It is designed
for 26 and 30 A.W.G. wire.
For increased production of solderless
wrapped connections, for lower
production cost and improved
efficiency contact your local
Gardner-Denver Representative. Or,
write: Gardner-Denver Company,
International Division,
8585 Stemmons Freeway,
Dallas, Texas 75247, U.S.A.

*“Wire-Wrap” is a registered Trademark of Gardner-Denver Company.

GARDNER-DENVER
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RCA mounts

SOS drive with
1-kilobit RAM

Vowing to start pushing silicon-on-sapphire circuitry, RCA’s Solid State
division is sampling 1,024-bit SOS random-access memories as it begins
production of the devices at its Somerville, N.J., headquarters, Philip R.
Thomas, division vice president for MOS products, says that RCA is al
ready negotiating several “sizable” orders for SOS timing circuits, and
that the division plans to announce 4000-series complementary-MOS de
vices on sapphire next month.

Also, the division is developing a 256-by-4 SOS RAM for high-speed
microprocessor applications, especially for the peripheral-equipment
market, says Thomas, who plans to have the division’s facility in Palm
Beach Gardens, Fla., for n-channel and SOS devices, as well as micro
processors up and operating by the end of this year.

ITT fiber loses
less than 8 dB

per kilometer

Life of cw-laser
diode set at more

than 500 hours

Intel bases

memory system
on CCD chip
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ITT’s Electro-Optics division in Roanoke, Va., has developed a high-silica, low-loss fiber with an attenuation of “under 8 decibels per kilome
ter” at a wavelength of 0.85 micrometer, according to James Goell, di
rector of the Fiber Optics Laboratory there. This compares with a
maximum loss of 8 dB/km for Corning Glass Works’ Corguide [Elec
tronics, May 15, p. 121],
Working under an “experimental” contract from the Naval Electron
ics Laboratories Center, San Diego, Goell’s group has made 400-meterlong cables with six individual fibers placed around a central support
ing core. The 210-mil-diameter cable has withstood tensile loads of 500
pounds.
Goell’s laboratory has also been working with a less expensive but
higher-loss plastic-clad silica fiber under a U.S. Army contract. Loss is
in the range of 25 to 30 dB/km. Goell expects the Roanoke operation
will bring “some kind of cable to market within six months,” although
just what kind is still to be decided.
Meanwhile, Germany’s Siemens AG has reported on a laboratory
material with attenuation of only 1.35 decibels per kilometer at a
wavelength of 0.06 micrometer (see p. 55).

“The first commercially available continuous-wave laser diodes with a
reasonable lifetime” were launched by Robert Gill, president of Laser
Diode Laboratories Inc. of Metuchen, N.J., at the Laser ’75 exhibition
June 24 to 27 in Munich. Gill says that an operating life of 500 to 1,000
hours can be expected from the new devices. The gallium-aluminum-arsenide diodes are of a multihetero structure, use monolithic-stripe
geometry, and come in two versions—the LCW-5 and LCW-10. The
LCW-5 has maximum continuous power output of 10 milliwatts and
the LCW-10, 20 mW. In quantities of more than 10, Gill says the LCW5 will sell for $ 100 to $200 and the LCW-10 for $200 to $300.
Look for Intel Corp.’s Memory Systems division in Sunnyvale, Calif.,
to soon begin supplying prototype quantities of a memory system using
Intel’s 2416 CCD memory chip to several original-equipment manufac
turers in the computer industry. Expandable from 1,179,648 to
25
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18,432,000 bits, the system, designated the IN-65, consists of three types
of boards. They are the memory unit, a 14.6-by-12-inch card with a
basic memory capacity of 1,179,648 bits; the control unit, which pro
vides all interface, timing, and control logic for up to eight memory
unit cards; and the buffer unit, acting as a slave to the control unit,
which provides for word length expansion from 9 to 18 bits and han
dles an additional eight memory unit cards. A 1,024-word, 18-bit sys
tem would, therefore, contain one control-unit board, one buffer-unit
board, and 16 memory-unit boards. Shift rate is 750 nanoseconds when
seeking a new random address and 9 microseconds when in standby for
data retention. Data-transfer rates per 8- or 9-bit word range from 9 to
550 nanoseconds.
Cramer to have

processor product

$11 billion by 1995

for laser-fusion
work, says ERDA

Distributors agree that microprocessors could be the biggest item
they’ve handled since transistors [Electronics, June 26, p. 78], but at
least one distributor, Cramer Electronics Inc., seems to be going a step
further. It apparently will be coming out in early fall with a micro
processor-based product. “This involves a whole new thing for a distrib
utor; it will involve service and everything,” a spokesman says. But so
far the company is keeping details under wraps.”
At current and projected expenditure rates, approximately $11 billion
will have been spent by 1995 to prove the economic feasibility of laserpumped nuclear-fusion power plants, according to the Energy Research
and Development Administration.
About $75 million will be spent in the current 1976 fiscal year. And, to
keep the program on schedule, ERDA says, this will grow to $80 million
in fiscal 1977, $99 million in 1978, $ 114 million in 1979, $130 million in
1980, and $144 million in 1981. An ERDA official says that about 25% of
the $11 billion will have been spent on high-powered short-pulse dura
tion lasers. Early models will use oil-filled capacitors pumping flash
lamps, which are controlled by minicomputers for accurate aim of
beams for exploding deuterium pellets. The first such laser, under con

struction at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in California, is rated
at 10 kilojoules and will have cost about $16.8 million when completed
in 1977, ERDA says.
Addenda
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IBM Corp, has introduced a new data entry terminal, the IBM 3760
dual-key entry station, to enhance the 3790 communications system by
automatically checking data for accuracy and alerting operators to er
rors before data is transferred to a computer. . . . IBM also cut pur
chase prices 15% on its System/370 Model 115 and 125 processing units,
and for terminal and communications products, and 10% for magnetictape and disk storage units, printers, and optical recognition units. . . .
The FAA will pay $30.2 million for 16 air-route surveillance radars from
Westinghouse Electric Co. now that the General Accounting Office has
turned down Bendix Corp.’s protest of the award. Of the solid-state
ARSR-3 models, 14 will be fixed and two mobile. The FAA also has
options on eight more fixed and two more mobile systems that operate
at L-band using 5 megawatts.
Electronlcs/July 10,1975

The AN2545 logic powered DPI provides the best
combination of low power and optimum (DIN/NEMA) case size
for the mosi reliable performance in its class.
None Like It Hot
In the heat of specsmanship,
important factors affecting a
Digital Panel Instrument’s true
performance can often be overlooked
Temperature, for instance Thehottera
DPI runs the less reliable it becomes
With every 10°C rise (above 40°C)
the MTBF of a digital panel instrument
decreases by a factor of 2, thus the lower
the power consumption, the lower the
temperature, and the higher the reliability
Analogic’s AN2545 DPI was specifically
designed to stay cool With only 1 5 watts
to dissipate in a standard DIN/NEMA
case, the AN2545 has only a fraction of
the power density of the nearest
competitive unit resulting in much
greater long term stability and reliability
And the AN2545 displays its rated
accuracy immediately upon tum-on
instead of the 15 to 30 minutes required
by competitive units to drift into spec

Engineering Where It Counts
Again, unlike most competitive units
the AN2545 was designed from the

ground up specifically as a true 41/z digit
20.000 count device Accuracy has been
designed beyond the last displayed digit
to insure the integrity of the displayed
value resulting in jitter (uncertainty) of
only 0 2 of a bit (a fraction of the LSD)

More Optional Versatility
Two systems oriented BCD output
options are available-serial by digit or
fully latched and buffered parallel—and
rf desired, both can be used at the same
time Provision for an external reference
can also be provided for true 4-wire
latiometric measurements, thereby
increasing the stability of
system calibrations
Other important features includetrue high impedance differential inputs
autozerozing. a true, dual-slope,
mtegiatmg AZD converter, 0 55" gas
plasma display, absolute accuracy of
0 01 percent of reading
±1 count guaranteed,
temp coef of 15 ppm of
reading /°C. common
"' cRt

mode rejection greater than 70 dB,
input impedance of 500 megohms,
programmable decimal point position
and automatic polarity indication

Testing and More Testing
Reliable performance to specs is assured
by 100% testing of subassemblies and a
minimum of 100 hours buin-m of all
units at 55"C and vibration test of 5Gs at
50 cycles In addition, all units are
subjected to rigid QC confirmation of
specs and are shipped with printout of
final test results
The price for this ultra reliable 414
digit DPI is about what you would expect
to pay for a sophisticated 3Vz digit unit
And like all Analogic products the
AN2545 is guaranteed for 12 months
To get full details contact your
nearest Analogic sales office For our
new 40-page Catalog/Handbook write
on your letterhead to Analogic
Corporation, Audubon
Road Wakefield,
Massachusetts
01880USA

AIXIALOŒICH
... The Digitizers
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Pro-Log microprocessor modules reduce parts count and design time,
and drop assembly costs.

Design engineers üsing
this new approach can cut system
Choose the wrong approach to micro
processor system design and you could
wind up quadrupling your total cost.

The computer-oriented approach
costs big money, gives you more
capability than you may need.
Semiconductor manufacturers regard
microprocessor-guided systems as a form
of computer typified by data processing
techniques.
They promote features like interrupt,
built-in control panels, program loaders,
direct memory access, memory capacity
and throughput. But their approach is
only applicable to situations where large
volumes of data must be manipulated in a
job that may change from hour to hour.
This kind of versatility tremendously in
creases system costs—you wind up buy
ing RAM memory, canned software, and
such peripheral devices as tape, card, disk,
keyboard and display controllers. And
you need a computer programer to design
your system for you.
If you really need that kind of versatil
ity, maybe you need a computer, not a
microprocessor.

The Pro-Log Logic Processor
approach does the job at
minimum cost.
Pro-Log treats the microprocessor
module as a logic processor especially
suitable for dedicated control.
This avoids the computer-oriented re
quirements for software, complex
peripherals and unnecessary perform
ance. Pro-Log’s microprocessor modules
are normally hardwired to relay contacts,
switches, push buttons, displays, or other
devices instead of communicating with
them through expensive controllers.
Simple-to-program PROMs rather than
software-directed RAMs configure Pro
Log’s modules in their specific activity.
Using Pro-Log’s approach, system design
stays with the design engineer, not the
computer programer. And our approach
not only enables you to design hardware
but to produce it easily and maintain it in
the field.
A microprocessor module, correctly
applied, can replace large numbers of
logic gates and timing elements as well as
the sockets,. power supplies, packaging,
connections and wiring that go with it. By
decreasing parts and interconnections,
you lower assembly and rework costs, im
prove reliability, and cut inventory. The
simplicity of microprocessor modules lets
you get into high volume production
quicker.
28
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These are the only tools you need
to design, produce, and field-service
a logic processor system:
M821 system analyzer,
Series 90 PROM Programer, coding form,
oscilloscope.

If that describes your product applica
tion, maybe you should be using a Pro
Log logic processor.

Only Pro-Log has the tools
you need to apply the logic
processor approach.
We’ve got the most complete line of
microprocessor modules anywhere, in
cluding off-the-shelf delivery on modules
using 4004, 8008, 4040, and 8080 CPU
chips. We’ll be delivering modules using
the 6800 chip in the near future. We’ve got
designer manuals, applications notes, in
struments and test equipment, too.
Money-back guaranteed
education.
Pro-Log offers two microprocessor
courses nationwide.
Our one-day applications course costs
$100. If we don’t convince you we’ve got
the best approach to the use of micro
processor modules, just tell us so and we’ll

give you your money back, no questions
asked.
We’ve also got a three day hands-on
course we’ve given to more than 1,000
design engineers in the past two years.
The only two requirements are that you
know what a flip-flop and a gate are. If you
do, we guarantee you’ll come out of our
course knowing how to design, program
and use microprocessor modules because
you’ll have done it.
Contact Pro-Log for a complete list of
course schedules and locations. Also send
for our free paper “Microprocessors for
Dedicated Control.”

PRO LOG CORPORATION
852 Airport Road
Monterey, CA 93940
Telephone (408) 372-4593
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Significant developments in technology and business

Low-cost watch
to keep time with
RC oscillator
accurate to within minutes or sec
onds a year,” he says. “But for many
portions of the consumer watch
uses integrated injection logic market this may be overkill. Even
though it has no natural frequency
to develop single-chip watch;
and must be set externally, an RC
goal is under $30 price tag
oscillator accurate to within 90 to
100 parts per million, or about 3 or
Working with a major watch manu 4 minutes a month, would be ac
facturer, Exar Integrated Systems ceptable.”
The impact of temperature and
Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., is planning
to manufacture a watch circuit power-supply variations on stability
made with integrated injection logic. must be no more than 50 ppm, he
Several versions should be in pro says; component aging, no more
than 25 ppm. Both are within range
duction by year-end.
What’s more, the small (70-em- of Exar’s RC oscillator design, Gre
ployee), privately held company, bene says.
On-chip MOS. One possible way
best known for bipolar monolithic
linear integrated circuits, expects to to achieve the stability, he explains,
have at least one circuit using a would be to mclude a metal-oxideresistance-capacitance, rather than a semiconductor capacitor on the chip
connected to a series resistor as well
crystal, oscillator.
According to Exar’s vice president as to an external trimmer capacitor.
of engineering, Alan B. Grebene, “What you would start with would
the combination of these two fac be an RC product accurate to within
tors, plus the lead he believes his 5% or 10%,” Grebene says. “Laser
company has built up investigating trimming during final assembly
the commercial potential of inte would bring this down to about
grated injection logic, gives Exar a 0.05%. A final setting by means of
clean shot at a large share in the an external trimmer capacitor
market for a high-volume, under- would bring the accuracy down to
$30 electronic watch.
0.0025% or 25 ppm.”
The development of the RC os
Such an RC oscillator configura
cillator to replace the quartz crystal tion would require about 7 to 10 mi
unit was crucial to bringing watch croamperes beyond what is required
costs down. “At current market for the rest of the watch chip. This
value, 32.72-kilohertz quartz crys would still be within the one-year
tals suitable for watch applications lifetime of standard silver-oxide bat
cost as much as the rest of the circuit teries, he says.
The attraction of I2L technology is
put together, another $3 or so,” ob
a high-current output which allows
serves Grebene.
RC oscillator. Grebene’s goal is a light-emitting-diode display to be
an RC oscillator costing 80 cents to driven directly from the watch-cir
$ 1. “Of course, the big advantage of cuit chip. In fact, Exar began think
crystal oscillators is that they have a ing about l2L “shortly after the first
natural frequency and are extremely papers were published,” Grebene

Exar Integrated Systems also
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says. “By the middle of last year we
had already begun design work, by
January we were running test wafers
and circuits. We are now at the
point where we think we know what
is achievable.”
Universal circuit. What is achiev
able, Grebene calls a “universal
watch circuit” of about 15,000 to
20,000 square mils, which can use
either a crystal or an RC oscillator
and which contains six functions—
seconds, minutes, hours, day, date,
month and a.m./p.m.—as well as
both the segment and digit drivers
for a light-emitting-diode display.
While all six functions will be on
chip, the watch circuits will be man
ufactured with two, four, five or six
functions, depending on market and
price.
From experimental data and test
runs, Grebene says the l2L portion
of the watch chip—the segment
counters and digital and timing cir
cuitry—should require no more than
3 to 5 microamperes of current. It
should cost no more to fabricate
than a three-chip complementaryMOS watch circuit of comparable
performance—about $2 to $3.
□

Consumer

Zenith adding
surface-wave i-f
Zenith Radio Corp, has started sub
stituting surface-wave filters for
tuned circuits in the intermediate
frequency strip of its color-television
sets. The move promises better
channel selectivity and the virtual
elimination of drifting caused by ag-
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Less tuning. Transmitter transducer (left)

on Zenith’s surface-wave i-f filter is acous
tically coupled to receiver transducer (right)
through a multistrip coupler.

ing components in the receiver.
Zenith has gone into pilot pro
duction of the new filter at its Elk
Grove Village, Ill., microcircuit fa
cility. While the firm is unwilling to
reveal the production volume or the
models they’re used in, “tens of
thousands” will be built into sets
this year, says Robert B. Hansen,
executive director of color TV engi
neering for the Chicago-based com
pany. Though Zenith characterizes
its current production as a field test,
“within five years, we’ll be in a posi
tion where we’ll be able to afford to
use it across the board,” he adds.
Costly. There is still a hitch, how
ever—it’s a relatively costly tech
nology. Although Zenith first dem
onstrated a surface-wave i-f filter,
called SWIF, 10 years ago, high costs
of the lithium niobate substrate and
technical problems of edge and bulk
reflection have stopped the device
from being used by any TV manu
facturer to date. “When we compute
material and labor costs, there’s still
a cost premium with SWIF,” he says.
“So we’re paying the initiation fee.”
Since a large part of the selec
tivity and adjacent channel trapping
is carried out at the front end of the
i-f, that’s where SWIF is going. Ze
nith retains a tuned circuit for max
imum gain adjustment, plus two
more to separate sound and video
after conventional third-stage am
plification. Electrical characteristics
30

of the SWIF-equipped i-f closely par
allel the discrete design, with deep
adjacent sound and picture traps
and an out-of-band rejection that’s
10 decibels better.
“Performance now equals or ex
ceeds the best we can do with dis
cretes,” he says. Adds Roy F. Baker,
manager of color-TV video i-f and
sound systems: “And as we learn,
better selectivity can be had than
with [conventional] coils, and the
only cost will be a mask change.”
Component count at the front
end is down only slightly, 29 versus
the earlier 38, because the firm
chose to add enough components to
make the SWIF strip interchangeable
with earlier ones, Baker explains.
But the components it eliminates in
clude five tuned circuits—inductance
coils and their associated capaci
tors—that must be adjusted individ
ually and interactively in the fac
tory. In all, SWIF eliminates seven
adjustments that have to be made
twice before the set is shipped, ac
cording to Baker.
And SWIF will require no adjust
ments in the field as the set ages. “It
appears to be noncritical once it’s
made,” Baker says. “It either works
forever, or it doesn’t work at all.” In
contrast, capacitors and printed-cir
cuit boards are the most significant
cause of long-term drift of conven
tional i-f strips.
Piezoelectric. Surface-wave filters
rely on the piezoelectric conversion
of electrical signals to mechanical
waves and then back again, with the
wave moving from a transmitter
transducer to a receiver transducer
screened on a substrate. Zenith uses
a lithium niobate substrate about U
by 3/16 inches in area and 20 mils
thick. The two transducers are
formed of interdigitated aluminum
fingers 0.5 micrometer wide printed
on the dielectric.
The receiver transducer has
uniformly spaced fingers of equal
length. However, the configuration
of the transmitter transducer deter
mines frequency and bandwidth
characteristics. For example, centerto-center spacing of the fingers is
proportional to the filter’s middle
frequency; the number of fingers is

inversely proportional to band
width. Coupling the two transducers
is a multistrip coupler of 100 metal
fines that also helps reduce un
wanted reflections of the waves.
The chip is mounted with epoxy
on a conducting plane printed on
the base of a ceramic package. After
wirebonding to four printed termi
nals, the device is hermetically
sealed to a ceramic fid with epoxy. □

Avionics

Grumman to test
aircraft navaids
Should the Federal Aviation Ad
ministration upgrade its groundbased navigation-aids stations that
dot the U.S. landscape from coast to
coast? Or should it look for more
advanced navigation systems to
meet future air-traffic-control re
quirements? To help answer this
question, the FAA has given Grum
man Aerospace Corp, in Bethpage,
N.Y., a $1.3 million contract—its
first from the FAA—to investigate the
accuracy of existing systems, partic
ularly the very-high-frequency om
nidirectional-radio range (VOR)
navaids.
“Grumman’s job,” says Richard
Townes, who heads the program for
the company’s Flight Acceptance
department, “will be to provide a
flying laboratory to research error
factors in a cross section of the
country’s 900 navaids stations.”
These stations, using tactical air
navigation (Tacan), distance mea
suring equipment (DME), very-lowfrequency, long-range navigation
(Loran), and VOR systems, provide
air-navigation information through
out the U.S.
Grumman, which will assemble
the system with off-the-shelf equip
ment, will install and operate it
aboard an FAA DC-6. The Grum
man system, called the Navigation
Flight Test System (NFTS), includes
a Grumman-developed multi-DME
aircraft positioner (MAP), which con
sists of an airborne DME sensor,
real-time operator-interactive mini
Electronics/July 10,1975

computer, and a control/ display
unit containing a cassette tape drive.
Data. Essentially, MAP indicates
in real time latitude and longitude,
as well as north and east velocities.
It also provides data for post-flight
trajectory computations. The system
receives signals from as many as 10
ground-based navaid stations at a
time, sequencing from one station to
another at approximately 1-second
intervals, thereby minimizing pos
sible signal errors from any one sta
tion. Each station has a three-lettercode designator, available from
aeronautical charts. The operator
simply enters the letter codes for the
10 nearest stations, and the com
puter does the rest. The computer
uses a polynomial filter algorithm to
combine the range data with alti
tude, determined by barometric
pressure, to estimate the significant
ground-station errors and the air
craft’s position and velocity.
Townes says applicable software
programs exist from first-generation
NFTS hardware, flown on Grum
man’s E-2C and A-6 flight test proj
ects to evaluate navigation and
weapon systems. Before Grumman
developed the positioner system,
airborne-position-reference tests
were conducted with mechanical
tuners. However, these tuners could
not be sequenced fast enough be
tween navaid stations to produce ac
curate and reliable data, says
Townes.
Accuracy. He says the faa will be
able to keep the circular-error
probability of an aircraft’s position
within 300 feet. This means that half
the possible errors will occur within
a circle with a radius of 300 feet.
This accuracy is far better, says
Townes, than commercial airborne
nayaids now on the market can pro
vide. Nevertheless, a large part of
the contract effort is devoted to the
validation and initial testing of the
system before it goes into service,
probably by next spring.
The FAA plans to use the MAPposition determinations as a stan
dard for comparison with position
readings from each of the navaid
stations being tested. “There are
other navigation systems the faa is
Electronics/July 10, 1975

looking at,” says Townes, “such as
Doppler VOR, which seems to be
very effective in areas where there
are tall buildings, for example. Our
work with MAP will help evaluate
these systems.” He also says that a
recent survey by Grumman Aero
space indicates some interest in its
navigation flight-test system and a
proposed third-generation position
er system by European FAA-equivalent agencies.
□

Collins adapts
flight system
Reversing the usual order of things,
Collins Radio Group of Rockwell
International Corp, wants to spin
off some military avionics gear from
commercial equipment. The group
has reconfigured and upgraded its
ANS-70 automatic navigation sys
tem, which now flies in DC-fOs, as a
digital flight management system
for tactical fighters.

Because the system makes wide
use of time-shared controls and dis
plays, which do not lend themselves
to retrofit, Collins admits that a pro
duction version is at least 10 years
off. But the first version was recently
“flown”
in a
simulator by
McDonnell Douglas Corp., and Col
lins hopes for a flight test in the next
two or three years, says Ray A.
Krippner, project manager at Colfins’ Avionics Engineering division,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Although the system relies on
concepts similar to the Air Force’s
digital avionics information system
(DAIS) [Electronics, Feb. 6, p. 76], it’s
less ambitious. Collins integrates
only the communications and navi
gation functions.
Workload. McDonnell Douglas
originally went to Collins for mode
selection gear for the 16 flight-con
trol modes in a project to replace
the hydraulics in an F-4B Phantom
with an analog fly-by-wire system.
Early next year, it expects a fouryear follow-on program, jointly

Phantom tries F-16 radar contender
Radar competitor. Engineers from
Westinghouse Electric Co. mount the
first F-16 development-model phasedarray search-and-track radar in the
nose of an Air Force F-4D Phantom
preparatory to flight tests. The check
out flights will be followed in October
by a competitive flyoff with a radar sys
tem from Hughes Aircraft Co. Derived
from the WX-200 digital radar that was
previously designed by Westinghouse
and which was a losing contender in
the earlier McDonnell Douglas F-15
fighter competition, the new design-tocost model eliminates flight-line test
equipment, substituting computer-con
trolled built-in test hardware that can
isolate faults in the radar system down
to a replaceable unit. The production
design features six first-line replace
able units—antenna, transmitter, lowpower rf units, digital signal processor,
control computer, and a radar-control
panel. Air-to-air operating modes of the
radar include uplook and downlook for
search-and-track above and below the
horizon, plus air-to-ground ranging for
measurement of slant range from the
aircraft.
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paring aircraft po
sition with the de
sired position in the
flight plan, we derive
both lateral and ver
tical steering signals.”
A computer com
bines and filters the
output of individual
sensors “to come up
with a better estimate
of aircraft position
than is available
from any single sen
sor,” according to
Krippner. The sen
sors that can be used
involve or derive
from inertial, Tacan,
Loran and ILS sys
tems, the air data
computer, and atti
tude and heading ref
erences. But since the
system is under soft
ware control, future
Digital data. Computer-generated symbology shown on 6.5sensors could easily
inch-square CRT display in Collins' flight management system
be added, he says.
includes the aircraft's position (lower center), the flight plan
For flight-testing,
(dashed line), along which are landmarks such as a river and
Collins will provide
three multifunction
the target, and the location of surface-to-air missiles and their
cathode-ray-tube dis
lethal range (big circles) at the aircraft's altitude.
plays, plus a pair
funded by the Air Force and Navy, of control/display control
to design, build, and flight-test a lers, and a Collins CAPS-4
computer. The computer drives the
digital version.
McDonnell Douglas granted Col controllers and displays and also
lins a study contract to apply the handles flight plan management
automatic navigation and time- and automatic navigation functions.
shared cockpit capabilities that Col McDonnell Douglas will integrate
lins had developed for commercial the system.
aircraft. “Fighter cockpits represent
Criticism. Air Force critics point
the severest case of pilot workload out that the Collins system is not de
and panel area constraints,” Kripp- signed for much beyond communi
ner points out, “and we felt strongly cations and navigation and, unlike
that we could do more than just im DAIS, does not integrate more
plementing in a different kind of memory-intensive functions, such as
hardware everything the pilot’s weapons or energy management or
electronic warfare. Collins also
done before.”
Collins’ concept puts traditional relies on computer-generated map
navigation functions under com symbology on the CRTs, instead of
puter control. “The pilot doesn’t the projected maps used today.
“To be truly usable,” a DAls-prohave to tune Tacan channels, select
courses, create the transition to ILS gram official says, “Collins must ei
(instrument landing system), or ther prove we don’t need all the tac
make selections from different on tical map information we get today,
board navigation systems,” he says. or it must upgrade the capacity of
Instead, that’s all canned as part of its commercial map symbology by a
the flight plan before takeoff. “Com quantum step.”
□
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GSA wants more
EDP competition
More pressure to compete will soon
be felt in the Federal market for
nonmilitary data-processing and
telecommunications equipment and
services, and so will more direct
control of such procurements by the
General Services Administration,
the Government’s purchasing agent.
This is the message of GSA’s Theo
dore Puckorius, the new commis
sioner of the Automated Data and
Telecommunications Service, who
has the job of overseeing an annual
$ 1 billion shopping list of hardware
and services.
Competition. “What we are really
trying to do is develop competi
tion,” declares the 45-year-old man
agement consultant who joined the
Government two months ago fol
lowing 10 years with the Chicago
based consulting firm of Lester B.
Knight & Associates. Within the
next four months, Puckorius’ orga
nization will request bids for annual
computer system purchases worth
$100 million. This contract was held
by IBM for 10 years, but ended when
IBM neglected to renew its option to
continue the deal. Now Puckorius
will be able to issue new requests for
proposals to take the place of the
IBM award.
He will also issue five rfps for
competitive bids to replace out
moded communications equipment
in five Federal office buildings. Each
RFP represents at least $ 1 million in
potential sales of telephones, switch
boards, circuits and interconnection
switches.
Until now, the three-year-old
ATDS has not been involved with
bidding for Federal telecommunica
tions hardware. Its one other at
tempt to obtain competitive equip
ment proposals came in December,
1973, for a new building in Syr
acuse, N.Y., and that attempt failed
because non-AT&T companies did
not bid, Government sources say.
However, the reason why other
Electronics/July 10,1975
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0.1. digital
V-A-W meter
for three-phase
circuit
Now, 0.1% digital V-A-W measurement of threephase three-wire circuits are possible with the
newly-developed Type 2503-03 Digital AC Power
Meter. Type 2503-03 is best for precision meas
urements of such distorted waves as from SCRcontrolled circuits, motors, transformers, etc. Type
2503-03 is usable in both single- and three-phase
circuits to measure true rms voltage from 3V to
600V, current from 100 mA to 30A and wattage
from 600mW to 30 kW, all at 0.1% accuracy.
Maximum noise rejection is assured through the
use of our patented "feedback time division multi
plier" and "steepest descent method"
As a power measuring instrument, adequate con
sideration has been given to isolation capabilities
such as the use of photocouplers between the
input and output circuitry and ruggedized con
struction.
Analog output is available as an
option in addition to the standard
BCD output and remote control.

• True rms voltage and current

• For both single- and three-phase,
three-wire circuits
• Protected to withstand 2,200VAC

Main Specifications
0 Measurement Ranges: Voltage; 3/10/30/
100/300/600V. Current; 0.1/0.3/1/3/6/
10/30A. Power; 600mW to.36kW. ® Fre
quency Ranges: Voltage; DC and 25 Hz to 2
kHz. Current; 25 Hz to 2 kHz. Power; 40 Hz to
1.2 kHz. ® Accuracy: V; ± (0.1 % of rdg 4- 0.02
% of range 4-1 digit) for 50 Hz to 400 Hz,
±(0.2% of rdg+ 0.03% of range+ 1 digit)
for de, 25 Hz to 50 Hz and 400Hz to 2kHz, A; ±(0.1%
of rdg+ 0.02% of range+1 digit) for 50 Hz to 400 Hz, ±(0.2%
of rdg+ 0.03% of range+ 1 digit) for 25 Hz to 50 Hz and 400
Hz to 2kHz, W; ±(0.1% of rdg + 0.02% of range + 1 digit) for
50 Hz to 400Hz, '±(0.2% of rdg+ 0.03% of range + 1 digit)
for 40Hzto 60Hz and 400Hz to 1.2kHz. ® Resolution: 1mV/
digit, 10/zA/digit, 0.1 mW/digit.

WO

• For Electronic Measuring, Recording Instruments:

YOKOGAWA ELECTRIC WORKS, LTD.

Yaesu-Mitsui Bldg.. 5-7 Yaesu. Chuo-ku.Tokyo 104, Japan Phone: 274-6511 Telex: J28544 YEWTOK
Overseas Offices: «YOKOGAWA ELECTRIC (EUROPE) B.V., Nederhoven 17-19-21, Buitenveldert, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Phone:020-423194 Telex:,44-14094
• YEWTEC CORPORATION, 1995, Palmer Ave., Larchmont, New York, 10538, U.S.A. Phone: 914-834-3550, Telex: 710-566-1104
Representatives in Europe: «Belgium: COMPTOIR COMMERCIAL INTERNATIONAL S.A.. (03) 32. 78. 64 «France: TEKELEC AIRTRONIC. 626-0235 «Finland: FINN METRIC
OY. 460 844 «West Germany: NBN. ELEKTRONIK, (08151) 13036 «Italy: VIANELLO S.P.A.. 5483811 «Norway: AS MAXETA. 53090 «The Netherlands: TECHMATION NV.
020-456955 «Spain: ATAIO INGENIEROS. 215-35-43 «Sweden: TELEINSTRUMENT A.B., 08/38 03 70 «Switzerland: OMNI RAY AG, 01-340355 »United Kingdom:
MARTRON ASSOCIATES LTD., Marlow (06284) 5071.
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companies like the specialized com
mon carriers did not bid was their
inability to obtain either the neces
sary interconnection rights from
AT&T’s New York Telephone Co. or
intra-state permits from the state,
says an official of MCI Inc., a Wash
ington, D.C.-based specialized com
mon carrier.
Enthusiasm. But such difficulties
may now be overcome. MCI presi
dent William McGowan is so im
pressed with Puckorius’ activism
that MCI will shortly propose to
ADTS an unsolicited $8 million
package for communications ser
vices. It would replace AT&T services
that MCI says now cost the Govern
ment $12 million annually.
MCI has already received from
ADTS this past June a $500,000 con
tract for 166 circuits between New
York and Washington, D.C. This
was the first data services contract
awarded by ADTS after competitive
bidding. “The Government had to
learn how to deal with a competitive
communications environment. But
now they are doing something.
Things are happening,” McGowan
declares.
Puckorius also says he will re
suscitate his service’s obligation to
oversee the telecommunications
plans of individual Federal
agencies. Reacting in part to de
mands made by Congress, Puck
orius wants to regain the power to
approve both telecommunications
and computer purchases that had
been delegated to the agencies
through what he calls “inaction” by
“inactive” commissioners who had
headed his department.
“I will look at any award over $ 1
million,” he says, to make sure
agency requests are necessary and
well documented.
Of approximately $300 million in
annual communication systems pur
chases reviewed by GSA, about $200
million had been delegated to the
agencies for direct negotiation with
contractors. “In communications,
we had been delegating virtually ev
erything, but now we will severely
limit delegation of authority,” he
says. Even the leasing of data links
will be reviewed, he vows.
□
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Fiber optics

ITT invades Europe
with fiber optics
Claiming to be the first in Europe
with a wide range of components for
fiber-optic systems, the ITT Compo
nents group of the United Kingdom
displayed three new products at the
Laser ’75 exhibition in Munich in
late June: an optical fiber for video
transmission, a prototype solid-state
gallium-aluminum-arsenide contin
uous-wave laser, and a prototype
portable tester for measuring the at
tenuation and continuity of optical
fibers [Electronics, June 26, p. 55].
On tap are such products as elec
tronic-terminal modules, including
circuitry to drive the lasers, condi
tion the electrical inputs, and re
construct the signal levels on the far
end, ITT executives say. They add
that integrated optical components
are also on the way. ITT is aiming to
sell components, rather than sys
tems. “We’re not getting involved in
complex networks,” declares James
Jewell, marketing manager for the
Fiber Optics and Modules division,
Leeds, which is spearheading the
thrust.
Applications. But, says Jewell, the
group hopes to follow its current
contracts and negotiations with a
host of classified military and indus
trial-control applications in which
fiber optics transmit data from
analog sensors in hostile environ
ments and where electrical inter
ference forbids conventional trans
mission media. Targets are systems
as long as 500 meters, but use of re
peaters might increase the range.
The company regards Philips, Plessey, and some emerging systems
houses as potential competitors.
The GaAlAs solid-state cw laser,
of double-heterodyne structure, fires
in the 850-nanometer (near-in
frared) spectrum and puts out about
10 milliwatts.
The optical fiber, designed to be
compatible with the PAL-television
5.5-megahertz bandwidth, attenu
ates at 50 to 100 decibels per ki

lometer. ITT distinguishes between
bundles of fibers and cables of eight
separate insulated fibers or individ
ual information channels that the
company will market.
Testing. The analog test instru
ment, due for production before
year’s end, can be used by field or
production personnel to ensure that
lengths of optical fibers have no
breaks before they’re installed. The
developers have found it can also
measure attenuation. To do so, a
technician puts a short length of the
same kind of optical fiber to be
measured into the two outputs of
the tester to establish a reference.
Then he can measure attenuation in
other lengths. Results are displayed
on a dial calibrated in five ranges of
10-dB increments down to -50 dB.
The tester consists of two parts, each
with its allied circuitry, the laser
source, and the photodetector. The
unit, which weighs 10 pounds and is
4 by 5 by 8 inches, can be batterypowered because of the laser’s
power requirements.
ITT is quoting prices to prospec
tive customers but won’t reveal
them or any market projections. An
other ITT organization, Standard
Telecommunications Laboratories,
is helping produce the optical fibers
and lasers. STL has tested the cw la
ser for more than 6,000 hours and is
producing optical fibers as part of its
development effort, which includes
applications for the British Post Of
fice. The effort is being coordinated
in the U.S. by itt’s Electro-Optics
division in Roanoke, Va., which will
market the wares in North America.
Connectors are being made in the
UK in conjunction with ITT-Cannon.
ITT is also buying optical fibers from
outside sources.
□

Medical

Scanner X-rays
body organs
A half-million-dollar minicomputer
based X-ray machine that produces
pictures of cross sections of the hu
man body is stirring keen interest
Electronlcs/July 10,1975

Turn to page 7 Important? Sure...
By the time the office copy of
ELECTRONICS gets to you, there’s
nothing left of page 7. It happens.
Too often.
How often has ELECTRONICS
wound up on your desk dog-eared
and abused, with articles clipped out
and ripped out? Or days, even
weeks late?
How often has ELECTRONICS
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of ELECTRONICS right off the press.
You need it. Because it's important
to stay on top of what’s happening
in your field. And ELECTRONICS is
on top. ELECTRONICS /s the Source.
It's packed with up-to-date info,
the breaking news of the electronic
industries in the U.S. and worldwide.

You can get ELECTRONICS where
you can find the time to read it—at
home. Go to the Source, today. Fill
out the subscription card enclosed
in this issue, and send it off.
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In operation. Adjustable couch of EMI’s CT 5000 body scanner can be moved
through the circular aperture until the section of the body to be examined is di
rectly in line with the X-ray source. The couch of the $550,000 machine can
also be tilted for various angles away from the vertical.

Slice of life. A sectional X-ray picture of the body at a
level of the kidneys, looking downward, shows the kidneys
on either side of the spinal column, as well as other clearly
defined abdominal tissues. A total of 324,000 digitized Xray absorption values is processed by a Data General
Eclipse computer to piece the complete picture together.

Scannlng. The X-ray source and the detec
tor array move in an arc around the body,
producing 80,000 X-ray absorption values at
10° intervals for each scan of a 13-millimeter-thick cross section. The unit can pro
duce up to eight sections automatically.

among radiologists around the
world. Three of 20 preproduction
models have already been ordered
from the X-Ray Systems division of
EMI Ltd., Middlesex, England, the
company that three years ago intro
duced a similarly conceived brain
scanner.
The earlier brain scanner and the
new EMI-Scanner CT 5000 owe the
impetus for their development to
the shortcomings of conventional
X-ray devices which usually cannot
render well-defined pictures of soft
body tissue. Hailed by EMI as a
“major advance in body-tissue ex36

amination,” the body scanner was
described at last month’s conference
of the European Association of Ra
diology, which met in Edinburgh,
Scotland. One prototype is under
going clinical trials at the Northwich
Park Hospital in Harrow, England,
and two are slated for installation in
the U.S., one at the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minn., and one at the
Edward Mallinckrodt Institute of
Radiology, Washington University,
St. Louis.
Basically the EMI body scanner
consists of a scanning unit housing
an X-ray source and an array of 30
detectors, a computer cabinet with
disk store, and a TV-display console
and control panel. The patient re
clines (top left) on a couch that ex
tends through an aperture in a
framework that contains the X-ray
source and detectors.
324,000 values. For each complete
sectional picture (top right), the
minicomputer processes 324,000 Xray-absorption values that are fed
into it by the detectors. The tech

nique is called computerized axial
tomography, and the result of each
20-second scanning sequence is a
detailed representation of all types
of body tissue contained within a
13-millimeter-thick slice of the
body, viewed from a downward
looking perspective, as if one were
looking along a fine extending from
the patient’s head to feet.
Eight successive, contiguous slices
may be represented without moving
the patient on the examining couch;
the couch can be actuated to move
through the aperture at 13-mm in
crements. Around the scanning
aperture, the X-ray source moves in
an 180° arc, stopping at 10° intervals
to project an established amount of
radiation (see diagram). The
324,000 absorption values—80,000
at each 10° interval—recorded dur
ing each 20-second scanning se
quence are digitized and shown in
the form of a matrix contained
within a circle having a diameter of
320 picture elements. The first stage
of calculating the results is com
pleted by an Eclipse computer from
Data General Corp., Southboro,
Mass., in about 90 seconds, during
which time the operator can posi
tion the patient for the next scan.
The processed information is stored
on the system’s disk, while a stanElectronics/July 10,1975
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dard magnetic tape reel can store
240 sectional pictures.
E. J. Gowler, general manager of
the X-Ray Systems division, says,
“We didn’t set out to take the brain
machine and make it a body scan
ner.” The approach to the brain
scanner had to be modified consid
erably, he says, noting, for instance,
that the number of detectors was in
creased from two to 30, with scan
ning every 10° instead of every 1°.
Coupled with sales of the
$390,000 brain scanner, EMI expects
to gross some $240 million yearly
for about 400 of the two machines
by 1980, Gowler estimates. Cur
rently, the company has 232 orders
for the brain scanner, 90% from
North America, and they’re being
delivered at an annual rate of 150. □

Packaging & production

Elastomers aim at
leadless carriers
Start with something that’s rubbery
and conducts electricity, give it to
some engineers to play with, and
what do you get? A lot of imagina
tive electronic devices, apparently,
and one of the latest is a way to con
nect leadless integrated-circuit pack
ages to printed-circuit boards.
The connecting system is being
developed by Tecknit Inc., Cran
ford, NJ., one of the major sup
pliers of the material—a silicone
conductive elastomer. This elasto
mer is already seeing lots of use as
contact points in digital-watch dis
plays and calculator keyboards
[Electronics, Sept. 19, 1974, p. 122]
and has been proposed as an aid to
the fabrication of pc boards [Elec
tronics, Oct. 31, 1974, p. 26].
“Use of the space-saving leadless
IC carriers is actually being held
back because of the lack of an effec
tive solderless connector,” maintains
Tecknit’s vice president of market
ing, Steve Cifani. These small,
square ceramic packages presently
must be reflow-soldered to printedcircuit boards. This requires special
production equipment, and the heat
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required for the removal of a defec
tive carrier may damage the IC chip,
pc board or adjacent circuitry.
To remedy this, Tecknit has de
veloped a new solderless connector
that it calls the Zebra frame. Based
on the company’s earlier Zebra-strip
connecting device, it consists of al

ternate 5-to 10-mil-wide layers of
non-conductive silicone rubber. The
conductive portions of the strip are
made of either a low-resistance sil
ver- or high-resistance carbon-mix
elastomer, depending on the cir
cuitry in the IC chip, and four of the
strips outline a square of non-con-

News briefs
CCD camera reaches broadcast resolution

Bell Telephone Laboratories in Murray Hill, N.J., has built what it says is the
first solid-state television camera that meets the resolution requirements of
commercial TV broadcasting. The camera is built around a new chargecoupled device with a quarter million sensing elements. The CCD has 496
vertical interlaced scan lines and 475 horizontal picture elements.
IEEE names 1976 slate of officers

Joseph K. Dillard, manager of advanced systems technology at West
inghouse Electric Corp, in East Pittsburgh, Pa., has been nominated by the
Nominations and Appointments Committee for the presidency of the Insti
tute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers for 1976. Now the institute’s
executive vice president, Dillard has also served as treasurer and as vicepresident for technical activities. Nominated for executive vice president
was Robert F. Cotellessa, chairman, Department of Electrical and Com
puter Engineering, Clarkson College of Technology, Potsdam, N. Y.
IBM, SMC reach cross-licensing agreement

Standard Microsystems Corp., a small semiconductor manufacturer in
Hauppauge, N.Y., has agreed with IBM Corp, to worldwide cross-licensing
for the next five years of each other's patents and patent applications relat
ing to semiconductor technology. In addition, IBM will have an option to a
non-exclusive license for Standard Microsystems’ Coplamos technology for
manufacturing n-channel metal-oxide-semiconductors. Thus, IBM and
Standard Microsystems, which could gross $3 million In its current fiscal
year, appear to have settled their patent differences regarding selective-oxi
dation techniques for bipolar integrated circuits. In 1973, the U.S. Patent
Office declared four-way patent interference centered around these tech
niques between SMC, IBM, Philips N.V., and Fairchild Semiconductor.
HP opts for miniature data cartridge

Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Computer Systems Group in Cupertino, Calif., Is re
placing tape cassettes now used for data entry and program storage in
minicomputers and terminals with a new miniature data cartridge produced
by the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. By the fourth quarter of
this year, 3M says it will be ready to supply the mini cartridge to customers
other than HP. The cartridge measures 3 by 21/z by 1/z inch, or about a third
the size of a cassette. With a simpler drive mechanism, the minicartridge
offers better tape control than a cassette and therefore can be used for
more reliable recording and playback of high bit densities, say HP engi
neers. The cartridge, which contains 140 feet of 0.15-in.-wide tape, records
at 800 bits per inch for a total of more than 100 kilobytes on one track, The
transfer rate is 8,000 bits per second at a tape speed of 10 in./s.
No charges pressed In Keronix arson complaint

Federal authorities in Los Angeles have ended the investigation prompted
by a complaint from Keronix Inc., Santa Monica, Calif., that Data General
Corp., Southboro, Mass., had burned down a Keronix plant. No criminal In
dictments are being returned. Data General, however, has not dropped Its
separate civil suit against Keronix, which alleges theft of trade secrets, de
famation of Its name, and fabrication of evidence.
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Six of the best reasons for buying
Data General computer systems.
If a computer system can’t do a good
job of file handling, chances are it won’t
do your job well either.
So we give you a lot of good ways to
handle your files.
We offer six different disc subsystems.
From 0.3 to 360 megabytes in size; with
transfer rates from 30K to 800K bytes
per second; and prices from $2,900 to
$110,000. So you can pick out the ones
that work the way you work.
And we fully support all our disc
drives with our systems software. With
RDOS and MRDOS for example, you
can keep your high-use data on fast access
discs, and data you need less on slower
discs. With INFOS, you can logically
partition a file across different physical
media to get the most efficient use of your
system peripherals.
All our operating systems treat all

our peripherals like files. Which makes
our files device independent. And a lot
easier for you to use.
And because all our operating systems
share the same file structure, you can
maintain and operate your files with any
of our languages: FORTRAN, BASIC,
ALGOL, RPGII, MACRO assembler.
And you can use any combination of
disc drives. So you can manage files from
one to one billion bytes and match your
file handling to your application.
Yet with all the flexibility we give you,
we don’t demand a lot in return. You can get
an Eclipse S/200 system with 64K bytes
of core and a 10 megabyte disc file for
under $30,000. (quantity one, list price.)
Write for more information.
You may end up buying our com
puter systems because of the way
we handle your files.

DataGeneral

Data General, Route 9, Southboro, Mass. 01 772 (61 7) 485-9100. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario,
DataGeneral Europe,15Rue Le Sueur, Pans 751 16, France. Data General Australia, Melbourne (03) 82-1 361 /Sydney (02) 908-1 366.
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No solder. Leadless chip carrier is mounted by Tecknit on a printed-circuit board by pressing
its contacts against conductive elastomer Zebra strips. Firm contact to the board is made with
the help of a special post and locking pin.

ductive silicone.
Tecknit’s Zebra frame fits be
tween the leadless carrier and the
surface of a pc board (above). The
combination resembles a sandwich
that must be pressed firmly together
so that contacts on the IC carrier are
electrically connected through the
Zebra-frame conductive elements to
the pc board. One Tecknit approach
has been to pass a plastic pin
through a hole in the pc board so
that it engages a post that’s been
added to the bottom face of the IC
carrier. But to simplify matters,
Tecknit’s designers are also working
with a plastic piece that snaps onto
the leadless carrier and provides the
engagement post.
Elastomer dots. According to Cifani, still another version of the
elastomeric frame is currently being
considered by a major aerospace
firm. In this device, conductive
elastomer dots are molded onto the
perimeter of a 2-mil-thick nylon or
Kapton frame. And the dots are
precisely positioned to mate with
the IC carrier’s conductive fingers,
unlike the more random connection
used in the Zebra frame.
Tecknit’s designers are also ap
plying conductive elastomers to the
“bed of nails” fixtures used for auto
mated testing of pc boards. Boards
40

tested in these fixtures are placed on
a bed of metal pins through which
test signals are sent. By molding a
button of conductive silicone onto
the spring-loaded beryllium-copper
pins, Tecknit thinks it can avoid
problems caused by misaligned,
bent or dirty pins.
□

Solid state

l-R laser shows

crystal defects
To discover when defects are
present in polished crystal wafers,
researchers at Siemens AG have de
vised a quick, simple, and nonde
structive method that combines
both optical techniques and infrared
technology. The method is aiding
development of high-grade crystals.
Most semiconductor materials,
such as silicon and gallium arsenide,
are opaque to visible light but not to
infrared light. In Siemens’ method,
developed at the Munich labora
tories by Heinrich Grienauer and
his associates, the ir light penetrates
the crystal and shows up defects,
usually characterized by stress fields
in the lattice structure. Visibility re
sults from the optical principle

whereby linearly polarized light
changes its direction of polarization
when it passes through a zone with a
defective lattice structure.
Such flaws as atomic dislocations,
precipitates, and slip-line forma
tions can seriously impair the elec
trical characteristics of semicon
ductor crystals. It is therefore
necessary to find out what causes
these defects.
For such investigations, etching
methods or radiographic and elec
tron-microscopic techniques are
commonly used. But these, Grienauer says, are either slow or de
structive. What’s more, he adds,
they require a large array of equip
ment and much preparation. In con
trast, the Siemens method can be
implemented with relatively simple
equipment and gives an instan
taneous representation of the de
fects.
Developing technology. Grienauer
admits that his is not the first
method based on infrared tech
niques. In the late 1950s, he says,
Soviet scientists used infrared film
for the purpose. But since this film is
slow, researchers in the U.S. and
elsewhere later turned to X-ray and
electron-microscopic methods. But
now the availability of light-inten
sive infrared lasers and highly sensi
tive ir vidicons makes it possible to
test crystals effectively.
The key item in the Siemens
setup is a laser that emits linearly
polarized infrared fight at a wave
length of 1.1 micrometers. A micro
scope enlarges the view of a crystal
section for examination. An ana
lyzer absorbs the light that has not
had its plane of polarization rotated.
An infrared TV camera converts the
infrared picture into video signals
for display on a monitor.
In examining a crystal wafer, the
analyzer is adjusted so that it ab
sorbs the portion of the light that
passes through the crystal without
deviation of its plane of polarization
so that flawless crystal areas show
up dark on the monitor. But zones
with defects in the lattice structure
cause the polarization plane to ro
tate and show up as bright spots
against a dark background.
□
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TKW/Cinch low profile
». sockets
Don't let the small size and low cost fool you These
low profile DIP sockets are first string all the way
The unique TRW/Cinch design incorporates many
features pieviously available only in larger more ex
pensive sockets, resulting in improved performance
and reduced assembly costs With a height of only
0 150", these low-profile sockets are high scorers
with a high tensile strength contact material that
provides 4 0 ounce contact force, pointed terminal
tips for easy PC insertion generous lead-in dimen
sions and tapered socket entry to align bent DIP
leads during automatic insertion
Center slots with cross bars permit air flow under
the DIP for more efficient cooling, and the glass

fiber filled SE-0 U L rated insulator allows operat
ing termperatures from 65°'Cto f125"C The soc
kets also feature recessed ends for ample removal
tool clearance and stand-off bosses for rapid flush
ing of flux residue

TRW/Cinch low profile DIP sockets are available in
8. 14, 16 and 24 contact sizes And a full oench of
other sizes will be developed when the need arises
For fast team action, contact your local TRW Cmcn
distributor, or TRW/Cinch Connectors, An Elec
tronic Components Division of TRW Inc , 1501
Morse Avenue. Elk Grove Village Illinois 60007
Phone (312) 439-8800
cc 7509

CINCH CONNECTORS
Circle 41 on reader service card

News update

THE POWER SUPPLY A
MANAGEMENT TEAM
COULD LOVE

If you're an engineer, or in engineering management, you might find our
new SCR Series Single Phase Input Power Supplies very attractive.
They provide 800, 1600 or 2400 watts of power and precise 0.1%
regulation in both voltage and current modes (for higher power ask
about our three phase input SCR units). All offer the highest power
output per mechanical volume in the industry.

Check these superior benefits:
*
*
*
*
*

* Rack or Bench Mount
* Overvoltage Protected (optional)
* Constant voltage or current
with automatic crossover
* Optional Input Voltages

High Efficiency
Remote Sensing
Remote Programming
Series or Parallel Operation
5 Year Warranty

For applications assistance and technical information, phone TOLL FREE
(800) 631-4298

VOLTAGE

0-7.5

0-10

0-20

0-40

0-60

0-80

0-150

0-300

0-600

CURRENT
100
180
250
80
150
210
40
80
120
20
40
60'

13
26
40
10
20
30**
5
10
15
3
5
8

2
3
4

CV-rms

CC-rms

RIPPLE

RIPPLE

75 mv
80 mv
80 mv
75 mv
80 mv
80 mv
60 mv
80 mv
80 mv
60 mv
100 mv
100 mv

1000 ma
1920 ma
2990 ma
600 ma
1200 ma
1680 ma
120 ma
320 ma
480 ma
30 ma
100 ma
150 ma
15 ma
39 ma
60 ma
10 ma
30 ma
35 ma
5 ma
13 ma
20 ma
3 ma
5 ma
8 ma
2 ma
4 ma
5 ma

70 mv
90 mv
90 mv
80 mv
120 mv
100 mv
150 mv
200 mv
200 mv
250 mv
300 mv
300 mv
700 mv
700 mv
750 mv

% EFF.

AC input I

PRICE $

NOM.E.
63

13

65
66

26
20
13
26

65
68
69
67
70
73
68
75
80
70
81
81
77
83
82
80
87
84
85
87
85
87
88
85

19
13
25
18

13
24
18
13
23
18
12

21
18
10
20
18
6
20
17
6
20
17

650
850
1100
600
850
1100
600
800
1000
500
750
900
500
850
1000
500
850
1000
500
850
1000
550
850
1000
650
850
1100

‘Specify Model No. SCR40-58
"*Specify Model No. SCR80-28

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS INC.
405 Essex Road, Neptune, N. J. 07753

Phone: (New Jersey) 201 - 922-9300 • (Toll-Free) 800 - 631-4298
Specialists in Power Conversion Equipment
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□ There was a growing demand for
high-speed optical isolators, Hew
lett-Packard determined a year or so
ago, so it developed the industry’s
first dual optical isolator with gated
outputs [April 18, 1974, p. 25]. The
device, TTL-compatible and oper
ating from a 5-volt supply, showed
off good grades for common-mode
rejection (20 V at 1 megahertz) and
featured typical delay times of 40
nanoseconds. And HP promised the
same high speed and high isolation,
in the same size package, as was at
tained by the ubiquitous single
channel version.
Now, HP reports its model 50824364 plastic dual isolator is selling
20% to 30% better than its sales tar
gets. The device has found its way to
customers building equipment for
data-communications terminals and
peripherals and banking systems.
Three models have also been added
to the family: a hermetic device
(model 4365) for military and highreliability applications; a slower
transistor version (model 4354); and
a second transistor version (model
4355) with a different current gain.
The plastic isolator’s delay time is
now specified at 75 ns, while the de
lay time of the high-reliability ver
sion is 95 ns.
■ While an emerging consensus
about C-MOS on sapphire seems to
be that it has a limited future (see
p. 65), Hewlett-Packard disagrees.
Even though a company spokesman
admits that HP “hasn’t got anything
to show for it” yet, he emphasizes
that the Palo Alto, Calif., company
is going ahead with its own sapphire
circuit development program [April
18, 1974, p. 25],
HP is working on C-MOS-on-sapphire circuits for minicomputers and
said when announcing the program
that the technology offered the most
attractive speed-power-cost
tradeoffs for minicomputer appli
cations. HP hopes its project will
come up with circuits for input/output, central processor, and
memory portions of the mini.
—Howard Wolff
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A new
ampionWie cltegm^unchirüg)
OaiMJKlgß® toinjh
Nc »lex.
Score another technical knockout for UOP,
leading developer of championship-caliber
laminates.
Now there’s NP-424—a new punchable
laminate for printed circuitry that gives you
cleaner holes for reliable through-hole
plating. And NP-424 is less expensive than
G-10and G-10FR.
Because it’s so
this

versatile UOP laminate can lower your costper-board over drilled holes without sacrificing
end-product quality. NP-424 is available in
rigid, double and single-clad stock—all
meeting UL 94V-0 requirements.
This tough, machinable laminate will still
be going strong under rigorous punching
when its rivals are hanging on the ropes.
In Europe, UOP laminates are produced and
sold by UOP Bisterfeld & Stölting GmbH,
5291 Egerpohl, Wipperfurth. West Germany.
Phone: 2281-781—an operating unit of UOP
• Norplex Division Representative: Martin
Icough, 17, Bennet Close, Alton, Hants
GU34 2EP, England • (Far East Representative:
Katsumi Nozawa, 19-3-Chome. Hachiman-Dori,
Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo, Japan, Phone: 461-5291)
• General Offices: Norplex Division. UOP,
Norplex Drive, La Crosse. Wis. 54601. U.S.A.

Norplex Division

O 1975 UOP
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Presenting the OEM branch of Digital.
It's a complete family of
computer tools. And it's growing
every day.
Nine CPU's—from our
smallest, the LSI-11, to our biggest
and newest, the PDP-11/70 —
with virtually every meaningful
price/performance choice avail
able in between. Choose one of
them, and a whole world of possi
bilities opens up.
Proven operating systems
offer real time, time-sharing, and
batch capabilities,
so you can
_ __

choose the system that exactly fits (Digital Equipment Corporation
your needs. Also you can hook
Users' Society) and instantly put
up any of 60 different periph
at your disposal a whole library
erals including your choice of
comprised of thousands of appli
4 different disc drives, 5 terminals, cations software packages.
3 tape systems, 6 line printers —
among a host of others.
What's more, you can join a
special family called DECUS

-

And then you can start to
plan your future. Your next new
product, your next PDP-11 or
PDP-8 computer. And to help
you along the way, our family
includes 2400 field service experts

ready to lend a hand when and
where you need it. And that
means everything from operator
training programs that get you
quickly up to speed, to the new
OEM Referral Program that helps
you market your product.

When an OEM chooses a
computer company, he makes a
big decision with important long
term consequences. The OEM
branch of Digital gives you a com
puter family you'll never outgrow.
To find out more, call or write
Digital Equipment Corporation,
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754.
(617) 897-5111. European head
quarters: 81 route de 1'Aire,
1211 Geneva 26. Tel: 42 79 50.
Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.

m
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How to go faster
than MOS microprocessors
and easier than SSI/MSI.
New
TTL Macrologic.
Fairchild’s latest 9400
Series Macrologic is a new
kind of high-speed, low-cost
approach to computer and
peripheral system design.

/fc©F©D©gk.The
racticaFmid-point
etween SSI/MSI and
microprocessors.

E

We’re introducing this fam
ily with seven new advanced
Schottky TTL devices that
offer some very distinct
advantages.
Typical Macrologic com
plexity ranges from 150 to 250
gates per device.
Typical gate delays are
just 4ns per on-chip gate, and
6ns per output buffer.
And the circuits are pack
aged in standard 14 and 18-pin
packages—as well as in a slim
new standardized 24-pin unit.

Macrologic vs. SSI/MSI.
Compared with conven
tional SSI/MSI design, for
example, Macrologic devices
represent a significantly higher
level of integration—up to
250 gates per device..
So fewer parts are
required.
Less power is required.
Design is simpler.
Reliability is greater.
And the system cost is less.
46

¿^taF©[]©gic vs.
MOS microprocessors.
Compared with micro
processors such as Fairchild’s
own two-chip F8, Macrologie
is more complementary than
competitive.
Where economy is the
critical consideration, the
fully-integrated new F8 affords
the most practical solution.
But where speed, perform
ance and architectural flexi
bility are required, Macrologie
is the answer.
Most important, Macro
logie elements can be used
with any bit length, instruction
set or organization—without
performance penalties, loss of
flexibility or the need for
custom development.

DEDICATED SUBSYSTEMS

d S& ECTABlE Pt 1 fNOMIALS
■ GRG 16 1?. CCITT LRC 8 etc,

PRESET AND CLEAR INPUTS
AUTO M AT|C RIGM T JUST IF ICAT ION
GUARANTEED 12 MHz DATA HATE

The 9401 Cyclic Redundancy Check Generator/
Checker is an advanced tool for implementing the

most widely used error-detection scheme in serial
digital data handling systems. A 3-bit control input
selects eight different generator polynomials,
including CRC-16 and CRC-CCITT, as well as their
reciprocals (reverse polynomials). Separate Clear
and Preset inputs are provided.

TTL Memory
Check these Fairchild
memories which may be used
with Macrologie:
DEVICES
TTL ROMs
93406
93431/93441
93432/93442
93454/93464
TTL PROMs
94316/93426
93417/93427
93436/93446
93438/93448

TTL RAMs
93410/A
93411/93421
93L420/93L421
93412/93422
93415/93425
93L415/93L425

AVAILABILITY

256X4
512X4
512X8
1024X8

NOW
NOW
NOW
3rd Q

256X4
256X4
512X4
512X8

NOW
3rd Q
NOW
NOW

256X1
256X1
256X1
256X4
1024X1
1024X1

NOW
NOW
NOW
3rd Q
NOW
NOW

2QMHZ DATA RATE

TOTALLY ASvNCHRQNOUS AND INDEPENDENT
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

EX PANDAB I E IN BOTH ? MEN StONS
’ *
EXTRA LOGIC ANU
\
LOSING ANY
FEATURES

is a high-speed
expandable fall-through type with totally independ
ent and asynchronous inputs and outputs. Orga
nized as a 4-bit wide by 16-word deep “bubble
stack," it has four bits parallel and bit-serial data
inputs and outputs. Complete "handshake" control
signals are provided for unambiguous operation
in asynchronous systems. It is intended for disk
and high-speed communications applications with
data rates of up to 20 MHz.
The 9403 FIFO Buffer Memory
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FUNCTIONAL BUILDING BLOCKS

GENERATES

TRUE OR COMPLEMENT

left shift
right SHIFT
(LOGIC or ARITHMETIC)

16-WORDS B/ 4-BlT PAM W'TH
EDGE-TRIGG ER ED OUTPUT REGISTER

SIGN EXTENSION

The 9404 Data Path Switch (DPS) is a very fast

combinatorial array for closing data path loops
around arithmetic logic networks (like the 9405
ALRS). A 5-bit instruction word selects one of the
32 instructions operating on two sets of 4-bit data
inputs. Four linkage lines are available for expan
sion in 4-bit increments. The delay is less than
30ns over 16 bits. Samples available August.

OUTFIT REGISTER RETAINS OLD LAV
-WHILE NEW rJATA Ib WP TIEN INTO’RAM

The 9406 16-word by 4-bit “Push Down-Pop Up’’
Program Stack stores program counter and return

addresses for nested subroutines in programmable
digital systems. It executes four instructions —
Return, Branch, Call, and Fetch as specified by a
2-bit instruction. The 9406 may be expanded to any
word length without additional logic and operates
at a 10 MHz Microinstruction rate over 16 bits.

The 9410 64-bit Read/Write Memory is a register-

oriented high-speed device organized as 16 words
by four bits. An edge-triggered 4-bit output register
allows new input data to be written while previous
data is held. Three-state outputs are provided for
maximum versatility. The 9410 operates at a
10 MHz Microinstruction rate.

Information here.

The 9405 Arithmetic Logic Register Stack contains

The 9407 Data Access Register (DAR) performs

a 4-bit arithmetic logic unit (ALU), an 8-word by
4-bit RAM, an edge-triggered output register, and
associated control logic. The ALU implements eight
different arithmetic or logic functions where one of
the two 4-bit operands is supplied from the input
data bus and the other is supplied from one of the
eight registers selected by the Address inputs. The
result oi the operation is loaded back into the same
register and is also loaded into the edge-triggered
output register and becomes available on the
3-state output data bus. The 9405 operates at a
10 MHz microinstruction rate over 16 bits.

memory address arithmetic for RAM resident stack
applications. It contains three 4-bit registers —
program counter, stack pointer and operand
address —a 4-bit adder, a 3-state address output
buffer and a separate output register with 3-state
buffers. The DAR performs 16 instructions, and
operates at a 10 MHz Microinstruction rate.
Samples available August.
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Most devices are avail
able for sampling immediately.
For more detailed infor
mation on Macrologic devices,
write or call your Fairchild
Sales Office, Distributor or
Representative today.
Fairchild Halbleiter GmbH
6202 Wiesbaden-Biebrich
Postfach 4559
Hagenauer Strasse 38
Tel: 06121/2051,
TWX: 841-4186588

Circle 46 on reader service card
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1,000
750
500
For years, we've been bullish on
high-priced sweepers. Sure, there
were plenty of low-priced offer
ings, if you wanted to speculate
with hobbyist quality. But if you
really wanted to make a clean
sweep, you looked to the blue

chips—and to spending about
a grand. But now Wavetek has
issued the Model 1050, an instru
ment that everyone can afford
(even those in a tight capital
equipment spending predica
ment). It sweeps from 1 MHz to
400 MHz with the signal quality
needed for both lab and pro
duction use. The instrument
features ±0.25 dB output flatness,
2% display linearity, spurious
signals 30 dB below output, and
a maximum amplitude of +10

dBm. It's available in 50-ohm and
75-ohm versions, and the price
for either is just $495. In our
opinion, this is the time to buy.
Write or call us for a complete
statement of the Model 1050's
performance. Wavetek Indiana,
Inc., P.O. Box 190, Beech Grove,
Indiana 46107. Tel. (317) 783-3221.
TWX 810-341-3226.

VAvetek
Circle 48 on reader service card

The bottom just dropped
out of the sweeper market.

Washington newsletter
Navstar speed-up

next year urged;

resistance felt. . .

Will success hurt Navstar? Some proponents of the new tri-service sat
ellite navigation system say it will if Pentagon leaders go ahead with
plans to accelerate the program next year. At its present pace, the pro
gram, for which Rockwell International is prime, is expected to gener
ate at least $200 million for space and user hardware between now and
1980. But that schedule is looming as a battleground for a policy dis
pute shaping up within the Pentagon as the drafting of the fiscal 1977
budget gets under way. Advocates of a speed-up foresee savings of up to
$10 million a year if Navstar were to become operational earlier to re
place such interim navigational hardware as Omega. In addition, they

say it could reduce production buys for Loran receivers, which are now
estimated to be costing up to $35 million a year for airborne and man
pack units. Opposition to a Navstar speed-up includes some leading
Navstar program officials. They argue that acceleration would invite
problems in both costs and hardware performance.

. . . while TI wins
two contracts

on first phase

As the Navstar policy dispute evolves, two contracts for development
of navigation-receivers for the program’s first phase have both been
won by Texas Instruments Inc.’s Equipment Group in Dallas. TI thus
becomes an alternate source for the receiver to the Magnavox Advance
Products division, Torrance, Calif., which is also developing receivers
to be evaluated during phase one. The Ti awards, let by the Air Force
Space and Missile Systems Organization, have a “very large potential,”
says one senior USAF official. Most significant potentially is the $2.9
million contract to develop two “hi-dynamic” airborne navigation re
ceivers for tactical aircraft As replacements for existing tactical air

navigation units in the 1980s, it is estimated that the U.S. military will
require 9,796 Navstar-oriented systems with a price range of from
$17,600 to $25,600 each in current dollars. Finalists against Ti for that
award included Rockwell’s Autonetics division, Hazel tine Corp., and
TRW Inc.
The second Tl-Navstar contract is for just under $3.2 million to de
velop two manpack receivers. The USAF estimates that the U.S. mili
tary will need 5,860 such units during the 1980s, at a unit price of
$16,300 to $18,200. Losing finalists for that award were Collins Radio,
Litton’s Amecom division, Cincinnati Electronics, Teledyne, and TRW.
Aerosat delayed

until the fall
by power specs

The request for proposals to build satellites to relay navigation and
communication signals between trans-Atlantic aircraft and airports will
be delayed until this fall, according to the Federal Aviation Adminis
tration, which will be a heavy user of the $150 million system. An in
ternational management group, headquartered in Holland, will delay
the planned July release of specifications for the “aerosats” because
contractors warn that the required 1,000 watts of operating power ex
ceed their designs. “They want us to cut it down to about 600 or 700

watts,” says an FAA official, which would lower costs and enable indus
try teams to modify existing spacecraft designs. Expected to bid on the
project are three industry groups, led by TRW Systems Group, General
Electric, and RCA.
Electronlcs/July 10, 1975
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Washington commentary
Offshore operations that worry DOD
Are U.S. companies that export manufacturing
processes, rather than products, contributing to
the erosion of the nation’s leadership in tech
nology? George H. Heilmeier believes they are.
As director of the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency, Heilmeier advocates more and
better U.S. R&D and tougher controls on its ex
port-including the threat of recovery of R&D tax
credits. Significant excerpts from Heilmeier’s re
cent comments to the National Aerospace and
Electronics Conference follow. —Ray Connolly

Today we possess technological superiority
over the rest of the world but, as we look to the
future, I believe that there are some causes for
concern. We shall have to renew our national
commitment if this nation is to maintain its tra
ditional [technological] preeminence. But we
face challenges and dangerous trends.
Let’s examine some quantitative trends: the
U.S. accounted for 75% of the free-world R&D
in 1961, but less than 60% in 1969, and the
downward trend persists. U.S. total r&d is
about equal to the USSR, but 60% of theirs is
devoted to military, space, and atomic energy
versus 45% in the U.S.
In technical manpower between 1965 and
1970, France and the USSR expanded by 9.5%
per year, Japan by 4.5%, the U.S. by 3.9%. The
USSR is graduating twice as many scientists and
engineers as the U.S. and now has more than
the U.S. In contrast, U.S. freshman enrollment
is 35% below the 1967 level. The defense indus
try’s inability to attract and retain young engi
neers is particularly serious. Average age of
technical personnel in 17 aerospace companies
surveyed last year was 43.
The picture in electronics is particularly dis
turbing since modern electronics is based on 16
innovations developed since World War II. It
started with Bell Labs’ discovery of the transis
tor in 1947 and progressed through . . . LSI.
Of these, 12 were accomplished exclusively
in the U.S. Yet U.S. trade, production and do
mestic consumption of nondefense electronics
and communications equipment had a favor
able balance of $200 million in 1965 but a $953
million deficit in 1972.
More R&D for sale

I am also disturbed by the fact that the ex
port of U.S. technology seems to be accelerat
ing. This trend is difficult to measure, but U.S.
receipts from foreign countries for royalties and
licenses exceeded U.S. payments for such items
by a ratio of 8:7 (1972)—a 16% increase since
50

1965.1 believe that this mostly one-sided trans
fer of U.S. technology is a prime factor in our
decreasing technological advantage.
If these trends continue unabated, it seems
plain that the U.S. will fall behind in innova
tion, in trade, and in economic growth.
There are those who try to make the case that
the shifting technological balance is due to over
investment in defense R&D at the expense of
R&D in the civil/industrial sector. The data do
not support this claim. The U.S. invests 1.35%
of its gross national product in industrial and
civilian R&D. This is more than that for military
R&D. Only Japan and the Netherlands (with
1.4% and 1.7% respectively) exceed the U.S. in
this respect.

A fair price for technology
If we are to maintain our leadership, we
clearly must maintain our technology base.
Thus, in general, when we sell, we should sell
our products—not our productivity. If we do sell
our technology, we must demand a fair price,
and that includes the cost of developing the
several options which lead to the technology in
question, as well as the cost of developing
maintenance and repair organizations and the
cost of developing the market.
We must also consider recovery of tax credits
for development investment from licenses, roy
alties, and outright sales of technologies when
such exports could ultimately contribute to a
negative balance of trade.
To retain our technological leadership in the
future will take more than bigger R&D budgets
and enlightened export control policies. We
must pick the right technologies to work on.
Let me close with two questions and a sug
gestion: do we have the will to regain our mo
mentum? How do we pay for expanded R&D?
Clearly, otir commitment and the resources
we are willing to devote will depend on the per
ceived value of the end objective. We will al
ways need research on targets of opportunity—
the good, the new, the little ideas—but major
funding commitments require real markets or
the promise of increased productivity. R&D for
its own sake no longer captures the public
imagination. The “markets” include those for
eign markets in which we are not yet active. We
can develop these markets through the appli
cation of technology which, as I have pointed
out, is not the evil some would make it. Our
challenge as technologists is to contribute not
only our scientific skills to this development,
but to contribute to the public debate.
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Adret has your requirements
ni
itsfingertips
Oto 110 MHz

.. i . sp ' . SO dP down
" •
spikes 4C dB down
Phase lock capability
HF leak« - <0 1 pV

-

._—...............

..___ -—■—

programmable
heterodyne meter (o to homhz)
•
•
*
•

programmable multifunction
generator (001 to no mhz)

Spectrum analyzer
Waveform analyzer
Heterodyne decibelmeter
Field meter, etc.
Analysis filter
10 Hz at —3dB »100 Hz at-100dB
Dynamic lange 120dB
Dispersion
1-2-5 staged tanges from ± 200 Hz to
±100 kHz about carrier
Sensitivity 0 1 pV

EE
électronique
adret

Amplitude and frequency modulation fiom
DC to 100 kHz
Frenquency interpolator ±1 Hz to ± 1 MHz
Output level from 1 V to 1 pV full scale
Internal generation of sweep voltage and
modulating signals by auxiliary-functions plug-in
Programming (TTL)of frequency, level, mteipolation
and amplitude and frequency modulation

12, avenue Vladimir Komarov 78190 Trappes • France
Tel 051 29 72 • Telex Adi el Traps 60821
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SIEMENS

IC's - Semiconductor Memories Core Memory Systems
tested expediently

Should you be interested in the
system COMPU!ES! within the
extensive test- and check-out
program of Siemens?
Write to
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft,
ZVW 133/Ce
7500 Karlsruhe 21,
Postfach 21 1080.

COMPUTEST
Test- and Check-out System by Siemens
Circle 171 on reader service card

*

"

611/7401-101

!he system COMPU!ES! contains:
IC-testers-universal test equipment

and automatic test systems for
digital and linear circuits.
Semiconductor memory test
systems for fast functional control
of RAMs, ROMs and shift registers.
Or for testing on chips and at the
system level.
!est systems for automatic checking
of production phases in the manu
facture of core and disc memory.

E

Do you work with electronic
modules or memory systems? Then
you should know COMPUTES!.
COMPUTES! is a proven equipment
series for testing of IC's, complete
semiconductor memories as well
as core - and disc memories.

Electronics
International
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Electronics stars at world
machine tool show: page 1E

Poland is industrializing rapidly, with electronics
growing twice as fast as other industries: page 68

Want to simplify
control system
design?
Try the
MP12 Microcomputer.
DESIGNED FOR CONTROL — If you’re designing
control elements into a process or industrial con
trol system, consider the MP12 Microcomputer. It’s
a highly versatile, powerful system that makes the
job easier than ever before, Fully operational CPU.
Easy-to-use standard interface cards. Plus a com
plete basic software package.
LOW COST — The MP12 is ideally priced for dedi
cated control applications. The CPU, with 4K mem
ory, control panel, DMA channel, interrupt facility,
power-fail/auto-restart, and basic software, is $990
in quantities of 100. Peripheral interface cards are
as low as $161. Compare price/performance with
any other microcomputer or minicomputer on the
market. There’s no comparison.
• » »y

EASY INTERFACING — Inter
facing to peripheral equipment
and process control devices is a
snap with the MP12 Microcom
puter. Standard interface cards
allow you to interface directly
to the CPU or wire wrap your
own custom interface electron
ics. Cuts engineering time and
money drastically.
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REAL-TIME SOFTWARE —The RTX12 Real-Time
Operating System, together with a full set of basic
software, provides the foundation for writing, de
bugging, and running control-oriented application
programs. Nothing is more important than software
— and nothing simplifies the job like the MP12
with RTX12.
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Specify the MP12 Microcomputer for your control
system. You won’t find a simpler solution.
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS
5901 South County Road 18 • Minneapolis, MN 55436 • (612) 935-8811
SALES
OFFICES IN:
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Boston
(617)969-5077
Chicago
(312)437-4116

Circle 54 on reader service card

Dallas
(214)661-3155
Denver
(303)753-0631

Hawthorne, Ca.
(213)973-0484
New Jersey
(201)222-6250

San Jose
(408)246-8391
Minneapolis
(612)935-8811

HOME OF MP12

Hong Kong
K-331383
United Kingdom
Maidenhead 37321-4
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International newsletter
3 linear-IC makers
divide production
in Japan pact

Three Japanese semiconductor manufacturers have agreed to divide
the production of industrial linear circuits among themselves and sell
from the same joint catalog. Initially, they will offer a total of 62 differ
ent devices. Of that number, 32 will be produced by Fujitsu Ltd., 19 by
Sharp Corp., and 11 by Kyodo Electronics Laboratories Inc., a subsidi
ary of Toko Inc., a manufacturer of magnetic-wire memories. Products
are divided so that Fujitsu concentrates on high-power and high-fre
quency devices, Sharp on optoelectronic-conversion devices, and
Kyodo on sense amplifiers and control devices.
The industrial linear-IC market requires many devices, but total de
mand in Japan is small enough to make the business unprofitable for
three manufacturers competing in all the lines. The three companies
hope that by dividing the varieties to be produced, they will all be able
to make a profit. Although total sales through the end of this fiscal year
are only estimated to be between $6 million and $7 million, the com
panies expect that in fiscal 1977, sales will total more than $40 million.

Barclays automates
banking functions

in United Kingdom

Barclays, the UK’s largest bank, is going on line with a network of NCR
Corp. 770 automatic tellers that dispense and receive cash deposits.
This automation has beaten out rival Lloyds Bank Ltd., which had an
nounced first that it would offer the self-service convenience with its
Cashpoint system [Electronics, Oct. 3, 1974, p. 69], Barclays’ $5 million
system will enable customers to deposit cash, notes, and checks, as well
as withdraw packets of cash worth up to $120 a day, at about 100 loca
tions in stores, factories, and banks. Two prototypes are in service, and

i

40 auto-tellers are on order. Lloyds’ plans for a larger network of IBM
3614 terminals also will include the self-service feature, a spokesman
says.
Siemens cuts loss
in glass fibers ■ ■ ■

Researchers at the Siemens AG laboratories in Munich, West Germany,
have developed optical fibers having an attenuation of only 1.35 decibels
per kilometer at a wavelength of 1.06 micrometers.

Those values, the firm says, are near theoretical minimum, which
Siemens puts at 1.2 dB per kilometer at the 1.06-pm wavelength. In the
U.S., fiber cables with individual fibers having attenuation of less than
8 dB/km have been developed by ITT’s Electro-Optics division in
Roanoke, Va., and Coming Glass Works (see p. 25).
The Siemens fibers are made inside a quartz tube containing depos
its of synthetic quartz and a two-component glass. After the tube is col
lapsed under high temperatures, the fiber can be drawn from the mate
rial. The fiber has a diameter of roughly 140 ,11m and a core 50 pm in
diameter. The coating around the core is about 7 pm thick.
. . . as Japanese begin
on glass cable

for use in 1980s

Electronlcs/July 10, 1975

Glass-fiber cable for communications will go into production early in
1977 and begin operation in the 1980s if a new research project by Nip
pon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp, succeeds. NTT has contracted

with its three traditional cable suppliers for a two-year joint research
project to develop cables suitable for manufacture by the end of fiscal
1976. The budget for the current fiscal year is about $2 million. NTT
hopes to start installing the cables between 1981 and 1985. The three
55
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manufacturers are the Furukawa Electric Co., Sumitomo Electric In
dustries Ltd., and the Fujikura Cable Works Ltd.
Glass-fiber cables are attractive because they can be installed in
existing ducts designed for coaxial cables. And even though they are
slimmer than coaxial cables, the glass-fiber ones have much higher in
formation capacity and need only about one tenth as many repeaters for
a given transmission distance.

UK firm cuts lens
weight and bulk

for ir detectors

Britain’s Mullard Research Laboratories has developed a process that
reduces the weight and bulk of high-resolution germanium lenses for
portable military infrared detectors. The process produces lenses as
large as 150 millimeters in diameter that have more than twice the reso
lution for the same amount of material and half the weight of conven
tional lenses, the company claims. Most lenses are multielement and

spherical. They can be expensive, partly because the exotic crystal
costs almost $500 a kilogram. But Mullard’s single-element nonspherical lens is produced by a proprietary process in which the lens is
profiled to first-order accuracy on one machine, to second-order ac
curacy on a second, and then finished by cut-and-try polishing tech
niques.
Panafacom cuts
speed of mini,
but adds functions

By using two 8-bit-slice register/arithmetic units and slowing the oper
ating speed, Japan’s Panafacom Ltd. has reduced to a moderate leve
the cost of its new reasonably powerful U-100 minicomputer. The ar
chitecture is identical to that of the company’s present U-200 model
and the U-100 even includes standard capabilities that are options in the
U-200. These capabilities include hardware multiplication, divide,

double-precision operation, and debugging routines.
However, the price of the U-100 has been held to about half that of
the U-200. In one tradeoff, this register-to-register program-execution
time is increased from 1.58 microseconds in the U-200 to 2.8 /xs in the
U-100, and all other operations are correspondingly slower. Execution
speed for the U-100 is two thirds that of the U-200. The processor is on
two boards, one piggybacked on the other.
The register/arithmetic units, made by Fujitsu Ltd., are standard de
pletion-load, n-channel silicon-gate MOS devices! Microprograming is
provided by 12 1-kilobit bipolar programable ROMs, which give 500 24bit words of instructions at a higher speed than MOS could.
Ferranti prototype
gas pump begins

tests in Scotland

Add Britain’s Ferranti Ltd. to the list of companies active in gasoline
pump automation. The company has developed an electronic pump,
typically priced at about $3,600, that calculates and displays the price
and volume of fuel dispensed and then relays the stored information to
the station’s office on demand. The system can be retrofitted to hydrau
lic pumps. Now undergoing prototype evaluation at an Edinburgh,
Scotland, gasoline station, the modular system easily allows conversion
from imperial gallons to liters and has a self-service option keyed to a
typewriter-size central control unit. The pump uses RCA and Motorola

components, plus a Ferranti optical encoder that has a gallium-arsenide fight source and photovoltaic-cell detector.
56
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Significant developments in technology and business

Electronics stars
at tool show, but
few are buying
Automation costs too much,

and lack of expertise will
delay automation, visitors

say at European exposition
Electronics must wait a little longer
to break through to one of the larg
est of all potential industrial mar
kets—machine tools. However, at
the first world machine tool show,
1-EMO, last month in Paris, anyone
would have thought that electronics
already is dominating the world’s
machine shops. The 90,000 square
meters of floor space bristled with
computers, hard-wired logic, and
displays, but the surprising reality is
that electronic numerical-control
systems account for less than 10% of
all machine-tool shipments in Eu
rope.
Although electronics has swept
other industries off their feet, the
conservative machine-tool makers
are still balking at a wholesale
switch to electronic N/C systems.
And despite the barrage of sales talk
from both electronics companies
and machine-tool builders at the
Paris show, it looks as if it will be
several years before many European
workshops and factories that could
profit from electronics will be ready
to make the change.
Two tough obstacles block fast
market penetration—high cost and
the barrier that divides the mechan
ical-engineering knowhow of most
machine shops and the hardware/software expertise that elec
tronic control systems demand. “Ev
erybody wants to go into numerical
control,” explains an engineer at
Electronics/July 10,1975

West Germany’s
VDF-Boehringer,
“but the smaller
companies cannot
afford to do so, or
they are afraid of
having to hire a soft
ware specialist.”
Reduce. Both buy
ers and sellers at
1-EMO agreed that
the emphasis has
now got to shift to development of
simpler, low-cost electronic N/C sys
tems for smaller machines and
smaller workshops. “In the last few
years,” notes Henry de Landevoisin,
president of H.E.S. Machine Tool
Inc., N/C has gone into high-produc
tion shops that are the front runners
in the manufacturing industry.
Their engineers are getting the most
sophisticated machines, and they
don’t care if it is out of line with the
size of the investment. There’s no
way you can do that in a small
shop.” H.E.S.’s parent company is
the big French machine-tool com
pany, H. Ernault-Somua S.A.
Until now, most N/C systems have
been fitted to machines costing
$100,000 and more. What’s more,
the recent surge in computer usage
has been concentrated even higher
up the price scale. “It’s a very lim
ited market you’re talking to,” con
cedes Werner Rieben, manager of
General Electric’s Numerical Con
trol Application Engineering de
partment in Frankfurt, Germany.
But this year’s slump in the Euro
pean market is putting new urgency
into efforts to diversify into the low
est-cost market. “The major prob
lem for all machine-tool makers
now is that it is becoming more and

more difficult to sell at all,” admits a
salesman from Italy’s Graziano &
C. SpA. “But, to survive, we have
got to sell smaller machines.”
Routes. Microprocessors, and to a
lesser extent minicomputers, are
both regarded as routes to lowercost controls better suited to the
small workshop. The microprocessor
packages are expected to replace
many hard-wired logic systems at
much lower cost, and mini
computers offer flexibility in stand
alone systems that older computercontrolled systems could only offer
at a much higher price. But right
now, the thrust into the lower-cost
market is being led by simplified
versions of hard-wired-logic N/C
systems like those offered by West
Germany’s AEG-Telefunken.
For simple operations requiring
only three access channels for. a tool
such as a lathe, AEG-Telefunken is
selling a combined hard-wired logic
and memory package for about
$10,000. For more sophisticated
jobs, demanding a two-axis lathe,
for example, the German firm’s
Swedish subsidiary is readying a
minicomputer-controlled system
that will sell for about $15,000. Re
placing the hard-wired logic with
the minicomputer will achieve a sig
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nificant cost saving.
Some basic N/C machines were
already on view at the Paris show.
Italy’s Graziano had a simple twin
turret lathe on display selling for
about $56,000 when equipped with
General Electric controls, or $49,600
when using a British Plessey N/C
system. France’s H.E.S., which has
been something of a pioneer in
small N/C machines, is offering a
range costing from $45,000 up
wards. Indeed, H.E.S. has been scor
ing well in the U.S. market for some
time. “My best customers have al
ways been small job shops,” ex
plains de Landevoisin. “Piece-bypiece in the last few years, we have
sold more N/C lathes in the U.S.
market than Cincinnati Milacron,
and the machine we sell is half the
cost of theirs.”
CNC ahead. Whatever their poten
tial, computer-driven machine tools
(CNC) are still in their infancy in Eu
rope, and there is some fierce con
troversy over how far and how fast
CNC will penetrate the industry.
Some Europeans are enthusiastic.
“If well handled,” predicts de Land
evoisin, “CNC should in the near fu
ture be less costly than hard-wired
control and, on top of that, will offer
fantastic versatility to the user.”
Others take a more cautious view.
“A lot of the CNC systems on show
in Paris were just playthings,”
grumbles one German engineer.
“But, providing we develop it
enough, we feel CNC will be the fu
ture.”
Privately, many machine-tool
makers and even the computer com
panies are worried. One sales engi
neer from a leading U.S. mini
computer builder concedes, “it is
extremely hard to open a dialog
with a company with no knowledge
of computer techniques, and so we
find ourselves limited to big com
panies with their own data-processing capability.” Companies such as
Digital Equipment Corp, and Gen
eral Automation thus tend to focus
largely on OEM customers that build
complete systems.
One senior German specialist
goes further still. “CNC will not
catch on,” he forecasts. “A lot of
2E

people have sunk a lot of money
into it, so they have to go ahead. But
the real emphasis is going to be on
developing cheaper N/C machines
for smaller businesses.” And as GE’s
Rieben comments, “You have to re
member that companies with under
200 employees buy 60% of all ma
chine tools.”
□

Japan

Tokyo automates

mailing routine
A set of machines based on micro
processors and universal controllers
has begun operation in the Tokyo
post office. These machines enable
patrons to perform most of the steps
needed to mail first-class letters, reg
istered letters, and parcel post. Cus
tomers are instructed how to per
form these operations by the
numbers to speed up service.
To start operation of the firstclass-mail machine, the patron
places his letter in a weighing box.
He then pushes buttons to indicate
whether his letter is standard letter
size or larger, for which there is a
surcharge. He pushes another but
ton to indicate how his letter is to be
sent—regular mait special delivery,
registered, or some combination of
these options. He then notes the

postage fee, inserts coins totaling
that value in the slots, and pushes a
button to instruct the machine to
print a meter stamp that he sticks on
letter. Insertion of the letter in a slot
in the machine is the final step.
Intelligence is needed for several
functions. For one thing, the weight
is not displayed until the letter is
weighed three times to ensure the
correct reading. The logic runs a
sums check on a fee table to ensure
that the memory contents have been
read correctly. When the system is
not in use, a standby check with
fixed date indicates that it is func
tioning. A read/write memory is
needed to take care of rate in
creases, to store such data as sales
figures, and print these figures.
Registered letters. A second ma
chine for registered letters was de
signed, like the first-class letter
machine, by the Production Engi
neering Laboratories of the Matsu
shita Electric Industrial Co., but by
a different group. It uses special
purpose circuits, rather than a uni
versal controller. The machine han
dles standard-size registered letters
that have a value of less than 5,000
yen. To begin operation, these let
ters must have already been
stamped by either conventional
stamps or stamps from the metering
machine.
Depressing a button causes the
machine to dispense a registered-let-

Au to mated. Machines are (from left) for first-class letters, registered letters, computing par
cel post fees, dispensing stamps, and changing money.
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ter sticker, which the patron affixes
to his letter. Then he inserts the let
ter in the slot and pushes a button.
The letter drops into a built-in safe,
and the machine issues a receipt,
which includes a copy made by a
built-in copying machine of front
and back of envelope. A similar
copy is retained by the machine for
its records.
Parcel post. A third machine
computes postage for parcel post.
To operate that machine, the patron
places his package on large scale
and indicates the delivery zone by
means of buttons keyed to a map of
Japan. After choosing from regular,
special-delivery, or registered ser
vice, the machine indicates the re
quired postage. The patron must
purchase a meter stamp from an
other machine and take the stamped
package to a conventional parcel
post window.
The fourth machine dispenses
stamps in response to keyboard in
put. A microprocessor keeps track of
sales and handles printouts. The
fifth machine, which changes 1,000yen notes into 10 100-yen coins was
built by Omron Tateisi Electronics
Inc. It was not designed specifically
for this installation, but it is in use
in other places, such as subways,
where patrons might desire change
for operation of vending units.
Availability of universal control
lers with 8-bit microprocessors en
abled the Matsushita laboratory to
compress into a mere four months
the development of three of the selfservice machines. Even though the
controller capabilities are in excess
of those needed, the only develop
ment required was the software.
However, the capability of the con
troller should also simplify modi
fications if any are required during
the trial period. And 4-bit micro
processors may well be used to de
crease costs when a large production
order is received.
Design. The universal processor is
a special microcomputer built at the
Matsushita laboratory around the
Intel 8080 microprocessor from the
U.S. The microprocessor contains a
programable read-only memory,
but 1 kilobyte of nonvolatile core
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memory is included to keep track of
sales figures and print them out for
official records.
Use of the universal controller re
quires considerably less develop
ment time than special-purpose cir
cuits, especially for only one
machine. Even when a large num
ber of machines is needed, the uni
versal controller speeds up develop
ment of a prototype. Special
purpose circuits then can be de
signed for serially produced ma
chines if that appears to be more
economical.
A subtotal can be printed at any
time. A source says a printout keeps
machine attendants from pocketing
part of the income and that Moto
rola has started selling a chip set de
signed especially for this job in
vending machines.
□

Diode may lead to
satellite-TV sets
A new stable super-high-frequency
gallium-arsenide Impatt-diode local
oscillator should help bring down
the cost of television sets intended
for direct reception from satellites.
The temperature coefficient ap
proaches zero, and the diode has a
low noise level. The Impatt was de
veloped at the technical research
laboratories of NHK, Japan’s public
service broadcast system, as part of
its project for adapting existing
technology to all types of satellite
broadcasting.
The experimental system, which
is matched to a satellite’s repeater
amplifier, uses frequency modu
lation rather than the usual ampli
tude modulation for the video sig
nal. The width of the signal in the
12-gigahertz band is 25 megahertz.
In an actual TV receiver, the local
oscillator would be displaced from
the carrier frequency to obtain the
first intermediate-frequency signal
at about 1 GHz.
Most system experiments so far
have been carried out with a local
oscillator consisting of a crystal os
cillator, followed by a multiplication
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circuit using a step-recovery diode.
But the Impatt-diode oscillator
should cost less to build because the
parts count is much lower—one
diode and one cavity are all that are
needed.
Specifications. This diode oscilla
tor has an output of 10 milliwatts, or
more than enough for a local os
cillator. Input power is about 17
milliamperes at 50 volts. The design
of the package, which is much sim
pler than the usual “pill”-type pack
age for microwave devices, ensures
that device temperature and cavity
temperature are tightly coupled to
decrease frequency drift. The length
of the device from end to end is
about 15 millimeters. Width of the
slender legs carrying the pellet and
gold ribbon is about 1.2 mm.
Similar diodes of the same area
and doping, but with a slightly thin
ner active region, have been fabri
cated for high-power operation. Be
cause gallium arsenide does not
conduct heat as well as silicon, the
diode is mounted upside down on
its Schottky-junction side with goldto-gold thermal-compression bond
ing. Units with one to four chips
have been fabricated. Output of 2.5
watts is obtained from four chips
operating at a total current of 300
milliamperes at 63.5 V. Efficiency is
high—about 13%.
Perhaps the most important rea
son for not using Impatt diodes so
far has been the fear that frequency
stability would not be good enough,
but this problem can be overcome.
Experimental oscillators have a fre
quency-drift-temperature coefficient
of only about -20 kilohertz per de
gree Celsius, and even this amount
can be reduced by fine adjustment.
Although this temperature coeffi
cient seems extremely large to those
designers accustomed to working
with signals having a narrower
bandwidth, it is small enough to
permit an ambient-temperature
range of about 60°C without de
grading system performance for this
wideband fm signal.
Design. The copper cavity in
which the Impatt diode is mounted
has a temperature coefficient of
about -500 kHz/°C. Fortunately,
4E

the Impatt diode has a large positive
temperature coefficient. Proper de
sign of the cavity and adjustment of
the coupling between the cavity and
the diode makes it possible to obtain
a temperature coefficient approach
ing zero.
Another property of the gallium
arsenide Impatt that makes it suit
able for use in a local oscillator is its
low noise. Unlike the nbisy silicon
Impatts, gallium-arsenide Impatts
are almost as quiet as Gunn diodes.
But Gunn diodes, although quiet,
are not suitable because their inher
ent temperature coefficient of fre
quency has the same sign as that of
the cavity.
Starting material for the diode is
an n+ GaAs substrate about 50 mi
crometers thick. It has an n-type
epitaxial layer 3 pun to 4 pun thick
with a doping density of about 1 to
1.5 X 1016 atoms per cubic centime-

ter. Platinum deposited on the epi
taxial layer forms a Schottky junc
tion to make the device a diode.
Platinum deposited on the substrate
does not form a true ohmic junction,
but it provides a reliable contact,
and departure from true ohmic
characteristics hardly degrades the
diode’s desirable characteristics at
all. Gold deposited over the plati
num aids in making thermal-com
pression bonds.
The active side of the diode is
mounted on a gold-plated lead
frame, while contact to the substrate
side is made with a gold ribbon by
thermal-compression bonding. After
mounting, pellets are etched to an
area of 1 X 10-4 square centimeters.
A small circular glob of silicone
resin both protects the diode and
supports the two ends of the lead
frame to form a packaged diode
with two terminals.
□

West Germany

Giving crystals a whirl
grows thin, smooth layers
A team at West Germany’s Max
Planck Institute for Solid State Re
search has used centrifugal force to
produce perfectly smooth crystal
layers about 0.5 micrometer thick.
This sharp departure from conven
tional crystal-growing methods
could pave the way to mass-produc
ing much thinner multiple layers in
a one-step fabrication process.
The still-experimental technique
being investigated by Elisabeth
Bauser and her co-workers at the in
stitute in Stuttgart is aimed at refin
ing the apparatus so that such vari
ous multilayer components as
semiconductor lasers and micro
wave diodes can be made.
In conventional methods of grow
ing thin crystal layers by liquid
phase epitaxy, the residue solution
is either wiped off the surface or
flows from it by gravity. However
these practices have some serious
drawbacks. For one thing, surfaces
are easily scratched while the solu
tion is removed. For another, com-

plete removal of the solution after
the epitaxial layer is grown is diffi
cult. Usually, tiny droplets cling to
the layer, and this residue makes for
rather rough layer surfaces and nonuniform coating thicknesses.
Centrifuge. The crystal-growth
apparatus the Bauser team has de
veloped consists essentially of a
quartz tube surrounded by a fur
nace. A graphite crucible is fixed at
the top of a shaft running through
the tube and extending into the cen
ter of the furnace. The shaft’s lower
end is connected to a rotor, and a
stator outside the quartz tube drives
the rotor at speeds as high as 3,000
revolutions per minute.
The crucible, which is sym
metrical with respect to the shaft’s
rotational axis, has small stock bins
inside to hold the solution. These
bins, which are adjacent to the cen
ter of rotation, have slotted open
ings ending in a narrow gap that
points away from the axis. Sub
strates can be fixed on one or both
Electronics/July 10,1975

sides of the gap. The crucible’s outer
shell constitutes a container that col
lects the residue solution.
In growing an epitaxial layer—for
example, a gallium-arsenide layer
on a substrate of the same mate
rial—the liquid gallium and the gal
lium arsenide are put into the stock
bins and then heated either in a vac
uum or in hydrogen. High surface
tension of the liquid prevents the so
lution from escaping.
Deposition. When substrates are
in place, the crucible is heated to the
desired growth temperature. When
the crucible assembly has reached
thermal equilibrium, the system is
rotated fast enough for the centrifu
gal forces to exceed the forces of the
surface and interfacial-tension com
ponents. The solution then enters
the gap and passes over the sub
strate’s surface to deposit the epita
xial layers.
The crystalization process appar
ently takes place within fractions of
a second. “This has come as a sur
prise to us, for at first we weren’t
sure whether such short time would
be sufficient for crystalization.
A prime advantage of the method
is the easy removal of the residue
solution. When the growth process
has been completed, the unused so
lution is removed from the crystal
surface by raising the crucible’s
rotational speed to throw the solu
tion off the edge. From there, the so
lution is transported, again by cen
trifugal force, back to the stock bins
and reused in subsequent crystal
growing processes.
Multilayer. The researchers are
now readying their equipment for
experiments aimed at producing
multilayer crystals. For that, they’ll
use a drum-type magazine with sev
eral containers, each for a different
solution. Bauser says, “We want to
grow as many crystal layers on top
of each other as possible in a singlestep process.”
The team also wants to find out
how to make semiconductor layers
much thinner. Whirling the mate
rials by means of a contactless-bear
ing mechanism much faster than the
present maximum of 3,000 rpm will
be the first step.
□
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Environmental
Transistor Handlers
New from
Delta Design

HAIL

CENTURION
Introducing the Centurions, Delta's new line
of environmental handlers. Centurion I •—
designed to handle quality assurance testing
of TO-92, TO-220 plastics and TO-3, TO-66
metal power devices as well as integrated
circuits. Now for the first time, manufac
turers and users can handle large runs of
devices with this compact modular unit.
Centurion I offers exceptionally fast
throughput—fully automatic or single-step
operation with up to 7200 devices per hour
at zero test time. The large chamber will
hold in storage as many as 1500 devices in
environment. Temperature range is ~55°C
to +200°C with gradients of ±3°C. And you
have the flexibility of design for your partic
ular needs.

Standard input is Delta's bowl feed for bulk
handling. Stick and turret feeds are avail
able. Output mechanism provides up to 25
bins for bulk, or sleeve turrets for category
sort. Control data between the tester and
Centurion is logic level and in binary for
mat. Input and output signals are photo
coupled and T2L compatible. Also available
— CENTURION II, ambient handler for
transistors and integrated circuits.

Circle 190 on reader service card

Full details on request. Delta Design, Inc.,
P.O. Box 421, San Diego, CA 92112. Phone
714 - 292-5000.

Reliability problems? Ask about
Delta's full line of
Burn-in equipment.
DELTA DESIGN
INC.
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The logical choice for
logic circuitry
Compact performance at 50,120 and 150 MHz
Just as circuits and systems get
smaller and faster, so too do our
oscilloscopes.
The 50 MHz model PM 3240,
for example, weighs in at a mere
8.4 kg. And because it’s used as
much outside the laboratory as in,
we’ve given it a logical front panel
layout where every control falls
naturally to hand. The PM 3240
has also been designed to operate
from almost any supply, including
DC, to have a bright 8 x 10 cm
display and good circuit access for
short service down-times on the
oscilloscope itself.
Moving up to 120 MHz

For higher bandwidth applications
the 120 MHz model PM 3260 is
available. This 9 kg light instrument
therefore keeps you well ahead of
Schottky TTL speeds and at the
same time goes on triggering to
over 200 MHz to meet the great
majority of ECL applications.
Like the 50 MHz model, the
PM 3260 includes layout features

PM 3240 : 50 MHz/5 mV; 8.4 kg;
bright 8 x 10 cm display.

Multiplying at 100 MHz

The PM 3265 extends all the
previous benefits to a bandwidth of
150 MHz and also adds the unique,
built-in 100 MHz analog multiplying
facility. Only with this instrument
can you therefore make transient
power and dynamic phase
measurements on high-speed
components and circuitry.
Moreover this facility, like the rest
of the instrument, is extremely easy
to use. You simply push the 'A x B’
button to obtain the product which
can also be displayed together with
the B input signal.
All three oscilloscopes make wide
use of monolithic IC's in order to
reduce weight and the number of
adjustment points.

such as clear separation of the
main and delayed time bases as
well as operation from DC plus 100
to 240 V supplies having
frequencies from 46 to 440 Hz.

PM 3260 : 120 MHz/5 mV; 9.0 kg;
ergonomic layout*; wide choice of
line supplies*.

A family of compacts

These three compact instruments
thus meet the needs of designers
and users - at 50,120 and 150 MHz and meet them with a number of
significant and unique benefits.
Find out more by writing to :

Philips Industries, Test and
Measuring Instruments Department,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

PM 3265 : 150 MHz/5 mV; unique
100 MHz analog multiplier; 9.5 kg.

(* features common to all models)

PHILIPS
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Î^The 6800 has just left the starting gate, and
it has made a most impressive get away...
A darn good CPU chip.

>5

It’s a whole new era for
microprocessors. And a whole
lot of people are sorry they
started without us!
The S6800 Microprocessor
family is getting rave reviews
from designers, magazines and
engineers—even those already
committed to the 8080.
Small wonder. The powerful
8-bit N-Channel S6800 is the
fastest, leanest, cheapest
microprocessor system ever
created.
To put it simply, it’s already
the industry standard that all
other microprocessors will have to follow.

It’s all in the family.
It’s already a full-fledged family of six, and still
growing. Each member was designed to interface
directly with the MPU—or to stand alone. So
you don’t get tied up in bundling.
That can save you a bundle. Because the
6800 gives you standard LSI building blocks
to put together a system without any
restrictions on peripherals.
8E

To date... the most complete
MOS LSI microprocessing system.

99

Computer Design

Its less costly
because it requires
fewer parts. It runs
on just one +5V power
supply instead of three. It has a
more efficient instruction set,
which reduces the number of
locations needed in memory
because of six memory addressing
modes. And it needs no TTL to
bring it together.

Better design gets
better results.
Although the 5 volt clock
operates at only 1 MHz, it still
executes instructions in a minimum of 2 microseconds.
This speed is maintained with up to ten devices on
the bus and no TTL buffering.
With the ALU’s ability to hold data, it need not
be first loaded into an accumulator. The result is
fewer instructions and faster program execution.
Six memory addressing modes (includ
ing direct, extended and indexed) make list
processing, and the use of external memory
as working registers, very fast and efficient.
Electronlcs/July 10, 1975

. high speed, ease of use, and flexible
control capability for many new applications.

... the most sophisticated of these new single-chip devices.

99

Electronics

99

IEEE Spectrum

r
65K bytes memory addressing
Maskable and non-maskable
interrupts
External variable length stack
72 basic instructions
Six addressing modes

Meet the rest of the family.
The other five that make the 6800 function so smoothly
include:
The S6810 static RAM, handily organized to 128 X 8, with
access time of 575 ns.
The S6820 Peripheral Interface Adapter provides two
programmable 8-bit I/O channels, with full interrupt control.
Each data line can be programmed to be either an input or an
output. The PIA is totally bus compatible with the MPU.
The S6830 static ROM, with its 1024 x 8 organization, is
the densest, fastest (575 ns access max.) read/only memory
with a single power supply.
The S6850 Asynchronous Communications Interface
Adapter provides data formatting and control to interface
serial asynchronous communications to bus organized systems
like our MPU.
The S6860 MODEM supplies modulation, demodulation
and supervisory control functions for data rates up to 600 bps.
using frequency shift keying.
The S6800 MPU gives you these features:
8-bit parallel processing
Two accumulators

Decimal and binary arithmetic

Variable length instructions
TTL compatibility
Three state outputs
40-pin package
1MHz clock
Single + 5 volt power

The S6800 is not only the most cost-effective microprocessor
system, it’s also the only one that’s second sourced. Motorola
developed it, and we’ll produce it in the kind of quantities
a product this good demands.
So don’t commit yourself to any microprocessor until you
see the S6800. And that’s as easy as calling your nearest
AMI sales office. After all, who wants to follow the leader
when you can be one?
England • Swindon, Wiltshire • Swindon 31345
France • Vincennes • 374 00 90
Italy • Milan • 29 37 45
Japan • Tokyo • (501) 2241
West Germany • Munich • 48 30 81

' standard
atAIM®.

AMI
3800 Homestead Road
Santa Clara
CA 95051
Phone:
(408) 246-0330

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

Electronics/July 10,1975
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New products international

Fast-switching
thyristors handle
high power
by William F. Arnold, London bureau manager

speed levels in individual units.
Credit is given to the company’s re
finements in design and in the use of
of power semiconductors
silicon. One result is that switching
losses have been cut to a minimum,
for industrial control,
which means that the devices can
motor and rf heating systems
handle more power at higher fre
quencies.
Designing power devices that offer
Although already widely used in
both high power and fast switching radar, communications, television
can be difficult—to achieve one goal and even automotive electronics,
you may have to lower your sights thyristors have not been extensively
on the other. Capitalizing on its long adopted by designers of heavy indus
experience, however, AEI Semicon trial equipment. With the combina
ductors Ltd. is introducing high- tion of high power and fast switching,
power thyristors that promise high however, smaller and fighter rotat
voltages, high current and fast ing machinery looms as a potential
application because machinery size
switching.
One of these devices, the decreases as operating frequency
DCR880, is designed for switching increases. Another avenue that may
speeds up to 6.6 kilohertz at a re be opening up is inverter power sup
verse blocking voltage of 2.2 kilo ply technology, where high switching
volts. The amplifying-gate device, speeds can save money by allowing
mounted on a 1 Vi-inch silicon wafer, the use of smaller transformers.
offers a turnoff time of 40 micro
“The 2-kv region is a particular
seconds. It has a forward and re need” for several applications, says
verse blocking voltage of 1.2 kilo Roger J. Bassett, unit manager in
volts and a voltage-rise rate of 300 the high-power products group,
commenting on the DCR88O and
volts per pts.
Following soon will be the the upcoming DCR1377. AEI hopes
DCR1377, an amplified-gate thyris these products will allow designers
tor mounted on a 2i4-in. silicon wa to cut down on the number of com
fer and targeted to have reverse mutating components, ultimately
voltages greater than 2 kilovolts and yielding fines of cheaper power
surge currents in excess of 25,000 circuits. General applications of the
amperes. Larger silicon slices mean DCR range include traction motor
that devices can handle higher systems for rapid transit, rf heating,
surges, AEI executives point out. smooth motor control for industrial
These devices follow two recently control and, in the case of the DCR
introduced fast-switching high- 1377, uses in high voltage de trans
power thyristors in the 1.2-kilovolt mission as well as ac applications.
The de case is the more difficult
reverse-blocking range, the DCR857
of the two, of course, since the means
and 860.
AEI officials say the significance of of turning the thyristors off cyclically
these devices is in achieving the is not automatically present in sup
voltage, current and switching ply reversals. The new thyristor can

British firm develops line
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simplify the external circuitry needed
to provide timing.
On watch. A crucial factor in
measuring the performance of highpower thyristors, Bassett cautions, is
watching the repetitive rates of cur
rent rise time, important for switch
ing applications. He notes that the
DCR880, 857 and 860 have rates of
200 to 400 amperes per micro
second. Moreover, they’re intended
to do that over a lifetime greater
than 10 years, he says.
Specifically, the DCR880 has a
rate of rise of current of 200 A/gs
repetitively and 800a/s non-repetitively. Other specifications include a
high rate of rise of voltage up to
700v/gs, a high overload capability
of 800 A peak, and low switching
losses at high frequency.
The earlier 857 and 860 DCRs
use distributed amplifying-gate
techniques that cause certain limita
tions to voltage performance. How
ever, they can switch power up to
10-kilohertz frequencies and have
very short maximum turnoff times
of 15 and 25 gs and they have a high
repetitive rate-of-current-rise of 400
A/ys. Other specifications include a
high current-overload-withstand ca
pability, the company says, up to
8,500 A.
The 857 and 860 units are
mounted in rigid ceramic hermetic
housings with a 1-in. minimum
creepage path—the distance be
tween the anode and the cathode.
AEI effectively lengthens that dis
tance by using a ridged surface.
The DCR 880 will cost about
$350 each. No price has been set for
the upcoming DCR 1377.
AEI Semiconductors Ltd., Carholme Rd.,
Lincoln, LN1 1SG, England [441]
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Plessey adds four low-power
I

dividers for portable applications
Several years ago Plessey Semicon
ductors got a jump on the competi
tion with a series of high-speed
dividers—so successfully, Plessey
claims, that 95% of the major instru
ment makers are using the devices
for their counter/timers. Now in an
attempt to broaden its market in in
struments and communications,
Plessey is adding low-power-consumption, high-speed dividers for
battery-powered applications.
The SP8695 and SP8690 can be
logically programed in the popular
divide-by-10 or -11 mode at fre
quencies up to 200 megahertz. Typi
cal power consumption is 75 milli
watts at 5 volts. The new models
also include the SP8790, a lowpower divide-by-four control
counter, and the SP8660, a 150megahertz prescaler.
Popular. The devices fit into the
150-to-200-MHz spectrum because
“there’s a lot of. interest in that
range,” says Paul A. Davis, product
marketing engineer. The 10/11 di
vide function was chosen because
“certain breeds of synthesizers tend
to be tuned that way.” But alterna
tive ratios are on the way, such as
5/6, 6/7 and 8/9, he says.
All the devices are made with
Plessey’s Process 3 bipolar planar
technology. Process 3 features thin
epitaxy and shallow junctions to
provide high packaging densities.
The devices come in either TO-5
cans or dual in-line packages. Ples
sey is confident that its Process 3
technology gives it an edge over
slower processing technologies.
High-speed dividers generally are
used in synthesizers for television
and military applications. Commu
nications is becoming a big market,
too, Davis notes.
The SP8690 and SP8695, together
with the SP8790, are designed for
the “low-power manpack synthe
sizer market which is starting to take
off,” Davis says. The SP8660 150MHz decade prescaler is designed
for portable battery-operated fre
Electronics/July 10,1975

quency counters and timers in labo
ratory uses. Prices in lots of 100 in
the UK are about $ 16.25 each for the
first two, $6.96 for the control
counter, and $15.60 for the decade
prescaler.
The SP8695 is compatible with
emitter-coupled logic for all inputs,
including the clock. Plessey guaran
tees that it will work down to de as
long as the input slew rate is better
than 3 V per microsecond. The ac
version, the SP8690, designed for
easier operation, doesn’t quite
match the 8695’s frequency per
formance in that it isn’t meant to
work as slowly [Electronics, June 12,
p. 138] but the 8690 operates down
to de, he says, if the minimum slew
rate is 40 v/us.
Both devices have true and in
verse outputs in ECL-compatible lev
els plus a free collector-saturating
output stage for interfacing transis
tor-transistor logic and comple
mentary MOS. All control inputs are
directly ECL/lOK-compatible and
can be made compatible with TTL
and C-mos by using two external re
sistors. The electrically programable
products bring the benefits of the
popular 10/11 divide functions to
lower-power applications, Davis
notes. Faster and better noise per
formance often result when these
programable divide functions can
be designed to operate higher in the
frequency range, he says.
Low power. An advantage of the
divide-by-four control counter is
that when used with the first two de
vices, or other SP-series dividers, it
provides a programable divide-by40 or -44 function, important for
some synthesizers. Typical power
consumption is 35 milliwatts. The
prescaler, which peaks at 108 MHz,
complements Plessey’s present
range of binary prescalers used in
instruments and communications
gear. Their typical power consump
tion is 45 milliwatts.
Plessey Semiconductors, Cheney Manor,
Swindon, Wilts SN2 2WQ, England [442]

The 200 series of resin-encapsulated highvoltage power-supply modules provide high
voltages for CRT displays. Designed for se
vere environments, the units have outputs of
4 to 20 kilovolts. Brandenburg Ltd., 939
London Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey CR4
6JE, England [467]

A radial-lead configuration makes the PM
series of molded metalized polyester capaci
tors suitable for pc-board applications, par
ticularly where space is limited. Capaci
tances range from 0.01 to 1.0 microfarads.
Advance Film Cap Ltd., Wrexham, Denbigh
shire, England [468]

A high-speed opto-isolator, designated the
IL-100, transmits data at 5 megabits per
second with a common-mode rejection of
50 dB. The IL-100 uses a LED light source
and an IC receiver that incorporates a
photodiode. Litronix, Hitchin, Herts. SG5
1LW, England [469]
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New products international

Versatile socket boards for wire-wrapping
provide engineers with maximum design
flexibility and are aimed at cutting costs and
long lead times in both prototype and pro
duction equipment. Vero Electronics Ltd.,
Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate, Eastleigh,
Hampshire, England [449]

Digital panel meter, model MP-1000, has
0.59-inch-high light-emitting-diode display
that can be read at 20 feet. Accuracy is
within (0.1% of reading ±1 digit). LSI circuits
are used extensively. Asahi Keiki Co. Ltd.,
1-15-13 Shimomaruko, Ota-ku, Tokyo 144,
Japan [443]

Originally developed for gasoline stations, a
magnetic-card reader that can handle even
distorted and stained cards has a bit-error
ratio of less than 1OA Maximum recording
density is 72 characters. Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co. Ltd., 3-1-1 Inazu-cho, Osaka
561, Japan [446]

Long-life electrolytic capacitors, type PEG
124, have compact axial-lead construction.
Rated capacitances range from 10 to 2,200
microfarads and de voltage from 12 to 100
volts. They are designed for high-reliability
applications. Aktiebolaget Rita, Pack S-161,
11 Bromma, Sweden [444]

A family of rf miniature coaxial terminations
includes laboratory types 12 mm long for de
to 18 GHz, and 9-mm industrial versions for
de to 12.4 GHz. Both types have a maximum
VSWR of 1.25 and can handle 1 watt. Radiall, 101 rue Philibert Hoffmann, 93116
Rosny, s/Bois, France [447]

A high-voltage test probe with detachable
tips is rated at a maximum working voltage
of 30 kilovolts. It is said to be completely
safe, since the design ensures thorough
earthing and screening of the probe head.
Wallis Electronics Ltd., Worthing, Sussex,
England [450]

A wire-wrappable module, the MDB-11, is
designed for interface applications for the
PDP-11 and PDP-8 computers. It will ac
commodate up to 70 14- to 40-pin dual in
line ICs or sockets. Sintrom Electronics Ltd.,
2 Arkwright Rd., Reading, Berkshire RG2
OLS, England [445]

An orange LED display has been added to
Monsanto's series of green, red, and yellow
displays. The series of readouts, designated
MAN 3600, is available in a variety of config
urations and is compatible with most circuit
requirements. Monsanto Europe S.A., Place
Madou 1, B-1030 Brussels, Belgium [448]

A series of transmitters and receivers, devel
oped for use with optical waveguide, can be
used for data-transmission links and for ac
tuating stepping motors, relays, and other
components in process-control systems.
Triskelion AG, CH-6317 Oberwill, Switzer
land [451]
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3» FURT
OPTO
ELECTRONIC
DETE©T©RS
WITH
FIBRE OPTIO

The Samos series of cases houses low-cost
instruments. The cases, which come in
seven sizes, have simple hinged openings
for inspection. Supports permit circuit
boards to be inserted vertically or horizon
tally. West Hyde Developments Ltd., North
wood, Middlesex, England [452]

De servomotors with ironless rotors and per
manent magnets are 23 millimeters in
diameter and 48 mm long. Units of the
Escap-23D series have a low moment of
inertia for their power (4 watts). Portescap,
165, rue Numa-Droz, La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland [453]

Thin-film trimmer module, the NX-13, has
two fixed-resistor branches built in. The de
vice is used primarily for adjustment of oper
ational amplifiers and voltage-regulator inte
grated circuits. Copal Electronics Co. Ltd.,
Shiba-nishikubo, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Ja
pan [455]

Full-scale controllers, called Getrosist 96,
can be panel-mounted and used for indica
tors, limit-signalers, and two- or three-point
controllers. The units have a 270° red mo
tor-driven display band. Indicators may be
reset during operation. Pye Ether Ltd.,
Stevenage, Herts., England [456]

Only FORT has the technical
know-how and experience,
through extensive research in
low absorption fibre optics
and opto-electronic devices
using the most advanced
technology, to offer proximity
detectors which, due to
the miniaturization of their
fibre-optical reading head,
allow a safe operation without
contact, with all materials
and in all environments.
Applications in :
* Counting
* Positioning control
* Displacement and speed
control
* Opacity measurement
* Level detection, etc.

PORT
Using a direct-synthesizing system without a
phased-lock loop, the model FS-221A gen
erates signals ranging from 0.01 Hz to 200
kHz. Frequency of the signals can be con
trolled remotely. TOA Electronics Ltd., 307
Suwa-cho, Shinjuku, ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
[454]
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A wide range of sockets is designed for use
with transistors and ICs in various metal
cans. The number of contacts ranges from
three to 10, and the configurations vary to
match the packages. Dieter Assman Elec
tronics Ltd., Victoria Works, Watford, Herts.,
England [457]

15, rue d'Argenteuil 75001 PARIS FRANCE
TÉL. : (1) 260.62.75 (1) 260.64.53

SOLE AGENCIES IN:

FOURTEEN COUNTRIES
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New products international

Miniature photocoupler built with a LED and
a photoresistor has isolation of 250 V be
tween input and output. An input signal of 10
mW suffices, and the response time is 1 ms.
The output circuit can handle up to 80 mW.
Segor/Silec, 69 rue de Monceau, 75008
Paris, France [458]

Developed for TV- and CATV-channel se
lectors, a line of diodes with ratings to 1 GHz
can also be used in industrial equipment.
The line includes varactors (BB 209), pin
diodes (BA 379), and Schottky diodes (ESM
247). Sescosem, 50 rue J.P.-Timbaud,
92403 Courbevoie, France [459]

Programmable - 0 to 110 MHz
Analysis filter
10 Hz at - 3 dB ® 100 Hz at - 100 dB
Dynamic range 120dB
Dispersion
± 200 Hz at ± 100 kHz fiom the carrier
Sensitivity . 1 pV

12, avenue Vladimir Komarov
78190 Trappes - France

Tel. 051.29.72
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Circuit blocks handle currents to 2 A and
test voltages to 2,000 V. The base blocks
have 30 connections with wire-wrap termi
nals. The plug-ins are available with 10, 20,
or 30 connections for crimped wires up to
1.5 mm2 in cross section. Entrelec, rue Leon
Blum, 69611 Villeurbanne, France [460]
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What are your colleagues doing
around the world?
Find out in ELECTRONICS.
Go first class. Go to ELECTRONICS and you'll find
out first hand where the biggest growth potential
is today. And where it'll be tomorrow.
ELECTRONICS knows, because its 31 editors,
11 World News Bureaus and 200 correspondents
make it their business to stay on top of what's
happening in the ETM—the Electronics Technology
Marketplace—worldwide. Only ELECTRONICS
offers readers annual market reports and forecasts
on Japan and Europe as well as the U. S.
ELECTRONICS is the Source, disseminating
information, and establishing and maintaining
communications among people in electronics.
Electronlcs/July-10,1975

wherever in the world those people may be.
We sell over 86,000 subscriptions to 122 countries
all over the globe. You should be getting your
own copy of ELECTRONICS right off the press
because the world of electronics—your world—is
between the covers of ELECTRONICS magazine.
Fill out the enclosed subscription card and send
it off. ELECTRONICS is the one magazine you
can't afford to be without.

Electronics s.,31
IS THE SOURCE. Gnil
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Computing calculators

where the
Tuning in the universe. At the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory, Green Bank, West
Virginia, a radio astronomer turns to his HP 9810
computing calculator and quickly keys in two sets
of figures. Outside the control building, a 45-foot
radio telescope responds to these elevation and
azimuth commands and swings smoothly into
position. And suddenly it picks them up —
incredibly faint radio waves that have traveled for
millions of years at the velocity of light. To keep
the telescope locked onto this radio source far
out in space, the calculator automatically issues new
commands every half second to compensate for
earth rotation. When the 45-foot telescope
operates jointly with one or more larger telescopes
at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory
they are all controlled by computer. But when used
by itself, radio astronomers find they can control
the telescope most easily and economically
with the HP 9810 Programmable
Calculator.

58

What elements are in your sample? And in what
concentrations? You can find out through a complex
“wet lab” procedure. But there’s a much
faster way. Simply put your material in
a Quantometer and press a button.
These spectrochemical analyzers,
developed by Applied Research
Laboratories, Sunland, California, first
excite your sample with x-rays or an
electrical charge. Then they carefully
measure the spectral intensities
of the light produced to determine
the exact composition of the
sample. And in less time than
it takes to tell, a Hewlett-Packard
9820 Calculator in the
Quantometer system prints a
complete quantitative analysis
for you. Imagine identifying
40 elements in less than a
minute — and no
laboratory mess
to clean up.

Electronics/July 10,1975

put the power

problems are.
Problems come in all shapes and colors. Just ask
John G. Stanley Jr. Anticipating customer demands,
the Stanley Steel Service Corporation in Buffalo
stocks more than 2,000 types of cold finished
steel bars. With so much of the small firm’s
operating capital tied up in inventory, its sales and
financial analyses have to be right. The steel—and

the cash—have to keep moving. And they do —
with an assist from a versatile HP-81 computing
calculator. With the HP-81, John Stanley
does cash flow reports, studies
sales trends, works out alternative
sales terms and financing
arrangements, and makes better
lease or buy decisions. The HP-81
also helps control and price
inventory, helps the firm
produce more timely and
meaningful financial
statements. The calculator
even estimates the weight
of any number of steel bars —
whatever their size, shape,
or length—without the use of tables.

Models substituting for contestants.

Staying on top of 200 jobs. There were days
when the difficult engineering work seemed to be
the easiest part. What threatened to drive
management mad was the record keeping for some
200 concurrent engineering and surveying projects.
But that’s all in the past. Now one person at
Price Walker Associates’ headquarters in
Pleasantville, New Jersey, does all the paperwork
in just 15 to 20 hours a week. That includes job
costing, accounting, billing, payroll—the works.
The secret? A HP 9830 Programmable Calculator.
When it isn’t doing administrative work, the 9830
takes on the engineering and surveying
computations. And Price Walker still has time
available on its 9830 for other firms who may
need fast, low-cost computation service.
Electronlcs/July 10,1975

Let’s hear it for Nancy! For a few agonizing
seconds the young woman pauses with the word
on the very tip of her tongue. Then—with fingers
twitching, mind racing, and millions watching —she
blurts it out. “Camellia.” Good guess! And it
wins her $20,000, the top prize on the ABC
television network’s “Password” program. Every
weekday millions of viewers turn to this game show
for the thrill of vicariously winning or losing
thousands of dollars at the guess of a word.
And to make sure there’s no added drama due to
technical difficulties, the producers of the
show rely on the HP 9830 calculator. The 9830
selects the passwords from about 400 stored in its
memory and displays them to the TV audience.
Since it must perform swiftly and flawlessly
through taping sessions day after day, the
calculator gets more of a workout than
the contestants.

See how an HP computing calculator can
solve your problems. You probably don’t entertain
millions of people every day. Or explore remote
galaxies on the far edge of the universe. But
there’s a world of other down-to-earth business
problems Hewlett-Packard calculators can solve for
you. We’d like to show you by sending you our
“Executive’s No-Nonsense Guide To Computing
Calculators.” It’s free. Just call your local
HP Sales Office. Or write: Hewlett-Packard,
Calculator Products Division, P.O. Box 301,
Loveland, Colorado 80537.

HEWLETT M PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.

095/11

PO Box 301, Loveland, Colorado 80537
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Modular versatility
Zero entry force.

And low cost.

.

New AMP CR Series I/O tenmimtoif
Just turn the cam 90° clockwise, and 120 or 156
contacts come together instantly. Connections
are self-made with wipe and back-wipe actions.
With zero entry force. When the CR
is closed there are over 150 grams
of force on each contact. Yet
there is virtually no contact wear
for well over 5,000 cycles.
The new AMP CR Series
connectors are designed for cableto-cable, cable-to-board, and cable-topanel applications. The Versatile CR is
built of modules of your choice to accept
connectors for ribbon cable, discrete wires and
flat flexible cable. Additional economy is realized
in the all-plastic construction which includes
cable clamps and jack-screws, requiring no
retaining hardware.

For easy, fast, zero-entry-force mating of large
numbers of contacts, the new AMP CR Series
is unequaled. For more information call (717)
564-0100, circle the Reader Service Number, or
write AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
Versatile AMP CR uses connector
modules for ribbon cable, discrete wires,
flat flexible cable. Connections mclude
wrap types, and the recently introduced
mass termination technique—displation.

AMP is a trademark of AMP Incorporated

INCORPORATED
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What you must know
about Microprocessors
processors and other techniques
to accomplish his system goals.
Using articles from the pages of
Electronics, this book contains practi
cal and up-to-date information on
available microprocessor devices,
technology and applications— ranging
from the simplest 4-bit p-channel
MOS system to the second-generation
n-MOS 8-bit processor chips, and the
new injection logic and Schottky TTL
bipolar processor families needed for
the toughest computer-based control
applications.

The microprocessor has permanently
changed the methods of designing
and building electronic equipment—
from process and industrial control to
computer-based designs in instru
ments, communication and consumer/
commercial equipment.
. But, getting into microprocessors
is no snap. As afundamental departure
from the old familiar hard-wired logic
techniques, the microprocessor tech
nology has already produced a host of
devices competing forthe designer’s
attention, each with its own software
and hardware.
This book cuts through the con
fusion, presenting the design and
application potential of this exciting
technology in a manner that will appeal
to the design engineer who needs
to know how to use microprocessors
as well as the system analyst who must
assess the tradeoffs between micro
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I.C. PACKAGING
Any kind you want!

IF WE DON’T ALREADY HAVE A SOCKET CARD OR PANEL TO MEET YOUR
REQUIREMENTS . . . WE LL MAKE ONE.

We have Socket Cards that mount 14 and 16 pin devices. We have Socket Cards
with universal patterns to mount everything from 8 to 40 pin devices. And our Socket Cards
and Panels are available in a variety of densities and sizes.
All offer decoupling capacitor provisions for noise control with custom or standard I/O and
interconnect systems available. And most important — if we don’t already have a design that meets
your needs we’ll make one.
Our Socket Cards and Panels can save you breadboarding and prototype time .
Save start-up
costs . . . And greatly simplify field service.
For the I. C. Packaging System to meet your specific need...Call us...If we don’t have it we’ll make it.

3445 Fletcher Ave. I El Monte, Ca 91731
(213) 579-2300 / TWX (910) 587-3437

CANOGA INDUSTRIES
Circle 63 on reader service card

If you’re planni ] a new product,
you should know
what we know
about LSI.
During the past five years, we’ve helped our
customers develop and produce numerous
“dedicated” LSI subsystems in the fields of
electronic timekeeping, instrumentation, medi
cal and consumer electronics. These efforts have
resulted in several outstanding product
successes.
The advanced technologies of Large-Scale Inte
gration, no matter how dramatic they may appear
to be, aren’t for every application.

Knowledge of the tradeoffs, pitfalls and limita-.
tions which can compromise LSI implementation
is often just as important as projecting its
potential benefits.

Knowing these things is our job. Things like
cost/quantity, tradeoffs, long-term profit analysis
of the host product, how to choose the right proc
esses to optimize performance and reliability.
If you’re considering LSI, consider Micro Power
first. Call us or write for some fact-filled liter
ature on LSI—what it is, how it works, and how
we can make it work for you.

We sell more than circuits. We sell solutions.

MICRO POWER SYSTEMS
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3100 Alfred Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Telephone (408) 247-5350
TWX 910-338-0154

MPS/Japan
21 Mori Bldg.
2-2-5 Roppongi
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Telephone 586-0371
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Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

C-MOS prices slide
in all-out market battle
RCA, leader in the field, takes aim at TTL sockets,
while competitors match slashes, gate for gate
by Ron Schneiderman, New York bureau manager

Pricing of complementary MOS is en
tering the twilight zone. Prices con
tinue to fall, and no one knows what
impact this drop will have on the to
tal C-MOS dollar market. Competi
tion for market share is so intense
that prices are dropping faster—
recently, by a factor of three—than
'they did in the bloody old days of
the TTL price wars.
Although most C-MOS makers are
less formal about announcing their
cuts, the market leader, RCA Solid
State division in Somerville, N. J.,
along with Harris Semiconductor in
Melbourne, Fla., last week pub
lished new price fists, with reduc
tions of 50% or more on many stan
dard devices in distributor and
small OEM quantities. And more
cuts are planned.
Not surprisingly, most of RCA’s
and Harris’ new numbers are about
the same. Although Texas Instru
ments slashed prices on its plastic
packaged C-MOS lines in early May,
William Brennan, Harris’ C-MOS
product marketing manager, frankly
admits: “We ignored the TI move
and responded to the RCA cuts. In
fact, I don’t think anyone responded
to the TI move. They’re just not a
factor in this market.”
‘Experience.’ But RCA, with 40%
of the market, is a factor. And rca
slashed its prices, effective June 30,
an average of 31% for its 4000A
series and 15% in the 4000B series in
quantities of 100 to 999. Philip R.
Thomas, division vice president for
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C-MOS products, says that the divi
sion planned to upgrade its C-MOS
program last February with tighter
specifications and lower across-theboard prices, but decided to hold off
for what he called “inventory cor
rections. We think we’re in super
shape for the third quarter and be
yond.” Thomas adds that RCA’s
pricing is based on its “experience
curves, and we think we are on the
right experience curve, based on our
market share.”
In the works, adds Thomas, is a
heavy campaign aimed at promot
ing C-MOS at the expense of TTL, a
market he projects at $600 million
to $800 million in 1976. “For some
time, C-MOS suppliers have consid
ered their devices to be cost com
petitive with TTL devices on a sys
tem-cost-effectiveness basis. Our
new prices should eliminate any
questions on the matter.” He says
that some C-MOS devices will be
priced lower than comparable standard-TTL circuits. But adds Thomas,
“the market potential for C-MOS is
much greater than is the industry’s
ability to quickly meet it and the
users’ ability to redesign for it.”
Meanwhile, Solid State Scientific
Inc. in Montgomeryville, Pa., claims
it is not only underpricing RCA
products, but that it has been doing
so since February. Walter F. Kalin,
C-MOS marketing manager, cites the
example of his firm’s BCD-rate mul
tiplier, which it has been selling at
$1.10 since February. Last week,
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RCA reduced the price of its
CD4527A multiplier to $ 1.54.
Similarly, RCA reduced its
CD4041 quad true-complement
buffer last week from $1.56 to 75
cents, but Kalin says his company
has been selling that device at 57
cents for at least the past four
months. “So they’re [RCA] still not
there yet,” says Kalin. RCA’s
Thomas, however, discounts the
“who’s-lower” argument. He insists
that RCA is “not taking a price lead
ership position in the industry;
we’re taking an orderly approach to
the market.” At any rate, Kalin
says, “We’re in the game,” and no
matter what prices the industry
leaders come up with, Solid State
Scientific will be price-competitive.
Last May, TI cut prices on about
55 parts, including about 35 that are
alternate sources for RCA’s 4000
series. In distributor quantities, the
4001, which TI had priced at 48
cents, was cut to 27 cents, although
most sources agree that Tl’s C-MOS
prices had been too high. Also, Tl’s
cuts were made only in the U. S.,
and levels were maintained in Eu
rope.
Bill Kean, Tl’s C-MOS marketing
manager in Dallas, points out that
C-MOS gates that had been going for
more than 50 cents each a year ago
had dropped to 15 cents by year
end, and they are selling today for
about 13 cents. Coupling the few CMOS medium-scale-integration stan
dard functions with that—and the CMOS standard-product mix is about
85% gates—TI estimates that C-MOS
prices dropped 64% in the second
half of last year.
Demand drops. But low prices are
only part of the dilemma. “Cus
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tomer-demand for C-MOS is at the
lowest point since the market
started to turn sour,” Kean says. He
doesn’t expect much more erosion
in prices, at least for a little while.
“It’s one thing to see price stabiliza
tion with a lot of quote activity, it’s
another thing to see it when no one
is quoting on anything.”
Strategy. The Motorola Semicon
ductor Products division in Scotts
dale, Ariz., generally ranked second
in the C-MOS market, plans a “pric
ing-strategy move relatively
shortly.” Colin Crook, assistant di
rector of marketing for the division,
says, “Actually, we began making
our pricing moves in mid-’74, based
on our pricing strategy, which has
been successful to date.” Analyzing
his competitors’ price cuts, Crook
says, “they’re trying to preempt our
next move.”
At National Semiconductor
Corp., Robert Bennett, C-MOS mar
keting manager, says that prices for
large-quantity orders have been
firming up for the past three weeks,
but he did not comment on other
prices. National officials are taking a
wait-and-see attitude before making
any pricing moves. Like their coun
terparts at the Fairchild MOS Prod
ucts division in Mountain View,
Calif., they are considering price
cuts, but have not decided on their
timing.
Barry Cox, marketing manager of
digital ics at Fairchild, agrees that
C-MOS prices have “eroded sig
nificantly,” adding that further price
erosion is likely in the newer, more
complex circuits that are secondsourced while prices of established
members of the 4000 family will
bottom out. “Continued price ero
sion,” he says, “indicates that supply
is far over the subscribed industry
demand.” Whether or not that low

demand will drive some manufac
turers from the market depends on
that company’s financial stability,
he says.
Harris Semiconductor has its own
answer to the pricing competition.
Harris, which has been supplying
ceramic-packaged C-MOS products
at epoxy-packaged prices, last week
issued a price list for 32 new 4000series devices in epoxy. The Harris
4001 ceramic device at 33 cents, for
instance, will sell for 27 cents in
epoxy. “Our commitment is to com
pete,” says Brennan, “but we hope
to compete with people who know
what their costs are.”
Siltek International Ltd. in Bromont, Ont., near Montreal, is ac
tually boosting its gate prices an av
erage of 3 cents, says marketing
director Ralph Bennett, from the
13-to-16-cent range. But most of
these products are going to custom
ers who are “favorably disposed” to
long-term contracts and are willing
to pay for guaranteed delivery.
Imponderable. The size of the
market is another story,—one that
Motorola’s Crook calls “one of the
big imponderables created by so
much price erosion.” RCA places the
total worldwide C-MOS market for
calender 1976 at slightly more than
$200 million, although one of its
competitors says that “RCA has been
overstating the total available CMOS market for the past two or
three years.” Harris’ Brennan says
he would be “hard-pressed to give a
figure for what’s going to happen in
1975, and we’re already into July.”
One question RCA has already
asked itself is what will happen to its
market share as random-access
memories and microprocessors—
product lines in which RCA has been
weak—come on strong. Thomas ad
mits that RCA already has lost sev
eral market-share percentage points,
“and we expect to lose more.”
TI isn’t in the C-MOS-memory or
microprocessor business—it covers
microprocessors with its PL logic
family. And like Fairchild, National
Semiconductor is not looking at sap
phire. “We don’t see it as the way
industry is going,” says National’s
Bennett. “It’s too expensive, and
you don’t get much more for your
money” using silicon on sapphire
than by using TTL, he says.
□
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Our 16K ROM is a pin for pin replacement forthe EA4900.

This new MK 28000 is even 300
ns faster There is no address lead
time required So, both the address
and Afi can appear simultaneously
Our MK 28000 also gives you a
tremendous power dissipation
advantage over other 16K ROMs In
the active mode, the typical powei
dissipation is just 320mW In the
standby mode, it’s only 110 mW

This mask-programmable
P-channel device can be organized as
either a 2K x 8 or 4K x 4 memory It’s
ideal for mini-computers, POS terminals
CRT terminals, and mainframe appli
cations. wherever you need big-byte
capacity and fast access with low powei
dissipation
You can order our MK 28000 right
now Our typical turnaround time is just

four to six weeks And our price is compe
titive. only $13 00 in 1000 unit quantities
You can improve your present
design by replacing 4K or 8K ROMs with
our high-performance 16K Even better,
you can design a new system around the
performance and capacity of the new
MK 28000
For more information contact
your Mostek sales representative

Organization

Access time
(Maximum)

Power dissipation
(Typical)

!

256 x 10

600 ns

200 mW

MK2500

,

^12 x 8 or
1024 x 4

700 ns

325 mW

Nationa 5232

MK2600

'

512 - 8 or
1024x4

700 ns

325 mW

Fairchild 3514

2K x8 or
4Kx4

600 ns

320 mW

EA 4900,
TMS 4900

Circuit

MK2400

MK28000

Alternate
source

1215 W Crosby Rd , Carrollton, Texas .’5006, i214) 242-0444
In Europe, contact. MOSTEK Gmbh, TALSTR 172, 7024 Bernhausen,
West Germany, Tel 798038
_____ _____________

MOSTEK
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ing two-fifths of its total production.
Semiconductors. If consumer
electronics is growing fast, produc
tion of components is increasing
even faster. Away out front are
semiconductors. Unitra’s Bilip fore
casts that production will jump 60%
this year and reach the $90 million
level. For 1976, his forecast is for a

50% rise above this year’s figure.
Discrete semiconductor components
predominate, but ICs are shooting
up much higher: from last year’s 1
million devices to this year’s 13 mil
lion, about equally divided between
linears and digital transistor-transis
tor logic.
Meeting domestic demand for
electronic components and equip
ment is Unitra’s prime goal, and for
many of its product groups exports

Visual images are fleet
ing—so, for the record,
...you need pictures.
No telling when or how
often they can prove
invaluable.

THE
CHAMP
.„picïüŒmm

That's why so many
of your peers are rou
tinely snapping pic
tures while looking at
specimens and samples
with Bausch & Lomb's
StereoZoom 7 visualphotographic system.
The Champ's superb op
tica! system which gives
unbeatable visuals will
put the images on film
right while you're look
ing. And they will be
available as often as
you want to refresh
your memory, make
comparisons, prove
points.
There's a choice of
most camera formats
with the new Integrat
ed Cameras, Series II
with optional exposure
meter. They're integral,
but do not interfere
with the optical system
and interchange to fit
varying needs.

Be ready. Write for
our new Stereomicro
scope catalog 31-15
and our free demon
stration offer.

BAUSCH &LOMB®
SCIENTIFIC OPTICAL
PRODUCTS DIVISION

62319 Bausch Street, Rochester, N.Y. 14602
StereoZoom, Reg. T.M.
Bausch & Lomb.
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are secondary. “We have orders
from abroad equaling about one
fifth of our output this year,” says
director Nasalski of Unima, which
will have a 1975 volume of about
$15 milhon. “But we are limiting
our exports to one tenth of our pro
duction this year because of the big
demand from our own industry,”
Nasalski says.
Unitra managers are candid
about their need for knowhow from
the West. “We’re not the strongest
in technology,” admits Bilip. And
Kujalnik adds that “we are not de
luding ourselves about our r&d ca
pacity. We just aren’t big enough to
develop everything on our own.”
Independence. Dependence on
Western technologies does not mean
that Poland cannot come up with in
novations of its own. In many such
product groups as relays, trans
formers, resistors, and crystals,
Unitra is self-sufficient and says it
even scores significant sales with
such devices on Western markets.
With particular pride, Unitra offi
cials point to a contract to ship In
ternational Business Machines
Corp. $2.5 million worth of customdesigned piezo crystals during the
next five years [Electronics, June 26,
p. 55].
In even sophisticated devices like
light-emitting diodes and liquid
crystals, the Poles are also going it
alone. One Unitra engineer hints
that complementary-MOS devices,
now in development, will be avail
able next year. And another says a
Inspection. Polish-designed OS-150 oscillo
scope gets final checkout at Unitra. Scope is
for use in 0-to-60-MHz range.

1-kilobit random-access memory
will appear on the scene next year.
Of note, too, is Unitra’s expertise
in marine-navigation equipment,
“in which we believe we can stand
up to Decca and other top firms in
West Europe,” Bilip says. Polish de
sign expertise also comes to the fore
in TV sets. Last year, Unitra’s 16-,
20-, and 24-inch models were rede
signed to mount on a single components-board both ICs and varactor
tuners for the uhf/vhf bands. Por
table receivers are in the making,
and Unitra plans this year to intro
duce a solid-state version with a 12inch, 110° tube.
Spending. Much of the Unitra
group’s past growth of better than
20% a year is attributable to higher
consumer spending. And no letup in
the Poles’ craving for more and
more home-electronic products
seems to be in sight. Tape-recorder
production at the 6,500-man Kasprzak Radio Works in Warsaw will
climb from 750,000 units in 1974 to
more than 1 million this year; at
Unitra’s 2,500-employee Tonsil fac
tory in Wrzesnia, output of speak
ers, microphones, and other electro
acoustic devices will rise by another
30% this year.
Also attesting to the Poles’ de
mand for more home-electronics
gear is the fast increase in sales of
television receivers—both blackand-white and color. The Unitra
group’s Bilip says production, which
is increasing by about 15% each
year, is now more than 80,000 sets
per month—mostly black and white.
As for color sets, 100,000 have been
sold since colorcasting was started in
1972.
□

Profit from
sameness.
Precise uniformity.
That’s what makes
Kodak micro resist 747
a bargain.
With less variables to
worry about, you'll no
doubt find you'll waste
less time, get fewer
rejects, and improve
your yield.
747 resist is negative
working, and it's
available at a very
positive price.

For details, write
Eastman Kodak
Company, Dept. 412L
(48-B), Rochester,
N.Y. 14650.

Kodak micro resist 747
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To Edson D. de Castro,
president of Data General
Corp., Southboro, Mass.,
the key to survival in the
minicomputer business is
vertical integration. He
says it is vital to keep costs
down and meet head-on
competition from main
frame houses and micro
computer makers.
Growth in the industry
has been rapid. Data Gen
eral, founded in 1968, is a
good example. In fiscal
1974, it had sales of
$83,196,000—a 56% in
crease over the previous
year’s figure. The com
pany is in excellent finan
cial shape and “well posi
tioned” at both the high
and low ends of its prod
uct line, says John
McManus, an analyst for
the Wall Street brokerage
firm of William D. Witter
Inc.
“We’re very enthusias
tic about their prospects,”
Data
adds McManus. “The
company will have $40
million in cash by the end
of September—that’s $4.2*0
a share, just in cash. He also points
out that earnings for the quarter just
ended rose 4 cents a share from the
similar year-ago period.
But to continue growing will be a
big challenge. For one thing, mini
computer firms have moved up in
competition: they are producing
more powerful computers and soft
ware packages, and are taking on
the manufacturers of large comput
ers in a competition for commercial
installations. Among the systems
trying to chew away at the bottom
end of the mainframe lines are Dig
ital Equipment Corp.’s PDF 11/70,
Varian Associates’ V-70 line, Inter
data Corp.’s Megamini, and, of
course, Data General’s own Eclipse
200. And just to make fife inter
esting, microprocessors made by
semiconductor companies are chip
ping away at the lower ends of the
minicomputer fines.
In the face of all this, de Castro, a
soft-spoken yet articulate executive,
is moving his company aggressively
to integrate vertically—its moves
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Q. Is there room for those
that aren’t?
A. I think that there’s
room for them in terms of
the specialized appli
cations in computers. I
doubt there will be in
manufacturing of hard
ware. An enormous num
ber of applications in
small computers are fairly
specialized. I think that
market is best served by
the small pseudo-consul
tant-type companies that
take on the job of tailoring
hardware to specific needs
of an individual industry.
Q. In the minicomputer
industry, you seem to have
two new major areas of
competition—the large
mainframe firms are mov
ing downward, and the mi
croprocessor houses are
moving upward. How do
you compete with the big
computer firms?
A. We’re attempting to
take advantage of educa
General president says minicomputer
tional developments in
computation. Computers
makers must integrate vertically
have been around long
enough that people know
into the semiconductor field have now just what they are and how to
been successful, and it is pursuing use them. They don’t need as much
peripherals markets. To get de Cas help or hand-holding as they used
tro’s views on the outlook for his to. In addition to that, people are
company, he was questioned by the also doing their applications them
selves. This class of user is begin
editors of Electronics.
Q. In the last few years, you have ning to turn to companies like our
added your own core-memory capa selves to provide tools to solve their
bility and a semiconductor operation. problems. In this way, they can save
Do you think that minicomputer some money, as well as get more op
companies are going to have to have timum solutions to their problems.
this kind of vertical capability to stay Q. What’s the biggest drawback for
mainframe makers in this competi
in competition?
A. We feel very strongly that it is tion?
important for us to be vertically in A. They have a problem in that
tegrated to be able to keep our costs they are all selling things at a differ
in an area that will allow us to com ent level of service. The perform
pete effectively in the marketplace. I ance of their hardware isn’t that
feel there’s a lot of similarity be dramatically different, but they pro
tween the computer industry right vide the customer with a greater de
now and the auto industry back in gree of service and charge prices to
the ’30s. There were a lot of com cover that.
Q. What is happening on the lower
panies around that made radiators,
axles, etc. They’ve all virtually van end, as far as the microprocessor
ished, and there are several large in firms are concerned?
tegrated companies. It’s really es A. I think that the major impact of
sential that a company aggressively the microprocessor is going to be in
creating new marketplaces. Whether
go after vertical integration.
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or not we want to compete in that
area is still an open question.
Q. What about the single-board
computer market? Does it make
sense for you to get into the market
the way DEC has with the LSI 11—by
buying semiconductor parts?
A. I don’t know whether we will be
in the market at all. But if we are
going to be in there, we have to be
vertically integrated and produce
our own circuits. We wouldn’t fol
low the DEC strategy.
Q. What kind of impact will the
semiconductor firms that are making
microprocessors have on you?
A. I think that some of the semicon
ductor firms have indicated they in
tend to integrate into the mini
computer business one way or the
other. I expect that it is possible if
they want to and make the appro
priate investments and do the right
thing at the right point. The semi
conductor firms don’t have an un
usual number of advantages. The
fact that they produce semicon
ductor parts is probably useful at
the very low end, but as you move
beyond that, it becomes a very mi
nor part of the system.
Q. If semiconductor firms don’t have
unusual advantages, what advantage
do you get from making your own
semiconductorparts?
A. I didn’t say there was no advan
tage. I said there were a whole lot of
things you have to do. Making semi
conductor parts is interesting to us,
but so is making peripherals, and so
is developing software.
Q. What kind of new-product trends
do you expect in the next year?
A. I think that the market will con
tinue to grow in a multitude of di
rections. Obviously, there’s a move
into more sophisticated equipment.
There’s a clear move into lower-cost
equipment and more sophisticated
system software. A lot of attention is
being given to developing peripher
als.
Q. Finally, how is your develop
ment effort coming along on a pointof-sale system for supermarkets?
How good will that market be for
Data General?
A. We’re ready to go, so far as mar
keting is concerned. We don’t ex
pect it to be a large part of the com
pany’s business, but it certainly is an
interesting area.
□
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INTERNATIONAL’S

moe
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
ELEMENTS
A Complete Controlled Signal Source from 6000 KHz to 60 MHz
The MOE series is designed for direct plug-in to a standard
dip socket. The miniature oscillator element is a complete
source, crystal controlled, in an integrated circuit 14 pin
dual-in-line package with a height of 1/2 inch.
Oscillators are grouped by frequency and temperature
stability thus giving the user a selection of the overall
accuracy desired. Operating voltage 6 vdc. Output wave
shape — non sine.

TYPE

CRYSTAL
RANGE

MOE-5

6000KHZ
to 60MHz

MOE-10

6000KHZ
to 60MHz

OVERALL
ACCURACY

25°C
TOLERANCE
+ .002%
Zero
-10° to +60°C
Trimmer
+ .0005%
Zero
-10°to+60°C

Trimmer

PRICE

$35.00
$50.00
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Can you afford not to visit Ineltec?
Electronics and electrical engineering
brought together for the first time in a
comprehensive, carefully-planned display—that
is Ineltec. 511 exhibitors from 11 countries,
occupying a net stand area of 20 750 m2,
will be putting on view the full range of
products of more than 1500 suppliers from a
total of 20 countries.
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A truly impressive show!
On September 9th and 10th conferences will
be held on the topic «Ways and Means of
Optimising the Generating and Distribution
Power», under the auspices of the VSE,
the Swiss Association of Electricity Works.
To help you plan your visit we shall be pleased
to send you free of charge a brochure giving
detailed information about the exhibition and
the conferences or the comprehensive cata
logue at a cost of 10 Swiss francs plus postage.

Ineltec Secretariate
c/o Swiss Industries Fair
P.O. Box
CH-4021 Basle
Switzerland
Telephone 061 32 38 50
(up to June 22nd, 1975)
new 06+26 20 20
(from June 23rd, 1975)
Telex: 62685 fairs ch
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Will standard cure
pacemakers’ ills?
by Larry Marion, Washington bureau

Manufacturers of cardiac pace
makers, working at the Federal
Government’s request, are close to
agreement on a set of performance
standards for their devices. Action
on the standards, which have gone
through three versions since work
started on them a year ago, has been
spurred by a flurry of pacemaker re
calls, and some deaths and injuries
laid to malfunctioning units. The ac
tion also comes in anticipation of
Congressional passage of a law
regulating pacemakers.
How far will any standards go
toward altering pacemaker design?
Not very far, say industry officials.
They estimate that there will be no
change in 90% of the designs.
Rather, standards will set out gen
eral test methods and require more
information to be inscribed on the
units. In any event, the standards
now being reviewed by manufac
turers wouldn’t be issued until the
first of next year at the earliest, says
Robert Cangelosi, director of the
Federal Drug Administration’s
Medical Device Standards office.
What could have a greater effect
on pacemakers—if not on design,
then certainly on manufacturingare upcoming Federal rules called
Good Manufacturing Practice
codes. These codes, based on com
pany-supplied proposals, will dic
tate for the first time detailed qual
ity-control procedures for
Electronlcs/July 10,1975

components and
completed pace
makers. And it
is in that areaquality control
and
testing,
rather than des
ign—where most Victims? David Link, director of the FDA's bureau of medical de
troubles lie.
vices and diagnostic devices, says that manufacturers of pace
Pacemaker makers were “victims of bad parts.”
manufacturers
apparently don’t have too much ex including two recent fatalities [Elec
perience testing high-reliability elec tronics, May 29, p. 60], A 1969 study
tronic components. In fact, the fda by the FDA, the first review of medi
has asked the National Bureau of cal-device failures, attributed 89
Standards for help because of the deaths and 186 injuries from 1960
bureau’s experience with such tests. through 1969 to faulty pacers.
In response the NBS will hold a work
Parts. Cordis Corp, of Miami,
shop for manufacturers on July 28 the second largest manufacturer in a
and 29 to teach techniques used else $100 million annual market, has
where, such as the Air Force, to test warned physicians about possible
hi-rel parts. Harry Schafft, NBS pro failures in 17,500 units, although
gram coordinator, who toured the “less than 3% actually failed,” says
pacemaker manufacturing facilities, an FDA official. Suspected moisture
says that reliability testing is the top in transistors supplied by Fairchild
problem at those plants.
Camera and Instrument Corp.’s
Most pacemaker manufacturers Semiconductor Components group
are reluctant to discuss publicly and moisture-vulnerable resistors
problems that have caused them to supplied by C.T.S. Berne Inc.,
warn doctors of possible malfunc Berne, Ind., were cited by FDA offi
tion of more than 20,000 units since cials as examples of component fail
1972, according to FDA statistics, but ures [Electronics, April 3, p. 41], Da
FDA reports show that possible fail vid Link, FDA’s director of medical
ure of electronic components caused device regulation, says that Cordis
at least 75% of the recalls. FDA com and other manufacturers “were vic
missioner Alexander Schmidt tims of bad parts.”
counts 26 deaths and hundreds of
Don Stone, vice president for
injuries from faulty units since 1972, product assurance and regulation at
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6 reasons
why the
ER-35
control meter
is the leader
of the pack:

MORE RELIABLE METER MOVEMENT high
resistance to physical shock, high tolerance for
continuous heavy electrical overload, immunity
to external magnetic influences.

0
/7
Z____I

UNIQUE DESIGN has no protruding barrel; allows
it to be mounted directly to the panel surface.

IMPROVED SWITCHING all solid-state without
physical contacts, mirrors, or prisms.

CHOICE OF DISPLAY horizontal or vertical.

S
6

COMPACT CASE entire meter and control
mechanism is less than 1 inch thick (can be
stacked in any quantity).
AVAILABLE WITH ONE OR TWO SETPOINTS

provides four control switching configurations.

Series ER-35 is just one of AIRPAX’s complete line of meters.
The parkermeter movement is used in many special meter de
signs, one of which could be your answer to an indicating or
control application. For more information contact AIRPAX
Controls Division.

AIRPAX

P.O. Box 8488, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33310« Phone 305/587-1100

Other Divisions:

Circuit Breakers and Glass Seals> Cambridge Division, Cambridge, Maryland
T.V. Products, American Data Corp., Huntsville, Alabama Q*
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Probing the news
Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, says
that all circuits are tested before
being inserted in his company’s de
vices. Medtronic, which has about
half the annual sales, is considered
the leading U.S. manufacturer. “It is
exceedingly important to have good
control over how a pacer is put to
gether.”
Pacemaker manufacturers, who
cite the lessons learned in the past
as evidence of their vigilance, say
that the current crop of units is ex
ceptionally safe and reHable. “Pace
makers are better than ever,” notes
FDA’s Schmidt, while Saul Aronow,
chief electrical engineer at Mas
sachusetts General Hospital and
member of the industry-standards
panel, says, “pacemakers are almost
foolproof. Improvements are now
hard to come by because units are
so good.” But significant problems,
such as lead breakage, poor battery
life, and electromagnetic inter
ference cropped up in the early
1970s, he says.
Authority. Explicit authority for
the FDA to require good manufac
turing practice codes, premarketing
clearance, and enforce performance
standards are contained in legisla
tion passed by the Senate in April
but waiting for House action. The
Senate version would require pre
market clearance for all implantable
devices, plus others which “support
or sustain” human life.
Still, there probably always will
be human error of the sort that oc
curred in June, when Medtronic was
alerted that three faulty pacers, re
jected from its assembly line, had
been shipped to physicians and im
planted. A doctor discovered a
failed unit while the patient was still
in the hospital, removed it and sent
it back to Medtronic.
Medtronic discovered two other
rejected units had been shipped to
doctors and notified them to remove
the units. No injuries or deaths re
sulted, a Medtronic spokesman says,
but the incident shows how extensive
quality control and production pre
cautions can be defeated. Yet manu
facturers, trade association officials,
and U.S. regulators agree that the
level of risk is “acceptable.”
□
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NON-CONTACT AC & DC CURRENT SENSORS
The new Bell ID-5001M current sensor is
finding success in hundreds of unique appli
cations. These are the main reasons for this
success:
1) Non-contact operation provides complete
isolation from the bus.
2) The ID-5001M introduces a negligible
power drain in the measured circuit.
3) The negligible insertion impedence has a
negligible effect upon the measured cir
cuit performance.
4) The de current capability allows the mea
surement of de, ac, or combination wave
forms.
Here are some of the applications: motor
current sensing, feedback current sensing,
shunt replacement, electric oven current
sensing, current sensing for electronic cir
cuit breakers, interlocks, x-ray machine cur
rent sensing, traction motor current sensing,
high voltage buses, and high powered trans
mitters.
SPECIFICATIONS

Current range

to 350 amps ac and de

Control current

20 mA

Response time

less then 100
microseconds
2% of full scale
better than 0.25 mV per
ampere turn

Linearity
Output
Other models

to 2,000 amperes and to
100,000 amperes

4949 Freeway Drive, East
Columbus, Ohio 43229
Phone: (614) 888-7501
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ELECTRONIC PACKAGE
An electronic package is available with
the ID-5001M sensor. The electronic package
contains the ID-5001M power supply and
output amplifier.
HOW CAN YOU USE THE ID-5001M
TO SAVE MONEY?
A number of clever engineers have used
the ID-5001M, with its unique characteristics,
to improve designs and save money. One
example is a current measurement situation
where a shunt causes too much power drain
or heat. The ID-5001M is preferred here since
it presents no power or heating problems.
Another example is in the sensing of x-ray
tube high voltage current. The ID-5001M is
valuable here because it is totally isolated
from the high voltage source. Thus, no dan
gerous high voltages can appear on the out
put terminals.
DC traction motors require current sensing
for control purposes. The ID-5001M not only
isolates the traction motor voltage supply,
but accurately senses the ac transients and
the de current drawn by the motor. This
technique provides protection for the solidstate control circuits.

N
E
W
from
Bell

The
Gaussmeter
People

£ ¡It fBZ
An Allegheny Ludlum Industries Company
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Probing the news

Computers

Tl, Motorola he^ge
processor bets

T 1

Giants develop MOS, l2L, TTL, ECL, transistor-coupled
logic as they aim to supersede their own hard-wired logic
by Larry Armstrong, Midwest bureau manager

Most semiconductor makers have
paraded out a microprocessor or
two in the past couple of years. Now
two of the giants are beating all the
technology drums in an attempt to
make their own hard-wired logic
families obsolete—before someone
else does.
Both Motorola and Texas Instru
ments have introduced MOS de
vices—apparently to fill an immedi
ate need in memories and their
peripheral circuits. But, since nei
ther firm wields a particularly strong
MOS weapon, their efforts are con
centrated on newer and higher-tech
nology products that they regard at
least as partial replacements for the
hard-wired bipolar families they
dominate—transistor-transistor and
emitter-coupled logic. And while Tl
has retooled what it has, Motorola
has chosen to develop new families.
Tl is playing the microprocessor
game unusually close to the vest.
But it plainly sees the devices as the
next wave of digital design and has
produced devices to handle all jobs.
“We have three products which
have unique characteristics that jus
tify their existence from a marketing
point of view,” flatly states James
Huffhines, manager of computer
market development for the Dallas
firm. Two of them, the TMS-1000
and TMS-8080, are MOS products
that don’t push the state of the art,
either in technology or support.
Dramatic. But Tl’s dramatic entry
into the microprocessor race is the
SBP0400, a 4-bit slice through the
arithmetic/logic unit and register of
a microcomputer, implemented in
integrated injection logic. The full
temperature, low-power chip can
operate in parallel and it is micro78

programable, so the user can
emulate machines with exist
ing software bases. The
SBP0400 is aimed at the mini
computer and peripheral-equip
ment manufacturers.
Instruction execution times are
now about a microsecond, and
Huffhines admits there’s a need for
a higher-performance device from
Tl. Such a device is forthcoming, he
asays. A Schottky T2L-microprocessor
slice is in the works.
The TMS-1000 is a programable
p-MOS 4-bit microcomputer spun off
the firm’s calculator-chip activity
[Electronics, Nov. 28, 1974, p. 48].
“It’s angled at the high-volume ap
plication where low cost is the prime
concern,” Huffhines points out.
Controller. For controller appli
cations, Tl has opted to leave market
development and software support
of its bigger, faster microprocessor
to Intel Corp, of Santa Clara, Calif.,
and is second-sourcing the Intel
8080. Tl does, however, plan periph
eral support.
“It’s clear that the road to higher
performance is I2L, and it may be
the lowest-cost solution to the high
est performance—better than
Schottky,” notes Edwin S. Huber,
the firm’s marketing manager for
MOS—not a wholly disinterested
party. “But the road to higher com
plexity is not clear; it may be MOS.”
Software. On the other hand,
Motorola’s approach to the MOS end
of the microprocessor business re
quires a good deal of software sup
port, implying a solid commitment
to the product. Its M6800, a pro
prietary 8-bit device with a fixed in
struction set, is aimed at such lowspeed applications as point-of-sale

terminals and test equipment.
On the other end of the scale is its
extremely fast M10800 4-bit slice
and accompanying chip set, built
from ECL. Motorola is touting that
processor, to become available early
next year, as an enhancement to its
MECL 10K family. ‘We realize that
it will start replacing some of the
MSI in some systems,” concedes Wil
liam Blood, manager of system-logic
development at Motorola Inc.’s
Semiconductor Products division.
He points out, however, that the mi
croprocessor will require many stan
dard ECL parts, such as memories
and register files, and 10K MSI can
also be used to tailor systems
around the LSI-chip set for such
tasks as hard-wired fast multiplica
tion.
“But there’s definitely a gap be
tween the Ml0800 and the M6800,
and a very large gap, as far as we
can see,” says Jim Loro, the firm’s
bipolar-LSl planner. Gate delays for
the ECL part are 2 to 5 ns, and
they’re about 50 ns for the n-channel 6800. ‘The solution is to evolve
some bipolar microprocessor that
would fit into the Megalogic fam
ily.”
Mixed bag. Megalogic is the new
name for a mixed bag of TTL-compatible technologies at Motorola.
Implemented now only in hard
wired form, “it’s primarily directed
at the low-cost i2l market, for
people that don’t need the perform
ance of I2l but need something
faster than MOS,” he says. The prin
cipal technology to date has been
transistor-coupled logic.
□
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HERMES
LOOP
ANTENNA
THREE SAMPLE SITES
ON THE NORTH AMERICAN
CONTINENT —
DIFFERENT LATITUDES
DIFFERENT CLIMATE

64°N

Listeners maintain
a ow profile
42.5°N

32.5°N

Even in the solitude of the forest depths, from rooftops,
arctic tundra, swamps to sweltering tropics, ’neath snow,
sand or ice,
the Hermes Loop antenna keeps an ear to the sky.
The amazing aperiodic antenna does away with vast log
periodic and rhombic arrays - those towering antenna
farms.
In rosette configuration, the Hermes loop antenna provides
an omnidirectional broadband receiving array in space
merely 1/1 OOth that of the traditional antenna farm.
More than 53 government agencies around the world have
pressed the loop antenna into service.
A new, even more compact version is available.
Only Hermes Electronics makes it.
2-32MHz
BROADBAND

ASK US Send for our Brochure

t»
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Hermes Electronics Limited
Suite 315
2020 F Street NW
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202-296 2978
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Our T digit DMM
passes the "sweat box test?
The 8000A is the most rugged DMM
in the world.

Fhew. The temperature's pushing
90° and the humidity’s close to 100.
What a day tor a service call.
Well, just throw the multimeter in
the wagon ... or even the trunk! All
accuracy specs of the 8900A are
guaranteed between 17° and 125UF
(-10° to -55eC).
No other DMM we know of does
as well.
It's made to take abuse and
keep operating.

The 8000A is designed to be the
good right arm of any Held service
man or utility maintenance man.
The high impact plastic case
allows the 8000A to survive many
bumps, jostles and falls. You pract:cally have to hit it with a sledge
hammer to keep it from working. LSI
technology means fewer parts to
cause trouble and a field proven
MTBF of better than 10,000 hours.
It's truly a rougn and tumble
instrument.
It also has the best all-around specs.

We only have room to highlight

them.

Overload protection specified for
all ranges. 26 ranges of volts, amps

and ohms. Normal mode rejection of
CO dB at 50 and 60 Hz. Common
mode rejection of 120 dB with an
unbalance resistance of one kilohm.
Auto zero automatically sets zero
referi nee. elimmating the need for
front panel manual adjustment. And
the best accuracy statement of any
31/2 digit DMM.
A unique set of low cost options and
accessories.

Compare the 8000A’s versatility
to your own DMM, and watch your
eyebrows rise.
Its low ohms option makes
it the only low cost
DMM that provides
0 001 ohm resolu
tion (invaluable for
checking peb
lands, motor
windings, heat
ing elements,
shunts, etc.).
The high cur
rent option allows you
to measure up to 20 amps
with no external resistors or

shunts—a must for power supplies
where 5 amps is the common meas
urement.
It offers 100 and 500 MHz rf
probes, a high voltage 40 KV probe,
and a 600 amp clamp-on AC current
probe.
And the built-In rechargeaole bat
tery gives you complete line isolation
capability.
48-hour turn-around service.

Other DMM’s have to be sent
back to the factoiy if they go out.
That takes a month. But because
Fluke has service centers throughout the world we can get the instiument back to you in 48 hours.
hth the economical design,
however, you can even
make some repairs
in your own shop,
should rough han
dling jostle something
loose
The 8000A is a tough
instrument, all right. And with
a price of just $299 (United
States only), it s the best sell
ing DMM tn the world.

For data out today dial our toll-free number. 800-426-0361

John Fluke Mig Co., Inc., P O Box 7428 Seattle WA 98133
For a demo circle 80
For literature only circle 81
For infcimation on the rest of the Fluke line see our ad in ELM or the Geld Book

THE
NEW
LSI
Bipolar chips
are best buy
for designers
of fast systems
by Laurence Altman,

□ Wielding a variety of new weapons—from circuit
forms like integrated injection logic to processing en
hancements like ion implantation—semiconductor man
ufacturers have fought their way to high-volume pro
duction of highly complex bipolar chips. Not only do
these chips each contain thousands of logic gates or tens
of thousands of memory bits—they also far outperform
their predecessors. And this formidable array of bipolar
LSI circuitry is arming today’s designer of high-perform
ance computers, computer controls, and other digital
systems with the power of buying the hardware he
needs at a price he can easily afford.
In performance, bipolar large-scale integration takes
up where the metal-oxide-semiconductor techniques
leave off. It achieves propagation delays of 50 nano
seconds per gate and better, at power dissipations of 1
milliwatt per gate and below. Consequently, the bulk of
today’s real-time transistor-transistor-logic applications
can be realized with microprogramable LSI circuits that
per system function now cost 10 to 100 times less than
the standard TTL-package approach.

How cheap?
Figure 1, which compares bipolar and MOS prices
over the years, defines just what the new bipolar LSI
means in terms of price. The most important point it
makes is this: in their new LSI format, regardless of the
particular bipolar technique used, bipolar circuits are
beginning to track MOS prices. This is a wholly new phe
nomenon. Till now, prices of small- and medium-scale
integrated bipolar chips have simply leveled off at each
stage in their maturation, the SSI gates bottoming out at
about 20 cents each and the MSI ones at 15 cents.
The reason gate prices are dropping so swiftly is, of
course, not just the attainment of LSI but the attainment
Electronics/July 10,1975

Solid State Editor

of LSI at high yields. When thousands of circuit func
tions can be laid down on one chip, and when that chip
can be manufactured in quantity, the cost of the indi
vidual function plummets.
MOS has a parallel history. Once it achieved LSI status
in 1971, prices plunged, and by now a 3,000-gate calcu
lator chip sells for less than $2, or less than 0.1 cent per
gate, while a 4,096-bit memory will shortly sell for less
than $4, dr 0.1 cent per bit.
Now, suppose that even the new LSI TTL and emittercoupled-logic gates remain 10 times more expensive to
build than equivalent MOS gates. (And this is definitely
a worst-case assumption, since even conventional bipo
lar structures are not 10 times more complex to build
than MOS gates.) Then the indications are, simply track
ing the MOS experience, that the industry will attain
penny-a-gate costs over the next two years. And, as a
widening range of manufacturers becomes experienced
in producing the new TTL and ECL LSI designs, the trend
can only accelerate.
What penny-a-gate LSI logic with TTL performance
means to the logic system designer is almost awesome to
contemplate. Consider this: a full-performance 16-bit
parallel-processing minicomputer carrying, say, 32 kilo
words of memory and equipped with all the features
(flag interrupts, direct memory access, carry look-ahead
capability) now costs anywhere from $ 10,000 to $25,000
in medium volume, depending on its add-on capability
and how much software it needs to handle. It’s expen
sive because it’s almost handmade—it needs about 500
circuit packages for the processing logic alone—and it
remains expensive because its hardware and assembly
costs are too high for it to be sold in high volume.
Now an equivalent TTL design with penny-per-gate
prices will knock the hardware costs down by more than
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1. Economical. Injection logic is the cheapest way of achieving
high performance across the board. Using standard bipolar tech
nology, l2L gates should break the crucial 1-cent-per-gate level this
year and reach the 0.1 -cent-per-gate level of MOS in 1980.

2. The best for the most Of the three approaches to bipolar LSI,
l2L handles the greatest range of applications—from 100-ns to 1-ns
gate propagation-delay times. Schottky TTL and ECL overlap at the
fast end, and n-MOS technology takes up the slow jobs.

an order of magnitude. Extrapolating from loose MSI
and ssi designs, a 16-bit LSI processor function should
require about 6,000 gates to realize. If so, at a penny a
gate this single chip will cost no more than $60—that’s
for the entire processing block of logic. Add to this some
input and output capability (say another 1,000 gates) at
about $10, and 32 kilowords of memory (256,000 bits)
at $256, and the hardware costs total less than $350.
Assuming the manufacturing process multiplies the
hardware costs by an extravagant 10, this TTL/LSI de
sign will cost less than $5,000 to the user. Yet it is a fullperformance computer capable of controlling, say, a 32channel real-time on-line chemical processing system,
or handling the multicode levels of a secure military
communication system, or processing the entire payroll
of a 5,000-member organization.
There’s no doubt that this type of device at these
prices will cause an explosion of the medium- and highperformance computer and data-processing markets. A
$2,500 16-bit mini, or a $5,000 32-bit midi—these prices
will really push digital and computer control technology
into every corner of industry. Again, the key is not just
low cost, but high circuit performance at low LSI costs.
Remember, most computer applications are still in the
traditional ttl range of 100-ns instruction times, and
it’s this performance level the new LSI is challenging.
To put it another way, the new LSI will make com
puter manufacturing a mass-production industry. The
fact is, excluding microprocessors, only 45,000 comput
ers have been installed in this country since 1960 and
that’s not even one day’s wafer run for a modem semi
conductor facility. LSI means mass production, and
bipolar LSI means low-cost computer and computer
controls.

logic. Indeed, when an optimized injection logic circuit
form is successfully applied to processor- and memory
type devices, according to the recent experience of some
bipolar integrated-circuit manufacturers, l2L. becomes
both a truly high-performing 10-ns technology and a
manufacturing process that costs as little as (or less
than) MOS. This is because of 10-ns i2l gate can be built
with a straightforward four- to seven-mask process
(MOS, fully loaded, also takes seven), dissipates less than
0.1 mW of power (as against twice as much for MOS),
and occupies a third the area of. today’s typical MOS
gate. Contrary to popular belief, no complicating
Schottky clamps are required to get this performance.
In short, the use of two or three implant steps, and only
four masks, will make a 10-ns LSI logic form available
that could cost 1/100 of today’s bipolar gates.
■ The colored fine in Fig. 1 projects l2L gate costs to
1980. Penny gates can be expected by the end of 1976
and half-penny gates by 1977-8. Whether l2L will ever
catch the moving MOS target of course is conjecture, but
if the l2L experience pans out the way some think, the
end of the year may see 4-k l2L random-access-memory
chips with less than 80-ns access times, as well as 16-bit
l2L microcomputer chips—that is, the central processing
unit, read-only memory, and input/output circuitry all
on one chip.

Enter l2L

Exciting as is the prospect of a penny-per-gate com
puter logic, some observers see even this goal as modest
in the light of the capability of certain new LSI tech
niques. What they are stirred by is integrated injection
82

The performance range

This bipolar activity has a .wide spectrum. It breaks
down into three performance categories (Table I):
■ 100-25-ns gate propagation delays. This performance
characterizes today’s bit-slice l2L processing circuits and
collector-diffusion-isolated circuits where, say, a 4-bit
parallel-processing chip dissipating less than 0.5 watt
can execute a microinstruction cycle in 0.5 to 1 micro
second (or a simple add in less than 1 /xs). It’s the speed
of today’s stand-alone control and data-processing
equipment for non-real-time operation. Such perform
ance is also useful for monitoring jobs, such as automo
bile engine and instrument data management, as well as
Electronics/July 10,1975

telephone controls, analog-to-digital conversion, and
data switching systems.
■ 25-10-ns propagation delays. These suit the high
speed controls and general-purpose data-processing
equipment that need to execute an instruction in 50 to
100 ns. Here, ion-implanted versions of l2L are being de
veloped, as well as Schottky l2L and TTL, comple
mentary constant-current logic (c3L), and ECL built with
a triple-diffused process. This is also the performance
range of mainframe memory controllers and many real
time military signal processing applications that are
considered beyond the range of MOS techniques.
■ Finally, 10-Ins propagation delays, the highest LSI
performance range, where ECL and fully implanted lowpower Schottky are taking hold. At these speeds, pro
cessor circuits can handle real-time signal processing
and control the fastest mainframe memories.
The technologies compared

These performance regions are principally being ad
dressed with three bipolar techniques: some form of
non-Schottky injection logic; Schottky TTL and
Schottky izl, and emitter-coupled logic. The inter
relationship of these techniques is shown in Fig. 2,
where they are also contrasted with today’s MOS.
Clearly the broadest range of applications belongs to
injection logic, since it can achieve speeds of 100 to 10
ns on chips containing 1,000 gates or more. Being
roughly the application area of today’s TTL circuits,

these figures indicate that today’s hardwired TTL de
signs will soon be replaced with microprogramable l2L
designs costing much less.
It’s also evident from Fig. 2 that l2L circuits can be
much denser than the other mainline bipolar tech
nologies, Eke ECL or Schottky TTL. The basic cell struc
ture both is smaller and dissipates much less power—a
matter of microwatts per gate for 100-ns operation. Fig
ure 3 presents the layouts of elements, four gates wide,
buEt with the various technologies.
Indeed, compared to a standard TTL gate, an l2L gate
is less than 1/10 the size and dissipates 1/100 the
power. It’s also even smaller than the smallest shicongate n-MOS structure and, more importantly, can be
built with only four masks and two diffusions, as against
seven and three respectively for n-MOS. In short, l2L ap
pears to yield the smallest circuit form known today—
and it may also prove to be the cheapest.
The regions where i2l performance intersects with
that of other techniques are, of course, at the low end
and the high end. At the low end, at propagation delays
slower than 100 ns, MOS wiU continue to dominate be
cause it’s so weE estabEsEed. At tEe Eigh end, faster
tEan 10 ns, 4-bit-processor chips are now being built in
low-power Schottky LSI designs. To achieve an equally
good performance range, i2l circuit designers wiU prob
ably also have to resort to using Schottky clamps, as
well as double levels of metaEzation. The problem is,
wdl this additional process rob the basic l2L process of

COMPARISON OF 4-GATE-WIDE ELEMENTS

C MOS

STD TTL

3
52«

COMPONENTS

GATE AREA

3
40

r

(IN SQUARE MILS)

7

MASK STEPS

6

4

DIFFUSIONS

3

3. Minimum. The l2L gate is the smallest that can be built with any of today’s circuit techniques, including MOS. It also is the simplest to fab
ricate, needing only four masks and two diffusions. For highest performance, another diffusion is needed for Schottky structure.
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TABLE 1: PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF BIPOLAR AND MOS LSI PROCESSORS

LSI Technology

Bulk standard p-MOS

n-MOS (1974)

Gate
Propagation
Delay

Microinstruction
Time

< 1 ms

100 ms

< 100 ns

C-MOS (1974)

1 -

10 ms

2 - 10 ms

Applications

Calculators micro controls.

Medium-speed and non-realtime data processing.

MOS

Analog-to-digital conversion.

Consumer controls (white and
brown goods, household).

Low-speed monitor (auto, etc.)
High-speed calculator.

n-MOS (1975)

100 - 25 ns

0.5 - 1 ms

Slow real-time processing.

12 L (non-ion-implanted)

Fast a-d conversion.

CDI (collector diffusion
isolation)

Telephone terminal processing.

Fast monitor (auto engine, etc.)

RTL (resistor-transistor
logic)

Switching controls.
Instrument management.

3D EFL (triple-diffused
emitter-follower logic)

B IP O L A R

12 L (ion-implanted)

25 - 10 ns

50 — 100 ns

High-speed controller.

Low-power Schottky TTL
(non-ion-implanted)

General-purpose data
processing.

Ion-implanted 3D EFL

Small mainframe controller.

C3L (complementary
constant-current logic)

Delayed signal processing.

l2L (1976) (ion-implanted
plus Schottky)

10- 1 ns

Low-power Schottky
(ion-implanted)

Emitter-coupled logic

I

its virtues—simplicity, low cost, and small size?
Unfortunately, the inverted i2l transistor type may
not be as easy to fit with Schottky clamps as the stan
dard TTL gate, and ingenious processing may be
needed. Nevertheless, since the I2L gate is already so
small and its power dissipation so low, it might well
prove capable of absorbing the added structures and ex
tra processing steps and still end up smaller than a lowpower Schottky TTL gate.
The tradeoffs between the two approaches are of
course being pursued at the large bipolar design centers.
These include Tl, Motorola, National, Fairchild, AMD,
MMI, IBM, Bell Labs, Siemens, and Philips, all very ex
perienced in building all types of bipolar logic.
Another overlap in performance occurs at the 1-ns in
terface between Schottky TTL and ECL. Here the ques
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Stand-alone control.

C-MOS-on-sapphire

10 — 50 ns

Very fast controller.

On-line process control.

Big mainframe memory
control.
Real-time signal processing.

tion is whether it’s possible to push the low-power
Schottky process into the 1-ns ECL range. And it might
be just possible, with enough tricks like micrometer
deep emitters and low-resistivity bases and with circuit
innovations like fully-implanted active bipolar ele
ments. Tl has already demonstrated 1-ns Schottky SSI
devices [Electronics, Dec. 12, 1974, p. 29] but at some
cost in gate power. Still, ECL’s LSI limitation also is high
power consumption: a 4-bit ECL slice consumes more
than 1 W and requires a special package.
In any case, 3- to 5-ns Schottky LSI chips are certainly
within range of today’s techniques and most probably
will appear in 4-bit-slice formats by the end of the year.
These will surely compete with the ECL processor slices
that are just not becoming available. Below 1 ns, of
course, unsaturated ECL has no rival.
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Who’s doing what in bipolar LSI
Hardly surprising, the old-line bipolar-integrated-circuit
manufacturers are the ones on the leading edge of bipo
lar large-scale integration. Although much of their work is
still hidden in laboratories, enough is known to indicate
the types of technology being developed and the kinds of
products each will yield. So here's a roundup of what’s
pretty certainly happening at the four largest bipolar
houses and a selection of smaller ones:

Texas Instruments: The activity here is intense, both in
integrated injection logic and fast forms of Schottky tran
sistor-transistor logic, the aim being to leapfrog MOS cir
cuit capability. TI was the first to announce an l2L micro
processor and has already developed second- and thirdgeneration l2L circuit designs that perform more than
twice as well as the original 4-bit processor slice.
Tl’s newest version of the l2L process uses a fully im
planted l2L structure that has no need of Schottky de
vices. It results in gate delays of 10 to 20 ns at injection
currents of less than 100 ¡nA—figures that translate into 4bit processor slices capable of executing instructions in
100 ns while dissipating well below 0.75 W per chip. Also,
a 16-bit microcomputer chip containing everything but
the storage memory—that is, the central-processing unit,
control memory, and input,'output interface circuitry—
could be realized with this new l2Lform.
Also possible with advanced l2L are high-performing
bipolar memories, a project to which the company Is also
deeply committed. In fact, a 4,096-bit l2L random-access
memory may well emerge before next year.
On the Schottky TTL front, TI has made rapid progress
on an ion-implanted minimum-geometry process
(Schottky II) that extends TTL capability into the 1-ns
range. TI, which as a company is committed to Schottky
TTL in preference to ECL, has already made available the
first dozen or so parts of a 30-part family and should in
troduce the central element, a 4-bit Schottky slice, in a
few months. Processor performance here will be well
within full minicomputer capability and may actually be
high enough to achieve the next level of system perform
ance—in the ibm 370 class. Cycle times of less than 50 ns
are expected.

Motorola Semiconductor. Another champion of the
bipolar market, Motorola, like TI, has moved quickly into
LSI. While developing several forms of injection logic,
Motorola also has programs in proprietary logic designs.
Motorola already has exploited its strong ECL capabil
ity with the industry’s first ECL 4-bit processor slice. All
the details are not yet disclosed, but it's known that the
750-gate chip dissipates about 1.3 W and therefore re
quires a new high-power package. Nevertheless, the big
80-pin package occupies no more board space than the
standard 40-pin DIP because its pins are in pairs of offset
rows. The part will be available in about 12 months and,
together with a variety of ECL companion processor
parts, will form a new ECL LSI logic family.
Motorola also has developed an injection-type logic it
calls complementary constant-current logic, or C3L, for
the TTL (10-to-50-ns) application range. This logic form
is complicated by five Schottky devices in each gate, but
it pays off in compact LSI processor circuits. Although no
marketing plans have been made, it’s possible that a C3L
processor slice could be built by the end of the year.
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Another Motorola circuit form is a triple-diffused (3D)
emitter-follower logic that the company licenses from
TRW Corp. Motorola views the 3D technology as suitable
primarily for military computers and intends to build a set
of fast signal-processing chips for airborne equipment.
Motorola has also developed a set of LSI circuits it calls
Megalogic. This bag of mixed-technology computer ele
ments includes low-performing RTL 400-gate arrays, in
jection logic, and various memory circuits. Designed to
operate at 50-100-ns, the family could grow to as many
as 50 circuit elements over the next few years.
Fairchild Semiconductor. Its move into bipolar LSI cen
ters around a new family of Schottky TTL processor and
memory circuits called Macrologic. This family, which
could number about 20 circuit types, could include ox
ide-isolated memories to gain a performance edge over
similar Schottky TTL circuit types. The company has al
ready introduced a half-dozen Macrologic circuits and
plans to fill out the rest of the family over the next 18
months. The performance range (100-ns instruction
cycle times) easily satisfies today's minicomputer re
quirements.
it also appears that Fairchild will develop a Macrologic
ECL line, but details are lacking at this time. Once again,
since ECL uses high power, a new LSI format may have
to be found before high-density ECL chips can be imple
mented.
An aggressive program at Fairchild involves injection
logic. Already plans have been made to market an l2L
watch circuit, and l2L microprocessors and memories are
well advanced. Here again the company is exploiting its
strength in oxide isolation and ion implantation. A 4-k oxide-isolated l2L RAM is expected at any time (access time
under 100 ns). What’s more, an l2L microprocessor is
within reach, probably a 16-bit chip, so as not to compete
too strongly with Fairchild’s own 8-bit n-channel MOS mi
croprocessor system.
National Semiconductor. Although possessing formi
dable bipolar capability, National Semiconductor’s LSI
plans are not at present visible. However, the company
has indicated its intention of rebuilding its 16-bit p-MOS
IMP microprocessor in LSI form using Schottky TTL, and
as an intermediate step it will introduce the product in
standard small- and medium-scale integrated packages.
Undoubtedly, National also has a strong program in l2L,
both for memory and logic, but again it has not indicated
at what stage those developments are.

Some others. Three other companies have visible bipo
lar LSI capabilities: Intel, Monolithic Memories, and AMD.
Intel’s 2-bit Schottky slice 3,000 family, aimed at the
minicomputer and high-speed controller market, has
been available for about a year. It is built with a conven
tional low-power Schottky technique. Monolithic Memo
ries was first out with a Schottky TTL microcontroller,
and the company plans to expand its product lines both
in programable logic arrays and matched emulation sets
consisting of three to five LSI circuits. AMD will soon an
nounce its 4-bit low-power Schottky slice as part of a new
family of bipolar LSI circuits. This family is aimed at the
high-speed stand-alone controller market and at mini
computer emulation designs.
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Injection logic’s range

of applications is widest
Integrated injection logic is easily the most versatile and
potentially the most explosive of all the different bipo
lar LSI processes now in use. Unlike TTL, ECL, C3L, current-hogging logic, T3L (an extra buffer stage), EFL,
triple-diffused logic or current-mode logic, l2L combines
two very desirable properties: it is very simple to build
and, if the designer knows what he’s doing, it can be
very fast. No wonder it attracted the attention of the
most creative minds in the semiconductor industry
when it first became known in 1972.
Even so, the speed with which I2L circuits were
brought into production was astonishing. It took less
than two years after their introduction at the Inter
national Solid State Circuits Conference for a full 4-bit
l2L microprocessor to come on the market [Electronics,
March 6, p. 100], Since then, improvements in fabrica
tion techniques (minimum-circuit geometry and ion-im
planted active elements) have upgraded performance
till the I2L circuit form is the equal of any other satu
rated bipolar technique.

MULTICOLLECTOR
OUTPUT

The simplicity of the l2L inverse-transistor gate had
many designers fooled at first. Granted the device was
small and dissipated very little power, but still, how
could such a simple circuit be fast? Many said its per
formance would be limited to 50 nanoseconds at best,
which made it only marginally better than existing nchannel MOS technologies and 10 times slower than
existing TTL circuits.
These fears have now proven groundless. Even with
out Schottky clamps on the I2L gate structures, propaga
tion delays down to 10 ns at injection currents of 100
microamperes are now being routinely obtained, and
this gate performance is comparable to that of standard
TTL gates. By using Schottky clamps, the l2L structure,
although now more complicated, can be pushed down
to 5-ns speeds, and possibly to as low as 1 ns, making
the structure as fast as today’s low-power Schottky TTL
gates. Yet it still remains 10 times smaller and consumes
100 times less power than Schottky TTL.

The gate analyzed

The simplicity of the basic I2L gate is evident from
Fig. 4, which presents schematics of a conventional l2L
gate (a), a Schottky l2L gate (b), and—most elegant of
all—an advanced pure-metal-Schottky design proposed
by IBM (c). In all three cases, the basic logic unit is sim
ply an inverter, implemented as a multicollector transis
tor or, in other words, a conventional multi-emitter
transistor operated inversely. Base drive to the npn ele

SCHOTTKY DIODE
OUTPUT

REDUCED AV
ENHANCED SPEED

(b)

METAL
SCHOTTKY
COLLECTOR
OUTPUT

FEWER SILICON
REGIONS

4. The forms of l2L. Injection logic can be built in three forms: the
standard-multicollector l2L gate (a), the Schottky-diode output de
vice (b) and its ultimate configuration, a pure metal Schottky collec
tor (c). The last is fastest and smallest and comes from IBM.
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5. Easy to make. Schottky l2L logic unit from Bell Laboratories is for
a fanout of 3. It is fabricated with the aid of a minimum of selective
diffusions—p-type for pnp emitters and collectors, n-type for collec
tor contact, and an n+ emitter diffusion for npn outputs.
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ment is supplied from the collector of a lateral pnp tran
sistor operating in a current-source mode. The emitter
of this lateral pnp serves as the gate injector. There are
no resistive loads to waste chip space.
The i2l gate is small because it reduces to the size of a
single transistor when laid out on silicon. All transistors
are fabricated in a single n-type region into which are
diffused a standard p-type (conventional npn base) re
gion and an n+-type (conventional npn emitter) region.
But to capitalize on these advantages, inverse transistors
had to be built that were as good as the ones operating
in the forward mode.
The basic structure derives much of its appeal from
the fact that a multiplicity of npn inverters may be pow
ered from a single npn emitter or injector, which then
distributes current to all the units that form its multicol
lectors. Consequently, it’s possible to guarantee that
current is evenly distributed simply by ensuring uni
form injection at the pnp and npn emitter connections—
a condition easily satisfied by today’s fabricating tech
niques. Together with high npn inverse gains (which in
a conventionally operated npn transistor means forward
gains), this even distribution of current prevents one
output from hogging electricity that should go to adja
cent saturated outputs. (Current hogging plagued the
generically related direct-coupled transistor logic and
helped it lose favor in the 1960s.)
Once the l2L gate was optimized, with or without
Schottky clamps, all the elements required for conven
tional logic functions followed. NAND logic implementa
tion was achieved by simply wire-ANDing the outputs
from various I2L gates at the input mode of an adjacent
gate. This unit then performs the inversion and makes
the NAND function available at its multiple outputs to
be similarly wire-ANDed at the next inverter. Therefore,
not only is the gate structure itself no larger than a
single minimum-geometry transistor, but precious chip
area is saved during each NANDing step: the strings of
i2l gates multiply the area saving as they are cascaded,
resulting in truly compact logic chains.
MULTIPLE-OUTPUT NAND

Again, I2l can be built using all the technology ad
vances that have been made, in bipolar circuit fabrica
tion over the last five years—Schottky clamps, standard
buried collectors, minimum-resistor bases, shallow emit
ters, and so on. The point here is that this powerful and
impressive set of technology advances, when united
with the simplicity of the l2L circuit, produces truly ex
citing performance.

Rivalling TTL

For example, the simplified l2L process, which in
cludes neither the n-type buried-collector-plug diffusion
required for Schottky clamps nor the p-type isolation
diffusion required for oxide-walled devices, still yields
devices capable of the 10-ns performance typical of the
bulk of today’s bipolar applications. This makes the
basic i2L structure the simplest means yet of obtaining
such a speed.
The topological simplicity of a logic unit with fanout
of 3 is evident from the Bell Labs structure shown in
cross section in Fig. 5. The logic unit is formed in an ntype epitaxial layer over an n+ substrate or buried layer.
Three selective diffusions are then used in the formation
of the unit. A p-type base diffusion forms the emitter
and collector of the lateral pnp transistors as well as the
npn bases. An n+-type collector-contacting diffusion
compensates the base diffusion where they intersect,
separating the logic units electrically and forming the
multicollectors of the lateral npn transistor. An n+ emit
ter diffusion forms the outputs of the vertical npn tran
sistor. Standard contact window and metalization oper
ations complete the process.
Note that because of the merging of the transistors in
the unit no wiring is required within the cell, and all
wiring is of the between-cell variety, passing directly
over the unit. Also, only M + 1 contacts are required to
form a unit with a fanout of M. These factors, along
with the absence of resistors, contribute to the high
packing density which can be achieved with i2l.
The D-type flip-flop in Fig. 6 (again from Bell Labs)

CONVENTIONAL NAND

INJECTOR CURRENT

6. Less wiring. D-type flip-flop from Bell Labs requires no contact
ing between cells. This is because logic units in the configuration
abut one another adjacent to the injector rail and can therefore be
placed automatically in the six available wiring channels.
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7. Looking better and better. In just two years the basic I2L pro
cess has been improved to the point where 10-ns gates are possible
at 100-ns injection current. This is better than TTL performance and
signals a new level of programable processor circuit speed.
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is a good instance of the layout technique. The mul
tiple-output and conventional NAND logic diagrams are
shown for clarity, although in practice no logic diagram
conversion is required. The logic units abut one another
adjacent to the injector. The x and (x) indicate an out
put or input, respectively, either of which may be placed
in the six available wiring channels.
The advantages summarized

As for flexibility of operation, since I2L structures are
totally—and uniquely—independent of resistors, all
units are powered through lateral npn transistors, and
the current that reaches each unit is simply the total in
jection current multiplied by the inverse gain (alpha) of
the lateral npn and divided by the number of units asso
ciated with the injection. This means that a single circuit
can be operated over a wide speed range simply by
varying the total current into the injector. Indeed, a
practical range of operation for a single l2L design can
easily extend for three or four orders of magnitude
(10~8 amperes to IO-4 A) or more, depending on the de
tails of the process. Thus, the same l2L structures can
operate in a watch application at slow speed, dissipating
microwatts, or in microprocessor applications at high
speed, dissipating milliwatts.
In any case, the speed-power product associated with
the operating power level (Fig. 7) is typically on the or
der of 1 picojoule (five to 10 times better than other
bipolar technologies), while minimum delay is in the
10-to-30-ns range for the non-Schottky l2L process. The
oretically, optimized structures and device profiles
could achieve a speed-power product of better than
0.1 pJ and minimum delays close to 1 ns—but these fig
ures would of course depend on the use of full-blown
Schottky clamp technology.
Finally, the simple non-Schottky devices are the basis
for the densest circuit layouts yet seen. Even with re
laxed lines and spaces of 10 micrometers, densities of 85
gates per square millimeter can be routinely achieved.

swings, which in turn reduce gate delays. The clamps can be built in
just one additional mask step directly into the p-diffusion wells (b), so
that as a result very little space is wasted.
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When standard optimization techniques are used with
5-micrometer lines and spacings, density exceeds 250
gates per square millimeter. This outdoes the densest
MOS devices in existence today.
Although Schottky diodes are not required for 10-ns
I2L operation, they probably will be needed if gate
speeds are to be pushed below this level, into the l-to-5ns range. True, Schottky clamps complicate the simple
i2L structure, but that drawback is more than compen
sated for by the improvement in performance—up to
five times the speed of non-Schottky I2L gates.

The Schottky road is even faster

For example, Horst Berger and Siegfried Wiedmann
of IBM Laboratories, Boeblingen, West Germany, used
Schottky clamps in the outputs of their l2L structures
(Fig. 8a) to reduce logic swings from 700 mV to 150-350
mV and increase the speed proportionately. To judge
from IBM data comparing the speed-current relation
ships of Schottky and non-Schottky versions, l2L gates
operating with the desired 2-5-ns propagation delay are
apparently just around the corner. Figure 9 certainly
shows that even with unoptimized Schottky techniques
Wiedmann and Berger could obtain speeds of 4.5 ns (as
against 9 ns for non-Schottky devices) at injection cur
rents of 100 nanoamperes.
Not only that, but the IBM scheme wastes little space
on the Schottky clamps: the n~ collector of the npn
transistor is used to integrate them into the structure
(Fig. 8b). Adding an ohmic contact to this collector re
gion also makes it possible to ihterface l2L gates directly
with conventional TTL gates, increasing the structure’s
versatility for circuit design.
Looking ahead, Berger and Wiedmann have sug
gested using a genuine Schottky collector and substitut
ing metal for one of the active semiconductor regions.
This novel type of metal-base transistor (designated
pnm, with the m standing for metal) would result in a
very elegant, very small gate design (Fig. 10). The struc-

9. Proof. When equipped with Schottky clamps, l2L gates operate at
the 5-nanosecond gate propagation-delay needed for high-perform
ance applications. This speed is to be contrasted with non-Schottky
gates’ 9-ns operation. (Data courtesy of IBM, Boeblingen.)
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10. Down the road. IBM’s Wiedmann and Berger have proposed an elegant solution to the Schottky problem—pure metal Schottky collec
tors—which they say result in minimum-geometry gates much faster than conventional ones. But new processing techniqueswill be needed.

D2L honors list

TITANIUM SCHOTTKY
DECODER

LJ LUJ m
6.6 MILS

11. Getting Schottky both ways. This injection-like logic structure
from Motorola uses Schottky diodes to maximum advantage. Rout
ing to the gate is achieved through low forward Schottky diodes,
while gate outputs also are Schottky-clamped for extra performance.

ture would need only three active semiconductor re
gions, packed into no more space than a single bipolar
transistor, yet it would perform as well as a Schottky
TTL gate occupying 100 times the area. But the pnm de
vice would, of course, have to be the electrical equiva
lent of the conventional pnp transistor if replaced, and
it will require some new processing techniques if it’s not
to leak.
Another Schottky approach is Motorola’s C3L circuit
arrays. They are built with an l2L-like complementary
constant-current logic that also resembles l2L in being a
modification of the old direct-coupled logic. The gate
structure is fairly complex (Fig. Ila), having a form of
current routing on the input and a series of Schottky
clamps on the output. But even so, all the circuitry for a
single NAND gate fits in the area of a single transistor,
again just as with I2L.
Figure lib, which shows a five-output c3l nand
gate, illustrates how the pnp current source transistor
and the complementary npn switching transistor are
Electronlcs/July 10,1975

Oddly enough, only a handful of people were respon
sible for bringing integrated injection logic to the
present level of development.
Foremost, of course, came the German and Dutch
inventors of l2L. At IBM in Boeblingen, Germany, re
searchers Siegfried Wiedmann and Horst Berger for
mulated the l2L concepts, and at Philips in the Nether
lands, N. C. de Troy headed the research effort.
In this country credit for exploiting the l2L technique
for digital applications goes to Dean Toombs, tech
nology manager at Texas Instruments, who, relying on
formidable bipolar experience, immediately saw how
to optimize the performance of inverted transistors.
The result was the industry’s first I2L microprocessor.
Equally deserving is Thomas Longo, vice president
and general manager of Fairchild’s IC group, who
committed a sizable effort to applying the company’s
proprietary Isoplanar process to the l2L configuration.
That project resulted in the industry's first 4,096-bit l2L
random-access memory.
Finally, special mention must be made of a small
Bell Labs circuit design group in Allentown, Pa. By ap
plying the Schottky process to the l2L configurations,
they raised LSI to new levels of performance.

fabricated in the same small isolation region. The use of
passive polysilicon isolation around active circuit ele
ments allows nearly 1,000 C3L gates to fit on a 130square-mil die. Speeds of 3 ns at 1 millivolt per gate and
of 100 ns at 0.01 mv/gate can be attained.
In the Motorola scheme, which was designed by a
team led by Arthur W. Peltier, the Schottky diodes are
formed right in the collector region of the driving gate’s
npn, so that they occupy very little chip space. The base
lead of the driven gate is then routed across the collec
tors of the gates that perform the input function. To op
erate, the Schottky diodes need forward voltage levels
between the 750-mV level of the base-to-emitter voltage
and the 300-mV collector-to-emitter voltage on the
Schottky-clamped npn. This requirement is satisfied by
the use of a titanium, tungsten, and titanium-tungsten
alloy metal system.
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Here come the families
of computing elements
The success of the new bipolar processes needs no other
proof than the many LSI circuits by now available for a
variety of applications.
For the market in stand-alone controls and low-end
minicomputers there’s Tl’s l2L 4-bit processor slice. This
chip, with 1,500 gates operating at delays of 25 nano
seconds, is designed to work with Tl’s existing family of
TTL LSI processor parts. In addition, a 4-bit Schottky
TTL slice is to be introduced shortly, increasing speeds
into the 1-10-ns range.
For high-speed processors and fast minicomputers
there are the 2-bit and 4-bit Schottky TTL slices pro
duced by a growing number of bipolar circuit manufac
turers (Fairchild, Tl, AMD, MMI, Intel). These families
are intended primarily for emulating existing mini
computer designs.
Finally, there are the highest-performing ECL proces
sor slices for the control of big mainframe memories.
Motorola has already announced a 4-bit ECL processor
slice using its ECL 10K technology.
The chief asset of these new bipolar LSI processor
families is their processing power, which is far greater
than that presently available from MOS microprocessors.
Indeed, the MOS systems are used only where limited
processor capability, which can be accommodated on a
single chip, is required. In these applications low cost is
wanted and is worth the tradeoff of a limited word
length (usually 8 bits), a fixed set of instructions (seldom

ADDRESS

DATA

12. It’s standard. This basic building block configuration character
izes most of today’s bit-slice chip configurations. From Motorola, this
block of circuits is incorporated into a new ECL slice. Key elements
are, of course, the ALU and control memory.
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more than 80), and slow speed (normally below 1 ns).
The new bipolar LSI families afford quite a contrast.
They overcome these limitations by packing their pro
cessing power on several matched LSI chips. These are
the 2-bit and 4-bit processor slices that extend system
design capability well beyond the range of the self-con
tained MOS microprocessor systems. For example, the
bipolar shoes are easily expandable to 16-bit or even 32bit word lengths, and can be microprogramed to tailor
the circuits to handle the most powerful high-level in
struction sets available.
Commonality

No matter how different a manufacturer’s new family
of bipolar LSI circuits may appear, certain circuit blocks
are common to all bit-slice systems (Fig. 12). In addition
to the processor shoe itself, the functions of control reg
ister, timing, slice-memory interface, and carry lookahead are all needed to expand the system. In every
configuration the control register contains the logic nec
essary to accomplish microprogramable control. It in
cludes a 4-bit-wide data path, which can be expanded
to larger words, plus enough storage and logic to ad
dress and control the memory circuits. It can also
handle status, branching, and interrupt functions. In the
arithmetic-and-logic-unit block, the computational logic
sits side by side with data routing paths and the in
put/ output ports that handle the control register inputs
and memory outputs. The timing function ties the other
functions together by providing the various clock phases
needed to drive all parts of the system.
Where the systems generally differ is in what they
offer in system capability and speed (Table 2). For ex
ample, Tl’s 4-bit l2L slice has no greater bit-handling ca
pacity than other 4-bit slices, but it offers twice as many
ALU functions. This feat is possible both because the
chip has been designed for parallel instead of serial op
erations and because the l2L process allows Tl to put
more components (1,500) on the single-chip slice. Also
it offers low power dissipation.
On the other hand, the Tl device can manage only
one address operation at a time, whereas the others can
handle two address operations simultaneously. This
means that Tl’s system, while processing data faster on
the chip, slows the system down during data address.
The Intel system, by virtue of its 2-bit format, is prob
ably the most flexible. But this versatility is achieved at
the expense of the number of chips needed for a com
plete CPU system—usually twice as many as the others
need for a system of given complexity. Nevertheless,
since six functions are supplied per 2-bit slice, com-
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TABLE 2: BIPOLAR MICROPROCESSORS COMPARED

Parameter

AMD
Am2900

MMI
MM6701

Intel
3002

Tl
SBP0400

2 bits

4 bits

4 bits

4 bits

Arithmetic and
logic unit
functions

8

8

Number of
microcode
control inputs

9

8

7

9

17

17

11

9

Two-address
operation

Yes

Yes

No

No

Independent
shift and
arithmetic

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Cycle time
(register to
register, read,
modify, write)

100 ns

200 ns

150 ns

1,000 ns

Schottky

Schottky

l2L

Slice width

Working
registers

about 6

16

Technology

Lowpower
Schottky

Power
dissipation
(4 bits)

0.92 W

1.12 W

1.45 W

0.13 W

40

40

56

40

Pin
connections
(4 bits)

pared to eight for the 4-bit Schottky ttl designs, the
system designer may actually end up with more system
capability than is apparent from the number of bits he
processes. Yet the Intel system has only a few working
registers and, like the Tl design, has only one address in
put and no independent shift mechanism. Also, because
it requires more pin connections per bit, it takes up
more board space. In speed and power dissipation,
though, the Intel chip is in the same range as the other
Schottky TTL designs.
Almost in dead heat are the AMD 2900 and MMI 6700
designs. More points go to the AMD system, which can
operate twice as fast off less power. It must be said,
however, that AMD designers may have profited from
MMl’s experience, since their family appeared on the
market two years after the MMI system. (Considerable
credit goes to MMI, which as early as 1972 saw the po
tential of a large family of programable bipolar LSI
computing elements.) Nevertheless, with 17 working
ALU registers, two address operations, and a powerful
Schottky process, both systems offer the digital designer
a large measure of high-quality design capability at
very reasonable costs.
AMD’s 4-bit slice (Fig. 13) is typical of processor-slice
architecture, since it includes a high-speed ALU, a 16word-by-4-bit two-port ram (to handle the two-port ad
dress configuration), and all the associated circuit blocks
for shifting, decoding and multiplexing. Crucial to the
layout is the 9-bit microinstruction word-decode block,
which selects the ALU source operands, the required
alu function, and the ALU destination registers. Thus
Electronics/July 10, 1975

13. double dealing. AMD’s new low-power Schottky TTL proces
sor-slice can handle information 4 bits wide. Entered simultaneously
via two input ports and processed simultaneously by the twin RAM
ports, this data is handled in sequence on chip by the speedy ALU.

configured, the microcontroller can be cascaded either
with full look-ahead logic capability or with ripple
carry, it has three-stage outputs, and it can provide vari
ous status flag outputs directly from the ALU.
Double address operation is made possible on the
CPU chip by the two-port ram and very fast ALU—it can
handle each input sequence in turn without slowing up
the system. Essentially, data in any of the 16 words of
the RAM can be read from, say, port A of the ram, un
der control of the address field input selector. Likewise,
B-port data can simultaneously be read using the same
code that selects A data, so that both data groups will
appear simultaneously at the ram port output for ALU
processing.
The 11 AMD chips required to implement a typical
central processing unit are shown in Fig. 14. Four dis
tinct data processing functions are discernible—the mi
croprocessor data slice, the i/o bus interface trans
ceivers, the microprogram control, and the CPU control,
including priority interrupt—all of which are in addition
to whatever main memory is needed. Nevertheless,
these 11 chips replace about 200 standard TTL packages.
Motorola’s ECL 4-bit-wide CPU chip design (Fig. 15) is
sliced parallel to the data flow so that it too is fully ex
pandable. That means the system can be laterally ex
tended to any bit length in increments of 4 bits and can
be vertically extended in ECL pipe-line designs for very
high data throughput rates (under 50 ns).
Configured somewhat differently from the Schottky
TTL units, the slice contains a latch/mask block, the
ALU, an accumulator, the shift network, input and out-
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14. The system. Beating high system costs is this minimum-pack
age CPU built from 11 of AMD’s 2900 family of LSI computing ele
ments. It’s expandable to handle 16- or 32-bit-wide words typically

required in today’s minicomputers and data-processing equipment.

put bus controls, and associated interconnections. This
configuration copies most mainframe controller designs
built with hardwired ECL packages.
For example, when the ALU is combined with a
latch/mask network it can perform logic operations,
binary arithmetic, and BCD arithmetic on combinations
of one, two, or three variables—more than enough capa
bility to control mainframe memories. Also included in
the ALU section of the 4-bit slice is the logic for overflow
and carry-out functions.
Following the ALU, the shift network performs data
shift operations within the 4-bit slice. Select lines to the
shift network control the operations of shift left, shift
right, and ripple through.
Next, the master-slave accumulator provides for fast,
iterative computer operations needed in high-perform
ing systems. These may include repeated add with ac
cumulated sum, multiply, divide, and multiple-shift op
erations. A multiplexer circuit feeds the accumulator
from one of three possible sources—the results of the
shift network, the input bus, or the output bus. A fourth
condition inhibits the accumulator clock so that stored
data is retained. The accumulator is the only section of
the 4-bit slice that requires clock operation. This is done
to eliminate possible race conditions when the circuit is
connected within a system.
Another set of LSI circuits following the architecture
generally found in today’s data processing systems is
Fairchild’s Schottky TTL Macrologic family. Here a
five-chip set makes up a 4-bit slice. In the set are a stack
of arithmetic and logic registers, a P-stack (program
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15. Emulation. Motorola’s 4-bit processor slice is configured like
the typical ECL controller. The ALU is driven by a multiplexed latch
which loads an accumulator for fast iterative computer operations.
It’s designed for very fast programable data-processing duty.

memory), a data path switch, a data-access register, and
an R-stack (or 64-bit RAM). The family is so designed
that any number of matched circuits may be selected to
realize a particular design.
For example, the arithmetic-and-logic-register stack
can implement general registers in high-performance
programable digital systems. It consists of a 4-bit ALU,
an 8-word-by-4-bit RAM with latched outputs, instruc
tion decode networks, control logic, and an output regis
ter. Where one 4-bit operand is supplied from an exter
nal source, the ALU implements eight arithmetic and
logic functions.
The P-stack is a push-down, pop-up program
memory that complements the program count and re
turn address storage facilities in a programable digital
system. Alternatively, it can be used as a 16-level gen
eral-purpose register. It consists of an input multiplexer,
a 16-by-4-bit RAM with latched output, an incrementer,
control logic, pointer, stack limit monitors, and output
buffers.
For the other three parts, the data path is a two-port
multiplexer with two 4-bit ports and a 4-bit output port.
With its 5-bit instruction bus, the switch consists of a
data-routing network, a control block section and out
put buffers. The data-access register, on the other hand,
can actually implement 16 instructions suitable for
memory address arithmetic and manipulation. Finally
the R-stack is a fast 64-bit RAM, organized as 16 4-bit
words and capable of handling local data storage.
□
Reprints are available for $3.00 from Electronics Reprint Dept., P.O. Box 669, Hightstown,
N.J. 08520. Copyright 1975, Electronics, a McGraw-Hill publication.
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TheHarris Report.

New series ofgeneric PROMsa family affair.
Stand alone PROM designs are now a
thing of the past. Now the diverse
requirements for density, modularity and
performance within a system can be
satisfied with Harris’ new family of PROMs
featuring generic characteristics.
This generic concept of PROMs offers
many unique advantages. For instance,
each device within the series will feature
identical DC electrical specifications plus
common programming requirements,
permitting easy use of other family
elements. So learning is just once per
family.
In addition, these PROMs have fast
programming speeds. Equivalent I/O

Device #
HM-7602
(open coll.)
HM-7603
(three-state)

No. of Organi
zation
Bits

Max.
Access
No. of
Time*
Pins comm./mil. Availability

256

32x8

16

40/50ns

August

HM-7610
(open coll.)
1024
HM-7611
(three-state)

256x4

16

60/75ns

in stock

HM-7620
(open coll.)
2048
HM-7621
(three-state)

512x4

16

70/85ns

in stock

HM-7640
(open coll.)
4096
HM-7641
(three-state)

512x8

24

70/85ns

August

HM-7642
(open coll.)
4096 1024x4
HM-7643
(three-state)

18

70/85ns

January 76

HM-7644
4096 1024x4
(active pullup)

16

70/85ns

January 76

*Access time guaranteed overfull temperature and voltage range.
I ndustrial (TA = 0° C to 70° C, Vcc ± 5%)
Mil itary (TA = -55° C to 125° C, Vcc ± 10%)

characteristics for easy upgrading. Faster
access time, guaranteed over temperature
and voltage. Improved testability.
Right now, the first two PROM devices
are in volume production. The 256 x 4
organization (IK) and the 512 x 4 (2K).
Other PROM devices will be available in
the months ahead (see table).
So instead of settling for PROMs with
unique performance capability and
diverse programming requirements, get
the new Harris generic family of PROMs.
Lower your system costs and make your
life easier.
For details see your Harris distributor
or representative.
Important features ofHarris’new generic
family ofPROMs.

• Simple, high speed programming
procedure (Typically less than 1 second
per thousand bits).
• Inputs and outputs TTL compatible;
Low input current: 400 qA logic “O’’
40gA logic ‘T’ Full output drive: 15 mA
sink, 2 mA source.
• Fast access time—guaranteed over
voltage and temperature (see table).
* Expandable—three-state or open
collector—“wired-or” outputs with
chip select.
• Industry standard pin-out.

HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR
A DIVISION OF HARRIS CORPORATION

P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901 (305) 724-7412

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS: AUSTRIA: Kontron GMBH, Vienna, 945-646 BELGIUM: Harris Semiconductor, lnc„ Brussels, (02) 428 36 02
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: BELGIUM: Betea Sprl., Brussels, (02) 649 99 00 DENMARK: Ditz Schweitzer A-S, Glostrup, (01) 453044
FINLAND: Finn Metric OY,Tapióla, 460 844 FRANCE: Spetelec, Rungis Principal, 686 5665 GERMANY: Kontron ElektronikGMBH, Eching bei
Munchen, 08165/771 ISRAEL: MRBD, Ramat-Gan, 738701/728076 ITALY: Erie ElettronicaSPA., Milano 6884833/4/5 NETHERLANDS:Techmation
N V, Amsterdam, (20) 456955 NORWAY: NERAA/S, Oslo, 46 19 50 SPAIN & PORTUGAL: Instrumentos Electrónicos de Precision, Madrid, 2741007
SWEDEN: AB Elektroflex. Sundbyberg (08) 289290 SWITZERLAND: Stolz A.G., Mutschellen, (057) 54655 UNITED KINGDOM &
IRELAND: Memec Ltd., Nr. Aylesbury, Bucks. (029664) 366.
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Designer’s casebook_____________________
Digital word sets
gain of amplifier
by Craig J, Hartley
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas

Digital control of gain or attenuation is often desirable
in programable systems or when the gains of many cir
cuits have to be varied simultaneously. In the circuit
shown, the gain or attenuation of an analog signal is
controlled by means of a binary input. The circuit,
which is similar to a multiplying digital-to-analog con
verter, uses a single 741 operational amplifier for gain
or attenuation, plus two transistors for each control bit.
The circuit has two parts. The first is a noninverting
operational amplifier; the second is a set of resistors
that can be connected in parallel to produce various
values for an equivalent single resistor Rc between
switch S and ground.
The value of Rc is determined by the digital inputs.
When the input labeled 1 is low, transistors Qx and Q2
are saturated, so that the 100-kilohm resistor R is con
nected from switch S to ground. When input 1 is high,
Qi and Q2 are off, so the bottom of R is open-circuited.
Similarly, if inputs 2, 4, and 8 are low, they connect
R/2, R/4, and R/8 to ground. Therefore the control in

puts can be considered as a binary number with nega
tive logic (high voltage = 0, low voltage = 1) so that
the total resistance connecting the switch to ground is

Rc = R/N
where N is the value of the binary input number. For
example, if N equals 5, the binary number is 0101,
which means that inputs 1 and 4 are low; therefore R
and R/4 are connected in parallel to provide a resist
ance of R/5 from S to ground.
When switch S is in position A, the gain of the op
amp is
Ga = Eo/Ei = 1 + Ry/Rc = 1 + NRy/R

The values of RF and R are equal, so
Ga = 1 + N = 1, 2, 3, 4,. . .
For a 4-bit control word, the maximum Ga value is 16.
When the switch is in position B, the op amp is con
nected as a voltage follower fed by a voltage divider, so
the gain is

Gb = Rc/ (Ri + Rc) = (R/N)/(Ri + R/N)
Because Ri is equal to R,

Gb = 1/(N+1) = 1, y2,

1/4,...

Thus the circuit can amplify (switch position A) or at
tenuate (switch position B).
The circuit as shown will handle analog input levels

Programable gain or attenuation. The operational-amplifier circuit has a gain of GA = N + 1 or GB = 1 /(N +1), depending on whether
switch S is set to position A or position B. The number N is the value of the negative-logic binary number applied to the digital inputs. If pro
gramable sign-reversal is required, a digitally controlled inverter [Electronics, March 6, p. 85] can be used in tandem with the amplifier.
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of ±7 volts, and the digital inputs will accept TTL logic
levels. The bias resistors and supply voltage can be var
ied as needed for use with other logic forms. The offset

is about 0.02 V maximum in the B mode and 0.25 V
maximum in the A mode and is a function of gain. Ad
ditional digits can be added for finer control.
□

Bootstrap circuit generates
high-voltage pulse train

driven to saturation. Capacitor C1-1 charges through the
path D3-1, Ci-i, D2.i, and Q2.i. Concurrently, Ci.2
charges through the path D3.2, C1.2, D2.2, and Q2.2. So,
in this circuit condition, all of the capacitors charge in
parallel, and the potential difference across each capaci
tor is equal to the supply fine voltage of 200 volts:

by Lawrence H. Bannister
Center for Space Research, MIT, Cambridge, Mass.

Fi-n

= F1-2 = Ku =

Fout =

A circuit can easily be built to generate a high-voltage
pulse train from a low-voltage power supply. Such a cir
cuit is used in a recently developed spacecraft instru
ment to generate a 400-hertz square wave with an am
plitude of 4 kilovolts from 20 identical 200-volt stages
connected in series. A high-voltage supply is not needed
because each stage includes a capacitor that functions
as a floating power supply for the next stage. These ca
pacitors are charged in parallel and then connected in
series so that the pulse generator does its own dc-to-dc
conversion.
The schematic of Fig. 1 is drawn to emphasize the
modularity of the circuit. To simplify the explanation, it
is assumed that all transistors and diodes are perfect
switches, having infinite impedance when turned off
and zero voltage-drop when turned on.
Suppose, first, that transistors Qu, Qi_2, . . . Qi-n
are all turned off. Then diodes Du, Di_2, . . . Di_n are
forward-biased and transistors Q2.i, Q2.2, . . . Q2.n are

F2_n = V2-2

V = + 200 V
0

= K2-1 =

If, now, Q14 is turned on, diode Du no longer con
ducts, so Q2-i turns off. Current through resistor R3_!
then causes Q3.i to turn on, and the emitter potential of
Q3-1 approaches its collector potential so that V2-1 = V
= +200 v. And, because Cn was previously charged
to the supply voltage, Yu = V2.i + V '= 2V = +400
V.
Now, regardless of the state of Qi.2, when V2-1 be
comes positive, Di.2 becomes reverse-biased, and there
fore Q2-2 turns off. Current through R3.2 then causes
Q3-2 to turn on, and the emitter potential of this transis
tor approaches its collector potential so that:
= Ki-i = 2V = + 400 v
Vy-2 = V2-2 + V = 3V = + 600 v

As illustrated by Fig. 2, this sequence continues along
the series of stages, each stage increasing the positive
level of the pulse by V volts. The final output voltage is
NV volts, where N is the number of stages and V is the

1. Kilovolt generator. Square wave of 4 kV at 400 Hz is produced by circuit with 20 low-voltage stages. Each stage includes a capacitor (CJ
that acts as a floating power supply for the next stage. The capacitors are charged in parallel and then connected in series. If lower output
voltage is desired, input can be applied to Qi_2 or Q,.3 or. . . instead of Qu. (Actual circuit also includes elements shown in Fig. 3.)
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Latchproof CMOS
Analog Switches
Latchproof CMOS analog switches—another
reason why Siliconix, the analog switch leader, is
the best source to fill your needs. Our exclusive
new process (patent pending) eliminates latchup
in CMOS analog switches by reducing parasitic
PNP-NPN Beta to less than one!
Features:
• No latchup under any conditions—no external protection
required.
• Full ±15 V analog signal range—ideal for op amps.
© Low ros (ON) f°r error-free operation.
• Full TTL and CMOS compatibility over the —55GC
to +125°C temperature range without
external components.
• Break-before-make switching action.
• New high-current capability— 100mA pulse on DG200.

Sequential 16-Transducer Scanner (8 channels illustrated)
+15V

-15V

Typical Application: Integrator Reset & Hold

Take your choice from these
CMOS switches:
® DG200 — 2-channel SPST —
70 n max. ON resistance.
• DG 201 — 4-channel SPST —
175 Cl max. ON resistance.
• DG506— 16-channel MUX400 Ci max. ON resistance.
© DG507 —8-channel differential
MUX — 400 Ci max. ON resistance.
• DG508 —8-channel MUX —
400 Q max. ON resistance.
• DG 509 —4-channel differential
MUX —400 Q max. ON resistance.

Siliconix latchproof
CMOS analog switches are
ideal for multiplexing, de
multiplexing, computer in
terface, commutation,
signal processing and many
other applications. For
further information or
applications:

DG2O1

write for data

Siliconix S.A.RI_
70-72 Avenue du General de Gaulle
Echat 559
94020 Creteil Cedex
France
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siliconix Limited
30Ä High Street
Thatcham, Newbury
Berks RG13 4JG
United Kingdom

Siliconix GmbH
7024 Bernhausen
Postfach 1340
lohannestrasse 27
West Germany
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2. Timing. The stages start switching sequentially, as diodes Du Di_2, . . . successively become back-biased, but after all stages are
switched, they change voltage levels concurrently. Therefore the rise time is essentially that of a single stage. Similarly, the fall time is essen
tially independent of the number of stages. The output amplitude is the product of the power-supply voltage and the number of stages.

supply voltage. Because the stages switch concurrently,
the total pulse rise time is only slightly longer than the
rise time of one stage.
Smaller-amplitude pulses can be generated by
switching only the last few stages to the “high” state.
For example, if Qi-i remains off, but Qi_2 is turned on,
the first stage will remain in the “low” state with Vi-i =
V = + 200 V but all subsequent stages will switch to the
“high” state so that Vout = (N - 1)V. If only Qi.n is
turned on, the preceding stages will remain in the “low”
state and the output pulse amplitude will just be V
volts. Generally, then, the output-pulse amplitude can
be selected in increments of V up to a maximum of NV.
The positive-going edge of the pulse generated by the
circuit of Fig. 1 is quite slow because, in each stage,
when Q2 is turned off, the potential at the base of Q3 in
creases exponentially toward a limiting value. Further,
the output impedance of the circuit is quite large be
cause the current in R3 approaches zero in the “high”
state and Q3 never really saturates.
The circuit modification shown in Fig. 3 prevents
these problems by the use of positive feedback in and
between the stages. R3 is connected to provide positive
feedback within the stage; when Q2 is turned off and Q3
starts to conduct, the potential at the top end of R3 re
mains V volts above the potential at the emitter of Q3.
Thus, the potential difference across R3 is sensibly con
stant, and Q3 is driven by a constant current supply so
that its base potential increases linearly until the base
collector junction is forward-biased. Q3 then behaves
Eke an inverted switch transistor with a very low offset
voltage that is just the difference between the voltage
drops of the base-emitter and base-collector diodes.
R4 and C2 provide positive feedback from one stage
to the immediately preceding stage to speed the switch
ing action. For example, when the stages switch to the
“high” state, V2_L increases toward LV while V2.M in
creases toward MV. The difference between these volt
ages, MV - LV = (L+ 1)V - LV = V, causes a tran-
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3. Feedback. To achieve 400-Hz operation, the circuit in Fig. 1 is
modified as shown here. R3s provide positive feedback within each
stage, and R4s and C2s provide positive feedback from each stage to
the preceding stages. Without the feedback, rise time is about 1 ms;
with feedback, rise and fall times are both less than 0.1 ms.

sient current through R^m that drives the base of Q3.L
positive more rapidly.
With these feedback connections, the operating cir
cuit produces a 400-Hz square wave with rise and fall
times of about 100 microseconds that are essentially in
dependent of the number of stages switched. The num
ber of stages switched changes only the amplitude of
the square wave; this amplitude can be selected in in
crements of 200 v, up to a maximum of 4,000 v for a 20stage circuit. The only high-voltage components are the
diodes labelled Di in Fig. 1. In the spacecraft instru
ment, series strings of diodes are used as Di to provide
the necessary isolation for the higher-voltage stages of
the pulse generator.
□
Designer’s casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thor
oughly the circuit’s operating principle and purpose. We’ll pay $50 for each item published.
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“A boom is on the
Are we ready
Seven thoughts
on preparing
for the next
boom in the
Electronics
Technology
Marketplace.
The boom is coming
sooner than we think.
The evidence is all around us.
Many segments of the market
have already found bottom and
are on the way up. Inventory
liquidation has been the most
rapid in the history of our
economy, and the pipelines are
almost empty. Federal monetary
policy has become extremely
stimulative. Interest rates are
down, and industry can afford to
invest in the instrumentation
and modernization it needs.
Productivity is increasing. And
our most reliable lead indicator
—the market—has been booming
for six months. No matter what
data you look at, it now seems
definite that we are in for a very
sharp economic upturn, and that
short of another Arab oil
embargo or a drastic tightening
of the money supply by the Fed,
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nothing can stop it. If you are
not planning for an electronics
economy that is booming by
year-end, you will be ’way too
late to take advantage of it.

2.

Be glad you’re in the
electronics business.

In terms of real product demand,
the recession has been slight or
non-existent in many sectors of
the Electronics Technology
Market. For example, a major
instrumentation manufacturer
just reported on its most recent
six months: Incoming orders up
11%, salesup 14%, profits up
21*7—compared with the
“boom” market of late 1973 and
early 1974. Even in the hard-hit
semiconductor industry, there is
a good deal of evidence that real
product usage will be essentially
flat from 1974 to 1975, and that
the apparent boom-bust in
bookings and shipments is
entirely due to inventory.
Considèring that the economy
as a whole has experienced its
sharpest recession since the ’30’s,
the electronics market has
performed extremely well. It will
far outperform the economy
during the recovery—especially
if we are ready for the boom.

3.

Start now to build
inventories.

Sound crazy? Consider this: an
important part of the boom and
subsequent bust was based on
product shortages, which led to
panic buying, which in turn led
to panic production, and thus to
inflated inventories. Let’s not do
this again.
It shouldn’t take any genius to
figure out what products the
market would need for a sharp
year-end recovery, and it
wouldn’t be a super-gutsy
decision to start now to build
toward that level. But let’s also
be sensible. Ideally, each
company should build only
toward the market share it can
legitimately expect to get.
Otherwise, we’ll have everybody
building to get 50 % market
share, and it will be August,
1974 all over again.
Get your marketing
house in order.

In the last boom, marketing and
sales people spent a major part
of their time killing snakes—
expediting their factories, and
hand-holding their customers.
Let’s not do that again either.
Now is the time to organize
and mechanize your marketing
and distribution operations, your
communications, and your
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way.
for prosperity?”
service functions so your sales
staff can be free to do what it
does best—close orders. A quick
review—painful as it may be—
of the problems you had during
the last boom should tell you
what changes to make.

5.

Unload some old ideas.

One of the reasons we keep
making the same mistakes each
time the economic cycle repeats
itself is that we keep clinging to
our old ideas, articles of faith,
corporate dogma, and former
solutions. I wish I had a dollar
for every knee-jerk statement
I’ve heard about share of market
(“we know all our customers”),
market coverage (“80% of our
business comes from 20% of our
customers”), forecasting (“the
resistor market will grow 7 % per
year through 1983”), market
development (“we have a
planning department for that”),
target audiences (“we want to
reach the design engineer”), ad
budgets (“wespend 2.3% of
sales”), etc., etc.
Consider spending some time
in a cool, quiet, dark place—
rethinking all the things you
“know,” and tossing out those
that are beginning to look a little
tired. And you’d better do it now
—because the business cycles are
coming faster and sharper, and
the old ideas just aren’t good
enough anymore. And because in
a few months you’re going to be
too busy to do it at all.

6.

Start now to broaden
your markets for 1976.

One of the important lessons of
the 1974-75 downturn is that
companies which had broadened
their markets during the boom
outperformed their competitors
in the bust—by very wide
margins. It doesn’t much matter
whether the broadening was in
customer base, product/service
mix, or geography.
One of the best ways to get
ready for the next boom is to turn
on your marketing operation
now, and turn it on with the
main objective of finding new
customers. One way you could do
this is to hire more salesmen.
Now is the time, because it will
take months of training before
they can be productive, and also
because in six months everybody
will have decided to hire, and
good people will be hard to find.
The other thing you can do is
turn on your advertising. Think
about that for a moment.
Advertising is the cheapest, most
efficient way to help new
customers find you, and you can
turn it on in a couple of weeks
without any training at all.
Besides, you can turn it on now
before the market gets cluttered
with messages—in six months,
everybody will be advertising
again.

7

e

Be glad you’re not in
my business.

Do electronics companies cut
advertising in a recession? Do
they ever. In the first 5 months
of 1975, the advertising page
pool for which Electronics
competes is down a whopping
26% from last year. Our market
share is substantially up, but
that’s small comfort.
Yet when all the smoke clears
away, and the 1974-75 recession
is studied, we will learn again
what every recession of the past
has taught us: Companies which
maintain or increase their
advertising investments in
recessions make more profit
during the recessions, and come
out of the recession with
improved market share—
compared with companies
that cut.
In other words, companies
which take a long, consistent
view of their markets and their
marketing objectives do well in
good times and bad.

And now, a word from
the sponsor—
When you decide to broaden your
markets by turning on your
advertising, the most effective
place you can put that advertising
is in Electronics.

Daniel A. McMillan III
Publisher

Electronics
THE SOURCE. DM
This is the Seventh of a series of editorials on advertising, marketing, and planning in the Electronics Technology Marketplace. Your comments are welcome.
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Wiegand wire: new material
for magnetic-based devices
Switching properties of specially-treated magnetic wires can generate
pulses of up to 500 millivolts, with amplitudes unaffected by speed
of operation, and no electrical power needed for most applications
by Philip E. Wigen,

□ About 10 years ago, John Wiegand discovered that
by properly work-hardening a magnetic wire, it is pos
sible, along the exterior “shell” of the wire, to produce a
coercive force significantly greater than the coercive
force in the wire’s core. By virtue of this magnetic dif
ferential, and depending on certain external conditions,
the direction of magnetization in the core of the wire
can be the same or opposite to that in the shell. And
switching from one state to the other is easily and repeatably induced at well-defined magnetic-field levels.
Short lengths of wire exhibiting the Wiegand effect
can serve as the heart of magnetic pulse generators that
have distinct advantages over similar devices, including
non-contact operation and a facility for being “read” by
detection devices having virtually no input power.
Other important advantages are that pulse signals are
not rate sensitive, meaning the amplitude of the pulse
signal remains the same regardless of speed of oper
ation; they offer any combination of pulse-generation
direction and polarity, that is, uni-directional or bi-di
rectional, unipolar or bipolar. Thus any combination of
direction and polarity are available for pulse gener
ation. And such devices are capable of withstanding se
vere environments, including temperatures from -95°F
to +300°F.
Over the years, Wiegand has developed material
composition and work-hardening procedures to a point
where brief pulses (IO-4 duration) at levels of 2 milkwatts can be produced. With properly-designed detec
tors, peak voltages of 500 milfivolts in the 50-ohm load
have been observed.
Domains are oriented

While switching is not a new application for magnetic
devices, the Wiegand effect introduces new capabilities
in a variety of applications. There is now, for example, a
credit-card reading device that needs no electrical
power input into the read head. Also possible are a
Wiegand-encoded key, a non-contact switch, a flowme
ter that’s bidirectional and impervious to severe envi
ronmental conditions, and a rotary pulse generator that

Ohio State University

causes no wear on the read head—to name a few. These
are being developed under the registered trademark
SNMW, for self-nucleating magnetic wire.
Before considering the operation of the Weigand ef
fect, it would be well to review a few properties of mag
netic materials. In a “demagnetized” material, illus
trated in Fig. 1(a), different regions or “domains” in the
material have their magnetizations oriented in different
directions, with domain walls separating them. The ag
gregate magnetization, M, in this state, is zero. By ap
plying a magnetic field, H, to a magnetic material a net
magnetization process occurs in three phases. Initially
the domain walls move but are reversible, that is, if the
magnetic field is removed, the domain walls will return
to their original positions. In the next phase, the domain
walls move irreversibly. Eventually the domain walls in
effect disappear, as in Fig. 1(b), and the direction of the
magnetization is uniformly in the direction of the field
(c); this third phase is caked magnetization rotation.
The magnetization process is shown in Fig. 2.
If the magnetization process is reversed, the material
will not return to its original magnetic condition. In
stead, as the magnetic field is reversed, the magnetiza
tion passes through zero at a value caked the coercive
force field. The resulting plot of M versis H is called the
hysteresis loop, as shown in Fig. 3.

Geometry considered

In a_sufficiently large magnetic field, the magnetiza
tion, M, of the material is oriented into the direction of
the magnetic field and the material is said to be satu
rated. Magnetic “poles” are formed on the surfaces of
the material in a famikar pattern (Fig. 4). The pole dis
tribution wik establish a magnetic field that is opposite
to the direction of the material’s magnetization. If the
external apphed magnetic field, H, is removed, the mag
netic field produced by the pole distribution wik tend
to demagnetize the material. In a permanent magnet,
the magnetization maintains its polarization because
the internal coercive force field of the material is larger
than the demagnetization field.

Closing the loop
Readers interested in discussing the Wiegand-effect technology and its applications may call Milton Velinsky, who heads product
developmentfor Wiegand Electronics. Days: July 16 and 17, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Number: (201) 291-3818.
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Who’s John Wiegand?
The man who has devoted much of his life to magnetics
and who discovered and exploited the effect bearing his
name, is neither an engineer nor a physicist. He’s a musi
cian by training, but instead of music, he chose to devote
himself to the application of magnetics.
Born in Germany in 1912, John Wiegand came to the
United States in the 1930s and studied piano and choral
conducting at the Juilliard School of Music in New York-.
While attending Juilliard he became interested in audio
amplifiers and later became an engineering assistant for
magnetic amplifiers at the Bell Telephone Laboratory.
These moves set Wiegand on a different course than
music. In 1944 he began working for Sperry Gyroscope
Co., Lake Success, N.Y., and later for a Government
contractor as a product developer of tape recorders. In
1965 he began to pursue the magnetic research that led
to the development and patenting of the Wiegand effect.
He has been issued 13 U.S. patents and has several more
U.S. and foreign patents pending, all dealing with mag
netics.
When Wiegand began his independent research he
was joined by Milton Velinsky. Together they organized
Wiegand Electronics to develop product applications for
the Wiegand effect. Velinsky’s primary responsibility has
been in arranging licensing agreements with manufac
turers.

The strength of the demagnetization field will depend
on the geometry of the sample. A thin flat disk has a
strong, uniform demagnetization field. As the ratio of
the width to the length of the magnetic material de
creases, the demagnetization field at the center of the
sample gets weaker although it is still quite strong near
the end faces (Fig. 4).
In an ellipsoidally shaped piece of material, the de
magnetization field is uniform throughout, and for a
sample magnetized along the ellipsoidal axis the magni
tude of the demagnetization field is given by
HQ = 4irNM

(1)

where N is the demagnetization factor of the ellipsoid.
For non-ellipsoidal geometries, the demagnetization
field is not uniform and can only be approximated. For
wires, the demagnetization field at the center of a
sample will depend on the solid angle subtended by the
face of the bar from the central point of the wire. For

the wire shown in Fig. 5, the solid angle will be propor
tional to the ratio d/L and the demagnetization field
can be approximated by the expression
Ho = -c(d/L) M

(2)

where c is a proportionality constant somewhat less
than
This relationship is accurate to within 5% when
L/d is greater than 10. In the wires used for the Wie
gand effect, M is 1,000 gauss and L/d is about 100 for a
wire one centimeter long. The resulting demagnetiza
tion field at the center of the wire is about 10 oersteds.
As noted earlier, this field is responsible for the de
magnetization of a saturated material when the external
field is removed. However, in a long wire, L/d = 1,000,
the demagnetization field at the center of the wire is
negligible.
If the wire is placed under tension, an internal coer
cive force field provides a stable state of magnetization
when the magnetization lies parallel to the axis of the

1. Three states. Domain arrangements for a polycrystalline material, such as Permalloy, are drawn for simplicity as if each crystalline con
tains a single domain. In the demagnetized state (a), domains are oriented randomly. As a magnetic field is applied, the domains begin to
orient in the direction of the applied field, as in (b). In (c) a saturated state is achieved wherein the domains are uniformly in one direction. In
a Wiegand wire, the core magnetization remains in the phase represented by (b), but the net magnetization can be switched back and forth.
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wire. On the other hand, if a magnetic field is applied in
the direction opposite to that of the magnetization, the
reversal process occurs by domain-wall propagation.
Traveling at velocities near 105 cm/s, these complex do
main walls take on the characteristics shown in Fig. 6.
At this velocity the switching time is very short and the
peak power is high.
In the Wiegand effect, this magnetization-reversal
process is coupled with some unusual physical proper
ties imparted to the wire. The wire first is treated to
work-harddn the outside. As a result, a relatively large
coercive force field, on the order of 20 to 30 Oe, is pro
duced in this layer. Once the magnetization of the wire
shell is set in one direction, an applied magnetic field of
more than 30 Oe in the opposite direction will be re
quired to reverse its magnetization. On the other hand,

the inner core has relatively low coercive force and can
be reversed in a magnetic field of less than 10 Oe. Dur
ing the magnetization process, the core switches by do
main-wall propagation as discussed above, but now the
shell region of the wire remains unchanged. When the
shell and core are magnetized in the same direction, the
wire is magnetized. When they are in opposite direc
tions, a permanent cylindrical domain wall exists and
the wire is in a demagnetized state.

2. Magnetic boundaries. A typical magnetization process occurs in
three phases: first, a reversible phase in which the domain bound
aries move, next an irreversible phase, and finally the domain walls in
effect disappear with all the magnetization in one direction.

4. Poles apart. Magnetic poles, formed on the uniformly magne
tized surfaces of a cylinder, establish a magnetic field opposite to the
direction of the magnetization. If the external field is removed, the
field established by the poles tends to demagnetize the sample.

3. Magnetic switch. In this plot of a typical hysteresis curve, the
coercive field Ho is the reverse field necessary to bring the magneti-

5. In reverse. The demagnetization field of a long cylinder (wire) will
be proportional to d/L. This demagnetization field operates in a satu
rated material when the external magnetization field is removed,
which is a key factor in the Wiegand effect.

zatioh M to zero; the remanence Mr is the value of M at H = O; and
the saturation magnetization Ms is the limiting value of M.
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Set and reset
In a short wire of 1 centimeter the demagnetization
field is on the order of 10 Oe and will shift the magneti
zation loop or Wiegand loop to either side of zero, de
pending on the state of the magnetization in the shell.
As the magnetic field is increased the magnetization
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6. Wire domain. The approximate shape of the domain formed during the switching process in an inelastically stretched nickel-iron wire
travels down the wire at a rate of about 2 x 105 centimeters per second. At this velocity, switching times are on the order of 100 ps.

enters a “set” or magnetized condition when the cylin
drical domain wall between the shell and the core in ef
fect disappears. On reduction of the magnetic field, the
core reverses direction again, producing a cylindrical
domain wall at the “reset” value of the field. The
treated short wire, therefore, produces the magnetic
loop (Fig. 7) that can be applied to various product de
signs.
In the Wiegand-effect devices, the wire is made of a
variety of magnetic alloys. Two readily-available mate
rials include Permalloy (50 Ni, 50 Fe) and Vicalloy (10
V, 52 Co, 38 Fe). By a twisting action, the shell of a 10mil wire is work-hardened to produce a coercive field of
20 to 40 Oe. The core meanwhile maintains a relatively
low coercive field, in the neighborhood of 5 Oe. Thus, in
a long wire saturated to the right, the core switches in
an applied field of about ±5 Oe to either the left or the
right with the magnetization of the shell remaining un
changed.
If the ratio of length to diameter is chosen properly,
the demagnetization field of the wire will be large
enough for the set and the reset processes to occur for
magnetic fields over the range of 0 to 20 oersteds.
As for the short-wire configuration,_the demagnetiza
tion will be given by Hd = -c(d/L)M. The value of c
will depend on the degree of magnetic saturation, and
will probably be less than 4 tt. Using the midpoint be
tween Hset and HreSet as the value of the demagnetiza
tion field, the magnitude of c can be determined by
computing Hd/M versus d/L for a number of wires,
and turns out to be approximately 2 for this case. From
the Wiegand loop in Fig. 7, domain wall switching
apparently occurs when M/Ms is about 0.5 or when the
material is only half saturatecl. In equation (2), this ac
counts for the significant deviation of the constant, c,
from the expected value of 4 tt.
By reversing the applied magnetic field sufficiently to
switch the magnetization in the shell, the Wiegand loop
will occur in the negative M and H directions, indicat
ing the bipolar nature of the switching process.
Experiments have shown that the velocity of the do
main wall in a wire will be given by

v = A(H-H0)

(3)

where A = 40,000 cm/s Oe for Permalloy and H - Ho is
the field acting on the domain wall. In the short wire, Ho
is the demagnetization field and H is the applied mag
netic field at which the magnetization is reversed. The
result is a domain-wall velocity of 2 X 105 cm/s. A
1-cm wire should produce a pulse width of 5 micro
seconds. However, the domain wall observed in Fig. 6 is
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7. Wire switch. A key factor in the Wiegand effect is the magnetic
loop that provides “set” and “reset” points that are repeatable and
depend upon the relative magnetization of shell and core of the wire.

stretched out to a length of nearly 100 cm. The resulting
switching is the creation of a domain wall that propa
gates from one end to the other in 5 to 10 ys. The do
main wall then expands radially at a much lower veloc
ity resulting in a switching time in the neighborhood of
100 ps. The very rapid axial velocity assures one pulse
per switch.
In the switching process, the magnetic system is
changing from a higher energy state to a lower energy
state. The difference in the energy, Ae, between these
states is given by

Ae = Hint MV

(4)

where Hint is the internal magnetic field, AM is the dif
ference in the magnetization in the two states, and V is
the volume of the material involved in the switching
process.
Applications

The energy radiated into surrounding space can be
detected by appropriately designed detectors. For an in
ternal magnetic field (Hint) on the order of 10 Oe, a dif
ference in magnetization before and after switching of
100 gauss (AM) and a d/L ratio of 0.01, a 1-cm wire
switching in 10-4 sec. radiates a power of 2 milliwatts.
Experimentally, detector signals up to 500 millivolts
have been recorded in 50 ohm loads.
Practical applications of the Wiegand effect are rela
tively simple to implement. For instance, a magnetic
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FUNCTION
GENERATOR
------ ► CH 1

TO OSCILLOSCOPE

L, = 890 TURNS ON 1/2-IN. DIA. BY 2.75-IN. LONG
LUCITE CYLINDER, ID = 0.25 IN.

-------► CH 2

L2 = 1,000 TURNS OVER L, CENTER POSITION ±0.25 IN.

SYNC

DIAGRAM OF WIEGAND WIRE INSERTED INTO THE TEST COIL

(b)

8. Sensing. Typical Wiegand-wire test apparatus (a) has a coil arrangement as in (b). Output signal (c) shows oscilloscope trace of wave
forms in drive coil Li and sense coil L2. The means of detecting the signal pulse depends on the particular application, however.

9. Moving on. Schematic of a transformer-style read head shows
the “switching” magnets used to control the position of the switch
ing signal for maximum sensitivity of the read head as Wiegandtreated wire passes in direction of the arrow.
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field of 10 oersteds can be applied by a small magnet
moving relative to the wire, or by applying a direct cur
rent to a coil wrapped around the wire. In either config
uration the switching process occurs when the magnetic
field achieves a certain magnitude that depends on the
length of the wire and the state of the magnetization.
The important point is that the switching is indepen
dent of the rate at which the magnetic field is applied.
The signal in the detector is not rate sensitive, giving the
same output for operation at a low or high velocity.
The means of detecting the signal pulse depends on
the particular application. If the wire is at rest and the
magnetic field in the surrounding space is changing, the
detector may be a coil wrapped around the Wiegand
wire.
Details of the coil arrangement in a typical test appa
ratus are down in Fig. 8, where the drive coil is Li and
the detector or sense coil is L2. Waveforms of the mag
netic field drive in Li and the switching signals induced
in L2 are also shown.
In other applications it is desirable to mount the mag
netic wire, or series of wires, on a device moving
through a changing magnetic field. A transformer-type
read head (Fig. 9) is particularly useful in such an ar
rangement. A typical system may have up to 150 wires
mounted on a 5-cm-diameter wheel. As the wheel roElectronlcs/July 10,1975

10. Turning point. Rotary pulser with Wiegand wires embedded in
the rotor could be used for electronic auto ignition since the pulse
generated is independent of the velocity of the distributor shaft. As
each wire passes the read head a pulse is generated, which could
be used to produce, among other things, an ignition spark.
11. Easy reading. As a card reader, a Wiegand-effect system could
provide binary-coded signals without need of power line or batteries.
Wires in the card slide past the magnetic read head, producing the
coded output signal without any other moving parts.

tates, small magnets on the read head cause the switch
ing action (Fig. 10). Such a device requires no electrical
input power to the read head, has a signal-to-noise ratio
of better than 40 dB, and a uniform signal amplitude at
rotation speeds that can vary from near zero to 720 rpm.
At a constant angular rotation velocity of the wheel, the
reproducibility of the pulse is ±10~4 seconds or about
the width of the pulse. The Wiegand effect is useful in
this application because it is a non-contact, solid-state
device composed of low-cost stable materials, and has a
long lifetime. The output signal varies by less than 2 dB
in the temperature range of -50°C to + 100°C. It will
operate in aqueous, gaseous, organic solvent, or vacuum
environment, and if properly encapsulated, it will oper
ate in a corrosive medium.
Because the polarity of the output signal is deter
mined by the form of the external magnetic field, the
device can be any combination of direction and polarity
to distinguish forward or backward motion. A typical
bipolar application of this feature is a plastic card
reader using binary coded output signals (Fig. 11). In
stead of using the C core shown in Fig. 9, an E core with
the coil wrapped on the center leg is used. By properly
cancelling the SNMW properties of one half or the
other of a Wiegand wire the induced pulse will have ei
ther positive or negative polarity.
Electronlcs/July 10,1975

This type of card reader offers several advantages.
The wires cannot be altered or “erased” except by de
stroying the entire card. The detection system requires
no electrical power input to the read head and the de
tection signal is independent of the velocity of the card
as it passes the read head.
The Wiegand-effect device will operate in single-wire
or multiple-wire configuration. It also can be used in a
wire bundle. In this configuration, the wires switch in a
mutually exclusive manner making distinct pulses from
each wire detectable. Signals from bundles of four to six
wires are readily discriminated, and as many as 20-wire
bundles have consistently produced individually-detectable pulses.
By alternating the way wires are arranged, other
products have been designed using the same Wiegandeffect technology. A plastic-key cylinder having two or
three embedded wires, when pushed into a reader-lock,
provides the signal to open a door. Window-mounted
Wiegand-effect wires sliding past a simple reader will
set off a burglar alarm. The pulse generator described
earlier can be designed as an automobile ignition sys
tem that will perform at any speed, and in harsh envi
ronments. In short, the fist of potential products cover
many applications that may require a pulse generator
or a magnetic-field sensor.
□
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If your bench scope soys your ECL
logic looks like this...

...you’re using the newlOOMHz
8100-D Digital Logic Recorder
from Biomation.
Introducing the new 100MHz Glitch Fixer:
Biomation's 8100-D puts a faster fix on
faster glitches.
The original Glitch Fixer, Biomation's 810-D,
has been helping a lot of engineers study timing
relationships of 8-bit signals at speeds up
tolOMHz.
But because the world's going faster—with
MECL, ECL II, ECL III and Schottky-clamped l2L
parts in your boards—we've built a new digital
logic recorder, the 8100-D, with speeds upto
JOOMHz.
It's the new-and-faster way to turn your
ordinary bench scope into a data stream display.
It records 8 data channels at once and presents
them in the same format you're used to seeing on
data sheets.
The 8100-D features built-in combinatory
logic setting to help you isolate your problem
event fast. It has a big memory, too; can store up
to 2,048 8-bit data words, including the often
critical information that lies just ahead of the

triggering event. And it also provides digital
output for computer analysis or mass storage.
The 8100-D is a piece of diagnostic instru
mentation that circuit designers and trouble
shooters have been asking us for. We will be glad
to send you all the splendid details. Just use the
reader service number or get in touch with us
directly. Biomation, 10411 Bubb Road, Cupertino,
CA 95014. (408) 255-9500.TWX 910 338 0226.

bfomotfon
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Circle 106 on reader service card
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Timing: a crucial factor in
LSI-MOS main=memory design
Extremely tight constraints are manageable, but not without definite
ground rules under which to proceed; herewith some ground rules
to make the most of the cost/speed advantages of semiconductors
by Len Levine and Ware Myers,

xerox corp.,

eiSegundo,

calif.

□ Semiconductor main memories based on MOS ran
dom-access-memory devices offer important advantages
to the designer. Cost per bit is substantially less than
core, and read and write access times are faster. But in
using many types of MOS rams, the memory designer
faces opposing constraints that are difficult to reconcile.
He must assure that the memory operates slowly
enough—that is, the reset and clock periods are long
enough—to avoid bit errors. On the other hand, the
longer the reset and clock periods, the slower the basic
computer speed.
Also, in setting the optimum speed, the designer must
consider that critically related signals are found at the
ends of long logic chains, whose delays can vary from
unit to unit. He must maintain critical timing relation

ships across hundreds of manufactured units in which
component delays can lie anywhere between specified
minimums and specified maximums.
There are four major rules a designer can follow to
assure proper timing in a semiconductor memory:
■ Where several timing signals are required, use a
multitapped delay line. This maintains excellent rela
tive accuracies from tap to tap.
■ Arrange the critical sequences so as to use gates on
the same chip, thus taking advantage of the chip’s in
herent tracking characteristics.
■ When possible, use relative—not absolute—timing tol
erances and measure all timing with respect to the clos
est common reference point.
■ Do not overlook the small timing shifts that can de-

ADDRESS

1. Memory. A system built around an MOS random-access-memory device can use delay lines to'distribute timing signals having close tim
ing accuracies. In the logic chains leading to the memory, gates on the same chips can help equalize time delays.
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2. Timing Is everything. For each of the signals to a semiconductor memory, there are basic restrictions on when transitions for address
changes, input-output, write and read signals can occur. (Voltage levels are for MOS and TTL devices.)

2. Reset must have a duration of at least 110 nano
seconds. During Reset, the device is pre-charged and
the address inputs disabled.
3. After the Reset line, designated NRESET(MOS),
is taken high, there must be a period of at least 50 ns to
allow the address decoders on the device to function.
During this period, the address lines must be valid.
4. During the Clock period, which must be at least
100 ns, information is written into or read from the ad
dressed cell. Also, this input is what gates the address
decoders.
5. The spacing from the end of the Clock to the be
ginning of Reset for the next cycle, both taken at MOS
voltage levels, must be greater than zero. Overlapping
of these two signals can damage the storage cells.
3. Delay line output. Rise and fall times at the delay-line outputs de
The lower part of Fig. 2 shows the key signals in a
pend on the relative position of the tap, and outputs are defined at
write cycle. Two criteria assure that data will be settled
the 2.5-volt level. Since TTL circuits respond at 1,5-V level, extra de
on the inputs to the MOS RAM devices at the beginning
lays can occur for taps near the end of the line.
of the clock period:
velop because of small variations among the levels of ■ Write Enable (which is applied to the write ampli
fiers) must be available at least 75 ns ahead of Clock.
logic-element thresholds.
■ Data must be settled at the write-amplifier inputs at
The measuring stick
least 65 ns before Clock.
For a read cycle (Fig. 2) there is only one critical rela
The proper design approach is best studied with a
particular example. This article is based on a design us tion: data will have settled at the outputs of the read
ing the 7635 TTL-to-MOS Driver, 75370 Read/Write amplifiers 100 ns after the leading edge of
Amplifier, and AMS 6002 X 1 MOS RAM device (Fig. 1). NCLOCK(MOS) and can be latched into the output regis
The basic timing, shown in the upper portion of Fig. 2, ter after that point. Consequently the latch strobe
should be timed to the settled data as closely as ac
is the same for the write cycle and the read cycle:
1.
The address lines change prior to or during Reset. cumulated tolerances will permit.
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NRESET (MOS)

NCLOCK (MOS)

DELAY LINE ONE SHOT

DELAY LINE ONE SHOT

4. Reset and clock. Use of two delay lines permits shorter lines, with closer relative timing accuracies. Circuits in the gates and TTL-to-MOS
devices which lead to the memory are arranged on the same chips so that their performance tracks closely.

At the memory-system level, a memory access must
be completed within the 700-ns computer-micro
instruction period. This period covers not only the ac
tual memory-access time, which is 330 ns worst-case,
but also the time the computer needs to command an
access, make address and data available (for a write
cycle), or further process data read-out (in a read cycle).
Because the MOS RAM device is dynamic, the storage
cells must be refreshed periodically, at least once every
2 milliseconds. This imposes the additional constraint of
having to accommodate refresh cycles within the timing
limits.
Fundamentally, two approaches to refresh can be
taken. The first causes the computer to delay a memory
access when refresh is due. The second “hides” the re
fresh cycle in the overall time allowed for one memory
access. The latter method was used in this application.
With a 330-ns memory access maximum, there are 370
ns left in the overall time for refresh.
However, with this method of refreshing the memory,
there is another timing limitation. In theory a memory
access cycle of 330 ns can be followed by a refresh cycle
of 330 ns, and both cycles can be carried out well within
the 700-ns compfuter-clock period. In practice, the logic
chain leading to a memory access port must be approxi
mately equal in length to the logic chain leading to a re
fresh cycle. The beginning of one chain is offset from
the beginning of the other by 350 ns—half the computer
period.
Determining when to do a memory access and when
Electronics/July 10, 1975

5. Driving time. The TTL-to-MOS driver tends to stretch out the
trailing edge and the MOS pulse widths are larger than the TTL
widths. This fact must be taken into account when calculating the
pulse widths of the TTL signals.

to do a refresh takes quite a bit of what may be thought
of as parallel logic. Each chain is initiated basically
from the computer clock, but the length of one chain
must be within ±20 ns of the length of the other chain,
after allowing for the worst-case tolerance accumula
tion-minimum for one chain and maximum for the
other. The absolute length of the chains is critical to the
criterion of completing an overall memory cycle within
700 ns.
For error-free memory operation, precise distribution
of timing signals is essential. To meet this requirement a
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yond the nominal time. On one 200-ns delay line, the
fall time at the first tap was observed to be 10 ns and at
the last tap, 20 ns. Consequently, the amount of shift
from nominal must be calculated for each tap used. On
the tailing edge of the tap output, the threshhold is ad
vanced by a comparable time, but this is of less interest
here because all of the key signals in the memory are
derived from the leading edges.
The apparent tap shift from nominal, resulting from
rise-fall time, can be compensated when necessary by
using adjacent taps.
Reset-clock relationship

6. Common reference. Relative timing is measured from a common
reference point (CRP). In 6(a), parallel logic chains lead to the
NSTART signal but the multiplexer stage (MUX) adds extra delay tol
erance. In 6(b) the multiplexer is replaced by logic gates.

highly accurate delay line of the powdered-iron-toroid
type was selected.
This delay fine possesses three significant character
istics. First, the absolute accuracy of the delay from the
input to any output tap is specified at ±3%. This repre
sents the maximum timing error introduced by the de
lay line between a tap output and a signal elsewhere in
the memory system.
Second, the relative accuracy, or tap-to-tap tolerance,
is much better than the overall accuracy. For example,
for a tap-to-tap difference between 5 ns and 50 ns, the
tap-to-tap tolerance is ± 0.5 ns. Similarly, for 50 ns to
100 ns, tolerance is ±1.0 ns, and for 100 ns to 250 ns, the
tolerance is ±2.0 ns. These figures represent the toler
ance dispersion between key signals derived from taps
on the same delay fine. In other words, outputs of a de
lay fine may be said to “track” each other within a dis
persion range less than the normal tolerance.
Third, the delay time at each line tap shifts from
nominal as a result of rise-and-fall-time degradation,
and the amount of this shift is a function of the tap posi
tion on the line (see Fig. 3).
Adding it up

This delay results from a combination of factors. The
delay-fine taps are specified at the +2.5-volt level,
while the TTL threshold at which the signals become ef
fective is 1.5 V. Furthermore, the rise or fall time is di
rectly related to the number of inductor-capacitor sec
tions between the input and the output tap. For
example, if the rise/fall time is 20 ns, the 1-V difference
between 2.5 V and 1.5 V delays the threshold 4.5 ns be
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Two delay lines are used (Fig. 4) to obtain the Reset
and Clock signals to operate the MOS RAM devices
and to minimize the tolerance dispersion between them.
Use of two delay lines permits each line to be shorter
than one fine would be. The shorter lines provide
tighter relative tolerance than one long fine, and the
rise/fall times on shorter fines are less. Thus, the in
creased tolerance dispersion due to apparent tap shifts
resulting from rise-fall degradation of a longer line is re
duced with two shorter lines.
The leading edge of the Start signal of Fig. 4 is cho
sen as a common reference point that serves both to de
fine the leading edge of Reset and as an input to the
first delay line. The trailing edge and, consequently, the
width of the Reset signal are determined to the tap-totap precision of the delay Une by the 100-ns tap. This
combination of the Start gate, delay fine, and feedback
to the start gate may be thought of as a high-precision
one-shot.
The minimum, nominal, and maximum widths of the
Reset signal at the TTL level are calculated as follows:

Tap (100 ±1.0 ns)
Gate Al delay
NRESET(TTL) Width

99
__ 2
101ns

101
6
107 ns

100
4
104 ns

The tap-to-tap tolerance is employed here because the
main point of concern is the width of NRESET relative to
the address-decode period between Reset and Clock.
Absolute width is important, too. The width of Reset at
the TTL level is set short of the 100-ns minimum re
quired at the MOS level. How the TTL level gets
stretched by the TTL-to-MOS driver by the time it
reaches the MOS level is discussed later.
The 85-ns tap sets the leading edge of Clock and de
termines the duration of the device-decode period rela
tive to the trailing edge of NRESET:

Tap (85 ±1.0 ns)
Gate A2
Device-Decode time

84
__ 2
86 ns

85
4

89 ns

86
6
92 ns

The 90-ns tap on the second delay line fixes the width of
Clock, relative to its leading edge:
Tap (90 ±1.0 ns)
Gate A2
NCLOCK (TTL) Width

89
2
91 ns

90
4
94 ns

91
6
97 ns

To reduce the relative dispersion of Reset and Clock
at the MOS level, the principle of tracking components
can be used (Fig. 4). Elements located on the same chip
Electronics/July 10,1975

track each other in their performance much more
closely than elements on different chips. Consequently,
tolerance dispersion for tracking Schottky gates (A3 and
A4) can be reduced to ±0.5 ns compared to ±2 ns be
tween devices. Tests are necessary to establish the track
ing tolerance, since vendors do not normally specify this
value. The TTL-to-MOS drivers have a specified toler
ance of ±4 ns, but this can be reduced to ±1 ns between
drivers on the same device. Note that it must be kept in
mind that the reduced tolerance is relative, not abso
lute. Relative to each other, the signals being compared
may vary by the small tracking tolerance. But relative to
other signals, full tolerance dispersion applies.
In the Reset-Clock design, use of the tracking prin
ciple improves the dispersion through the two parallel
elements from ±6 ns to ±1.5 ns.
TTL-to-MOS stretching

The TTL-to-MOS drivers stretch out the trailing edge
of pulses applied to them (Fig. 5). The MOS level be
comes effective at the MOS RAM device 2.5 V below vss
(+20.5 V) and remains effective until the trailing edge
of the negative pulse returns to this level.
In terms of the width of the TTL pulse, (PWttl) the
width of the MOS pulse (PWmos) may be expressed as
follows (see Fig. 5):
FJTmos = PJFttl - /dhl + /dlh + ¿tlh

If Idhl = tDLH, as is approximately the case, then
PWmos = PWttl + UliiFor the driver used, 1tlh is 14 ±6 ns. In consequence,
the NRSET and NCLOCK widths at the TTL level, pre
viously calculated, are increased by this amount at the
MOS level.
The identification of the closest common reference
point for related signals permits the designer to ignore
tolerance buildup prior to the common point. Tolerance
dispersion can then be calculated from the common ref
erence point for the two (or more) signals whose times
must satisfy a specification with respect to each other.
For example, the inputs to the delay lines in Fig. 4 are
common reference points for signals derived from the
delay line.
To take another example, as in Fig. 6, the signal la
beled crp is the common reference point for the two
chains of components leading to NSTART. This latter
signal is itself another common reference point, consti
tuting the starting point for a MOS memory access. The
signal at CRP clocks two flip-flops and is the product of a
combinational logic network (not shown), which re
moves it by several stages from the basic computer
clock governing overall timing. Each flip-flop has a set
input, itself the product of a combinational network,
which determines when the flip-flop can be clocked.
The upper (start) path is triggered for a memory access,
read or write, while the lower path initiates a refresh
cycle. The J inputs are not shown in detail because they
are not critical to the timing.
Some of the successive gates in Fig. 6(a) may appear
unnecessary, but in the detailed design, additional
enabling or disabling signals were added at each gate
level to implement various logic requirements.
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Recall that the maximum memory cycle is 330 ns and
an access cycle and a refresh cycle must both be com
pleted within 700 ns. Under these circumstances, the
Start chain and the Refresh chain must be equal in de
lay length within a tolerance of ±20 ns. The original de
sign (Fig. 6a), had the following tolerance dispersions
from CRP:
Start
Refresh

Minimum
9 ns
13 ns

Typical
21ns
28 ns

Maximum
52 ns
63 ns

The worst-case path difference thus was 63 minus 9, or
54 ns, well in excess of the 20-ns requirement.
The excessive dispersion resulted from two factors.
First, a multiplexer device with a rather wide stage-de
lay tolerance was included in the Refresh path. Second,
relatively slow flip-flops, with a different device on each
path, were employed. Also, the paths were divided be
tween two modules whose designs happened to be the
responsibility of different groups.
Once the need to equalize path length and minimize
tolerance dispersion became apparent, two changes
were made. First, the multiplexer device was removed
from the Refresh path entirely, as in Fig. 6(b), and the
logic functions it was performing were reassigned to the
gates. This change tended to equalize path length as
well as eliminate one source of dispersion. Second, the
relatively slow flip-flops were replaced by Schottky flip
flops—not so much to gain speed, but because the
Schottky devices have low dispersion. To further reduce
disperson, the two flip-flops were obtained in a single
package. The result is that the current design has the
following dispersion:

Start
Refresh

Minimum
9 ns
8 ns

Typical
17 ns
15 ns

Maximum
26 ns
23 ns

Maximum dispersion from the common reference point
is now ±9 ns, well within the required figure of ±20 ns.
Thus, when a new memory design involves critical
time relationships the designer should take advantage
of the concepts developed in this article: precise timing
sources (such as delay lines), common reference points
for critically related signals, and tracking components
on parallel chains. Following a synthesis stage, the ten
tative design should be analyzed to find out which time
relationships are critical and which are not. The critical
times then can be worst-case analyzed.
In parallel with analysis, breadboards or prototypes
should be built and tested to verify the design and to
measure the actual delays, providing further insight into
the timing relationships. Sample-device tests to estab
lish the dispersion of certain component types will
prove necessary when vendor-supplied data is incom
plete.
Both analytical and experimental stages will normally
lead to various design changes. Because of the use of
delay lines, retiming can often be accomplished merely
by changing a signal from one tap to an adjacent tap.
But in designs where timing is a critical factor, delay
fines provide much-to-be-desired flexibility for meeting
the inevitably changing circumstances.
□
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Op-amp circuit measures
diode-junction capacitance
by D. Monticelli andT. Frederiksen
National Semiconductor Corp., Santaclara, Calif.

For measuring the small-signal junction capacitance of
a semiconductor diode, this simple circuit has two ad
vantages over conventional capacitance bridges or me
ters. The ac test voltage is low enough to avoid excessive
modulation of the diode’s depletion layer. (Many con
ventional capacitance meters use such high ac voltages
that their readings do not accurately represent the
small-signal characteristics of the diode.) And a variable
de bias voltage can be applied to the diode, making the
circuit more flexible.
As shown in Fig. 1, the diode is connected to the in
verting input terminal of an LM324 operational ampli
fier, and ac and de voltages are applied to the nonin
verting input terminal. The values of the input and
output voltages, Vi and v0, are read on high-impedance
voltmeters. The diode junction capacitance, Cj, is then
Cj = CF (v0 - Vi)/Vi

where CF is the known value of the capacitance in the
op-amp feedback loop. In the circuit shown here CF and
V; have been made numerically equal (10 picofarads
and 10 millivolts, respectively), so
Cj = (v0-Vi)pF/mr

The de voltage, VD, that is applied to the noninverting terminal can be varied through the range from 13

volts to -1 V by means of potentiometer Ri. As a result
of the feedback, this voltage appears at the inverting in
put and is impressed across the diode to provide any
value of reverse bias from -13 V to the verge of conduc
tion. The ac input voltage, v,, is made small to avoid ex
cessive modulation of the junction’s depletion layer; 10
millivolts rms is a good value. Voltage Vi is also im
pressed across the diode through the action of the op
amp. CF and Cj then make up a simple ac voltage divi
der so that Cj = Cf (v0 - v0/Vi.
Feedback resistor RF provides a path for the input
bias current of the LM324 (typically 45 nanoamperes),
which allows the amplifier to impress VD across the
diode. In doing so, it offsets the dc-output voltage
slightly, but does not affect operation. The actual dcoutput voltage is given by Vo = VD - IbRF- Rf must be
chosen carefully; too large a value offsets Vo exces
sively, and too small a value (relative to the reactance of
CF at the operating frequency) introduces phase shift.
When ip is out of phase with ix, the simple capacitive
divider relation does not hold, and phasor relationships
must be considered. A value of 10 megohms for RF is
practical if the frequency is about 100 kilohertz because
the reactance of even a 10-picofarad CF is only 160 ki
lohms and gives a phase error of only 1°. Furthermore,
the real part of the 324’s input impedance shunts Cj
slightly and phase-shifts the diode current ix in the di
rection of ip, thereby minimizing the phase difference
between the two currents.
To achieve good results in measuring small values of
capacitance, the parasitic capacitance CP that shunts Cj
must be accurately known. The parasitic capacitance
consists of stray capacitance Cstray and the input ca
pacitance of the LM324 op amp Qn. The Cstray, lead
and socket capacitance, is independent of VD. The input
Rf 10 MS2

wo kn

1. Measuring capacitance. Junction capacitance of a semiconductor diode is measured as a function of dc-bias voltage in this circuit.
Diode is connected to inverting input terminal of LM324 operational amplifier, and dc-bias and ac-test voltages are applied to noninverting
input terminal. Low ac test voltage avoids excessive modulation of depletion layer, for accurate measure of small-signal junction capacitance.
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capacitance of the 324 is dependent on VD (Cin typi
cally is 0.85 to 0.75 pF for common-mode voltages of 5
to 20 V). Fortunately Cstray usually dominates. Oper
ating the 324 with positive and negative supplies while
simultaneously restricting the input voltage to -1 V on
the low end of the VD range reduces the voltage de
pendence of Cin- In the authors’ circuit, Cp measured
3.55 pF with VD = -1 V and 3.45 pF with VD = 13 v. A
differential measuring technique, first measuring CP
with the diode out of the circuit and then measuring (CP
+ Cj) with the diode in, gives the best results. CP
should be a low-tolerance capacitor (a good silver-mica
was used by the authors). The pin-to-pin parasitic ca
pacitance of the LM324 that shunts CF is negligible if
the board layout minimizes adjacent lead length be
tween the inverting and output pins.
Figure 2 shows a plot of junction capacitance in rela
tion to reverse bias for a 1N914 diode as measured by
the circuit in Fig. 1.
Those who want a self-contained unit can use thè re
maining three op amps in the quad LM324 package
plus two additional amps from the dual LM358; both
will operate from +9-V and -9-V batteries because of
their small current drain. One amplifier can be wired as
a Wieh-bridge oscillator to supply Vj, while two others
can peak-detect voltages Vi and v0. These peak-detected
voltages can then be differenced by a fourth amplifier,
and a fifth amplifier can be used to drive a 1-tnA meter
for a direct reading of capacitance in picofarads. A pot
in the noninverting leg of the difference amplifier can
be used to offset-null the Cstray of the circuit.
□

Fast method converts numbers
from base 10 to any other
by Hans Treichel
Siemens Corp., Cherry Hill, N.J.

Engineers, programers, and others who have undergone
the drudgery of converting numbers from the decimal
system to systems with other bases will welcome this
quick and simple conversion method. If a pocket calcu
lator is available, no manual calculation or recording is
needed other than jotting down the answer.
A chart is provided as reference for conversion to
hexadecimal, octal, and binary numbering systems. The
first column provides equal fractional parts of the num
bering system to be used; e.g., hexadecimal notation
the column is divided into 16 fractional parts 0/16,
1/16, 2/16, 3/16, . . . 15/16. In the other columns,
each fractional part is assigned a digit; the digits are as
signed consecutively, starting with the smallest frac
tional part of the numbering system.
The first step in conversion is to divide the decimal
number by the base of the numbering system to which
you are converting. If the number following the decimal
point is greater than or equal to a fractional number in
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2. Result. Junction capacitance of 1N914 diode as a function of re
verse bias is measured with circuit shown in Fig. 1. Data sheets do
not provide all the information on Cj that is sometimes needed. Con
ventional capacitance meters use ac voltages that are too high for
small-signal measurements and do not provide adjustable de bias.

the chart, record the equivalent number as the least sig
nificant digit (LSD) in the new numbering system. Next
divide the base number into the result of the first step.
Look at the chart again and record the equivalent num
ber as the second LSD. Repeat this process until the divi
sion produces a number smaller than 1.
As an example, let’s convert the decimal number 321
to its hexadecimal equivalent:
1. Divide 321io by 16 to get 20.0625,
2. From the chart, 0.0625 corresponds to 1, so record 1
as LSD.
3. Divide 20.0625 by 16, getting 1.2539.
4. From the chart, 0.2539 is greater than 0.25 but less
than 0.3125, so record 4 as the second LSD.
5. Divide 1.2539 by 16, getting 0.0784.
6. From the chart, 0.0784 is greater than 0.0625 but less
than 0.125, so jot down 1 as third LSD.
7. Since the result in step 5 is less than 1, conversion is
complete. Answer is 141 i6.
As you can see, the answer 14116 was reached in only
seven steps, and nothing had to be written down except
the answer itself.
As another example, using the larger digits in hexa
decimal notation, convert 6871O to base 16:
1. 687/16 = 42:9375.
2. From chart, 0.9375 corresponds to F as the LSD.
3. 42.9375/16 = 2.6836.
4. From chart, 0.6836 corresponds to A as second LSD.
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5. 2.6836/16 = 0.1677.
6. From chart, 0.1677 corresponds to 2.
7. The result in step 5 is less than 1, so conversion is
complete. Answer is 2AFiq.
The chart provided shows equivalent numbers in the
hexadecimal, octal, and binary numbering systems.
However, what makes this method unique is that the
table need only be expanded to enable conversion to
any number system; simply divide the numbering sys
tem into equal fractional parts; (e.g., base 5 would be
0/5, 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, and 4/5) and assign the digits within
the numbering system to each fractional part: 0/5 cor
responds to 0; 1/5 to 1; 2/5 to 2; 3/5 to 3; and 4/5 to 4.
Thus, to convert 28i0 to base 5, jot down this table:
Base-5 digit
Decimal fraction
4
0.8
3
0.6
2
0.4
1
0.2
0
0
Then go through the conversion steps:
1. 28/5 = 5.6.
2. 0.6 corresponds to 3 as LSD.
3. 5.6/5 = 1.12.
4. 0.12 corresponds to 0 as second LSD.
5. 1.12/5 = 0.224.
6. 0.224 corresponds to 1.
7. Result in step 5 is less than 1, so conversion is
complete. Answer is 1035.
□

CHART FOR CONVERTING DECIMAL NUMBERS TO
HEXADECIMAL, OCTAL, OR BINARY NOTATIONS

Numbering System
Fractional Parts

Equivalent Digits
Hexadecimal

0.9375 to 0.9999

F

0.8750

E

Octal

Binary

7
0.8125

D

0.75

C

0.6875

B

0.6250

A

0.5625

9

0.5

8

1

5

■

0.4375

7

0.375

6

4

3

0.3125

5

0.25

4

0.1875

3

2
0
1

0.125

2

0.0625

1

0.0

°

0
____________

Engineer’s Notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We’ll pay $50 for each item published.

quencies of 1, 10, and 100, respectively, then

Three measurement points
give coax loss equation
by L.S. Gay
Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd., Basildon, Essex, England

The design of amplitude equalizers for both analog and
digital coaxial-line systems requires a knowledge of the
insertion loss (L) of the line in decibels, expressed as a
function of the length (1) of the line, frequency (f) of the
test signal, and perhaps temperature (T). Once this in
formation is available in equation form, the insertion
loss can be determined for any length of a given cable
at any frequency and any temperature. A loss equation
of the form
L = l(a + b//2 + cf)

ai = a + b + c
aio = a + lO^b + 10c
aioo = ci + 10b + 100c

Solving for a, b, and c yields
b = (,-7Oa1+77aio-aiooj/[7/r7O)1/2-2O]
c = [aio - ai - b(101/2 - l)]/9
a = a\-b - c
For example, the loss in 1.85 kilometers of type 174
coaxial cable was measured at 20°C, yielding the values
ai = 5.281 dB/km,. aio = 16.584 dB/km, and ai00 =
52.61 dB/km. Therefore, cable loss in dB at 20°C is

L = 1(0.068+5.2 If/2 + 0.0045f)
where 1 is in kilometers and f is in megahertz.
The effect of different temperatures on the insertion
loss can be included in the equation as follows:

Lt = lo(l +yST)(a+bf-/2 + c/)
usually provides a satisfactory fit over a wide range of
frequencies.
where lo is the length of the cable at the reference tem
The constants a, b, and c can be derived from three perature To, and AT is (T - To). Using a test signal with
linear equations that are based on measurements of in a fixed frequency, the value of the constant y can be de
sertion losses in a length of cable at three different termined by measuring the insertion loss of a given
known frequencies. Carrying through this procedure, if cable at temperatures Ti and T2. Then
the loss equation is rewritten as
y = (L2- Z^ATji]
a = LH = a + b^2 + cf
where Li denotes the insertion loss at Ti, (AT)i = (Ti and a has measured values ai, aw, and awo at fre To), and so forth.
□
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ALSIMAG

805

AS FIRED
ITS ONE
MICROiNCH
SMOOTH!
Need a supersmooth substrate for thin
film circuitry? Need it, what's more, at a
reasonable cost? Here's AiSiMag 805,
with a one-microinch surface finish that
makei it the smoothest as-fired poly
crystalline substrate your money can buy
Without polishing. AiSiMag 805
holds precise resolutions of intricate thin film
circuitry And it is possible to hold ±.2V2%
resistors without trimming. All this at a price
that would warm an accountant's heart.
This remarkable, 99.9% alumina
substrate is a genuine technological
breakthrough from 3M But more importantly,
it's an excellent example of how 3M
ceramics engineers can put their special
expertise to work to help solve your
problems.
AiSiMag 805 is available only from
3M For information and specifications, call
or write- 3M Technical Ceramic Products
Division. Sales Dept Laurens, South
Carolina 29360, (803) 682-3215

3m

e card
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How to make light

of LED work

Ever wonder how much of the LED drive current is turned into usable
photon energy and how this affects LED life? Both are crucial questions
for LED users who often have trouble relating the efficiency of light
production to the maximum quantity of available drive current. Ac
cording to Franc Noel, an associate engineer with IBM’s optical devel
opment group in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., the conversion efficiency of radi
ated light (photon energy) is highest at highest drive currents—up to
100 milliamperes. But at lower current values, say, 10 mA, the conver
sion efficiency drops to about 65%, and at 1 mA it’s only about 20%. For
the user, the tradeoff, however, is LED lifetime, which degrades as drive
current is increased. The rule of thumb is that life failure rates jump an
order of magnitude for each doubling of drive current.

Career package IEEE’s Education Services has put together a package of its three most
important reports published during the last few years on the electrical
from IEEE:
engineering career. If you’re a member, you can get “The EEs at Mid
$30 worth of help? Career: Prospects and Problems,” “Your Job in EE,” and “Career Out
look in Engineering,” for $30 for the set or $15 each bought separately.
(Nonmembers’ prices are $60 for the package or $25 each.) Certain to
be the best seller for engineers of all ages, “The EE at Mid-Career,”

which has just been released, can be gotten by writing to IEEE Service
Center, 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, N.J. 08854.

MOS makers think
of boosting
performance . . .

. . . but how
to do it is

another story

Most MOS circuit makers who’ve been worriedly looking over their
shoulders at the threat of the oncoming I2L steamroller may take com
fort from the words of Gordon Moore, president of Intel Corp. Says
Moore, donning his Mr. MOS hardhat, “Hang in there, fellas, MOS ain’t
dead yet.” Moore sees “considerable mileage” left in the MOS tech
nology, especially for the tough memory applications, where cost must
be traded off against performance. “That’s a job MOS does best,”
claims Moore. As proof of MOS longevity, he points to the recent ad
vances made in 4-k and 16-k MOS memory, observing happily that
these advances can just as well be applied to logic with the equally dra
matic results. What’s more, he backs up his faith in MOS: “We have no
I2L circuits in development at Intel.”
Instead, the more Moore looks at MOS, the more performance he sees,
but it may mean applying new fabricating technology to the basic MOS
structure—ion—implanted gates, double levels of interconnections, and
very small low-capacitance scaling techniques. (Silicon gates, remem

ber, gave MOS a similar performance boost years ago.) Moore points to
MOS memory performance, where 1- to 2-mil2 memory cells operate at
less than 100-ns switching speeds. This performance, when applied to
logic, renders gate operation in the 10-ns TTL range, achievable even
without fancy systems such as sapphire substrates or oxide notches.
The big problem with MOS remains, however: limited drive capabil
ity. Still, this condition is not so bad for LSI applications where most of
the'action remains on the chip. Again Moore has an answer: “Use I2L
on the periphery for off-chip driving.”
—Laurence Altman
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Introducing four important features
in cockpit display CRTs.

RED f

DuMont is now offering a complete line of
cockpit displays in four colors. These CRTs
can present two or three times the information
capacity of monochrome screens, and yet they
make the data far more coherent and more quickly
comprehensible than can a monochrome display
or a mechanical gauge.

Take energy management, for instance. One
DuMont color CRT can display the total fuel
remaining, the normal energy consumption
according to the flight plan, the fuel reserves for
loitering and the fuel reserves for extraordinary fuel
demand situations. The pilot can read any or all of
these functions at a glance: each is displayed in its
own color, and all can be continuously updated
Thus the considerable time and attention required of
a pilot by the conventional collection of mechanical
gauges is greatly reduced by the use of even one
color CRT.
DuMont's color CRTs provide the exceptionally
high performance and high resolution that are
demanded by cockpit displays in Digital Avionics
Integrated Systems. Display precision is completely
unaffected by airframe vibration. Line widths as fine I
as 4 mils are available on most standard designs
DuMont’s proprietary multicolor penetration
screen permits the display of data in up to four
colors by varying the voltage of a single electron
beam. It eliminates the complicated convergence .

circuitry required by conventional multi-gun color
CRTs.
Two typical display formats that are enhanced
by multicolor penetration screens are shown
below. The EADI mode clearly presents information
needed for take oft, cruise, approach and final flight
control bearings. A simplified moving map display
s iowi ig distance to stations, course, relativ
station position, station identification and selcted
course outbound is at the bottom, right.
All duMont color CRTs will withstand
vibrations exceeding 60Gsand upto 9OGs with
state-of-the-art vibration isolation.
DuMont head down
displays also provide
superior brilliance and
contrast, and perform
beautifully in raster
scan and dot-matrix
applications, as well
as in random-address,
stroke-writing systems. There is a wide choice of
available CRT models with dimensions ranging from

’LXDulTlont
E .ctron Tubes & Devices Corp

For complete specs and information on the most advanced color cockpit CRTs in the world, contact us at: 750 Bloomfield Avenue, Clifton, N J. 07016 (201 ) 773-2000.
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...a few ways Belden can help you protect your bottom line.
Wire and cable usually cost less to buy than install. And poor
performance can cut into profitability deeper than potential
penny-per-foot savings on an initial buy.
Here's how Belden can help protect your bottom line per
formance. .

UNIQUE PUT-UP CAPABILITY: Ask about Belden’s UNREEL""
packaging concept. A dispensing system that eliminates the
reel. And time robbing snarls, backlash, and tangle prob
lems. We have a number of ways to put-up wire that can save
you production time and money.

BROAD LINE: We can help you meet toughest environmental
and application requirements from an exceptionally broad
line of standard wire and cable configurations, or design a
special for you if stock answers won't work.

ENGINEERING HELP: There's a Belden Electronic cable spe
cialist near you. He's backed by factory engineering special
ists and a Technical Research Center. You won't find a better
source for solving cable problems.

HOT-LINE ASSISTANCE: Need a "right now" answer to a
cable requirement. Call 317-966-6681. It's a direct-line to
Belden's cable engineering facility. A way to get immediate
assistance on problems that won’t wait.
DESIGN KIT: If you're looking for design help, we have a kit
that covers most of the nitty-gritty aspects of performance
characteristics, costs, and material capabilities. Send for
your kit, today.

GREAT DELIVERY: Belden has increased production capabil
ities and offers shorter lead times on most cable configura
tions. Check it out.
Profit protection is part of the Belden cable package But,
find out for yourself: Write: Belden Corporation, Electronic
Division, PC. Box 1327, Richmond, Indiana 47374.
»5 s
... new ideas for moving electrical energy

BELDEN @
Circle 118 on reader service card
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Mixer is low in distortion—and cost
Small single-balanced device uses novel Schottky diode technique,
beam-lead bonding, printed transformers, and cold-epoxy encapsulation
by Bernard Cole, San Francisco bureau manager

To the engineer designing a system
that needs frequency conversion,
the ideal component would be a tiny
mixer that combines the low cost
and conversion loss of a single-bal
anced system with the low distortion
and high isolation of a double-bal
anced mixer. There’d be immediate
high-volume applications for a de
vice like this in such widely diverse
areas as fm stereo and television re
ceivers, cable-TV converters, com
munications systems, high-level re
ceiver front ends, up and down
converters, and phase detectors.
Engineers at Hewlett-Packard Co.
may have developed just such an
ideal circuit: a single-balanced
mixer with conversion loss, isola
tion, and distortion characteristics
that equal or exceed those of the
more popular and expensive ($25 to
$30) double-balanced mixers now

on the market. Furthermore, the HP
printed-circuit balanced mixer, the
5082-9200, comes in a 0.56-by-0.53by-0.12-inch package that is 100 to
1,000 times smaller than the discrete
circuits now used and less expen
sive, says project leader Patrick
Fosco.
Using a monolithic Schottky bar
rier-diode technology developed in
house, beam-lead bonding, printed
transformers, and epoxy cold-pow
der encapsulation, HP’s device will
be priced at $1.50 each in quantities
of 100,000; $6.50 for 500 to 999; $8
for 100 to 499; and $11 for 1 to 99.
Intermediate frequency. In a
mixer, the output of a tunable local
oscillator is modulated with an in
coming radio-frequency signal to
produce a specific intermediate fre
quency. This i-f, which carries the
information that had been on the rf

carrier, is amplified and then de
tected. But because of nonlinearities
and imbalances within the circuitry
itself—such as mismatching of
diodes, capacitances, and induc
tances, as well as nonsymmetrical
transformers—other unwanted fre
quencies are produced as dissonant
noise or distortion.
By careful circuit-balancing, the
various mismatches are played off
one against the other, canceling
each other to a large degree. In the
past, if low cost has been more im
portant than a high quality i-f sig
nal, single-balanced mixers contain
ing a single transformer with a
center tap, two diodes, and a com-,
mon rf/i-f port have been used. In
such high-quality systems as fm
stereo receivers,« double-balanced
mixers achieved balance by physi
cally separating the rf and i-f por

Low-key. Shown in schematic and in packaged form, printed-circuit single-balanced mixer is low-cost, low-distortion device for frequency conversion.
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tions of the mixer, using two trans
formers, four diodes and, separate rf
and i-f ports.
At a local oscillator frequency
range of 200 to 900 megahertz, con
version loss of the HP device is about
6.5 to 7.5 decibels, a 0.5-to-l-dB im
provement over the performance of
double-balanced circuits. Moreover,

isolation is 15 to 20 dB higher, being
55 dB at 200 MHz and 25 dB at 900
MHz. In terms of distortion, at a lo
cal oscillator level of 10 dBm, sec
ond-order output intercepts are typ
ically 38 dBm, about a 10-dBm
improvement. The one disadvan
tage of the mixer is that a filter must
be added at some later stage to sep

It’s all over.
Surprisingly enough, the best kept secret in town was patented
over eight years ago. That’s right. ICC is the largest and oldest
independent manufacturer of light pens in the world. So we can
offer performance at the right price — right off-the-shelf.
Our fast-response pens work well with vector and alpha
numeric computer graphics, radar displays, automated signs, IC
mask or schematic designs, and even color graphics.
So if you’re looking for light pens, your search is over.
Information Control Corporation, (213)641-8520.

FREE. Go for it.
Send us this coupon now. We’ll send you our “Under
standing Light Pens” book.

Name

Date

Company

Phone

Address_______________ 1_______________
City/State/Zip__________________________

arate the rf and i-f signals. But,
Fosco points out, to the large-vol
ume user it’s cheaper to add the fil
ter than use the more expensive
double-balanced mixer.
To achieve such significant im
provements, Fosco explains, HP en
gineers simply improved on the con
cepts of matching, balance, and
symmetry by using techniques that
remove the manufacturing process
from human hands. One example is
avoiding use of hand-wound ferritecore transformers. Instead, the
transformer is etched onto a
printed-circuit board, where the
spacing between windings is con
trolled down to dimensions of less
than 1 mil.
“Not only is the geometry tightly
controlled and symmetrical,” says
Fosco, “but the parasitic capaci
tances between the windings are
also balanced. When you hand
wind, these elements vary widely
and so does the balance of the cir
cuit.” Because diode matching is so
important in balancing a mixer, dis
cretes were not used. Instead, the HP
engineers went to their own
Schottky process because of its in
herent high yield in terms of
matched-diode pairs. “In process
ing, the diodes are spaced only mils
apart,” Fosco says, “so that every
thing that one ‘sees’ the other sees
also. The result is a 1% matching in
forward voltages and 0.1-picofarad
capacitance match.”
A significant factor in getting the
price of the mixers down was the
packaging. HP uses an automated
“fluidized-bed” technique in which
mixer assemblies, with their trans
formers and , bonded diodes, are
heated and dipped into a bed of
cold epoxy powder. The epoxy is
then heated and melted, fixing the
mixer components into a compact
heat-resistant package. “Each step
by itself is not particularly unique,”
Fosco says. “But when you combine
them you come up with a process
that is precise, tightly controlled, re
peatable in volume, highly re
liable—and cheap.”
The mixer is available from stock.
Hewlett-Packard Co., HPA Division, 6290
Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94340 [338]

ICC, 9610 Bellanca Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90045
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Let's get the facts straight
on IC packaging panels.

Tfhe IC packaging panel, or

"Augat board," has become so
widely accepted, you'd think
Augat would be happy.
But frankly, we're concerned.
People have gotten so used to IC
panels that they may have lost sight of
the reason for buying panels in the first
place: flexibility in design, production
and service. With the result that they
may not be getting all the benefits
panels can provide.
We'd like to correct this situation by
reviewing exactly what's at stake in
your choice of a panel supplier.

GETTING THE
RIGHT PANEL.
People often select a panel from a
limited catalog without realizing the
wide selection of stock panels available.
When in fact, they can get exactly
what they need right off the shelves of
Augat distributors all over the world.
With the largest product line any
where, we're sure to have a standard
board that fits virtually all your
development and production needs—
including ECL and Schottky.
For really special requirements,
though, you should probably consider a
custom-designed panel. If you're deal
ing with an experienced engineering
staff like Augat's, it's surprisingly easy.
And it won't cost you any premium—
it might even save you money.

When others succeed in duplicating
Augat's machining technology, the
result will be better panels for every
body. But until then, there's only
one place in the world to get this
degree of fail-safe protection:
Augat.
Whatever your requirements, you
shouldn't settle for an approximation.
Because you don't have to.

HOW GOOD IS
GOOD ENOUGH?
The payoff for getting the right panel
is faultless performance. No surprises
in product development, production,
or field service.
It's the reason for Augat's no
compromise approach to quality con
trol. And it's why Augat uses the best
precision-machining technology in the
world, rather than conventional
stamping methods, to produce the
contact assemblies that are the heart
of Augat panels.
The result speaks for itself. The
elimination of these common contact
pitfalls:

DELIVERY YOU
CAN COUNT ON.
In 1974 Augat completed a multi
million-dollar program to automate
production and bring the manufacture
of IC panels under 100% in-house
control.
Result: The fastest turnaround the
industry's ever seen.
Most standard panels are on the shelf.
But if the one you want isn't, you can
still get it in no more than 2 weeks.
And our custom panels are being turned
out in volume to meet the most
stringent delivery standards in the
industry.
So next time you're selecting IC
panels, consider all the facts. For full
information, send for our new brochure.
Or phone George P. Howland, Engineer
ing Manager, at (617) 222-2202.
Augat, Inc., 33 Perry Avenue,
Attleboro, Massachusetts 02703.

YOU ONLY GET IT
ALL FROM AUGAT.

AUGAT
Europe—Augat N.V., Boulevard A. Reyers, 103,1040 Brussels, Belgium, Tel. (02) 7369399.
Japan—Kyokuto Boeki Kaisha Ltd., New Otemachi Bldg., 2-1,2-Chome Otemachi, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 100-91, Japan, Tel. (03)244-3788.
Canada—A.C. Simmonds &. Sons Ltd., 285 Yorkland Blvd., Willowdale, Ont. M2J1S8, Tel. (416) 491-1010.
Electronics/July 10,1975
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New type of thyristor challenges triac
Symmetrical bidirectional gated switch with monolithic seven-layer
structure offers fast commutation rates and low gating currents
by Lucinda Mattera, Components Editor

A new type of thyristor device—a
symmetrical bidirectional gated
switch—may not only replace the
triac, but it may well be ushering in
a new era of power technology.
Called Gemini by its developer,
Jerry Hutson, president of Hutson
Industries in Dallas, the unit is a
monolithic seven-layer structure
(see cross-section and device symbol
below) that functions as though it
were two discrete silicon-controlled
rectifiers connected to provide a
triac function.
Unlike conventional triacs, which
are five-layer structures that are of
ten prone to commutation failure,
the new Gemini switch “can be
commutated like crazy,” says Hut
son. As a matter of fact, the seven
layer construction permits commu
tation rates that are five to 10 times
faster than those of a standard triac,
he adds.
A Gemini thyristor is also easy to
gate in all four quadrants of oper
ation. Futhermore, the new struc

122

ture permits carrier lifetimes to be
altered by means of gold-doping
without harming other performance
characteristics. And, most impor
tant, the seven-layer construction
makes it feasible to fabricate a sig
nal device and a thyristor device on
the same chip.
Hutson Industries is using 4-inch
wafers to fabricate the devices,
which measure 100 by 125 mils indi
vidually. What’s more, each chip is
fully glass-passivated, the company
points out.
Initially, Hutson Industries will
offer two series of Gemini thyris
tors—sensitive-gate units that can
operate directly from logic signals
and insensitive-gate units intended
for light dimming, heat control, and
similar applications.
The sensitive-gate units are ex
pected to be used in calculators,
computers, and solid-state relays, as
well as interface devices. All the Ge
mini thyristors are packaged in T202 plastic housings.

The sensitive-gate versions are
available in ratings of 50 to 400
volts at 3 amperes root mean
square. They provide four-quadrant
operation at a gate current of 3, 5,
10, or 25 milliamperes. Futhermore,
the critical rate of rise of the offstate voltage (static dv/dt) is at least
25 v/microsecond for a device hav
ing a 3-mA gate current.
Ratings for the insensitive-gate
series are 200, 400, 600, or 800 V at
3 A rms. The units provide first- and
third-quadrant operation and have
a gate current of 50 mA. Their com
mutation rate is 25 v/gs minimum,
while static dv/dt is between 150
and 200 v/ps.
Sample quantities are currently
available from stock; production
quantities will be available by Sep
tember. Typically, a 200-V sensitive
gate device having a 25-mA gate
current is priced at 45 cents each in
quantities of 1,000.
Hutson Industries, 2019 West Valley View
Lane, Dalias, Texas 75234 [339]
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OEM
SPECIAL
ISSUE.
If you buy recorders for OEM systems, HewlettPackard has a big selection of special recorders just
for you With HP, you’re assured of world-wide
service Custom tailoring of recorders to your appli
cation And the kind of discounts that make it worth
your while But most important, you can be con
fident that each recorder is built for those critical
times when a fine line separates success from failure.
We’ve shown them all in a handy new special issue
OEM catalog Send for it today.
Hewlett-Packard
16399 West Bernardo Drive, San Diego, GA 92127

Please send me your new special issue
OEM i ecorder catalog
Name____________________________________________________

Title_____________________________________________________
Company_________________________________________________

Address_________________________________________ _______ __

City

State

Zip

HEWLETT JiD, PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries
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The price
New products
match
Instruments
to the
41/2-digit DMM
priced at $425
micro
Battery- or line-powered,
processor five-function
unit has
de sensitivity of 1 p,V

A NEW PAPER TAPE
PERFORATOR/READER
COMBINATION!
The lower cost of processing with micros
and minis means paper tape still makes
dollars and sense.
The micro cost perf/reader combo
Punch . . . read . . . duplicate . . .
complete I/O capability in one package.
A plug-in interface to your processor. In
tegral tape supply and take-up. Designed
for fan-fold or roll tape. Everything fits
within a compact 10!6"xl9" panel.
Completely emulates other perforator/
reader combos.
Only $1360
$1360 in quantity of one. Healthy
OEM discounts! A little price tag, but big
performance.
The tape perforator operates asyn
chronously up to 30 characters per sec
ond. The tape reader photoelectrically
reads up to 150 characters per second
asynchronously and at 300 characters
per second slew.
Tape handling is designed for op
timum performance and operator acces
sibility. The punch and reader are easy to
load and unload. Fan-fold or roll tape.
The chad box, controls, everything is
conveniently out front. The unit can be
rack or cabinet mounted.
The dollar difference
With the processor swing to low-cost
data management, Tally has the product
with the matching price tag. There’s just
about a thousand dollar bill difference
before the next alternative.
;We invite your inquiry.
Tally Corporation, 8301 S. 180th St.,
Kent, Washington 98031.
Phone (206) 251-6771.

TALLY

Applying efficient production tech
niques and distilling circuit designs
to minimize parts counts can lower
the cost of building electronic prod
ucts. Hewlett-Packard Co., for ex
ample, combines computer-aided
testing, laser-trimmed thin-film re
sistors on a sapphire substrate, and
a simple circuit for developing volt
age references in the model 3465A.
416-digit, five-function digital mul
timeter. These techniques keep the
price down to $500 or less.
The model 3465A has full-scale
ranges from 10 millivolts to 1000 V
de, 100 mv to 1000 v ac, 100 micro
amperes to 1 A ac or de, and 100
ohms to 10 megohms. The standard
DMM, priced at $500, operates from
86 to 127 V or 175 to 254 V, with 44to 66-hertz power fines, or from in
ternal nickel-cadmium batteries.
Power consumption is 2 or 3 watts.
Option 001 eliminates the batteries
and cuts the price to $480. Option
002 versions, priced at $425, operate
from four D cells and have rear
panel connectors to accept the de
voltage from battery chargers for
most HP hand-held calculators if acline operation is desired. Power con
sumption of this version is about
650 mw.
Mid-range accuracies are within
±0.02% of reading ±0.01% of range
on de voltage, ±0.15% of reading
±0.05% of range on ac voltage,
±0.1% of reading ±0.01% of range
on direct current, ±0.25% of reading
±0.25% of range on alternating cur
rent, and ±0.02% of reading ±0.01%
of range on resistance.
The model 3465A’s input at
tenuator has a custom tantalum
nitrate thin-film-resistor network on
a sapphire substrate. The resistors

are laser-trimmed in production to
an accuracy within 50 parts per mil
lion. Only four potentiometers and
two capacitors require adjustment
for calibration. In most applications,
calibration should be required no
more frequently than at 90-day in
tervals.
Instead of using two circuits to
obtain the positive and negative
voltage references required by its
dual-slope design, the 3465A de-'
rives one of the references from the
other, using a few components and
existing auto-zero circuitry.
Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard Co.,
1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304
[351]

Instrumentation printer
has variable speed control
Featuring the most complete set of
engineering symbols among printers
of its type, the model 750 has a
built-in print-interval control that
allows its printing rate to be ad
justed without an external timer.
The 18-column unit is intended for
use with digital multimeters, count-

ers, and similar electronic instru
ments. It can print at a maximum
rate of two-and-a-half fines per sec
ond and can be connected to prac
tically any instrument by means of a
general-purpose printer input inter
face. The model 750 printer is
priced at $1,075 and has a delivery
time of stock to 30 days. Accessories

has something new
124
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Now it's easier than ever to
connect round cable to flat. Or flat
cable to flat. Or round to round.
Because now Hughes intro
duces the HAC-PAK Connectors—
a whole new connector family
offered in three types of contacts:
crimp/removable rear-release
(non-environmental, environmen
tal or potted); RFI/EMI fixed filter
contacts; and fixed solder-tail
contacts.
HAC-PAK Connectors are
intermateable and intermountable
with one another—and with
Hughes front-release subminiature
rectangular connectors. (W and
WSS Series.)
Our exclusive PolarHex™
center jackscrew coupling assures
alignment, provides positive polar
ization with a choice of keying

It’s ci snap

positions, and prevents mismating.
HAC-PAK subminiature con
nectors have the highest density of
number 22 contacts in the industry.
(.085" centers.)

To get all the details, make a
connection with Ron Ross at (714)
549-5701, or write: Hughes Con
necting Devices, 17150 Von Kar
man Avenue, Irvine, CA 92705.
HUGHES MICROELECTRONICS LTD.:
UNITED KINGDOM-Clive House, 12-18
Queens Road, Weybridge, Surrey, England.
Telephone Weybridge 47262.
BELGIAN BRANCH—Passage International 29,
1000 Bruxelles 1 Belgium. Telephone 2179172.

i----------------------------------------------------- 1

The new Hughes
HAC-PAK Connector.
(MIL-C-28804)

!HUGHESi
I

CONNECTING DEVICESMDIV.

HUG H ES aTrC RAFT "co

I

PAN Y

We crack the tough ones.
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blew from Potter& Brumfield

The lowest profile 3 amp relay we’ve ever offered!
The P&B T10 Series relay is lower than many other circuit board components. Only 0.375" high,
it’s ideal for high-density applications. Permits pc boards to be mounted on 0.5" centers!
T10 relays provide 0.1 to 3 ampere switching (« 30VDC. Coil ratings are
6, 12, 24, and 48VDC. Permissive make, gold-flashed silver contacts
are noted for low contact bounce, long operating life. Bifurcated
contacts for low level switching are available on special order.
Designed for low cost general purpose applications, the T10
• +
is ideal for use in tele-communications, copy and reproduction
machines, computer and peripheral equipment.
For additional information, contact the Potter & Brumfield sales
representative or authorized distributor
nearest you, or write Potter & Brumfield
Division AMF Incorporated, Princeton,
Indiana 47671. Telephone 812 385 5251.
Potter & Brumfield

Solving switching problems is what we’re all about.
Circle 126 on reader service card

New products
include a clock and a sequence
counter.
Keithley Instruments Inc., 28775 Aurora Rd.,
Cleveland, Ohio 44139 [354]

Digital multimeter
includes analog indicator
A new version of the Fluke 8000A
digital multimeter includes a small
analog panel meter for ease in mak
ing peaking and nulling adjust
ments. The 8000A/MTR has all of
the features of the standard 3!/2-digit
instrument plus the analog meter.
When the 8000A/MTR is fitted
with its optional rechargeable bat
tery pack, the analog meter serves

speeds up to 1,000° per second. The
unit is priced at $2,600; delivery is
from stock.
Astrosystems Inc., 6 Nevada Dr., Lake Suc
cess, N. Y. 11040 [356]

11 -MHz sweep/function

Created
A New
NCrld of
Circuit
Desigi
Equipment,
watwould
you name

generator sells for $495

the additional function of battery
status indicator. Measurement capa
bilities of the instrument include ac
and de voltages from 200 millivolts
full scale to 1,200 volts full scale, ac
and de currents from 200 micro
amperes full scale to 2 amperes full
scale, and resistance from 200 ohms
full scale to 20 megohms full scale.
The 8000A/MTR sells for $385; de
livery time is 60 to 90 days.

Spanning the frequency range from
0.01 hertz to 11 megahertz, the
model 405 sweep/function gener
ator can be swept by an external
source over a frequency range of
1,000:1. The $495 instrument puts
out sine, square, and triangular
waves with maximum peak-to-peak
amplitudes in excess of 20 V. A TTLcompatible sync-pulse output is also

John Fluke Manufacturing Co., P. O. Box
43210, Mountlake Terrace, Wash. 98043
[355]

Shaft-angle indicator is

provided. The unit is available from
stock.
Instrument Division, Systron-Donner Corp.,
10 Systron Drive, Concord, Calif. 94518
[357]

accurate to within 0.01 °
Capable of tracking the shaft angle
of a synchro or resolver with an ac
curacy and resolution of 0.01°, the
C-500 digital angle indicator is an
autoranging device that can accept
input voltages from 10 to 135 volts.
It maintains its accuracy at slewing

Vertical scale indicators
have military ruggedness
A line of vertical-scale indicators is
built to military specifications for
applications in aircraft, test con-

Adam,
of course.

Adam is indeed a new generation of
circuit design and breadboarding equip
ment. Its modular concept allows many
engineers to use the same mainframe
and instrument modules concurrently.
The recent addition of the resistance
substitution, connector, digital indica
tor, and universal instrument modules,
along with the function/pulse generator,
socket, signal source, and readout
modules, give you
an unbeatable
package.
Write for a copy of our new brochure.

BIS

E&L INSTRUMENTS, INC.
61 First St., Derby, Conn. 06418
Phone (203) 735-8774
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Complete
RF Network Analyses
o

0.4 to 500 MHz in three overlapping

o

115-dB Dynamic Range—

New products

bands; log, linear, CW, and f0 + Af modes.
80 dB direct display.
o

0.005-dB Resolution — 0.05 dB flatness

per 10 MHz; 0.4 dB full-band flatness.
•

Absolute Level in dBm —

direct swept display 0 to —80 dBm.
®

•

•
•

•

Phase and Group-Delay Measurements —

direct-reading swept displays.
50 and 75 12 — interchangeable measuring
circuits with complete selection of
coaxial components for each impedance level.
Measure filters, amplifiers, antennae, cables, delay networks, equalizers,
components, transistors, etc.
Display Simultaneously magnitude and phase, magnitude and absolute level,
magnitude and group delay, transmission and reflection.
Synthesizer-Based Systems from 0.2 to 500 MHz — for precision narrow-band
measurements on devices such as crystal or surface-wave filters, consider the
GR 2261 Synthesizer Network Analyzer.

GR's 1710 RF Network Analyzer is the instrument that provides the complete
RF network analysis described above. Call or write for complete information,
application assistance, or for a demonstration.

For High-Frequency Measurements

General Radio
300 BAKER AVENUE, CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01742

GR COMPANIES • Grason-Stadler • Time/Data

NEW YORK (N.Y.) 212 964-2722, (N.J.) 201 791-8990
BOSTON 617 646-0550 • DAYTON 513 294-1500
CHICAGO 312 992-0800 • WASHINGTON, D. C. 301 948-7071
ATLANTA 404 394-5380 • DALLAS 214 234-3357
LOS ANGELES 714 540-9830 • SAN FRANCISCO 415 948-8233
TORONTO 416 252-3395 . ZURICH (01) 55 24 20
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soles, and engine instruments. The
units accept analog or synchro-type
inputs and display them on endless
tape by means of servomotors that
drive sprocket assemblies. Accu
racies are within 0.25% of full scale,
and the units are said to be easy to
operate and service.
Northern Precision Laboratories Inc., 202
Fairfield Rd., Fairfield, N. J. 07006 [358]

Logic trigger helps ordinary

scopes show digital signals
Made in USA
_

patents Pending

Proto ,
Board
203
A total ready;to-use pow^

® ns rzJ
■

----- “>
»— ------- » 1
Continental Specialties Corp

CSC

6V2"W x 2%"H. 5 lbs.

Order today!
Md $2 50 shipping/handling

order. Dealer inquiries inv.ted.
lq42 New Haven, CT 06509 • 203/624-3103
Box 1942,^
. 415/383.4207

Canada: Available thru Len Finkler Ltd., Ont^^ add 15%
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A problem in the use of ordinary os
cilloscopes for the examination of
digital waveforms is getting the
scope to trigger reliably on long dig
ital sequences. It is even more diffi
cult to create a stable display hun
dreds or thousands of bits
downstream from the trigger event.
The HP 1230A logic analyzer solves
these problems by delivering a trig
ger pulse when it recognizes a preset
parallel 8-bit word in a stream of
data. Furthermore, the 15-megahertz unit can delay its trigger out
put by any number of clock pulses,
from one to 9,998. In addition to
working with clocked systems, the
instrument can operate asynchro
nously by using a ninth-bit qualifier
input. The complete 1230A sells for
$495, with a cable set, power cable,
and carrying case.
Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard Co.,
1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304
[353]
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Big technology
for Mini-computers.
The mini-computer
market has grown to the
point where it demands
“3330” disk technology in
a package that fits.
Introducing:
The Trident Disk Drives.

Greater track density
helped get us down to size.
The new Trident Series
brings you 370 tracksper-inch. And up to 6,060
bits-per-inch. Storage
capacities range from
27-82 megabytes.
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Designed for the OEM.

The Tridents are each
compact, self-contained
and rack-mountable.
Their start or stop
time is only 20 seconds.
Pack changes take less
than one minute.
Rotational speed is 3600
r.p.m. Track access time
is 6 milliseconds.
The Trident Series
has one of the lowest
cost-per-byte ratios
in the industry.

These features make
the Tridents easy to buy
and easier to sell. Call
or write California
Computer Products,
Inc.,EM-M7-75,
2411 West La Palma
Avenue, Anaheim,
California 92801.
(714) 821-2011.

Grayhill
coded output
/witch module/
/tack up!

New products
Semiconductors

Monolithic zener
has low drift
Three diffusions and on-chip

stabilizer yield advantages
in noise and impedance, too

new performance
standards...
1,500,000 cycles
with less than
10 milliseconds bounce
3Self-generated logic...7 wire coding
capability

□ Can be stacked in any array

□ Telephone array will provide stan
dard frequency selection

This “second generation” of lowprofile Grayhill pc mountable push
button switch modules passes exact
ing test for life and for bounce.
Choose 6-, 3-, 2- and 1-button hori
zontal or vertical modules, to array in
any format, including telephone key
set, while maintaining constant center-to-center spacing! Circuitry avail
able as SPST through 4 PST, normally
open, or the poles can be internally
shorted so several terminals connect
when button is actuated. Choice of
colors, with hot stamped or moldedin legends. For more information on
these Series 82 modules, consult EEM
or ask Grayhill for engineering data.

561 Hillgrove Avenue • LaGrange, Illinois 60525
(312) 354-1040
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For low dynamic impedance, noise
and drift characteristics, low-tem
perature coefficients and long-term
stability, discrete voltage-reference
zener diodes have usually per
formed better than monolithic ze
ners. Now, however, engineers at
National Semiconductor Corp),
Santa Clara, Calif., have built a
monolithic zener that, its developer,
Robert C. Dobkin, director of ad
vanced linear design, claims out
performs many discrete zeners, as
well as most other monolithics.
Using a “buried” zener and an
on-chip temperature regulator, the
LM199 has a guaranteed tempera
ture coefficient of 0.0001%/°C. Drift
is guaranteed at a maximum of one
part per million/°C, and long-term
stability is within 0.002%. Low-fre
quency noise is less than 10 micro
volts. Active circuitry and an onchip resistor lower the zener imped
ance to 0.5 ohm, which, says Dob
kin, allows the 6.9-volt reference to
operate over a 0.5-to-10 milliampere
current range with virtually no
change in temperature coefficient.
The usual method of fabricating
zeners is to diffuse p-type material
into an n-type base, leaving the
boundary between the p and n re
gions exposed. But because the high
field strengths across the exposed
junctions ionize surface contami
nants and sweep them into the junc
tion area, performance is often er
ratic.
Dobkin and his engineers have
eliminated many of the contamina
tion problems by adding a third dif
fusion step. “In our ‘buried’ zeners,
the first step is to lay down a deep
p+ diffusion well into the n-type
base material,” he says. “Atop this is
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diffused a shallow p-type layer.
Over both is placed a thick n+ diffu
sion. As in the surface-pn device, ze
ner breakdown occurs in the area of
highest pn concentration. But in this
case, it is beneath the n+ layer,
where the n+, p, and p+ regions
meet.”
If this technique were used alone,
says Dobkin, temperature coeffi
cients would still vary too much
with changes in the ambient envi
ronment, so the engineers have also
designed a temperature stabilizer
right on the chip. “This portion con
sists basically of two npn transistors,
one acting as the sensor and one as
the heater,” explains Dobkin. “The
temperature of the chip is kept at a
constant 90°C by the amount of
power it allows another npn transis
tor to dissipate.”
The device comes in a four-lead
TO-46 hermetic can. In lots of 100,
the LM199, specified from -55°C to
+ 125°C is priced at $35 each;
-25°C to +88°C, $10; and 0 to
70°C, $3.25. Sample quantities are
now available.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semi
conductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051
[411]

AMD prepares debut of seven

bipolar microprocessor parts
After a year of development work,
the first seven parts in Advanced
Micro Devices’ Am2900 bipolar mi
croprocessor family are scheduled
for introduction during the next two
months in sample quantities. John
Electronics/July 10,1975
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I
I- With KEMET Monolithic Ceramic CapaI II II \l citors, you get a wide range of types,
I IXes/I \Jb sizes and capacitances from a single,

reliable source—to make specification and selection simpler and faster for you.
Take your choice of CK05-CK16. CKR05-CKR16, CDR Established Reliability Chips, MIL-C-20,
Dipped, "Solder Guard" and "Gold Guard" Chips, or KEMET BX and NPO Monolithic Ceramic
Capacitors.
Name the dielectric-Ultra-Stable NPO, Stable BX or General-Purpose Z5U—with radial or
axial leads in the size you need.
Get complete selection data. Write today for your free copy of the KEMET Monolithic Ceramic
Capacitors Catalog.
Components Department. Union Carbide Corporation, P.O. Box 5928, Greenville, SC 29606:
phone (803) 963-6300, TWX: 810-287-2536. or Telex: 57-0496.

KEMET OFFERS YOU MORE

Union Carbide Europe, S.A. 5, Rue Pedro-Meylan,
Geneva 17, Switzerland Phone: 022/47 4411 Telex: 845-22253.
In Europe:

KEMET is a registered trademark of Union Carbide Corporation.
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The EPC 2200.
A hard copy recorder
for spectrum analysis.
The new EPC Model 2200 is the first truly
fine quality, low cost, hard copy recorder.
When matched with a spectrum analyzer or
processer, the Model 2200 prints spectral
data on a continuous dry paper display 19.2"
wide. This hard copy history-plot presents
2,048 clearly defined data points per scan,
revealing spectrum lines buried as much as
6db below the noise level.

The Model 2200 interfaces with digital and
analog equipment, accepts a variable dump
rate and permits flexible expansion or con
tractions of scale. It sweeps at speeds be
tween 1/10 second and 8 seconds, and is
mechanically virtually jitter-free.
The EPC Model 2200 is currently built in four
modified formats. Further customization is
possible. Write for information and a quote.

Circle 132 on reader service card

There’s no RF energy crisis
with RCA power tubes.
RCA’s combined families of regu
lar and large power tubes not only
comprise the broadest line of such
tubesinthe industry, buttheyrangein
power all the way upto250 kW... and
in frequency to 1450 MHz.
Covering almost every major pow
er tube application area, the RCA line
also includes a comprehensive array
of cavities and circuits. These cavities
and circuits are specifically designed
to enhance the advantages of RCA’s
power tubes. Together they achieve a
total power package unmatched
. for reliable high
performance.

Formore information on the entire
RCA power tube line, call your RCA
Representative or RCA Industrial
Tube Distributor, or complete and
return the coupon.

RCA Lancaster — where
people and technology
make the difference.
T---------------------------------------------------------------- 1
I Manager. Power Tube Marketing
|
RCA. New Holland Avenue, Bldg. 100
| Lancaster, Pa. 17604
|
Please send me the RCA Power,
■ Frequency and Application Chart.
I
Please have an RCA Representative
| call me. Telephone I
I------- This is your mailing label. Please print.____ I
Name

Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thomp
son PI., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [412]

drives large LCDs directly

Street

City
Zip

mm
Al Power
■ umJU Tubes
132

Springer, bipolar-microprocessor
marketing manager, says the first
part available will be the Am2901, a
4-bit bipolar microprocessor slice, to
be followed in short order by the
Am2902, a look-ahead carry gener
ator; the Am2918, a 4-bit l-by-2port register; the Am2950/51, a
256-by-l random-access memory;
the Am2952, a 1,024-by-l RAM; the
Am2960/61, a l,024-by-8 read-only
memory; and the Am2970/71, a
256-by-4 programable prom.
In development and scheduled
for introduction by November are
the Am2905, 2906 and 2907, 4-bit
bus transceivers; and the Am2909, a
microprogram sequencer. In quan
tities of 100, the price of the 2901
4-bit slice will be less than $40 each,
says Springer. Prices of the other de
vices have not been set.
The 2900 family has been de
signed for use in high-speed digital
equipment.
The 40-pin Am2901 4-bit micro
processor slice with its 16 working
registers performs arithmetic and
logic operations on the data. Some
internal registers may be assigned as
program counters, stack pointers, or
other operating/control registers.
The Am2905/6/7 transceivers inter
face with high-speed bus systems.
The 28-pin Am2901 is designed to
perform microprogram control. The
16-pin 2902 generates carries for
four 2901s.
The 2901 4-bit slice, says
Springer, has a cycle time of 100
nanoseconds, a power dissipation of
0.92 watt, nine microcode inputs,
and 203 possible source-operand
combinations to the arithmetic/logic unit.

High-voltage MOS clock chip

Company

State

New products

Energized by a single 50-volt de
power supply, the C1200 ion-im
planted MOS clock circuit produces
peak-to-peak output voltages of 80
V ac—sufficient for driving seven
segment liquid-crystal displays from
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OMI may just be the best thing that ever happened to metal.
Virtually every piece of metal that goes into a finished
product has to be coated, plated, or treated. And,
that’s where OMI comes in. OMI does more in metal
finishing than anyone else in the world. Look into any
newdevelopmentin metal finishing processing, equip
ment, or materials, and you’ll probably find OMI tech
nology behind it.
But making things happen in metal finishing is only
part of OMI’s story. Besides systems for metal and
plastics plating, including selective spot plating equip
ment and surface conditioning, OMI is involved in
“thick film” materials for microelectronic circuitry,
continuous process equipment, pollution and waste
treatment processes and equipment, base metal re

covery, precious metal refining and marketing, power
conversion equipment in the megawatt range...we
could go on and on. However, we’d rather you’d write
for our brochure “The World of OMI,” and discover all
the reasons why we changed our name from Oxy
Metal Finishing, to Oxy Metal Industries, a name that
more accurately describes our expanding capabilities
and reflects our growing capacity to serve you.
Oxy Metal Industries Corp., 21441 Hoover Rd., Warren,
Michigan 48089.

OMI

OXY
METAL INDUSTRIES
CORPORATION
UDYLITE
•
S
E
L
R
E
X
•
PARKER
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Whether you buy

or multitudes-

OS1©9S9 tWO’S...

WtOi dMBwirs

Listed here ire the mote . opular models—
many other voltages are available

NORTH™
OMPAN ■ ■■
tl ECTRIC '

ípswot wflflÄSffiy2

Many O E.M’s agiee that it just doesn’t make sense to risk the
reputation of a majoi piece of equipment ovei a minor compo
nent -especially when the cost difference is so little.
It you’re one of them, we’d like to quote youi next power sup
ply older Whether you need one unit—or one hundied. North
has the product selection and the pioduction capacity to
deliver more standard power reliability for youi dollai
fo back it up, we offer the industry’s finest technical special
ists and ovet 40 years experience as the leader in custom powei
supplies.
Send for a caialog today oi call 419/468-8874

y

Galioö Ohio 44833 A United Telecom Co

SP-16
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If this is al you’re seeing, this is what you’re missing.
The AO DICV Series 10 Differential Interference
Contrast Microscope can make a big differ
ence. A standard brightfield microscope
reveals only what is shown in the specimen
on the left.
Now look at the specimen on the right With
this ability to reveal significant detail in
outstanding relief in black and white or color,
the AO DICV Series 10 can help you spot
surface irregularities, inclusions and faults.
By using incident light, after Nomarski, it
provides contrast enhancement of opaque

and semi-opaque materials. Helps you make critical
quality control checks of semi-conductors, inte
grated circuits and metallurgical samples.
AO DICV Microscopes convert quickly from
interference contrast to brightfield.
So if you can’t afford to miss something,
you can’t afford to overlook the AO
DICV Microscope. For details, write
American Optical Corporation, Scientific
Instrument Division, Buffalo, N.Y. 14215.

(^AMERICAN OPTICAL

^W®

CORPORATION

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION • BUFFALO. N.Y.
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New products

...a first!

LSI in S/D
MONOCLES

2 to 12 inches high. The clock cir
cuit, which uses the 60-hertz line
frequency as its time base, can oper
ate as an ordinary 12-hour clock or
as an elapsed-time indicator. Builtin circuitry eliminates contact
bounce effects so that it’s both quick
and easy to set hours and minutes.
The monolithic chip needs only 15
external components to make a
complete clock; they are the LCD,
nine resistors, four diodes, and a ca
pacitor. Housed in a 28-pin dual in
line package, the Cl200 sells for
$10.80 in lots of 100 pieces. Delivery
time is stock to eight weeks.
LSI Computer Systems Inc., 22 Cain Drive,
Plainview, N. Y. 11803 [413]

8-megahertz dual op amp

consumes only 75 milliwatts
Boasting a unity-gain bandwidth
of 8 megahertz, a full-power band
width of 30 kilohertz (80 kHz, typi
cal), and a slew rate of 2
V/microsecond, the HA-2650 dual
operational amplifier is noteworthy
for its 100-nanoampere bias current,
8 /j.v/°C input drift, and 75-milli-

HIGHEST SPEED & ACCURACY
DDC PIN-TO-PIN COMPATIBILITY
COMPANION D/S
North Atlantic’s LSI/85 series of S/D modules is today’s choice.
Why? Better performance and better reliability through an industryfirst application of LSI! For example, 3-minute accuracy al! the way
up to 1440°/sec. And, operation to +85°C with an optional choice
to + 105°C. And even DDC pin-pin compatibility. Plus, the com
panion North Atlantic 785 D/S modules. And, most important to
you, all this at more than competitive prices!
Both S/D and D/S series come in a full range of operating char
acteristics: 11.8V to 90V, 60Hz or 400Hz, 10-bit or 14-bit. Call your
local sales representative today for all the good news about the
giant killers with prices under $500 in quantity.

NORTH ATLANTIC

industries, inc.
200 TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803
phone: (516) 681-8600

Circle 135 on reader service card

Need a current catalog?
Use your EBG to order the
catalogs you need. Last year,
80,000 requests for catalogs
were generated through the
use of EBG Catalog Inquiry
Cards. Put EBG to work for
you—and your company.
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YOU CAN DO IT
YOURSELF...
WITH UNIVERSAL'S

MECHANIZED ELECTRONIC
ASSEMBLY MACHINES
For over 15 years Universal has been supply
ing Mechanized Electronic Assembly Equip
ment to nearly all the leading computer,
communications, aerospace, automotive and
consumer electronics companies in the world,
regardless of their size. We feel we have
given them the "in-house" capability to
build their products profitably. We can do
the same for you with:
• Axial Lead Component Processing
Equipment. '
• Transistor, DIP and Axial Lead Prepping
Equipment.
• Transistor, Disc Capacitor and Axial Lead
Taping Equipment.
• Disc Capacitor, DIP, Transistor, SIP and
Axial Lead Insertion Equipment.
• As well as Pin Insertion and Wire
Termination Equipment.

Universal’s Semi-Automatic and Computer
Controlled Systems reduce cost, improve
quality and give your companythe“in-house"
production capability to assemble all your
electronics
. . you can do it yourself. For
details on how to purchase or lease a Uni
versal Electronic Assembly Machine, call or
write today.

New products
watt power consumption. The inter
nally compensated monolithic de
vice is especially suited for highfrequency video circuits such as
tone generators, active filters, in
tegrators, and high-impedance buf
fers. Available in both commercial
and military temperature ranges,
and in both TO-116 dual in-line
packages and TO-99 metal cans, the
HA-2650/2655 has a 100-piece price
that ranges from $3.40 to $9.40.
Harris Semiconductor, P. O. Box 883, Mel

bourne, Fla. 32901 [414]

National enters 4-bit

microprocessor market

Designed to be a pin-for-pin re
placement for the Intel MCS-4 mi
croprocessor system, the FIPS (for
four-bit integrated processor sys
tem) by National Semiconductor
marks that company’s entry into the
low-cost microprocessor area. Built
around a central processing unit, a
2,048-bit read-only memory, and a
320-bit random-access memory each
of which sell for $9.95 in hundreds,
the FIPS dissipates approximately
20% less power than the MCS-4.
Other chips in the set include a 10bit serial-in/serial-out shift register,
an eight-bit address latch interface,
and an eight-bit instruction and in
put/output transfer port. The shift
register sells for $3.95 in hundreds,
the others are priced at $7.50.

...OR WE CAN
DO IT FOR YOU
WITH UNIVERSAL'S

MECHANIZED ELECTRONIC
ASSEMBLY SERVICES
When you don’t have the capacity to do all
your own component preparation, assembly
or wire wrapping—or when it doesn’t pay you
to do it yourself—let us do it for you, with no
capital investment on your part. Working for
you are the industry’s most automated facil
ities including:
• Axial Lead Component Taping, Sequencing
and Insertion.
• Transistor Prepping, Taping and Insertion.
• DIP Insertion.
• Pin Insertion.
• SIP Insertion.
* Computer-Aided Design Accessibilities.
o Wire Termination.
• Complete Systems Assembly.
° And, of course, complete testing for
all services.
Universal’s Mechanized Electronic Assembly
(MEA) Division services provide close-toler
ance production, on-time delivery and sub
stantial savings in direct labor cost from two
locations: Binghamton, New York, and Pala
tine, Illinois. Write or phone today for full
details on what Universal’s MEA can do
for you.

National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semi
conductor Drive, Santa Clara, Calif. 95051
[415]

Chopper-stabilized op amp
has offset drift of 0.2 yM/s
The series 1012 chopper-stabi
lized monolithic operational ampli
fiers are self-contained except for
external capacitors and have offset
drifts of only 0.2 microvolt per sec
ond. The units are particularly well
suited for use in de instrumentation,
precision integrators, and high-per
formance data-acquisition systems.
The amplifiers have an open-loop
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Box 825 Binghamton, NY 13902
607 772-7522 TWX: 510 252 1990
Circle 174 on readerservice card

There’s a little tiger in
eve
herry switch

...but we’re pussycats to do business with
Our products are tough, but our people aren’t...
and that’s the beauty of dealing with Cherry.
You see, we can control the quality of our switches
because we fabricate most of our own parts
(moldings, stampings, springs, printed circuits, etc.)
And we can keep the price down because we’re
loaded with automatic equipment to handle
high volume.
'
But the real difference is in the people you work I
with at Cherry...from your first contact with a
technically trained sales representative. . .through
careful analysis and recommendations by engineers

who are really concerned about your problem...
to production scheduling and customer service men
who follow-up and expedite to make sure we keep
our delivery promise to you.
Of course we're proud of our modern facilities
and equipment...but what we're proudest of is our
reputation for customer service. Try some.
Test a free sample “tiger” from the pussycats at Cherry.
Ask for our latest catalog which contains complete
information on all our switches and keyboards,
’ ’■■MB anci we" include a free sample switch. Just TWX
910-235-1572...or PHONE 312-689-7700...
or circle the reader service number below.
*

J

■

O OiOA2A

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. • 3608 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan. Illinois 60085

ELECTRONIC DATA ENTRY KEYBOARDS

Circle 137 on reader service card

PLASMA-LUX GAS DISCHARGE DIGITAL DISPLAYS

How dataCon
wraps for less.
It’s easy. All it takes is a leader with extensive experience in
quality and cost control and all phases of electronics. A leader who
surrounds himself with experienced people who understand your
problems and speak your language. A leader who invests in the
most advanced wire wrapping machines, and has the most com
plete software program in the entire industry.
That’s how dataCon outgrew and outproduces all other inde
pendent wire wrappers, and became much more efficient than
in-house operations.
And that’s how dataCon got to be known as the wire wrappers.

dataCon
The Wire Wrappers.

New products

gain of 170 dB, a gain-bandwidth
product of 3 megahertz, and an in
put current drift of only 1 picoam
pere/°C. Unit-quantity pricing is
$34.10 for the commercial tempera
ture range 1012 CT, and $68.20 for
the military range 1012 MT. Deliv
ery is from stock.
ILC Data Device Corp., Airport International
Plaza, Bohemia, N. Y. 11716 [416]

The dataCon companies: Experts in automatic and semi-automatic wrapping.
40 Cummings Park, Woburn, Mass. 01801, Tel. (617) 935-7200
6301 DeSoto Ave.. Woodland Hills. CA 91364, Tel. (213) 340-1200

16-k n-channel ROM has
450-ns typical access time

Circle 138 on reader service card

Organized as 2,048 words of eight
bits each, n-channel static read-only
memories in the NCM6590 series
have maximum access times of 800-.
nanoseconds with 450 ns claimed to
be typical. The mask-programable
NCM6590 is a direct replacement
for the Motorola MCM6590, while
the preprogramed NCM6591 is

Presenting
in your
corner:

THÈ
ELECTRONICS
BOXER!
Why mess around when you
can have the ELECTRONICS
BOXER clean up your
copiés—keep them In top
condition.

And, it’s easy and
inexpensive to keep the
ELECTRONICS BOXER in
your corner. Just complete
the coupon and mail. Your
order will be processed
immediately, postpaid.

I ELECTRONICS BOXER
I Jesse Jones Box Corporation
I
I
I
j

2250 E. Butler St, Philadelphia, Pa. 19137
Please send me: □ boxes @ $4.25 each;
□ 3 boxes @ $12.00; □ 6 boxes @ $22.00
My check or money order is enclosed.

i

| Name_______________________________________________

I Address_____________________________________________
[ City
State
Zip
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equivalent to the MCM6591. The
latter units are programed with six
character-conversion codes. Pricing
on the units is $23.95 in hundreds.
Delivery on the preprogramed unit
is from stock, while the custom unit
requires five weeks from verification
of code.
Nitron, 10420 Bubb Road, Cupertino, Calif.
95014 [417]
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Make the Most of the Upturn!
Plan now to make the most of the forecasted eco
nomic upturn. If you make electronic circuits, we can
help. Giants of the industry use our in-circuit test sys
tems to slash testing and troubleshooting costs, increase
product yield and improve their profit margin.
These are impressive benefits anytime. Especially
when you are planning for increased production. Why
get back into the inefficient production turmoil of 1974
when we can help you streamline your manufacturing
operation?
One of the many beautiful things about a Fault
finders in-circuit test system is that it does its job
faster and more efficiently than the most expert of test
technicians, and at far less cost! Its job is to electrically
test individual parts of . a circuit through probes on each
side of the part to be checked. In-circuit test systems are
programmed for automatic operation and use multiple
pin fixtures to establish test points.
A most significant feature of our in-circuit test sys
tem is the fault printout which supplies complete data
for really economical circuit repair. Because our systems
test one-part-at-a-time, fault isolation is specific and en

tirely automatic despite the increased complexity of
electronic circuits.
Our test systems operate at a fixed cost, they knock
down manufacturing costs and keep them pegged at a
reasonable level. They are the best way to combat con
stantly rising labor costs.
Now is the time to install a Faultfinder test system
in your production line.
O There will be less disruption of your production

schedule.
• You now have the best tax incentives for capital
outlay.
•
The prime interest rate will never be lower.
• Our lead time for test systems and optional equip
ment is the shortest ever.
• Your production line will be operating at maxi
mum efficiency before the orders start stacking up.
A phone call to any of our Faultfinders offices will
bring you more information and a demonstration of
in-circuit testing which can prove that you can achieve
more profit, better products and a more secure place
in the marketplace.

WORLD LEADER OF IN-CIRCUIT TESTING

FAULTFINDERS Inc.
15 AVIS DRIVE, LATHAM, NY 12110 (518) 783-7786

A1637524

Irvine, CA (714) 549-4901

Cicero, IN (317)984-4903

Sunnyvale, CA (408) 732-9020

Waltham, MA (617) 890-4717

Park Ridge, IL (312)696-0335
Dallas, TX (214) 423-7731

Alexandria, VA (703) 451-5558
Faultfinders GmbH, Eschborn, Germany 06196/44008
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New products
Packaging & production

Card cages are
standardized
For component insertion and
wiring, user can choose
predesigned cards in 4 sizes
There isn’t much standardization of
size in wire-wrap back-panel card
cage systems, so Teradyne Compo
nents Inc., a subsidiary of Teradyne
Inc., is tackling the problem with its
standard-module library. The li
brary offers four cage sizes with card
spacings of 1.2 inches for wire
wrapped cards or 0.6 in. for etched
cards, and there are four different
card sizes for each spacing. In each
card size, the customer may choose
from 24 predesigned cards ready for
component insertion and wiring in
terconnection. In prototype devel
opment, they eliminate the need for
laying out pc cards, designing backpanel assemblies, and designing
card cages. The user can move di
rectly from breadboard prototypes
to hardwired production with a
minimum of documentation
changes.
Depending on size, cards used in
cages with 1.2-inch spacing can hold
from 24 to 126 16-pin IC devices,
while cards with 0.6-in. spacing can
hold from 16 to 81 devices. Singlerow cards have 12 test points, and
double-row cards have 24 test
points. The 24 different ic-layout
configurations in each card size al
low use of logic, analog, or MSI de
vices.
Because card size is standard,
Teradyne has been able to develop
geometry programs for wire-wrap
ping; all the customer has to do is
send his tool fist or a deck of cards
with the wiring pattern to Teradyne.
With standard sizes, it is also pos
sible to develop a test fixture for the
cards to verify wiring and auto
matically check out the system.
There are 13 connectors for 1.2in. spacing and 26 connectors for
140

0.6-in. spacing for a single-row cage,
and 26 and 52 connectors respec
tively for a double-row cage. The
76-pin card edge connectors have a
100-by-200-mil grid, and every
socket and pin is identified. The
four voltage buses are placed on the
inside of the back plane so they are
not in the way of wire-wrapping. An
input/output cutout on the end of
the back plane allows different types
of adapter panels to be used.
Prices range from $60 for 10 4-by4.25-in. cards to $240 for 10 9.25-by8.35-in. cards. A single-row stan
dard module library costs $135 for
10 units, while a double-row cage
costs $270 for 10 units. Delivery
time is one to two weeks for compo
nents, and Teradyne also offers
completely wrapped panels within
two weeks of receiving the wire list.
The system is designed to be auto
matically wrapped by a GardnerDenver system.
Teradyne Components Inc., 900 Lawrence
St., Lowell, Mass. 01852 [391]

Electronic vacuum pump
offers high throughput
Combining extremely high through
put and compact design with a vir
tual absence of stray magnetic
fields, Varian Associates has devel
oped an electronic vacuum pump
(shown in photo with control unit)
for use with such analytical instru
ments as mass spectrometers and in
production of vacuum tubes and
other devices.
The Hi-Q Vaclon model 911-5039
pump is an extension of the concept
used in the development of the first
sputter-ion pump at Varian in the
late 1950s. However, the stray mag
netic fields produced in sputter-ion

pumps prevented their use in re
search and development and in
analytical instruments that are sen
sitive to such fields. And, according
to John McLaughlin, product man
ager at Varian, because such pumps
had lower throughput than turbomolecular and diffusion pumps,
they could not be used in processing
such tube types as microwave, grid
power, X-ray, and light-amplifica
tion or in the manufacture of break
ers, interrupters, capacitors,
switches, and other devices.
The Varian Hi-Q pump, says
McLaughlin, will, however, do
many of these jobs because it has a
useful speed below .00001 torr. In
gas-vacuum pumping, for a given
throughput (Q), pressure is in
directly related to speed. The more
speed available, the lower the pres
sure. “Speed at high pressure is de
sirable,” says McLaughlin, “this is
the essence of high Q.”
The Hi-Q Vaclon pump, which
compares well with its mechanical
and diffusion counterparts, main
tains a throughput of 70 microliters
per second for hydrogen and 20 mi
croliters for nitrogen. Speed is 45 lit
ers per second at .003 torr and 19 lit
ers per second at .0002 torr.
Though weighing only 22 pounds,
the new electronic vacuum pump’s
heat-transfer design makes possible
the gas-handling throughput of a
300-pound, sputter-ion pump.
Rather than separating the cath
odes, walls, and heat-transfer mech
anism from one another as in earlier
ion pumps, Varian engineers have
made the walls of the pump into
cathodes and buried a water-cooling
system in the walls on each side.
The stray-field effect is eliminated
by the use of a ferrite alloy to com
plete the magnetic circuit.
When the diffusion and mechani
cal-pump systems require constant
power input regardless of the gas
load, the Hi-Q ion pump consumes
only the power necessary to handle
the pressure or gas load. Input to
the power supply is 208/240 volts
ac, 50/60 hertz, single-phase. Open
circuit voltage required is +7,500
volts de. The unit is 7.75 inches in
diameter and 4.875 in. thick. Price
Electronics/July 10, 1975

CAUTION: 50,000 volt»

LET ERIE DESIGN ami BUILD YOUR HIGH VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLIES and VOLTAGE MULTIPLIERS
When you talk about designing and packaging miniature, low current High Voltage Power Supplies and
Voltage Multipliers, the name ERIE should come to mind first Why? No other manufacturer of these
sophisticated devices has its own capacitor and rectifier technology in-house Only ERIE does it all Our many
years experience in producing State of the Art high voltage capacitors and high voltage silicon rectifiers —
plus an unsurpassed technology in circuit designing, packaging and encapsulation.
makes ERIE an ideal source for your high voltage component needs From very
low input voltages, ERIE can produce output voltages up to 50,000 volts
Wnte for our 32-page catalog
Application for these compact, high reliability devices includes night-vision image
High Voltage Components and
intensification systems Apollo TV cameras CRT displays Avionics systems
Devices
or for technical
assistance, call
exposed to rugged environments Industrial, Commercial and military equipments
an almost infinite variety of applications So bring ERIE in early Let us
613/392-2581
design and build your High Voltage Power Supplies and Voltage Multipliers We're
equipped-to handle large or small volume orders
in-house
ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
Erie, Pennsylvania 16512

Circle 141 on reader service card

An extra margin of safety:
our 611 Series
AC solid state relays.
Life sustaining artificial kidney machines using sensitive
low level IC logic to monitor temperature controls demand
the utmost in safety and reliability. And that’s just how the
Teledyne 611 Series of solid state relays are made to perform.
What’s more, we’ve broadened the line to include both ac and
de input ranges and
load ratings of 10,25,
and 40 Amps. All
versions provide high
output transient
Typical Functional Diagram
U.L. recognized
immunity —100 V /
psec guaranteed minimum dv/dt with 200 V///sec typical. And we’ve added an optional
600-voIt transient withstand capability for ultra-high immunity from false triggering

caused by over-voltage transients.
All Teledyne 611s are optically isolated, and
feature zero voltage turn-on to reduce RFI.
For added safety, we’ve encased each relay in
a rugged, high-impact package with recessed
connections that include both quick-disconnect
and screw terminals. And in case you haven’t
heard, we’re not the only ones with this
package configuration.
All in all, if it’s true reliability you want,
there’s a Teledyne 611 ready to do the job
... in medical electronics, computers, machine
tool or process controls. For technical
assistance and fast delivery, call us.

Photo courtesy of DWS, Inc.

TELEDYNE RELAYS
3155 West El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California 90250
Telephone (213) 973-4545
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two new
step
attenuators

New products
for the pump and the magnet, com
plete with water-cooling fittings, is
$940. With control/power supply
unit and cable, the price is about
$2,000.
Varian Vacuum Division, 611 Hansen Way,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303 [392]

Selective plating cuts cost

of wrapped-wire IC sockets
A new, economical and low-profile
wrapped-wire integrated-circuit
socket uses selective gold plating to
keep prices down to the range of 25
cents to 50 cents each, depending
upon size and quantity. The 14- and
16-pin sockets, which are also
offered with tin plating, feature a
closed, tapered-entry insulator de
sign with large contact openings for

tion with one part mounted above
the component and the other below.
For maximum convenience and ver
satility, the top and bottom seg
ments may be ordered and used
separately, although the thermal
resistance will, of course, be lowest
when both are used together. Made
of 1100-H14 aluminum alloy, the
bottoms are available in two styles
for TO-3 cans. Model 323 is for
standard hole patterns, and model
325 is for stud mounting. The ther
mal resistance of the combined unit
is 11.6°C per watt for natural con
vection cooling.

• Broadband operation
to 1000 MHz
• Numerical readout
in 1-dB steps
• High repeatability
• 1.5 watt power capability
• Easy replacement of
attenuation chip substrates

Tor Corp., 14715 Arminta St., Van Nuys,
Calif. 91402 [394],

Cambi-Cards with 140 I/O
connections now available

fast and easy insertion of the ic.
They also contain self-locking ta
pered terminals which improve re
tention and positioning in printedcircuit boards. Delivery time is from
stock to six weeks.
Augat Inc., 33 Perry Ave., Attleboro, Mass.

02703 [393]

Two-piece heat sinks

fit in tight places
Designed to provide component
cooling where board space is lim
ited, a series of two-piece heat sinks
are used in a sandwich configura-

Like its predecessor, the 715 series,
the new 714 series of General Pur
pose 3 boards has been designed
primarily so that large numbers of
22-pin devices can be installed
along with any required mixture of
14-, 16-, 24-, and other sizes of dual
in-line packages. Basically a double
width version of the 715 series, the
new series provides a substantially
larger capacity with 140 input/
output connections. The board-drill
ing pattern permits efficient inter
mixing of different size devices
whether the number of 22-pin de
vices is 5% or 95% of the total. De
signed to complement 22-pin DIP
devices, which usually require refer
ence voltages or common clock
lines, the 714 series has two extra
bus paths (in addition to the normal
voltage and ground distribution
planes). One of them is near the top
of the board and the other close to
the edge fingers. The 714-series

A general purpose attenuator for lab,
production and service applications—
0 to 79dB
2701 5012 Step Attenuator
$245
For television, CATV, telephone and
radio applications—0 to 109dB

2703 7512 Step Attenuator

$295

Ask for information on these new,
laboratory-quality bench-top instru
ments. Write: Tektronix, Inc., Box
500A, Beaverton, Oregon 97077. In
Europe, write: Tektronix Limited, P.O.
Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands.
U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon

TEKTRONIX
committed to
technical excellence
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Circle 143 on reader service card
For Demonstration Circle 197 on Reader Service Card

An integrated bridge rectifier in a
miniature dual in-line package
ACTUAL SIZE
PACKAGE

New products
boards are normally supplied with
gold-plated three-wrap-length pins.
Cambridge Thermionic Corp., 445 Concord
Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02138 [395]

Cable-to-panel connectors
require zero insertion force

DUAL IN-LINE BRIDGE

The CR series of cable-to-panel
connectors are zero-insertion-force
devices that incorporate a mechani
cal advantage device for easily mat-

4-pin, low-profile DIP
o Leads on standard .10"
. (2,54 mm) grid
® Compatible with automatic
testing, handling and inserting
• 1 Amp at 40°C (Io)
0 25V to 1000V (VRrm)
♦ Call Lee Miller 214/272-4551,
Ext. 206 for more information.

J

ea.

100V; 100,000 qnty.
Design us in . . . we’ll stay there

VARO

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
P.O.

BOX 676,

1000 N. SHILOH, GARLAND, TEX. 75040 (214) 272-4551

TWX 910-860-5178

Circle 144 on reader service card

Power
Suppfer

ing 120 or 156 contacts. Mated con
tact forces of 150 grams minimum
are typical, with several thousand
mating cycles possible without deg
radation of performance. Both plug
and receptacle halves are modular
and permit variations in termination
and conductor styles.
AMP Inc., Harrisburg, Penna. 17105 [396]

Breadboarding socket
needs no soldering

For your high voltage switching cir
cuits the 2N6251 series of STC Power
Transistors features VCEO sus. to 350
Volts with 10 Amp. continuous current
ratings.

Whatever your power transistor needs
you can get the RIGHT one.

SILICON TRANSISTOR CORP.... THE POWER SOURCE
KATRINA ROAD, CHELMSFORD, MA 01834 (617) 256-3321

A reusable breadboarding socket for
dual in-line packages allows conve
nient interconnection without sol
dering. The model 570G-1 consists
of two nylon-based termination
blocks with contacts spaced to ac
commodate any standard 14- or 16pin dip. Four tie points per contact
allow solderless interconnections
with ordinary 22-gauge hook-up
wire. Priced at $2.63, the sockets
have beryllium-copper contacts with
current ratings of 5 amperes and
contact resistances of 1 milliohm.
Vector Electronic Co. Inc., 12460 Gladstone
Ave., Sylmar, Calif. 91342 [397]

Get complete data on these and other STC Power Transistors
144
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I953A Programmable Counter/'
One of Fluke’s 'New Breed'
of powerful LSI/MOS counters
$895
'J S price FOB Buffalo, N V
Remote programming and other options extra

Circle 145 on reader service card

IHE WORLD’S 9HMLEST

LATCHING FORM C
REED ML®

latching single coil
and bistable la'chmg
double coil There's
nothing in the world
like it The price is
small, too Call or
‘ write for complete data
and prices

The R-relay is avail
able in hermeticallysealed and magnetic
ally-shielded versions m
any of three operating
modes polar single
side stable, bistable

Keithley’s newest
pmt DMM is...
sensitive . .(toipv,iopA,imn),
stable........ (o.2pv/°c),
versatile... (26 de ranges),
economical ($525)

Attua! size 394Z'H x
394'Wx 787"L

INCREDIBLE SPECS
Speed.500 Hz
Low operating power

40 mW bistable
30 mW single side stable
DC switching capacity

Mm max (dry)
100 /¿A, 100 mV/0.1 A, 1 2 W
Min - max {power;
40 mA, 1 V'1 A 20 W
Twin contacts

Contact press 5 g mm
Shock resist ’> 100 G
Vibration resist

>10 G fa) 10-550 Hz

Operating temp —55
Bounce 0 3 msec approx
Longlife >?09 mechanical

65°C

operations
Weight 175 ounce
Size 394' H x 394"W x

787"L

Relays for advanced technology.

The new Keithley Model 160B has it all. It’s
the epitome of a DMM for scientific and en
gineering labs. Find out what it can do for
you. Send for complete details or phone
(216) 248-0400.

K EI T ELE V

Arrow-M Corp 250 Sheffield St. Mountainside N J 07092 US A

Telephone 01232 4260
Circle 184 on reader service card

I N S T R U M E NTS
U.S.A. :28775 AURORA ROAD, CLEVELAND, OHIO 44139
EUROPE: 14, AVENUE VILLARDIN, 1009 FULLY, SUISSE
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New products

Subassemblies

Isolators handle
several channels
Amplifiers provide high
common-mode rejection
at low per-channel prices
Since many applications of isolation
amplifiers—biomedical recording,
off-ground measurements, industrial
process control, and data-acquisition systems—need more than one
isolation amplifier per installation,

Analog Devices decided that the
per-channel cost of these units could
be significantly reduced by putting
more than one channel into each
amplifier package. Since the chan
nels all share a common oscillator,
this approach not only saves money
but has the added advantage of
eliminating beat-frequency noise
caused by oscillator mixing.
Both the model 282J two-channel
amplifier and the model 283J threechannel isolator include dual ±3-v
de and ±6-V de regulated outputs
that are isolated from the ampli
fier’s power terminals. These out
puts can be used to excite external
bridges, signal conditioners, and
other transducers such as thermis
tors. Because the floating power is
supplied at the amplifier inputs, the
146

user can enclose all of the input cir
cuitry, including the power supplies,
in a single electrostatic shield, thus
improving the common-mode rejec
tion ratio by about 40 decibels. For
users who don’t need a custom
shield of their own, Analog Devices
offers a standard socket and shield
for $15. The manufacturer empha
sizes that the full performance of
the amplifier will not be realized un
less a shield—either custom or stan
dard—is employed.
With a shield, the amplifier offers
a CMRR of 160 dB at de, falling to
about 130 dB at 100 hertz and 105
dB at 1 kilohertz. All of these figures
are for a 5-kilohm source imbal
ance. Input noise of the device is a
low 1.5 microvolts rms in a 1-kHz
bandwidth, and maximum ground
leakage current is 2.4 microamperes
rms at 115 V at 60 Hz.
The gain of each channel can be
set from 1 to 100 v/v by changing
the gain resistors mounted on stand
off terminals on the amplifier board.
Each amplifier channel has a 100megohm differential input resist
ance, a 220-V rms continuous differ
ential input voltage rating, and
±350-v de or peak ac input/output
isolation. Operating temperature
range is 0° to 70°C.
The two-channel 282J sells for
$149 each in small quantities, while
the three-channel 283J is priced at
$189. Both units are available from
stock.

conversion time of less than 4 mi
croseconds for a throughput of 250
kilohertz. The MP2712, which has a
temperature coefficient of gain of
only 12 ppm/°C, drifts only 1 least
significant bit for a temperature
change of 20°C. The converter has
four pin-selectable full-scale ranges:
0 to 5 volts, 0 to 10 V, -5 to +5 V,
and -10 to +10 V. It is housed in a
compact, 2-by-4-by-0.44-inch Modupac that shields it from both elec
tric and magnetic fields. This allows
the unit to operate properly even
when mounted within a minicom
puter, printer, or similar noisy envi
ronment.
Analogic Corp., Audubon Rd., Wakefield,
Mass. 01880 [383]

Multifunction analog

module sells for $32
Called a multifunction converter,
the model 4302 is an analog element
whose transfer function is given by
Eo = Vy(V2/Vx)m where Vx, Vy, and
Vz are input voltages, and m is a resistor-programable constant be

Analog Devices Inc., P. O. Box 280, Route 1
Industrial Park, Norwood, Mass. 02062
[381]

12-bit a-d converter
has 250-kHz throughput
Priced at only $229 in unit quan
tities, the MP2712 is a true 12-bit
analog-to-digital converter with a

tween 0.2 and 5. Because of the
flexibility of its transfer function,
the 4302 can multiply and divide,
take roots and powers, and raise ra
tios to arbitrary powers. With the
addition of some active and passive
components, it can also compute
true-rms values, find vector sums,
and calculate trigonometric func
tions. Typical accuracies, for mul
tiplying and dividing, are within
0.25% of full scale. Housed in a 14pin dual in-line package, the 4302
accepts input voltages in the range
from 0 to + 10 v and puts out from
0 to 10 V at up to 5 milliamperes. It
Electronics/July 10, 1975

FREE

Fiber
©pfcs
Catalog
Features the complete AO line of fiber optics
products—from Inspection Fiberscopes and
Light Guides to Illuminators, Image Conduits,
Faceplates and Custom Components, Includes
the four newest remote inspection fiberscopes
now available.
Describes the principle, technology and tech
niques used to make flexible light and image
transmissions a proven, practical fact. Write today
for your FREE copy of the AO Fiber
r\
Optics catalog to American Optical /)
Corporation, Fiber Optics Division,
Southbridge, Mass. 01550.
American
Optical
Circle 176 on reader service card

Countdown Free!

Interstate Pulse Generators
have Constant Duty Cycle
Interstates exclusive Constant Duty Cycle mode automatically
controls pulse width as a percentage of the pc i :od so when
you re varying the rep rate, tne generator can 11 tssibly skip
a pulse or two an I give you an invalid output
Constant Duty Cycle is only one ci many innovative Series 20
features you ve never seen in a pulse generator before Call
John Curry collect and he II send you the new Interstate
Senes 20 Pulse Generator catalog - it s free, too!

20 SHBA, KOTOHIRA CHO. MINATO KU TOKYO. JAPAN

SPECIAL INVITATION TO:

The 16th Japan Electric Measuring Instrument-Automation
Exhibition
Nov. 18-21, 1975, Tokyo
Cut out this invitation and bring it to the Exhibition, and
an exhibitor list will be forwarded to you.

— INTERSTATE

Phone 1714) 549-8282

Bu wZZA Jk__ icMViKaricS
Subsidiary ui A TO tnc

t3@pt '
‘c x ' ■ i. Ana? j ■ ■ 92SO3
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Our attenuators can be

New products
is priced at $32 in single quantities.
Burr-Brown Research Corp., International
Airport Industrial Park, Tucson, Ariz. 85734
[385]

Pincushion correctors

settle within 1 microsecond

Ga

Fixed

If your design calls tor ary typo of attenuator in the D / to I GHz
range, talk toTelomc first. We have 'em for handling .1 dB : tot ^ay
to 140 dB. The solid-state, thick film resistors we use g. “ i-mger
service life, higher accuracies and power capabilities of 3 watts or
better. Prices start at $28.00, even lower in quantities Our attenuator
catalog is yours on request. Write or call
-

//

l&UiUU/A I Iciir

g

Available in two versions—a cur
rent-output device and a voltage
output unit—the C201/202 is a
solid-state module that corrects for
pin-cushion distortion in flat-face
cathode-ray-tube displays. Slewing
at 30 v/microsecond and settling to
within 1% of final value in 1 ps, the
units have typical errors of 0.5% for

/ / 2825 Laguna Canyon Rd. • Box 277

U Laguna Beach, California 92652
Tel: 714 494-9401 ■ TWX: 910 596-1320 ■ Cable: TELENG

Telonic-the name for attenuators

Circle 183 on reader service card

NEW FROM
AUGAT.
Lead socket carrier assembly. Now it's easier
than ever to put Augat machined-contact
reliability into your PC board. Disposable
carrier provides 6-40 pin IC
patterns for fast, easy
insertion into boards.
Permits maximum
density, visibility for
soldering and inspec
tion, and increased air
circulation. Available now
from your Augat distributor.

AUGAT
Augat Inc., 33 Perry Avenue, P.O. Box 779, Attleboro,
Massachusetts 02703
Name

Title
Company
Address

148
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tubes with a 60°. deflection angle.
The C201, the current-output ver
sion, has an output impedance of
107 ohms and is priced at $130 in
single quantities. The voltage-out
put C202 has an output impedance
of 0.1 ohm and a price of $160. De
livery time on all units is four weeks.
Intronics Inc., 57 Chapel St., Newton, Mass.
02158 [384]

10-MHz a-d converters

can resolve up to 13 bits
Available in versions with 11-, 12-,
and 13-bit resolutions, the 9000
series of analog-to-digital converters
has models with maximum conver
sion rates of 5 and 10 megahertz. To
provide this level of performance,
all units in the series have internal
track-and-hold circuits with an
aperture time of 10 picoseconds. In
tended for very high-speed appli
cations, such as the digitization of
radar signals, the 9000 series units
Electronics/July 10,1975

THE FASTEST MINI GOING
The best value in
miniature recorders

A CAMBION® Double “QQ” Product Line

Cambion’s
uncommon coils
for those
not so common
a^licatfens.
□ 5 Hz. response

□ Quiet operation
□ Lightweight - 3.5 lbs.
□ Cartridge paper loading
Chart re roll or feed out

□
□
□

Inkless thermal recording

□
Portable or rack mounting
Continuous rectilinear trace

□ Basic sensitivity: 100 mV F.S.
□ Compact: 5-1/2"H x 3-5/8"W x 6-1/2"D
□ Wide range of chart speeds from 1/2 in. /hr. to 6 in./min.

Call or write Bill Beaulieu for details.

Keewaydin Drive
Salem, N.H. 03079

Circle 178 on reader service card

New 121-page handbook for
those who have time (code)
on their hands... only $3.50.
Here’s a valuable reference prepared by Systron-Donner’s team
of time code specialists.The handbook covers such subjects as
accuracy and synchronization of standards; time codes and for
mats; and systems and instruments for time code generation,
reading and tape search.
When you need the uncommon Cambion has it. Like the ultraminiaturized coils Cambion developed for the electronic watch.
They’re thick-film, bondable and come as fixed inductors in a
wide range of 0.1 through 100,000uH.

So whether you need a common everyday coil or one with
special characteristics, Cambion makes high Q standard coils
for industrial, commercial and defense-related applications,
all in a wide variety of package and mounting styles. Micro
miniatures, fixed chokes, L-C filters, balun transformers, or
toroids - the quality stands up as the quantity goes on.

Custom or standard, let Cambion engineer and produce to
your specifications, always with the assurance of repeatable
operating characteristics. That’s the Double Q approach of
Cambion.

Discover the common coil and its uncommon counterpart in
our latest catalog: Write: Cambridge Thermionic Corporation,
445 Concord Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.
Phone: (617) 491-5400. In Los Angeles: 8703 LaTijera
Boulevard 90045. Phone: (213) 776-0472.
For your copy of “Precision Timekeeping and Tape Search,”
send your check payable to Systron-Donner Corporation, Data
Products Division, 935 Detroit Avenue, Concord, CA 94518.

SYSTRON
Circle 179 on reader service card

DONNER

Standardize on

Cambion
The Guaranteed Electronic Components

Circle 149 on reader service card
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RF detectors
for every
application
100 kHz to 18.5 GHz
Field replaceable diodes
You can get the detector
suited to your needs from
WiiTRON s broad line
And in all of these highperfotmance detectors the
diodes are field replaceable
Note, too, the variety of
available connectors BNC
N, APC and SMA (see table)
Discounts to 15% in quan
tity Stock delivery.
Call Walt Baxter at
WILTRON now for details

New products

Price
$

Model

Range

Connectors
In
Out

71B5C

100 kHz
3 GHz

BNC
Male

BNC
Feni

±0 5 dB

70

73N5U

100 kHz4 GHz

N
Male

3NC
Fem

±0 2 dB

75

74N50

10 MHz12 4 GHz

N
Male

BNC
Fem

±0 5 dB

145

74S50

10 MHz
12 4 GHz

SMA
Male

BNC
Fem

± 0 5 dB

165

75A50

10 MHz18 5 GHz

APC 7

BNC
Fem

±1 dB

190

75N50

10 MHz18 5 GHz

N
Male

BNC
Fem

±1 dB

170

75S50

10 MHz18 5 GHz

SMA
Male

BNC
Fem

±1 dB

170

Flatness

are offered with input impedances
of 50, 75, or 93 ohms. Prices vary
from $8,200 for the 5-MHz, 11-bit
unit to $13,980 for the 10-MHz, 13bit machine. Delivery time is 12 to
14 weeks.
Computer Labs, 1109 So. Chapman St.,
Greenboro, N. C.27403 [386]

Militarized line-to-dc power
930 E MeadO'A Drive

•

Palo Aito. Ca 04303

(415)494-6660

•

•

supplies operate up to 85°C

TWX 910-373-1156

Capable of delivering their full
rated power from -40 to + 85°C, the
PM series of epoxy-encapsulated
militarized power supplies are lineoperated units that put out + 5 v, or
+ 5 and -12 V, or ±12 V, or ±15 V at

Circle 150 on reader service card

Large and
medium scale
integration:
fctp Op

Watt tìlS

fast changing technology
Now, in on? comprehensive volume, a
complete working grasp at large and
medium scale integration for electron
ics engineers engaged in the design of
electronic systems, equipment and
products
A wealth of practical working data on
large and medium scale integration has
been culled from the most important
articles in Electronics magazine by
Samuel Weber. Executive Editor Em
phasis is on design problems at the
system or subsystem level as well as
on the economics of today's design.
Whatever the design problem - from
partitioning a digital system to working
with a semiconductor company in pro
ducing the best LSI design, this book
covers the full range of today’s impor
tant technologies on a practical, rather
than a theoretical, level

It’s yours for $15 00 Keep up

150

g ■■ ■ FREE 10-0 AY EXAMINATION SMI |

McGraw-Hill Book Company
1221 Ave. of the Americas.
fj New York, N.Y. 10020

Q

■
=
■
.■■"Il [

Send me a copy of Large and Medium
Scale Integration (068815-X) for w days
□ on approval At the end of that bme, 1 wilt
either remit $15 00, plus tax, postage, and
D handling, or return book without further
obligat on (Remit in full with this coupon
Dplus ary tax and MrGraw-HtH pays all
postage and handling costs.)
| Name

n
g
p
|
n
|J
p

I Address___ __________ __ _______

I

□

|

□ City____________________________________ I

| State_______ _________ __ „.Zip_________ I
Offer good only in the US and subject tn p
acceptance by McGraw-Hit! For prices out- J
□ side U S . contact McGraw-Hill Book Co 1

□

total power levels as high as 5 watts.
Load regulated to within 0.05%, the
high-reliability modules are burned
in for a minimum of 200 hours to
weed out early failures. Prices, in
lots of from 10 to 24 pieces, range
from $73 to $99, depending upon
model. Delivery is from stock to two
weeks.
Semiconductor Circuits Inc., 306 River St.,
Haverhill, Mass. 01830 [387]

23 K138-4018-3 ®

Bl MH fl ■■ H E3 SS® 1» fl
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CONSIDERING
Frequency or Time
Measurements?

CALL ELDORADO!
. . . Eldorado invented the 1 ns Time
Interval Meter
. . . Eldorado invented direct gigahertz
frequency measurements
. . . Eldorado pioneered low-cost
IC counters

ELDORADO
INSTRUMENTS

COMPANY

2495 ESTAND WAY • PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523 • (415) 682-2100

Circle 151 on reader service card

Need a current catalog?
Use your EBG to order the catalogs
you need. Last year, 80,000 requests
for catalogs were generated through
the use of EBG Catalog Inquiry Cards.
Put EBG to work for you—and
your company.

Electronics
Buyers’
Guide
THE ACTION BOOK
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The new
ROTASWITCH
820 Encoder
is so small it
fits in a space
tins size.

New products/materials
Beryllia substrates with a thermal
conductivity 14 times that of alu
mina and 15% greater than that of
aluminum are made by a tape pro
cess for hybrid and microwave-cir
cuit applications. Berlox-Strates
have surface finishes of 15 micro
inches rms on one side and 20 /xin.
on the other. Their dielectric con
stant is 6.5 at 10 GHz and 25°C,
while their dissipation factor is
0.0001 under the same conditions.
The substrates are available from
stock in l-in.-by-l-in. and 2-in.-by2-in. sizes, both of which are 0.025
in. thick.
National Beryllia Corp., Greenwood Ave.,
Haskell, N. J. 07420 [476]

• Single or quadrature, sine or TTL compatible
T-TL output
• Up to 500 pulses per revolution
• High quality components for top dependability
• Low cost ($150.00 in single quantities)
Complete specifications in Bulletin 820. Write or call

DISC Instruments, Inc.

102 E. Baker St., Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626, Phone (714) 979-5300

Disc Instruments Division
Finnigan GmbH, Dachauer Strasse 511, 8 Munchen 50, Germany, Phone:

(0811) 142291

(2)

Disc Instruments Division
Finnigan Instruments Ltd., Paradise, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, England, Phone: (0442) 57261

Circle 152 on reader service card

Exclusive Economic
and Industry Studies

ELECTRONIC
ENCLOSURE

Approximate size:
3"H x 5"D x 7"W
Tracewell Enclosures are versatile, inex
pensive, and adapt easily to a wide variety
of stock or specialized applications.

The flat front panel readily accepts a wide
range of digital panel meter sizes and can
be easily punched and silkscreened. Both
front and rear panels are 1/16 inch an
odized aluminum; the exterior is % inch
high-impact plastic.
Inside are molded-in vertical grooves for
mounting printed circuit boards. The first
four grooves are designed for many differ
ent style digital readouts. There are also
molded-in standoffs for horizontal mounting.
Several options including under-dash mount
ing bracket and height increase spacers
are available.

THS TRACEWELL ENCLOSURES, INC.
200 Montrose Way

For Financiai Analysts,
Corporate Planners,
Business Economists,
Marketing Executives
Geared directly to the future, our
Department of Economics offers more
than 40 forecasting tools to help
project the general economy and
industrial growth over the short and
long run.
EXAMPLES: Do you know that the
current operating rate for the chemical
industry is 86% ? For synthetic
materials, the utilization rate is 93%?
That construction and mining
machinery new orders are expected to
be 8% higher in f 974 than in '73? That
steel expects a 3% decline in physical
volume of sales in 1974? That
consumer income after taxes will
increase 8% in 1975?
At a modest cost, our various
services covering most industrial
segments of the economy are available
to you.
For more information write for our
booklet, "Exclusive Economic1 Studies,"
or phone Douglas Greenwald,
Chief Economist, (212) 997-2216.

Glass microsheet with a nominal
thickness of only 0.2 millimeter (8
mils) has been adapted as a sub
strate material for iron-oxide photo
mask blanks used in the production
of integrated circuits. The microsheet is sufficiently thin and flexible
to conform during contact printing
to minute variations in the surface
of a silicon wafer. The Dur-Cor
blanks carry a sputtered iron-oxide
film with a standard thickness of
1,400 angstroms, although 950 A is
available for special applications.
The microsheet blanks are available
with coatings of either positive or
negative photoresist.
Corning Glass Works, Electronic Materials
Department, Corning, N. Y. 14830 [477]

Epoxy resin system PR-2200 is an
all-purpose casting, potting, and en
capsulating formulation with an op
erating temperature range from -55
to 200° C. The resin has a very low
viscosity, which means that it can
normally yield bubble-free castings

Department of Economics
McGraw-Hill Publications Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020

Columbus, Ohio 43214
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Energy
Saver

The DL-8A Microcomputer

So unique, it may last forever

NEW

Our DL-8A Microcomputer is designed with
wire-wrapped socket board assemblies that will
accept any component having 14 to 40 pins. Virtually
guarantees unlimited life; as computer density
increases and pin configurations change, the DL-8A
will be ready to use them.

ELECTRONICS BUYERS’
GUIDE... EASY-TO-USE,
SINGLE VOLUME SOURCE FOR:

Furthermore, problems inherent in printed circuit
card and card file construction are eliminated. Since
extender cards aren’t used, servicing is easy. And
there’s no volatile solid state RAM memory erasure
that occurs when power is interrupted to install
or remove extender cards. Avoids time-consuming
memory reloading from an external device.

® Information on over 4,000 products.
• Over 6,000 company listings and phone num
bers — both home and field offices.
« EBG EXCLUSIVE: quick access to over 1000
helpful catalogs through a timesaving Direct
Inquiry service.
• More than 1,400 pages of data.

The DL-8A is available in several forms.
The complete unit consists of a wire wrapped socket
system with 4K RAM, 2K PROM (expandable to
64K), four input and four output ports, a
communications channel, interrupt system and DMA.
Also comes with control panel, power supply, I/O
interfaces, selected peripheral device and enclosure.

Here is the international world of electronics at
your fingertips. Find suppliers ... fast... accu
rately .. . and locally! Don’t have a copy? Use
coupon below, today.

I-------------- -—--------------------- 1

। Electronics Buyers’ Guide

The full DL-8A board with Control Panel gives an
open, easily accessible layout for debugging other
devices that may be added.

A McGraw-Hill Publication
1221 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020

'

Yes, send me
copies (copy) of the energy
saving Electronics Buyers’ Guide. I’ve enclosed
$20.00 (USA and Canada only; elsewhere send
$30.00). Full money back guarantee if not satisfied.

।

name

.

COMPANY

I

STREET
CITY;

STATE
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ZIP

Or you can purchase the wire wrapped system by
itself, with or without components. And with or
without a control panel or I/O interface cards.

The DL-8A software is systems oriented
and includes Cross Assemblers for DEC PDP-8 and
PDP-11, PROM and Paper Tape Loaders, Hardware
Diagnostics, and Debug Routines.

So, if you’re interested in a sophisticated computer
for your system (and a great learning device, too),
call or write for the DL-8A Microcomputer story today.

data numerics
INCORPORATED
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RF-PACKAGES—MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
WORLD S LARGEST RADAR & MICROWAVE INVENTORY
MOD IV HI-RES MONOPULSE TRACKER

AUTOTRACK ANTENNA
SCR-5 84 RADAR SYSTEM

Instrumentation radar; freq. 8.5-9.8 GHz. Pwr: 250 KW.
.1 mil accu. Trk. Rng. 50 or 200 mi.

360 deg AZ 210 deg EL. 1 mil. ac
curacy. Missile vel. accel. and slew,
rates. Amplidyne conrol. Handle up
to 20 ft. dish. Compl. control chassis.
ALSO in stock 10 cm. van mounted
rad. system. Conical scan. PPL 6 ft.
dish. 300 pg. instr, bk. on radar $25

RADAR SYSTEMS

RF SOURCES

3OO-535KHz 500W; 2-30MHz 3KW; 4-21 MHz 40KW;
24-350MHz, 100W; 385-585MHz 1KW; 750-985MHz
10KW; .95-8.8GHz 150W; l-1.5GHz HOW; L7-2.4GHz
10KW; 4.4-5GHz 1KW; 8.8-11GHz 200W. Many more.

CW:

210-225MHz 5/isec 180 PPS; 14KW
400-420MHz .0002DC; 1KW 400-700MHz .002DC.
L BAND: 1KW 1-1.5GHZ .IDC; 500KW 1.2-1.35GHz
2/isec 400PPS.
S BAND: 1KW 2.4-2.6GHz ,75/isec 1200PPS; 250KW
2.7-3.3GHz .8/isec 1600PPS; 500KW 2.7-3.1GHz
.8/isec 1600PPS; 1 Megawatt 2.7-2.9GHz 1/isec
1200PPS; 5 Megawatts 2.75-2.85GHz 2.5/isec 400PPS.
C BAND: 225KW 6275-6575MHz .4/isec 680PPS; 250KW
5.4-5.8GHz .5/isec 680PPS; 1 Megawatt 6GHz l/isec
1000PPS.
X BAND: 100W 9.2-9.5GHz .5/isec 1000PPS; 1 KW
.8.9-9.4GHz .001DC; 65KW 8.5-9.6G Hz .001DC;
250KW 8.5-9.6GHz .0013DC; 400KW 9.1 GHz 1.8psec
450PPS.
Ku-K BAND: 50KW 16.4-16.6GHz .001DC; 135KW
15.5-17.5GHz .0006DC; 40KW 24GHz .0007DC; 40KW
35GHz .0004DC.
UHF: 1 Megawatt

PULSE MODULATORS + H.V.P.S.

245 KW LINE Output 16 KV 16 A. .25 /is 4000 PPS.
405 KW FLOATING DECK Output 20 KV 20 A 1 /is to
10 millesec pulse.
500 KW LINE Output 22 KV 28 A. .4/1.75/2.25 /is
2500/550/300 PPS.
1 MW HARDTUBE MIT MODEL 9 Output 25 KV at 40
A. .25 2/is .002 D.C.
2.0 MW LINE 30 KV 70 A. 1/2 /is 600/300 PPS.
3 MW LINE Output 39 KV 75 A. .25/1 /is 500 PPS.
10 MW LINE 76 KV 135 A. 2.5 /is 350 PPS.
17 MW LINE 17 KV 1000 A. 2-5 us 150-2000 PPS.
SEND FOR FREE 24 PG. CATALOG

K BAND MONOPULSE 40KW E-34.
KU BAND SEARCH 135KW B-58
X BAND MISSILE CONTROL NIKE AJAX/HERC
X BAND FIRE CONTROL 250KW M-33
X BAND WEATHER/SEARCH 250KW AN/CPS-9
X BAND AIRBORNE TRACKER 50KW B-47
X BAND MOBILE TRACKER 40KW AN/MPQ-29
X BAND WEATHER/SEARCH 40KW AN/SPN-5
X BAND TRANSPONDER 100W AN/DPN-62
C BAND HOT. FDR. 5MW FPS-26; 1MWTPS-37
C BAND SEARCH 285KW AN/SPS-5B/D
S BAND HEIGHT-FINDER 5MW AN/FPS-6
S BAND SEARCH COHERENT 1MW AN/FPS-18
S BAND ACQUISITION 1MW NIKE AJAX/HERC
S BAND TRACKER 10' DISH 500KW AN/MPQ-18
S BAND MORTAR LOCATOR 250KW AN/MPQ-10A
S BAND TRACKER 250KW AN/MPS-9
L BAND SEARCH 40' ANTENNA 500KW AN/FPS-75
L BAND SEARCH 500KW AN/TPS-1D/GSS-1
UHF SEARCH 1MWTPS-28

DRONE CONTROL SYSTEMS
UHF COMMAND SYSTEM AN/URW-14
X BAND DATA LINK AN/UPW-1
X BAND TRACKER AN/MPQ-29
X BAND TRACKER AN/MSQ-51

60 FT. DISH

Complete with Az-El pedestal, ready for installation.
Immed. delivery. Write or call.
SPARE PARTS IN STOCK
Nike Ajax. Nike Hercules. M-33.MPS-I9. TPS-ID. TPSIOD. F PS-6. SPS8. SCR-584. HIPAR. Many more, write.

Radio
Research
Instrument
Co., Inc.
3 QUINCY ST., NORWALK, CONN. 06850
(203) 853-2600

CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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WE SHIP IN 1 DAY
FROM OUR 42000 SQ. FT. FACILITY

CASC • HP • HIS • IBM • INT • LOCK
MICRO • SEL • TEMPO ° UNIVAC
VARIAN »XLO

300LPM $2950
700LPM 7500
1333 LPM 7500

Q. Whom do I contact or call to re
new my classified ad or make
corrections?

CARD READERS
DOCUMATION

M200
M600

GDI 120,110A

950
1500
450

PÄPEKTAPE
DIGITRONICS
CHALCO
BRPEPUNCH

2500
5401
21

350
350
250

MAGNETIC TAPE
PERTEC
WANGCO

7830
6840
1137

250
1450
1450

AMERICAN USED
COMPUTER CORP
Box 68, Kenmore Sta., Boston, MA 02215
k member COMPUTER DEALERS ASSOCJ
CIRCLE 155 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Temperature-indicating crayons
covering the range from 65°C to
670°C change color at specific tem
peratures. Each of the 18 crayons
offered changes its color within one
or two seconds if the surface on
which it is applied exceeds the
crayon’s rated value. Kats contain
six, 12, or 18 crayons. The 18-crayon
kit is priced at $35.
Telatemp Corp., P. O. Box 5160, Fullerton,
Calif. 92635 [479]

A silicone encapsulant that meets
the requirements of MIL-S-23586 ' is
noteworthy for its uniform curing
even in deep sections. The roomtemperature-vulcanizing
siliconerubber material has a low initial vis
cosity of 80 centipoises, temperature
stability from -54 to 250°C, and
bondability to most substrates.
Platinum-silver conductor paste No.
1150 is a thick-film product that can
be fired at temperatures as low as
750°C. It is priced at $19.95 per
ounce in 1,000-ounce quantities.

MINIS-DEC. DG«CAI

MDS 4330
DP 2440
DP 4300

Formulated Resins Inc., P. O. Box 508,
Greenville, R. |. 02828 [478]

Dow Corning Corp., Midland, Mich. [480]

1

PRINTERS

without the use of vacuum de-aeration equipment. PR-2200 sells for
$1.60 per pound in 1-quart cans and
85 cents per lb in 55-gal drums.

A. Write Electronics, Class. Adv.
Dept., P.O. Box 900, NY, NY
10020 or call: (212) 997-4392.
Give full company name, size of
ad, & date or dates it is sched
uled to appear.

Electro Oxide Corp., 3896 Burns Rd., Palm
Beach Gardens, Fla. 33410 [401]

Microwave dielectric material Di
Clad 527 is a laminated composition
of PTFE-coated glass fabric with cop
per cladding on one or two surfaces.
Noteworthy for its low dissipation
factor of 0.0019 at X band (8.2 to
12.4 gigahertz), the material has a
dielectric constant of 2.5.
Keene Corp., Chase-Foster Laminates Divi
sion, 199 Amaral St., P. O. Box 4305, East
Providence, R. I. 02914 [402]

Fusible shielding tape Lamiglas
1112, is intended for cable television
and similar applications. Made of 1mil aluminum foil with an adhesive
copolymer coating, the tape is avail
able in split widths from % to 20 in.
Sun Chemical Corp., Facile Division, 185
Sixth Ave., Paterson, N. J. 07524 [403]
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FEATURE ARTICLES FROM
ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE ARE NOW
AVAILABLE IN REPRINT FORM !
Valuable additions to your electronics library are now available thru this exclusive reprint
service. Just check the articles you wish to order and enclose check or money order for
prompt service.
No. of

No. of

Copies

Copies
Wanted

Wanted

R-310 Penetration Color Tubes are Enhancing

R- 11 Computer-Aided Design....................................................... .$4.00

Information

R- 15 Special Report on LSI Packaging.................................. .$3.00

Displays

................................

..$2.00

R-312 Leadless, Pluggable IC Packages Reduce Costs..$2.00

R-016 Special Report on The Transistor:

Two Decades of Progress ................................................. .$3.00

R-316 Hybrid Circuit Technology Solves

R- 18 Reshaping the EE for the Seventies.......................... .$1.00

Tough Design Problems ........................... .$3.00

. .$3.50

R-318 Buckling Up for the Bumpy Road to Detroit. . .. .$3.00

R-023 Special Report: Tomorrow’s Communications.
R-027 Consumer Hazards: Why They Happen,

R-320 Planar Interconnection Techniques (Designer

How They Can Be Fixed....................................................... .$2.00
R-031

Must Plan Early for Flat Cable) . ..

Circuit Designer’s Casebook (U.S. Only)................ .$5.50

R-032 Active Filters ........................................................................

. .$4.00

Complement the Old..................................

infra-Red Detector Chart

...$2.00

R-324 Semiconductor Memories Are Taking Over

Data-Storage Applications

R-101 Special Report: The Right Numeric Readout,

a Critical Choice for Designers ..................................... .$2.00

...................

. .$3.00

R-326 Optical Spectrum Report and

R-104 The New Concept for Memory and

Optical Spectrum Chart ..........................

Imaging: Charge Coupling ............................................... .$2.00

...$4.00

R-328 Pervasiveness of Electronics

R-107 Wanted for the '70s: Easier-to-Program

Computers

. .$3.00

R-322 Special Report: The New Displays

. .$2.00

Entire Issue of Electronics .....................

...................................................................................... .$4.00

R-500 Japanese Forecast

1975 ........................ .. $3.00

R-no Automation for Survival and Profit .......................... .$2.00
R-502 European Forecast 1975 ........................ .. $3.0u

R-113 Optoelectronics Makes It At Last (3 part series). . $4.00
R-504 U.S. Forecast 1975 ..................................... ...$3.00

R-203 East Europe Market Report ..................... .. .......................

R-205 Bridging the Analog & Digital

Worlds with Linear ICs

....................................................... .$4.00

R-207 Technology Gap Starts to Close for

Computer Peripherals ............................................................ .$3.00
R-209 Semiconductor RAMs Land Computer

Mainframe

R-211

Jobs

............. .. ............................... .. .................

Electromagnetic Spectrum Report
and Foldout Chart.................................. ...............................

.$4.00

R-213 Electromagnetic Spectrum Chart

3 FOR
$7.50

R-406 Logics New Design Tools........................

. ..$3.00

R-408 Bringing Sight to the Blind..................

...$2.00

R-410 Passive Components ..................................

.. .$3.00

R-412 Liguid Cooling Semiconductors ....

...$3.00

R-414 Simplified n-Channel Process

...$3.00

...........

R-416 Optical Waveguides Look Brighter

...$3.00

R-418 Computer Analyses of RF Circuits .

...$3.00

R-420 Computerized Text-Editing and Typ esetting . ...$3.00

(rolled in mailing tube) ....................................................... .$2.00

R-30Ó Charge Coupling Improves Its Image,

Challenging Video Camera

.................................. ..

.$2.00

...$3.00

R-424 Microprocessor Applications................

. ..$3.00

R-426 Special Issue—-Technology Update--1974 . .

R-308 Program for Transition from NonLinear

to Linear Transistor Model ............................................

R-422 A Microprogramable Minicomputer

. .$4.00

.$2.00

Payment must accompany your order... USE THIS PAGE AS YOUR ORDER FORM
Make check or money or
der payable to Electron
ics Reprints. All orders
shipped prepaidvia parcel
post. Allow two to three
weeks for delivery.

Mail YourOrderTo
Janice Austin

Amount of Order

$

ELECTRONICS REPRINTS

Plus 10% Handling Charge

$

P.O. Box 669
Hightstown, N.J. 08520

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

$_________

______

SEND REPRINTS TO
Back Issues Now Avail
able. 1960 to 1969 $5.00
each. 1970 to 1973 $3.00
each.

Name____________________________________________________________________________ ____

Company

Dept-------------------------------------------

St re et_______________________________________________________________________ _ _________
City

State

Zip

New literature
Thick-film resistors. A one-page
bulletin, No. R-850-5, describes theeffects of various screen-printable
conductor pastes on the resistivity of
thick-film resistors. Results are
shown for platinum-gold, palla
dium-gold, palladium-silver, and
silver conductors. The bulletin can
be obtained from Thick Film Sys
tems Inc., 324 Palm Ave., Santa
Barbara, Calif. 93101. Circle 421 on
reader service card.'
Communications testing. Called
“The White Noise Book,” a publica
tion put out by Marconi Instru
ments, 100 Stonehurst Court,
Northvale, N. J. 07647, deals with
the subject-of multichannel commu
nications testing—both cable and ra
dio. The 104-page book has a post
age-paid price of $6. [422]

WITH THE NEW
DIRECT DIGITAL READOUT

ISERIES
REAL TIME
SPECTRUM

On line, narrow band spectrum analysis
now simplified with built-in digital Ampli-.
tude and Frequency readouts. New, easyto-use cursor control readily positions a
unique crosshatch locating the critical in
formation on a scope display.
Other features of the 200 line feAI-510 and
400 line SAI-520 include — simplified cali
bration, lower noise floor, zero to 50KHz
analysis range, 10 bit A/D converter and
built-in spectrum averaging with linear,
peak hold and exponential capability.
Call 516-234-5700 for demonstration or write
for Technical Bulletin S-51C.

SEM packaging. A so-called erector
set packaging system for the Navy’s
Standard Electronic Module (SEM)
Program is detailed in a 17-page
booklet available from International
Electronic Research Corp., 135 W.
Magnolia Blvd., Burbank, Calif.
91502. The booklet illustrates the six
standard components of the ierc
system, along with some nonstan
dard parts. [423]

Uninterruptible power systems. An
eight-page brochure from Static
Power Inc. covers the need for unin
terruptible power systems and im
portant features to look for. The
brochure includes specifications, di
mensions, and application notes on
a 313-kVA UPS made by Static
Power Inc., 3800 Campus Dr., New
port Beach, Calif. 92660 [424]
Beryllium-nickel. Berylco-nickel al
loy 440 is a nickel-beryIlium-tita
nium formulation that combines
high strength with easy formability
because it can be formed before it is
hardened. Bulletin 306 2-PD1
presents detailed data on this alloy
plus information on temper selec
tion, heat treatment, cleaning, form
ing, and joining. The brochure is
offered by Kawecki Berylco Indus
tries Inc., Box 1462, Reading, Pa.
19603 [425] •

SIGNAL ANALYSIS OPERATION • TEST INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
595 Old Willets Path, Hauppauge, New York 11787 • 516/234-5700
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Gas Sensing Semiconductor

Electronics advertisers
□ Abbott Transistor Labs.
Technical Advertising Agency

51,14E

* Adret Electronique
Psycho Publicité

■ Airpax Electronics, Inc.
Group 3hree Advertising Corporation

□

$ Allen-Bradley Company
■ Hoffman, York, Baker & Johnson, Inc.

24

$ American Microsystems, Inc.
Wilton Coombs & Col nett Inc., Advertising

37

* American Microsystems, Inc.

8E&9E

AMF/Potter & Brumfield Division
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc.

General Magnetics
McCarthy, Scelba, DeBiasi
Advertising Agency, Inc.

□

17

■
27

145

Augat
121,148
Creamer, Trowbridge, Case & Basford, Inc.
Bausch & Lomb, Inc.
Wolff Associates, Inc.

70

Beckman Instruments, Inc. Hellpot Division
N.W. Ayer. Jorgensen/MacDonald, Inc.

52

Belden Corporation
Fensholt Incorporated

118

Bell, F.W.
Urban Marketing, Inc.

77

Biomation
Paul Pease Advertising

106

0$ MGR/Bussman Manufacturing Division
Media/Marketing Service Center, Inc.

129

h

Cambridge Thermionic Corporation
Chirurg & Cairns, Inc.

149

□

Cherry Electrical Products, Corp.
Kolb/Tookey & Associates, Inc.

137

□

Clairex Corporation
Marquardt & Roche, Inc.
Continental Specialties Corporation
Robert A. Paul

Data General Corporation
Scali, McCabe, Sloves, Inc.

39

Data Translation, Inc.
Fred Molinari Associates

Digital Equipment Corporation
Creamer, Trowbridge, Case & Basford, Inc.

5E

44,45

Disc Instruments, Inc.
Jansen Associates, Inc.

152

$ Eastman Kodak Co. Graphics Markets DivisionEngineering Data System Micrographics
J. Walter Thompson Company

Eldorado Instruments

15

HyComp, Inc.
Fred Molinari Associates

h

Kepco, Inc.
Weiss Advertising

* Logabax
* Magneti! Mareiii
CPM Studio

* Membrain Limited
Harrison Cowley Advertising (Southern) Ltd.

MFE Corporation
Brightman Company, Inc.

Micro Switch Division of Honeywell
N.W. Ayer & Son, Inc.

3M Technical Ceramic Products
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.

Mostek
Grume & Associates, Inc.

151

132

■

Erie Technological Products Co., Inc.
Altman Hall Associates Advertising

141

42

54

73
147

Iwasaki Tsushinki Co., Ltd.
Universal Ad. Co., Ltd.

Keithley Instruments
Chagrin Valley Marketing Associates

Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
E B. Lane & Associates, Inc.

□

North Atlantic Industries, Inc.
NOAT Advertising Company

0 North Electric Co.—Electronetlcs Division
Marc Associates
Oxy-Metal Industries Corporation
Poppe Tyson, Inc. Division of deGarmo, Inc.
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I nterstate Electronlcs Corporation
Chris Art Studio, Inc.

Johnson Company, E.F.
Martin Williams Advertising

3-7-3, Higashitoyonaka, Toyonaka City, Osaka 560,
Japan/Tel: (06) 849-2156
Cable: FIGARO TOYONAKA/Telex: 05286155 FIGARO J

74

International Crystal Manufacturing Company
Robert V. Freeland & Associates

□

Please contact the address below directly for
catalogs and price/delivery information.

8

information Controls Corporation

Japan Electric Measurement
Instrument Association
Kokoku-ShaCo., Ltd.

’75 New Models,
some with highly sensitive
CO sensor, now on the market.

FIGARO ENGINEERING INC.

125

Ineltec
Mosse Annonces Ag

127

EPC Labs, Inc.
Superfine Productions

123

Hughes Aircraft Company
Foote, Cone &Belding/Honig

67

■

58,59

2

Micro Power Systems
Associated Ad Ventures, Inc.

Electronic Measurements, Inc.
Hill Advertising Agency
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18,19,20

Hewlett Packard
Bozell & Jacobs/Pacific

■

71

□

Fabri-Tek, Inc.
Midland Associates Inc.
Marketing and Advertising Services

12,13

1

8

* Delta Design, Inc.
Marketing Directions

79

0 Hewlett Packard
Bozell & Jacobs 'Pacific

57

138

Hermes Electronics Limited
' Public & Industrial Relations Limited

Hewlett Packard
Tallant/Yates Advertising, Inc.

□

Datacon, Inc.
Henry Sherlock Company

160

93

Hewlett Packard
Phillips Ramsey Advertising
& Public Relations

128

153

130

Harris Semiconductor
Tucker Wayne & Company

■

4th Cover

Data Numerics Incorporated
The Don Roy Advertising Company, Inc.

0 E & L Instruments, Inc.
Langeler-Stevens, Incorporated

158’

Grayhill, Inc.
Stral Advertising Company, Inc.

□

quickly senses
even small
amount
of gas.

128

General Radio Company
Grad Associates

0 Hewlett Packard
Tallant/Yates Advertising, Inc.

□

$ Cutler-Hammer, Inc.
Campbell-Mithun, Inc.

EECO
The Greer Agency

3rd Cover

0 Hewlett Packard
Dancer Fitzgerald Sample, Inc.

35

California Computer Products
Dailey & Associates Advertising

Eastman Kodak Co.—GMD GD
P hotofab ricali on-Microelectron ic
Rumrill-Hoyt, Inc.

24

Gulf Power Company
Ad/Com Advertising, Inc.

,
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13E

GML Corporation

Brand-Rex
2nd Cover
Creamer, Trowbridge;Case & Basford, Inc.

□

'145

* Fort Electron!que
Rapy Publicite

60,61

Arrow-M Corporation
Halloff & Caine Associates

□

157

80

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Lennox Marketing Limited

126

Amphenol Connector Division,
Bunker Ramo Corporation
Buchen Advertising
Analogic Corporation
Analogic Advertising

.

Fluke Manufacturing Co., John
Bonfield Associates

* Gardner Denver Company .
. Buchen Advertising, Inc.

American Optical Corp., Fiber Optics &
Industrial Prod. Division
134,147
Wilson, Haight & Welch, Inc., Advertising

AMP Incorporated
Aitkin-Kynett, Inc.

139

Figaro Engineering Inc.
Standard Advertising, Inc.

76-

-

46,47

Faultfinders, Inc.
D.J. Moore .Advertising, Inc.

11

Advanced Micro Devices
Keye Donna Pearlstein

□

Fairchild Semiconductor, Inc.
Carson/Roberts Inc. Advertising
Division of Ogilvy & Mather

6

158

147
21
145

5
16E

37
15E

149

64
22,23
115

69
9

Is

equipment
service
squeezing
your profit?
RCA Service Company can supply com
prehensive maintenance, emergency and
installation service coast-to-coast, for
electronic or electro-mechanical indus
trial and commercial equipment marketed
by you. We’re specialists on communica
tions, control and data processing equip
ment maintenance for the large user, and
account of the manufacturer.

•
Stop the profit squeeze.
•
Compare price and benefits.
•
Eliminate service headaches.
o Decrease down-time.
•
Lower overall service costs.
Write or phone for details:
B. L. Grossman, Building 204:2
RCA Service Company
A Division of RCA
Camden, New Jersey 08101

Phone: (609) 779-4129

135

134
133
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GLITCHES
WITHOUT HITCHES!
us-OBi

• Philips N V. Pit/T&M Division
Brockies Communications Systems SA

. ocicscdnc

Hs
(
Bh & 0
*

F

” ® n B crrr1

160

Procond S.p.A.
Quadragono Comunicazione

3E

Pro-Log Corporation
Tycer-Fultz
RCA Industrial Tube Products
Al Paul Letton Company, Inc.

28

RCA Service Company
Al Paul Letton Company, Inc.

157

RCL Electronics, Inc.
Morvay Advertising Agency

14

/

/

xS&t-BSO^r

□

LS-6211

6E.7E

□ Piezo Technology, Inc.
Shattuck 'Roether Advertising, Inc.
*

"——s—-.

132

63

Scanbe-Canoga Industries
Wheeler Advertising

HURRAH! No more lengthy laborious
analysis of digital equipment and circuit
ry. This IWATSU LS-6211 large band
width logic scope of DC to 20MHz,
instantly, reveals the trouble enabling
you to, immediately, solve equipment
and circuitry problems. Exclusively used
in the measurement of input logic signals
and revealing them upon the bright CRT
as logic '1' at a level higher than the
threshold or logic '0' at lower than the
threshold level and stored in 252 words
semi-conductor memories to be, simulta
neously, displayed on the CRT so you
can glance at the 8 input channels timer
chart to see the logic signals. The func
tional plus and minus delay triggers cause
an intensified dot on the CRT revealing
events occurring before and after certain
triggered words. There are internal and
external triggers. Using the internal trig
ger, the Boolean triggering can be made
in combination with the signal at every
4 channelsdisplaying inverted waveforms
upon an 8 div x 10 div CRT with a
displayable memory of 200 words. AC
power of 100, 117, 217, 234 Volts
+ 10%, 50/60H?.

* Siemens Karlsruhe
Linder Presse Union

33

Signal Analysis Operation,
Honeywell TID
Samuel H. Goldstein
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Silicon Transistor
BBF Group, Inc.

96

Siliconix
Robertson West, Inc.

* SGS Ates
McCann-Erickson

15

Systron Donner Concord Instruments
Fred Schott & Associates

149

Tally Corporation
Bonfield Associates

□

124

Tektronix, Inc.
Tektronix Advertising

143

1A.8A

Teledyne Philbrick
Ingalls Associates

□

SUPER BI-TRACE
PORTABLE
OSCILLOSCOPE!

Teledyne Relays
S. Michelson Advertising

142

Telonic Altair
Jansen Associates, Inc.
Marketing Services

148

Thomson CSF/Dumont
Raniere, Saslaw, Mohr and Associates, Inc.

117

Tracewell Enclosures
Urban Marketing, Inc.

152

TRW/Capacitors
Gray & Rogers, Inc.
□ TRW/Cinch Connectors
Stral Advertising Company, Inc.

7

h

□

Union Carbide CorporationComponents Department
McConnell-Downs •

41

131

Universal Oil Products,
Norplex Division
Campbell-Mithun, Inc.

This non-conventional IWATSU SS-4121
Super Bi-trace Portable DC-100MHz os
cilloscope has similar accuracies of larger
bench type scopes. The 1mV/div allows
bi-trace applications and stable perform
ance using simple functions. It offers dis
play with an extended bandwidth range
to 20MHz and accelerational voltage to
20kV. No more re-adjusting a trigger
level to any event. Set to FULL-AUTO
mode frees you from troublesome adjust
ment of the trigger level. The 4 div to 11
div variable sweep length function is
effectively used to make firm triggering
of a complicated input pulse train as well
as to obtain a brighter display at the
magnified or delayed sweep. It has the
fastest sweep time of 5 ns/div ±2% hori
zontal sweep. AC power: 100, 117, 217,
234 Volts ±10%. 50 to 400Hz.
USA: Dumont Oscilloscope Lab.
201-575-8666
W.Germany :NBN Elektronik08151-13036
Sweden: Teleinstrument AB 08-380370
Finland: OY Honeywell 780311
Austria: Universal Elektronik 422358

IWATSU ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.
(ASAHISEIMEI BUILDING)
1-3, NIHONBASHI 2-CHOME, CHUO-KU
TOKYO 103, JAPAN
PHONE: TOKYO 272-0461
TELEX: J24225 TELEIWA

158

The other day I wanted to
buy a drill. So I got a copy of that
handy little magazine. You know
the one. Tells all you need to know
about different brands, guides you
to the best buys.
And I got a great drill.
Then I ran into the same prob
lem at work. Firm needed a mini
computer to streamline accounting
procedures.
So I figured I'd choose it the
same way I chose my drill, by com
paring all the brands. Problem was,
how to get all the facts and figures,
fast.
Then I heard about GML's
"Minicomputer Review," so I got a
subscription. Sure enough, it has all
the facts and figures. Helped us get
a mini just right for us, at the right

52

t Siemens Corp.—Electronic Systems
Division, Computest Products
JL Associates

□

BUYING A
«COMPUTER
BA LOT LIKE
BUYING A DRILL.

43

Universal Instruments Corporation
Commercial Art Service Graphics

136

Varo Semiconductor, Inc.
Warren-Guild

144

s Wavetek Indiana
Chapman Michetti Advertising

Wiltron Company
Frank Burkhard Company

Wima, Westermann
Oliver-Beckmann Gmbh
* Yokogawa Electric Works Ltd.
General Ad.-ertising Agency, Inc.

The accounting department
was so happy they gave me a little
present.

48

15 day FREE trial

150
16

n

Examine "Minicomputer Review"
for 15 days at our risk. 1975 edition
has 300 pages, updated twice a year.
If you're not completely satisfied,
return it and owe us nothing. Keep
it and pay only $48. Overseas, $12
extra.

“
»

Please rush me my "Minicomputer
Review."

|
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Classified & Employment Advertising
F. J. Eberle, Manager 212-997-2557

EQUIPMENT (Used or Surplus New) For Sale
American Used Computer............................................ 154
IIT Research Institute................................................... 155
Intersil Incorporated..................................................... 155
Radio Research Instrument Inc.................................... 154

J
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name___________________
j

address

j

city/state/zip______________
■ For more information on complete product line see adver
tisement in the latest Electronics Buyer’s Guide
* Advertisers in Electronics International
J Advertisers in Electronics domestic-only edition
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Mail to: Electronics/GMLCorp.,
594 Marrett Rd., Lexington, MA
02173
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Classified sec
CLASSIFIED SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Allanta.
Miriam Curth 404/892-2868
Boston............ Nancy Jones. . .617'262-1160
Chicago........ Bill Higgens . 312'751-3733

RATES $46 per advertising inch ( b”) Commissionable
SIZES A" to 10” deep in widths ol one col
umn (1%”). two (SH"). three (5'4"). and four
(7”)
CLOSING Two weeks prior to mailing.
MAILING One week prior l< issue date
ISSUE DATE Every other Thursday.

AD ORDERS/BOX NUMBER ANSWERS

Send to Electronics. Post Office Box 900. New
York. NY. 10020.

FOR EMPLOYMENT AND SALES OPPORTUNITIES

Cleveland
Connie Byers216- 781-7000
Dallas
Gerry Ambrose 214 742-1747
Denver...........John Ryan . 30'3 ¿66-3863
Detroit .......... Mac Huestis .313 873-7410

Houston
Los Angeles
New York

RickOfslie
.713'224-8381
Stan Kassin
.213 487-1160
Holt Buchanan 212 997-3593
Dave Hawksby 212 '997-3593

EEs

IF YOU WERE R1EVER
AWARE OF THE PROSPECTS
FOR GROWTH IBS EK

LET IITRI TELL YOHS
“We are gearing up for growth”
We are a medium size semiconductor
company on the San Francisco Peninsula
that is. growing fast, and we need good peo
ple to help us meet our goals.
Design Engineers—
Bipolar: BSee, MSEE desirable. Will design
RAMs, ROMs, PROMs, FPLAs, prefer 2
years Schottky bipolar experience.

CMOS:
1 to 3 years experience in LSI or micro
processors, will design CMOS devices.

Test Engineers—
Senior Hi Rei 2 to 5 years experience with
specification and testing of linear ICs pref
erably on TERADYNE 263 or 273.
Senior Test Engineer: 3 to 5 years experi
ence in Products-Test Engineering with
minimum 1 year Gentry 600 programming
experience.

MOS—Senior Product Engineers, minimum
2 years MOS experience; Senior Process
Engineers, min. 3 to 5 years MOS wafer
fab sustaining experience.

We offer excellent compensation & benefit
plans, including medical-dental-life insur
ance, 100% tuition reimbursement, vaca
tion.
If you want to work with a winner please
submit your resume including salary history
to:

Professional Employment Office
Intersil, Inc.
10900 N. Tantau
Cupertino, CA 95014
Intersil is an equal opportunity employer
M-F, minorities particularly encouraged
to apply.

Philadelphia Dan Ferro
.215'568-6161
Pittsburgh...... Pam Petika
412/391-1314
San Francisco Mary Kenny . 415/362-4600
XEROX 400 TELECOPIER .... 212/997-6800.

A highly specialized field, electromagnetic compati
bility, is becoming increasingly important with the
growth of telecommunications.

At the IIT Research Institute in Annapolis, we’re
doing perhaps the most advanced work anywher.e
in this unique area of study. Our highly talented
teams are developing new interference prediction
and analysis techniques to anticipate problems in
communications, radar, guidance, navigation and
other sensitive systems.
Only a handful of engineers outside IITRI have expe
rience in EMC. Technical managers are developed
and brought up from the ranks. And in 14 years of
continuous operations, we’ve experienced no re
ductions in staff.

Immediate opportunities with bright advancement
prospects exist for talented project engineers expe
rienced in communications electronics and able to
cope with problems ranging the RF spectrum. Sala
ries and benefits most attractive. U.S. citizenship
required.
Call collect (301) 267-2459
or write in confidence, submitting resume
and salary requirements to: Mr. J. J. Powers

BIRD

Research
Institute

P.O. Box 1711, Annapolis, Maryland 21404
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

This new .
Section,
featuring only recruitment and
sales opportunities advertising,
is designed to provide:

Readers—over 70,000 EE’s and
technical managers—with a useful
and convenient employment mar
ket-place to consult whenever
they're thinking about their future
and bettering themselves. (Like
when they’re reading ELECTRON
ICS to combat job obsolescence.)

Advertisers—with low competi
tive rates (see above), pre-screen
ed qualified circulation, bonus
ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS pre
print and free ELECTRONICS
MANPOWER REGISTER searches
and resumes.

We believe we offer both reader
and advertiser alike the most com
plete recruitment program offered
by any electronics publication.
(And, ELECTRONICS is the tech
nical magazine for technical
people.)

To find out more about any of
the above, contact the Classified
sales representative in the Mc
Graw-Hill regional office nearest
you (see above), or write to:

These ads,
will be preprinted in

ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS,
a weekly bulletin mailed to

ELECTRONICS
Post Office Box 900
New York, NY 10020

actively job-seeking readers
who want to be the first

DESIGNER
Designer of high power
inverter systems for induc
tion heating at 1-3-10 Khz
levels. Must be capable of
basic design and manufac
turing development. Eq
uity available to right per
son, in an established
company. Send resume's
to
P-7716 ELECTRONICS
CLASS. ADV. DEPT.,
P.O. BOX 900, N.Y., N.Y. 10020

to know about openings

Name___________________________

both in and out of their

field. This means

advertisers receive extra

Title____________________________

and early replies before
their ad appears in print

Company________________________

from career-conscious
readers—like yourself—

who want to beat the pack

Address_________________________

and get in on the ground

floor. For AJL subscriber

City_____________________________

information, write:

ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS
PO BOX 900/NY, NY 10020

State _ _________________ Zip______

Agffea&place
to start
expanding
your comp
is right feire.

MONOLITHIC
CRYSTAL FILTERS

Advertising Sales Staff
Pierre J. Braude New York [212] 997-3468
Paris Tel. 720-73-01

Director of Marketing
Atlanta, Ga. 30309: Warren H. Gardner
100 Colony Square, 1175 Peachtree St., N.E.
[212] 997-3617
Boston, Mass. 02116: James R. Pierce
607 Boylston St. [617] 262-1160

Chicago, 111. 60611:
645 North Michigan Avenue
Robert W. Bartlett (312) 751 -3739
Paul L. Reiss (312) 751-3738

Cleveland, Ohio 44113: William J. Boyle
[716] 586-5040
Dallas, Texas 75201: Charles G. Hubbard
2001 Bryant Tower, Suite 1070
[214] 742-1747
Denver, Colo. 80202: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
123 Speer Blvd., #400
Denver, Colorado 80203
(303) 893-3863

Detroit, Michigan 48202: Robert W. Bartlett
1400 Fisher Bldg.
[313] 873-7410

Houston, Texas 77002: Charles G. Hubbard
375 Dresser Tower, 601 Jefferson St. [713] CA 4-8381

Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Robert J. Rielly
Bradley K. Jones, 3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
[213] 487-1160

New York, N.Y. 10020
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Warren H. Gardner [212] 997.-3617
Michael J. Stoller [212] 997-3616
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Warren H. Gardner
Three Parkway,
'
[212] 997-3617

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Warren H. Gardner
2 Gateway Center [412] 391-1314

Our 16 page book talks
about the labor force, about
deep water ports, about
utilities, temperatures, taxes.
There’s everything 1 er
from financing to flying
times, from industries to
schools—all the things that
make Northwest Florida
one of the most profitable,
most livable business
climates in the country.
And it's free.
i
j
I
I
I
!
I
I
I

Gulf Power Company
Manager, Area Development
Depaitment D-8
PO Box 1151
Pensacola, Florida 32520
Please send me your book

Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J. Boyle
9 Greylock Ridge, Pittsford, N.Y.
[716] 586-5040
San Francisco, Calif. 94111: Don Farris
Robert J. Rielly, 425 Battery Street,
[415] 362-4600

Paris: Alain Offergeld
17 Rue-Georges Bizet, 75 Paris 16, France
Tel: 720-73-01
Geneva: Alain Offergeld
1 rue du Temple, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: 32-35-63
United Kingdom & Scandinavia: Keith Mantle
Tel: 01 -493-1451,34 Dover Street, London W1

Milan: Luigi Rancati
Robert Saidel (Middle East)
1 viaBaracchini, Italy Phone 86-90-656
Brussels: Alain Offergeld
23 Chaussee de Wavre
Brussels 1040, Belgium
Tel: 13-73-95

Frankfurt/Main: Fritz Krusebecker
Dieter Rothenbach (East European Countries)
Liebigstrasse 27c, Germany
Phone 72 01 81

---------------- —---------------------------- —-

Company
Address

, State
Zip
I_______________ Ü_________
160

One hang-up in designing a single
conversion NBFM receiver is demod
ulation. Until now you've had the op
tion of making a second conversion,

using phase-locked loop techniques,
or designing your own discriminator.
Now PTI has made demodulation

Thomas M. Egan,
Assistant Business Manager [212] 997-3140
Carol Gallagher
Production Manager International [212] 997-2045
Dorothy Carter, Production Manager Domestic
[212] 997-2908
Frances Vallone, Reader Service Manager
[212] 997-6057
Lisa Hoenig, Secretary
[212] 997-6481

George F. Werner, Associate Publisher
[212] 997-3139
Regina Hera, Directory Manager
[212] 997-2544

Circle 160 on reader service card
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I

CA3089E IC quadrature detector or
equivalent.

;

Detailed spec sheets are available.
Ask for Models 2283F (10.7 MH’^4’ I
and 2378F (21.4 MHz).

SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE
Five years ago, when this ad series
began, we offered some 20 low-priced
standard monolithic crystal filters at
10.7 MHz. Since then the number has
grown to 60 at 10.7 and 21.4 MHz
(not to mention standards at other
frequencies). Even though it’s five
years later, we still offer those orig
inal models — and at prices no
higher now than in 1970. Times may
be changing, but our quality and

I
i

;

i

price aren't.

Our new discriminators and our original standard models are two good
examples of PTl's leadership in mon-

Stephen R. Weiss, Manager
[212] 997-2044

|

simple with two new monolithic
crystal discriminators offering low
distortion — typically 1% — and
high recovered audio —typically
800 mV —when used with the

Australasia: Warren E. Ball, IPO Box 5106,
Tokyo, Japan 100-31
Tel; (03) 667-7397

.

I

NEW FM DISCRIMINATORS ...

SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW

Electronics Buyers’ Guide

City

Tt” I

Tokyo: Tatsumi Katagiri, McGraw-Hill
Publications Overseas Corporation,
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome,
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
[581] 9811

Business Department

I Name

Ue
State
tf Ue
Art

'

I

olithic crystal filters. If you have a
problem calling for monolithics we
may have the answer already on the
shelf.

R»
Piezo Technology Inc.
2400 Diversified Way

Orlando, Fla. 32804

I

(305) 425-1574

The standard in monolithic

crystal filters.

1

Circle 188 on reader service card

SOLID STATE
SINE-COSINE
SYNCHRO CONVERTER

X

This new encapsulated circuit converts a 3-wire synchro input to a
pair of d-c outputs proportional to the sine and cosine of the

synchro angle.
•

«a

x

Complete solid state construction.
Operates over a wide temperature range.

•

UNIT
L - L SYNCHRO INPUT (VRMS)
FREQUENCY (Hz)
FULL SCALE OUTPUT (VDC)
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
L L INPUT IMPEDANCE
REFERENCE.VOLTAGE (VRMS)
ACCURACY SIN/COS (+25°C)
FULL TEMPERATURE SIN.
RANGE ACCURACY COS
D.C. SUPPLY (VDC)
D C. SUPPLY CURRENT

DMD
1436-1

DMD
1430-1

DMD
1403-2

DMD
1361-6

DMD
1361-4

DMD
1193-4

DMD
1361 8

DMD
1446-1

DMD
1193-5

DMD
1193-6

DMD
1361-10

DMD
1472-2

11.8
400
±10

95
60
±3
<m
>5K
115
±6MIN

90
400
±3
<m
>30K
115
±6MIN

11.8
400
±3
<m
>5K
26
±6MIN

11.8
400
±10
<m
>5K
115
±6MIN

11.8
400
±10
<m
>5K
26
±6MIN

11.8
400
±10

<ion

11.8
400
±10

<112

<112

>5K
115
±0.5%

11.8
400
±10
<m
>5K
115
+ 6MIN

11.8
400
±10

>10K
26
±6MIN

90
400
+ 10
cm
>30K
115
±6MJN

>5K
115
±6MIN

>5K
26
+ 6MIN

90
60
±10
<m
>5K
115
±6MIN

±15MIN

+ 15MIN

+ 15MIN

±15MIN

±15MIN

+ 15MIN

±15MIN

± 0.5%

±15MIN

±15MIN

±15MIN

+ 15MIN

±15
<30MA

±15
<30MA

±15
<30MA
external
set
1.1x3.0
xl.1

±15
<30MA

±15
<30MA

±15
<30MA

±15
<30MA

±15
<30MA

±15
<30MA

±15
<30MA

±15
<30MA

>5Hz

>10Hz

>10Hz

>10Hz

>2Hz

>40Hz

>5Hz

±15
<30MA
external

-

-

-40°C
to
+100°C

—40°C
to
+100°C

2x2.25
x1.4
dual
channel
unit
-40°C
to
+100°C

1.1x3.0
xl.1

—

2x2.25
xl.4
dual
channel
unit
—40°C
to
+100°C

2.15x1.25
x0.5

—

2x2.25
x1.4
dual
sine
output
-40°C
to
+100°C

-40° C
to
+100°C

-40°C
to
+100°C

cm

BANDWIDTH

>10Hz

>10 Hz

SIZE

11x3.0
xl.1

2.0x2.25
x1.4
dual
channel
unit
—40°C
to
+100°C

NOTES

—
-40° C
to
+100°C

TEMPERATURE RANGE

4 QUADRANT
ANALOG MULTIPLIER
DC x DC = DC OUTPUT

>20Hz
1.5x1.5
x0.6

1.85x0.85 2.01x2.25 0.85x1.85
x0.5
xl.4
x0.5
dual
channel
—
—
unit
-40° C
-40°C
-40°C
to
to
to
+100°C
+100°C
+100°C

4 QUADRANT SINE
Model MSFG 1489-1
FUNCTION GENERATOR

Model MCM 1478-1

FEATURES:

Model MSFG 1489-4

• Provides a sine function with %% accruacy
over a — 180° to + 180° range

Product Accuracy is ±%%
of all theoretical product
output readings over Full
Temperature Range of
-55°C to +125°C.

•
•
•
•

Maximum Output Error
for Either
10V
X = 0, Y
Y = 0, X
10V
X = 0, Y
0
would be ±2 MV over En
tire Temperature Range.

Excellent temperature stability
Full scale output of ± 1QV DC
Scale factor adjusted by a DC signal
Hermetically sealed package

Specifications:
DC accuracy: ± 30 min of ARC or 0.5% whichever is greater
DC accuracy over operating temperature range:
± 30 min of ARC or 0.75% whichever is greater
Transfer equation: Eo = -E sin0
E represents an external DC voltage in the range
of + 2Vto + 10V
Input resistance: 0 input (pin 6) - 100K ±10%
Input resistance: E input (pin 4) -47K ±10%
Rated output voltage: ± 10V max at 5ma

Specifications: Model MCM 1478-1
Transfer Equation: E = XY/10
X & Y Input Signal Ranges: 0 to ± 10V peak
Maximum Static and Dynamic Product Error: %% of point or 2MV,
whichever is greater, over entire temperature range
Input Impedance: X = 10K, Y = 10K
Full Scale Output: ± 10V peak
Minimum Load for Full Scale Output: 2000 ohms
Output Impedance: Less than 10 ohms
Bandwidth: 1000 Hz
DC Power: ± 15V, unless otherwise required, at 20ma
Size: 1.3" x 1.8" x 0.5"
Output is short circuit protected

Output impedance: <112
Frequency response:* 400HZ
Power requirements: ±15V DC ±1% at ± 40ma
Operating temperature range:
- 40° C to + 100°C
MS F G 1489 1
- 25°C to + 85°C
MS F G 1489-2
0°C to + 70°C
MSFG 1489 3
25°C±10°C
MSFG 1489-4
*Frequency response is specified for a ± 5V triangular input
waveform.

There is No Substitute for Reliability

GM

GENERAL MAGNETICS • INC
135 Bloomfield Ave., Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003 . Tel. (201) 743-2700
Circle
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lottest
Darlingtons
i
Clairex photodarlingtons give your circuit extreme sensitivity —
light currents of .6 ma minimum at .02 mw/cm2.
We test every one we make. At two light levels.
To guarantee that you get the highest sensitivity.
For low-light applications, Clairex®photodarlingtons are the best you can buy.
To reduce optical cross-talk from stray light, or
der them lensed. To make sensor positioning less
critical, order them with flat windows. Either way,
we make them of glass to reduce dust pickup.
And they’re all hermetic
ally sealed to work longer in
the toughest environments.
Maximum dark currents are
only 100 na at 10 volts.

Circle

902

on

You can choose from six standard Clairex
photodarlingtons. Or we’ll build custom designs
to your exact specifications. Tell us the problem.
We’ll develop the solution.
When you come to Clairex, you come to the
leader, with twenty years' experience in opto-electronic components — photodarlingtons, photo
transistors, photoconductors, opto-isolators.
Write Clairex Electronics,
560 South Third Avenue,
Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550.
Or telephone us now at
(914) 664-6602.

reader

service

card

